
QUEENSTON MINING INC 
Drill Hole: AN96-01

DIAMOND DRILL HOLE RECORD
Property: ANOKI Col loc from #1 post, L3893.5, 640'S, 90'W 
Northing: 18940.60 
Easting: 6486.70
Elevation: 11065.90 *** Dip Tests **-

Depth Azi. Dip 
Collar Azimuth (Grid) 352.8 
Collar Dip: -63.5 
(O Degrees Grid equals 017 degrees True)

2.18 9 47

Hole Length: 

Date Printed:

1730.0 

5 Jul, 1998

From To 
(ft) (ft)

 SUMMARY LOG

.0 2.0 OVERBURDEN

2.0 330.4 BASALT

330.4 397.2 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

397.2 694.0 BASALT

694.0 700.8 CHERTY EXHALITE

700.8 912.6 BASALT

912.6 935.7 BASALT

935.7 1008.8 BASALT

1008.8 1035.1 TUFF

1035.1 1035.2 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

1035.2 1044.1 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1044.1 1049.2 FELSITE

1049.2 1056.9 CARBONATED GABBRO

1056.9 1057.5 ALTERED SYENITE

1057.5 1058.4 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1058.4 1060.4 PORPHYRITIC SYENITE

1060.4 1072.0 FELSITE

10.0

300.0

518.0
600.0
680.0

Geology

*** Dip Tests *** 
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Oct 30, 1996 
Nov 7, 1996
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Material left in hole BX CASING
Core Location: Upper Canada Site l
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From To 
(ft) (ft)

1072.0 1079.8 CARBONATED GABBRO

1079.8 1085.0 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1085.0 1094.0 PORPHYRITIC SYENITE

1094.0 1194.4 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1194.4 1207.5 CARBONATED GABBRO

1207.5 1231.7 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1231.7 1231.8 TIMISKAMING GROUP

1231.8 1345.8 LAPILLI TUFF

1345.8 1397.0 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1397.0 1730.0 LAPILLI TUFF

Geology
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From To Geology Sample From To Len PY AU AU1 AU2 
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.0 2.0 OVERBURDEN
Soil and Till.

2.0 330.4 BASALT
LITH- dk green colour, fine to med grned, locally grading into cse grned
araphibolitic flow centers; generally massive with scattered colliform
feldspar 'rosettes' up to 1/4 in across; few mafic dykes intrude unit,
possibly pillowed locally.
ALTER- calcitic, mod to strongly magnetic throughout, tr of epidote locally
in veining.
VEINING- sparsely veined unit; few hairline carb stringers; scattered
qtz-carb and carb-qtz veins 1/8 to 2 in across, generally cutting unit at
high angles to C.A. Thicker veins contain dk grey mottled qtz w/ xtalline
ankerite, scrappy WR inclusions and xtalline py along margins.
MINERALIZATION- diss and fine xtalline py throughout, generally D.5%,
locally higher near or along vein margins, or along healed shears/joints.
Locally xtals may reach 1/4 in across; locally cone's may reach 2-3% over
1/2 to 2 in thickeness' downcore, tr chalco in some veins.
STRUCT- generally massive unit, suggestion of wk fabric near jts and some
veins.
Some comments on the Unit:.

2.0 to 58.0 ft- med to med cse grned, fine scrappy carb veining, wk leuco 
alter and carb speckling.

58.0 to 81.0 ft- fine grned w/ carbonated 'rosettes'.

81.0 to 83.6 ft- dk grey-green gabbroic dyke, sharp upper and lower contacts 
at 40 DTCA. Consists of accicular amphiboles and pyroxenes?(now chlor) with 
a few plates of biotite set in a feldspathic matrix. Mafics are the dominant 
constituent (xtals 1/16 to 1/8 in long). Wkly to mod magnetic, calcitic, 
with tr of diss py with increase in cone near V7 near contacts.

83.6 to 108.0 ft- med grned, some suggestion of pillow structures; locally 
increased py content around ?selvages; ex @ 85 ft.

108.0 to 162.0 ft- cse grned flow, with patches of gabbroic looking residual 
fluid material, local cse cumulative textures.

162.0 to 213.0 ft- med to fine grned, massive and featureless except for 
scattered rosette textures.

213.0 to 240.0 ft- suggestion of pillows in this interval, subtle selvages 
developed, carbonate speckling; accicular mafics in matrix.

240.0 to 288.6 ft- massive, fine grned interval; carb and leucox speckling.

288.6 to 293.6 ft- u/mafic flow unit; pale blue-green colour, fine grned and
soft, essentially mass with several shears; flow breccia texture developed
for 2 ft against lower basalt contact. Upper contact fairly sharp   50 DTCA,
lower contact more irregular; wkly mag; shears   35 to 40 DTCA e 290-292 ft;
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fault @ 45 DTCA.

293.6 to 308.5 ft- as described above from 240.0 to 288.8 ft.

308.5 to 330.4 ft- predom basalt as above w/ frags/xenoliths of u/mafic kom 
and possibly minor flow breccia; wk fol developing; very irreg orientations, 
bottom contact   high angles to GA; ex- u/mafic unit   316.3 to 318 ft; 
shear   316.5 ft @ 55 DTCA.

330.4 397.2 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

LITH- a kom of u/mafic affinity, med grned, massive and dark blue-grey in
colour. The unit is soft, and has a subtle speckled appearence defined by
mafics in the matrix. Locally very wk fol is defined by needle-like altered
mafics. Likely a fairly massive flow unit. Contains xenoliths(sharp
contacts) of V7 and mafic dykes (l dyke contains a 3 in thick bleb? of cse
grned light grey dioritic material). Bottom contact is subtle but probably
at a high angle to CA.
ALTER- calcitic throughout, strongly magnetic.
STRUCT- generally massive, subtle fol locally S about 40 DTCA.
VEINING- sparsly veined, few scattered hairline calcite veinlets @ 45 to 55
DTCA.
MINERALIZATION- tr amounts of fine cubic py(mm size). Slight increase in py
near bottom of unit.

Comments:.

Mafic dykes @ 341 to 344.0 ft, 344.5 to 345.3 and 376.6 to 384.0 ft; consist 
of predom amphib xtals, with biot and minor feldspar, wk fol @ 50 DTCA, wkly 
magnetic, generally sharp contacts S 40 to 50 DTCA some have strongly 
developed chlor alter along contacts.

397.2 694.0 BASALT
LITH- dk grass-grn colour, med grned w/ cse amphobilitic sections. This is a 
continuation of the basalt package described from 2.0 to 330.0 ft. Details 
are noted below.

397.2 to 427.0 ft- mass, med grned w/ feldspathic rosettes, few fine grned 
sub flows with sharp contacts @ 40-65 DTCA.

427.0 to 518.0 ft- fairly mass interval w/ subtle pillow shapes and 
selvages, scrappy qtz and qtz-carb veining normally < 1/2 in @ high angles 
to CA. Few patches of cser grned gabbroic material, wk stringy epidote alter 
locally, few zones of elev py content to l*, wk hem alter assc w/ veining.

518.0 to 565.5 ft- cser grned interval, flow center region w/ increasing 
amounts of patchy and irreg qtz-carb veining, -f - wk epidote alter.

565.5 to 573.0 ft- pillowed sections, med to cse grned, scattered 
amygs,(good ex;   565.5 ft; tops up hole?? scattered tr amounts of py.

573.0 to 618.0 ft- med grned, more massive section w/ sugges of pillow rims,
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here and there, scattered rosettes, irreg qtz-carb veining at high angles to 
CA, some with anhedral black mineral-selvages and frags w/in veins. Portions 
of this interval are strongly mag, some black matrix material is probably 
magnetic and some may be tourmaline Locally very cse grned towards 618 ft 
with irreg black matrix material(tour/magnetite?).

618.0 to 621.5 ft- dk grey, wkly fol interval w/ salt and pepper(speckled) 
appearence. Very similar to carbonated gabbro as logged in McBean area 
holes. Sharp upper and lower contacts. Contacts at high angles to CA, fol 8 
80 DTCA; magnetic, calcitic w/ tr diss py.

621.5 to 694.0 ft- esr grned (flow center?) interval, strongly magnetic; w/ 
gabbroic like blotches( well developed plag xtals) other areas w/ cse 
xtalline carb intergrown with mafics, irreg patchy qtz-carb material w/ cse 
xtalline py and ubiq backgrnd chlor scattered anhedral py to D.5% locally; 
calcitic throughout.

694.0 700.8 CHERTY EXHALITE
Fine grned siliceous exhalite unit, consisting of alternating beige and 
black(graphitic?) layers, intercalated with pale grey basaltic interflow 
material(tuff?). Locally csely brecciated(frags of beige material in 
basaltic matrix), otherwise massive to bedded locally. Contains variable 
amounts of py as csely diss, very fine fracture filling or cse 
blebby/bedded/massive layers at sub-contacts. Content varies from Q.5% to 
10% locally. Top and bottom contacts sharp at 40/60 DTCA. Subtle bedding @ 
696.7 9 50 DTCA; @ 699.0   60 DTCA; @ 699.7 e 60 DTCA. Subtle graded bedding 
suggests tops are downhole(graded bedding, scour marks?).

700.8 912.6 BASALT
LITH- an intercalated sequence of basalt and u/tnafic komatiite, dark green 
to pale blue green in colour, med grned and massive to weakly foliated. 
Basalt is the dominant lithology. Contacts between units are both sharp and 
more gradational. Most of this sequence is mod to strongly magnetic and 
calcitic. Fine carb and leucoxene alteration occurs throughout much of the 
unit. Most rox are sparsely veined; veins are typicaly 1/8 to 1/4 inch thick 
and cut the core at at high angles. Veining is predominantly carbonate, with 
a minor qtz constituent. Disseminated and fine cubic pyrite to G.5% occurs 
throughout the sequence. Locally crystaline magnetite(subhedral) to 1/8 of 
an inch across occurs in matrix(? probably not exsolved). Details on 
specific subunits are as follows:.

700.8 723.0 Basalt.
Med to med coarse grained flow locally amphibolitic, with traces of cherty
interflow material. ?possibly pillowed-flow breccia? tr diss py.

723.0 726.5 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Dark green with a weak blue cast, soft, brecciated with scrappy carb-qtz 
veining and patchy carb alteration. Weak foliation at 60 DTCA. l* coarse 
subhedral pyrite and fine stringy chalco near top contact. Top contact sharp 
at a high angle TCA, bottom contact gradational.
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726.5 731.9 Basalt.
Dark grey green, fine grained, massive with Q.5% diss pyrite.

731.9 744.8 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Dark blue green, med grained, with a speckled and/or finely brecciated 
appearance. Patchy and scrappy carb altr throughout. Unit becomes more 
massive towards bottom contact except for l foot ?contact breccia. Contains 
cse subhedral py to 1/4 inch across (with carb filled strain shadows) (est 
2%) for last 2 feet of unit.

744.8 747.9 Mafic Intrusive.
Dark grey, med to med cse grned dyke with sharp upper and lower contacts, at 
30/40 DTCA. Speckled/spotted appearance due to biotite phenocrysts. Biotite 
phenos are up to 1/8 inch across; set in a felted feldspathic matrix. Weakly 
mag, contains D.75% fine xtalline py.

747.9 753.9 Basaltic Komatiite.
Pale grey in colour, med to med fine grained, with wispy and patchy carb 
altr, and fine scrappy carb veining. Bottom half of unit developing weak 
foliation at 70/80 DTCA. Sharp bottom contact at 50 DTCA, tr diss py.

753.9 779.4 Basalt.
Med to med-cse grned massive flow, dark grass green, with narrow VIS
interflows; ex: 767.3-767.5; 769.0-769.4; 758.5-759.6; 776.5-776.9 ft. From
767.5-769 very dark grey sub unit which looks like a carb gabbro?, fine
grned with subtle fragmental texture? foliation at 40 DTCA, contains tr diss
PY-

779.4 794.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Dk grey with a pale blue cast, med grained and fairly massive, with weak fol 
developing locally. Weak carb speckling; contains narrow basaltic interflows 
and D.5% spotty xalline pyrite Few patchy irreg carb-qtz veins with tr py, 
carb and WR inclusions.

794.0 806.0 Basalt.
Dk green, med to fine grned mass flow w/ wk carb/leucoxene speckling.
Contains few narrow V15 subflows; tr spotty py, scrappy hairline carb
veinlets.

806.0 823.6 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Dark grey in colour w/ pale blue overprint, med grned w/ a weakly speckled 
appearence. Fairly massive w/ local wk fol developing   60 DTCA. Scrappy 
fine carb veining at high angles to CA. Weakly mineralized w/ tr spotty py.

823.6 825.9 Basalt.
Dark green, mass basalt; tr diss py.

825.9 836.3 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Very similar to unit described from 806 to 823. Some patchy barren qtz
veining up to 2 in thick locally. Contains tr sulphide only.
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836.3 840.6 Basalt.
Dk grey, massive and featureless. Weakly foliated at top contact, contains
tr diss py. Sinuous qtz veining at lower contact w/ 3% bedded/blebby py.

840.6 855.8 Ultramafic Komatiite.
A unit very similar to that described from 806 to 825. Contains basaltic
intervals; wkly foliated locally @ 70 DTCA and weakly mineralized w/ diss py.

855.8 912.6 Basalt.
An intercalated sequence of basalts and u/mafic kom flows, similar to those 
described in the preceeding 200 feet. Basalt is the dominant lithology. V15 
units from 4 in to 3 ft in length are randomly distributed throughout this 
interval. The basalt is massive and locally cse grained w/ a gabbroic 
texture, and contains fine carb speckling/rosettes. Veining is sparse, and 
very fine, and generally calcitic. The kom is more altered (carb) and 
veined. A wk speckled appearence is common, which locally becomes more 
pronounced and gives the rock a cse grainy texture. Tr xtalline py to 2mm is 
scattered throughout. At 879.7 to 881.0 ft, a possible flow bottom?/quench 
texture zone is developed; it is fine grned, pale grey and locally sericitic 
with frags? shards? of u/m material set in an aphenitic matrix of altered 
(quenched?) mafic material. Shards of this mafic phase appear to be more 
sericitic. The entire unit is wkly siliceous. Top and bottom contacts are 
sharp at 70 DTCA. Very fine diss py tl.5%) is present.

912.6 935.7 BASALT
A sequence of fine and med to med cse-grned flows, tuffs? and flow tops 
(quenched) basaltic in composition. Overall strongly magnetic, calcitic and 
variably pyritic throughout. More strongly altered than V7 units described 
above. Specific sub-units are described below.

912.6 913.6 V7ft.
Cse flow breccia, pale grey w/ green cast, quenched and deformed frags 1/2 
to 2 in across, cut by irreg patchy qtz and carb. Siliceous, local 
patchy/wispy sericite, Q.5% fine xtalline py in carb alter around frags. 
Thin chlor rims developed around and between frags. Sharp upper and lower 
contacts @ 75/40 DTCA.

913.6 915.2 Tuff.
Pale grey, fine grned, lithic tuff of probably mafic composition. Wkly 
foliated @ 40 DTCA, siliceous and mod magnetic. Fabric defined by fine chlor 
in matrix. Locally wk pervasive sericite in matrix. Tr sulphide, sharp lower 
contact @ 45 DTCA.

915.2 917.2 V7ft.
Grass green coloured highly altered remnant of probably a frothy flow top
 f/- cse hyaloclastite. Cse grned, consisting of altered ?fragments^hards?
surrounded by irreg chlor matrix alter which in turn is cut by irreg patchy
qtz veining generally < l in across.
Very fine whiskers of chlor are rimming some of these altered 'fragments',
and also grow within tiny broken (felsic?) varioles('chicken feed') Patchy
sericite is developed on some varioles, as well as at the bottom contact. Py
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occurs as very fine disseminations and as anhedral masses(blebby) up to 1/4 
in in diara. It appears to be late, and is set randomly in the matrix. 
Contacts are sharp, bottom is at 80 DTCA.

917.2 917.8 Tuff.
Similar to the tuff unit described from 913 to 915. Sharp bottom ct a 40
DTCA. Contains D.5% diss py.

917.8 919.4 V7ft.
A pale grey unit w/ a wk green cast; a finely granulated/brecciated flow
top/pillow top consisting of partially coallesced varioles and varioles set
in a finer mafic matrix, siliceous, non calcitic, w/ wk chlor backgrnd alter
and patchy seric alter towards the bottom of the unit. D.5% fine xtalline
py. Sharp bottom cnt @ 70 DTCA.
Cse anhedral magnetite in matrix.

919.4 935.7 Basalt.
A dk green med to med-cse grned flow w/ fine included (lithic) fragments in 
the upper parts, then becoming cser grned and similar to the flow centers 
described higher in the hole. Cse (xtalls to 1/8 in across) anhedral 
magnetite throughout. Sparse carb-qtz veining, normally at high angles to 
CA, fine cubic py to 1.0* locally (near veining), w/ backgrd py 8 D.5%. 
Finely granulated and wkly foliated locally. Fol @ 80 DTCA. Calcitic and 
strongly magnetic.

935.7 1008.8 BASALT
A sequence of highly altered flow tops/ropey flow tops/variolitic flows and 
interflow tuffs, granulated/ brecciated and locally strongly bleached 
Non-calcitic, often silicified, and strongly magnetic throughout. Dk green 
in colour near the top contact, becoming pale beige/grey as chlor is 
replaced by sericite.

935.7 942.6 V7fb.
Dk green in colour with a mottled/brecciated appearence. Granulated and 
permeated w/ hairline carb veining (inside of deformed frags/shards). 
Locally flooded w/ silica and lesser carb Py occurs as masses of anhedral 
grains, as selvages along invasive qtz and as discreet cubes to 3 mm across. 
Content is variable up to 51; over short intervals, overall about 1.51^ 
Locally recognizable pale grey, zoned/rimmed variolites 3 to 7mm across, 
intensly flattened parallel to CA.

942.6 947.0 V7ft.
Pale grey unit; a highly deformed variolitic flow top?, invaded by 
patchy/vein qtz w/ carb w/blebby py along vein margins. Primary textures are 
almost obliterated by fine cataclastic deformation textures, wispy chlor is 
growing in matrix between and around frags. Cse anhedral magnetite in matrix.

947.0 957.3 V7fb.
A dk green unit w/ a mottled/patchy appearence. Consists of fine frags of 
mafic and variolitic flow top material set in a chloritic matrix. Locally 
flooded w/ silica t carb and overprinted w/ fine carb * - leucox?. Patchy
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silicification; cse magnetite grns in matrix; scattered felsic 
varioles(flattened, stretched) visible locally. Spotty subhedral py 
scattered throughout, overall l to 2%.

957.3 977.5 V7ft.
A pale beige/cream to pale grey-green coloured sequence of finely brecciated 
variolitic flow top material. Several thin bands of bleached (sericitic)tuff 
occur towards the bottom of the unit. Small sections are chloritic and 
contain good examples of felsic variolites,(some birds-eye type; some w/ 
thin alter rims) normally about 1/8 in in diam, mostly discrete, some 
partially coalescing, often stretched and flattened. Much of the interval is 
finely granulated and cream in colour,- the matrix appears to be csely 
crystalline, but the texture may be caused by late sericite having filled in 
the angular or lath shaped interstial areas between granulated qtz grains. 
These areas contain wispy tension fractures filled with chlor, oriented 
sub-parallel to the GA. Blebby, patchy/anhedral and tried grned cubic py 
ranges from 2 to 5% in the lighter coloured areas. Cse anhedral magnetite 
also occurs in these zones. Much of the interval is silicified. Carb and 
qtz-carb veining is poorly developed; most veins are about 1/8 in thick and 
cut the unit at 70 to 80 DTCA. Blebby qtz veins are normally deviod of 
sulphide, and have fine carb xtals growing along margins.

977.5 983.2 V7fb.
Dk grey-blue colour, med grained cataclastic interval, silicified, cut by 
wispy qtz-carb and carb veins @ 70 -80 DTCA; wk patchy seric alter in 
matrix, diss and cse cubic py, better developed near veining. Sharp upper 
and lower contacts at 30/50 DTCA.

983.2 998.0 V7fth.
A pale grey to cream coloured interval very similar to that described above 
from 957 to 976 ft. This interval contains two tuff horizons, both bleached, 
very fine grned and homog w/ scrappy carb-qtz veining. Sections contain 
highly deformed varioles, and fine hyaloclastite, along with some intervals 
of cse grned 'psuedocrystalline 1 material. Well mineralized throughout w/ 
blebby and patchy py.

998.0 1003.5 V7ft.
A dk grey-green coloured, mottled, wkly foliated interval w/ sugg of 
deformed variolites locally. Partly grey-blue in colour w/ a fine granulated 
texture. Fol where devloped is 8 60 DTCA. Silicified, strongly magnetic, w/ 
wk wispy seric alter locally. Cut by rare 1/8 thick boudinaged dk grey qtz 
veins   70 DTCA, w/ seric/carb alter halos. Weakly minerailed w/ diss py.

1003.5 1007.4 Tuff.
A fine-grnd pale grey and/or wk apple green coloured sequence of tuffs w/ a 
few xenos of surrounding units. Wkly magnetic, partly silicified, and wkly 
foliated locally. Fol   50-55 DTCA. Pale grey down to sharp internal contact 
@ 1005.5 @ 75 DTCA; siliceous and wkly mineralized w/ v fine diss py. Past 
1005.5 the unit becomes softer and contains wk pervasive fuchsite alter The 
top 10 in is granulated and similar in tex to the flow tops above; below a 
seric/fuchsitic tuff is developed; contains diss py and minute flattened
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frags of u/mafic ? material. Sharp bottom contact @ 65 DTCA.

1007.4 1008.8 V7fth.
A dk grey-blue coloured, granulated flow top, with sugg of ropey flow type
texture at end of unit. This suggests tops are downhole(north). Silicified;
magnetic, becoming less so towards end of unit.
Spotty subhedral py becoming sparse towards bottom of unit. Sharp bottom
contact @ 40 to 50 DTCA.

1008.8 1035.1 TUFF
A sequence of lithic, lithic-crystal and crystal tuffs, intercalated w/ 
cherty exhalite beds. Wkly foliated locally, locally magnetic and containing 
rare xenoliths and some minor fine fragmental components of the flow top 
units uphole. Crosscut by deformed/ knotty carb and carb-qtz veins, 
generally at high angles to CA. Variably mineralized with diss and 
patchy/blebby or fine cubic py. Largely silicified. This unit grades into an 
u/mafic komatiite which marks the start of the 'McBean 1 style Deformation 
Zone.

1008.8 1013.2 Tuff.
Med grey, fine grned and homogenoeus except for a frag of dk grey flow top 
material. Cut by very thin (2mm) dk qtz veins(@ 45 DTCA), and creamy 
carb/qtz veins(scrappy, knotted, at low angles to CA),-locally wlky seric 
locally w/ fine grned magnetite in matrix. Fine diss and xtalline py 
throughout.

1013.2 1015.0 Cherty Exhalite.
Beige coloured cherty exhalite sequence, fine internal bedding; ex: 70 DTCA 
S 1013.3 ft; unit contains v fine internal fractures/slips offsetting 
bedding parallel to CA by several mm; py occurs as fine cubes or as diss, 
locally higher cone at upper contact along margins of 0.75 in dk brown 
layer; sharp lower contact   65 DTCA.

1015.0 1018.4 Tuff Cherty Exhalite.
Blonde coloured sequence of sericitic tuffs and narrow cherty beds and frags 
of the same. Cut by dk qtz and creamy carb-qtz veins/knots; mostly perp to 
CA The tuffaceous sections are strongly altered w/ seric,- all variations are 
silicified. Fine diss and xtalline py sprinkled throughout unit. Brecciated, 
and locally ?granulated at bottom contact(or fragmental texture?) w/ rounded 
qtz grains 1/4 in across. Sharp lower contact ® 65 DTCA, 1/2 thick tuff bed 
w/ wk fuchsite alter at lower contact.

1018.4 1020.5 Tuff.
Pale grey lappilli/crystal tuff. Consists of lithic frags (prodom 1/4 to 1/2 
in diam) w/ few larger angular frags up to several inches across, set in a 
cse gritty matrix of predom qtz crystals. Lithic components include tuff 
fragments, cherty shards and bits of flow top material. Siliceous, and 
weakly magnetic. Sharp lower contact S about 60 DTCA.

1020.5 1035.1 Tuff.
Pale grey to beige/cream coloured interval, consisting of crudely
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bedded/banded sericitic tuffs with minor chert in discreet bands(bedding at 
70 DTCA). Some bands are a muddy grey-blue colour(more chlor?). Wkly 
foliated locally S 70 DTCA Fine magnetite grains exsolved in some bands; 
creamy carb-qtz veining to 1/2 in thick cuts unit at high angles(sulphide 
poor); tight fracturing f f to CA w/ white qtz infilling offsets banding and 
carb veining. 2 to 4mm cubic py (also minor diss py) is sprinkled throughout 
unit; some enrichment near more strongly veined areas. Bottom contact is a 
intercalated zone grading into the underlying u/mafic unit.

1035.1 1035.2 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE
Deformation Zone-1035.2 to 1730.0 ft.
A highly deformed sequence of rocks very similar to those logged in holes
from the McBean area. Typically strongly foliated, faulted locally and well
carbonated.

1035-2 1044.1 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
LITH- dk blue-black in colour, fine grned; banded/speckled appearence, an
altered kom of u/mafic derivation cut by num fine carb veins and blebs; soft.
ALTR- heavily carbonated, non calcitic, locally weakly magnetic, weakly
talcose.
VEINING- irreg, wispy and strongly deformed carb veining throughout
interval, often tightly folded on a cm scale no appreciable mineralization
in veins.
MINERALIZATION- tr subhedral py in matrix.
STRUCT- fol variable @ 40 to 60 DTCA; veining cuts core at 40 to 80
DTCA;(often following fol).

1038.0 1038.9 Fault Zone.
Fault zone containing sandy/gritty fault breccia and chlor mud; est top 
contact S 55 DTCA, lower contact e 60 DTCA rubbly broken core to 1040 ft, 
shear @ 40 DTCA @ 1044.0 ft.

1044.1 1049.2

1049.2 1056.9

FELSITE
LITH-pale purple pink, fine grned massive felsic rock of unknown derivation,
subtle ?carb speckling; contains narrow V15 inclusion   1047.9 to 1048.5;
sharp upper and lower contacts S 40/80 DTCA.
ALTER- carbonated(non calcitic), probably silicified (albitic?), very wk hem
alter locally in matrix.
VEINING- wispy carb-qtz veining at 60-70 and 30 DTCA; both sets are 2 to 6
mm thick and are generally barren; thicker veins have white metasomatic halos
MINERALIZATION- finely diss, sudhedral/patchy/blebby and minor fracture
filling py throughout matrix.

a distinct brownish cast, med grned and speckled, 
a VIS inclusion from 1049.2 to 1051.6 ft w/ an irreg

CARBONATED GABBRO
LITH- dk grey w/
foliated;(contains
lower contact @ 20 DTCA).
ALTER- carbonated, non-calcitic and silicified locally. Wk hem alter in
matrix. Prominent carb porphyroblasts l to 2 mm across give unit its
speckled appear. Fine accicular mafics (chlor?) in matrix.
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1056.9 1057.5

VEINING- sparsly veined; wk psuedo banding more likely an alter feature,- 3 
in qtz vein in V15 inclus w/ tr py and a blue metallic- moly?. 
MINERALIZATION- diss py and py trails follow foliation; few scattered cubes 
to 3mm diam.
STRUCT- mod to strongly fol @ 70 DTCA, fine mafics and slightly flattened 
carb porphyros define fabric rubbly zone in vis inclusion @ 1050 to 1050.3 
ft; poss fault?, lower contact   50 DTCA.

ALTERED SYENITE
LITH- orange-red in colour, fine grned w/ a subtle mottled appearence, sharp
contacts   40/20 DTCA.
ALTER- heraatized, non-calcitic, silicified (albitic?).
VEINING- 1/4 in qtE-carb veins cut unit   20 to 30 DTCA, barren; chlor
hairline fractures cut flat veining at 70 DTCA.
MINERALISATION- diss and fine blebby py in matrix.

1057.5 1058.4 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
A narrow blue-black unit similar to described from 1035 to 1044 ft.

1058.4 1060.4 PORPHYRITIC SYENITE
LITH- purple-brown in colour w/ an orange cast; porphyritic,- abundant 2 to 5
mm diam subhedral feldspar phenos set in an aphenitic felsic matrix. Patchy
silica/carb/hematite invades unit; sharp upper and lower contacts(fine
scalloped texture) at high angles to CA.
ALTER- siliceous, w/ patchy alteration(silica/carb/wk hem).
VEINING- sparsely veined w/ hairline qtz at 20 to 50 DTCA.
MINERALIZATION- diss and blebby py in matrix.
STRUCT- a mass unit w/ minimal veining/fracturing.

1060.4 1072.0 FELSITE
LITH- pale pink in colour, fine grned and massive w/ sugg of phenos.
Slightly vuggy w/ wk patchy hem alter developing in those zones. Contains
few xenoliths of VIS near top of unit(black, veined, sharp contacts) Sharp
bottom contact at 75 DTCA.
ALTER- silicified, wkly calcitic and wkly magnetic, wk pervasive hematite
around weathered out zones, and as halos along fine veining, very fine diss
magnetite in matrix.
VEINING- very fine hairnet and discreet veins at high angles to CA w/ carb,
chlor and hem infillings. Slightly thicker (1/8 to 1/4 in) near top of unit-
qtz w/ carb selvages   50 DTCA- tr sulphide only.
MINERALIZATION- diss and fine blebby/anhedral py throughout matrix.
STRUCT- massive interval, slightly blocky locally.

1072.0 1079.8 CARBONATED GABBRO
Very similar to the section described above from 1049 to 1056 ft; altered
felsite dykelet   1076.8 to 1077.5 w/ 2.5% diss py and sharp contacts   ~ 20
DTCA; lost l ft of core @ bottom contact.
1078.8 1079.8 Lost core.

1079.8 1085.0 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
LITH- black-blue u/mafic kom similar to that described from 1035 to 1044 ft;
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contains a few l to 2 in qtz veins @ 50 to 60 DTCA(barren) and a xeno of
carb gabbro (as   1072 to 1079) in center of interval.
ALTER- tr spec hematite in WR along some vein margins.
STRUCT- broken/blocky at top contact and at 1081 ft; poss fault/str shear at
1084.5   60 DTCA w/ wk hem staining; sharp bottom cnt   30 DTCA.

1085.0 1094.0 PORPHYRITIC SYENITE
LITH- med grey w/ a pink cast; contains 2 to 4 mm feldspar
phenos,(subhedral, pale white) in a aphanitic felsic matrix, locally
weathered and vuggy w/ wk hem staining. ALTER- silicified, (?albitic), non
calcitic, wk pervasive hem alter in matrix and around hairline
veining/weathered areas, some fine grained spec hematite as fracture
fillings. Strongly magnetic.
VEINING- fine qtz-carb-spec hem veining throughout interval at 45 to 55
DTCA, often w/ hem halos; also fine qtz * - spec hem veining cuts core at
low angles to CA, appears earlier than flatter veins.
MINERALIZATION- fine diss and spotty py in matrix, minor fracture filling py.
STRUCT- massive unit, sharp bottom contact   40 DTCA.

1094.0 1194.4 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
LITH- a blue-black banded/speckled unit, of u/mafic derivation w/ minor
included carbonated gabbro and pale grey felsite dykes?. Prominent highly
deformed carb veining/speckling throughout. Soft, w/ highly variable
foliation/veining orientations.
ALTER- heavily carbonated, non calcitic down to 1107.5 ft; below this
calcitic to bottom contact. Mild to mod talcose alter, throughout matrix; wk
hem staining in some included units and in patchy carb-qtz intrusions, wkly
magnetic.
VEINING- wispy and irreg deformed carb and lesser carb-qtz veining
throughout unit; variable from hairline to patchy intrusions to 2 in thick;
some have serpentine selvages, most are devoid of sulphide. Veins are folded
locally into tight cm scale chevron style structures; other areas are
boudinaged and or have developed knots up to l in across. Most veining cuts
core at high angles (sub-parallel to fol).
MINERALIZATION- diss and fine cubic py throughout, generally tr amounts;
higher cone's in included units.
STRUCT- mod to strongly fol, at various orientations; predom fol   45 to 60
DTCA, w/ flatter local variations. Local shears and faults documented below.

1094.0 1102.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Ptygmatically folded carb-qtz veining, narrow carb gabbro inclus @
1097.5-1098.0; strong shears @ 1094.5   55 DTCA.

1102.0 1103.5 Carbonated Gabbro.
Pale brown, well foliated; speckled appearence,- fol   85 DTCA, some 
kinking/crenulation cleavage developing @ 60 DTCA near bott contact sharp 
contacts   75 DTCA.

1103.5 1104.2 Ultramafic Komatiite. 

1104.2 1104.8 Carbonated Gabbro.
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Highly alteredfsilica/carb), cut by scrappy/offseting qtz-carb 
veining/intrusions w/ spotty py brecciated bott contact.

1104.8 1105-4 Ultramafic Komatiite. 
Strong shear cuts unit   1105.3 ® 85 DTCA.

1105.4 1106.0 Felsite.
Sharp bott contact 8 40 DTCA, sheared?.

1106.0 1109.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Orange patchy carb-qtz intrusion at top of interval; rocks become calcitic
at 1107.5 poss fault 8 1107.0   40 DTCA.

1109.0 1112.6 Carbonated Gabbro.
Cse speckled texture, fol ® 30-35 DTCA, wkly magnetic.

1112.6 1114.7 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Strong shears 8 1113.8, 1113.9 8 85 DTCA, w/ cse gouge; grd core at bott
contact w/ gritty gouge.

1114.7 1115.0 Carbonated Gabbro. 
Sharp bott contact 8 25 DTCA.

1115.0 1117.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Rubbly core; several gougy shears 8 20 DTCA in this section.

1117.0 1119.3 Carbonated Gabbro.
Heavily veined section w/ finely fol texture; pink cast; locally brecciated,
fol e 65 DTCA.

1119.3 1141.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Fault   1127.0 8 15 DTCA, w/ cse talcy gouge; fault @ 1137.0 8 "70 DTCA; 
fault   1140.0   65 DTCA; fault   1141.0 @ 60 DTCA w/ fine carb vein and 3 
mm talcy gouge.

1141.0 1142.4 Iflsp.
Pale grey, w/ few feldspar phenos, wkly magnetic, massive w/ very fine diss
PY-
Fault at bottom contact w/ 2 in cse gritty gouge   60 DTCA.

1142.4 1194.4 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Shear   1144.9   20 DTCA; pink cast 8 1158 to 1160 ft-deformed inclusion of 
carb gabbro; 1162.5 to 1163.9- strongly chloritic interval(? basaltic 
inclusion); fault   1147 8 70 DTCA: shear   1174.2 @ 30 DTCA; shear 8 1189.9 
8 30 DTCA; fault 8 1191.0   " 65 DTCA w/ 1/4 in of gouge/carb infilling; pos 
fault 8 1191.5 @ 70 DTCA?; shear 8 1192.0 8 40 DTCA sharp bott cont @ 40 
DTCA w/ chlor alter rind 2 in thick.

1194.4 1207.5 CARBONATED GABBRO

LITH- dk grey w/ a pale red cast; cse grned and mottled/speckled; massive
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1207.5 1231.7

with a recognizable intrusive texture. Appears to be a fresher equivalent of
carbonated gabbros logged higher in the hole. Consists of an aggregate of
approx equal amounts of feldspar(now carbonate) and mafics(mostly chlor
after px +/- amphibole). Pale blue porphyroblasts? of carbonate (?ankerite)
are prominent in the matrix.
ALTER- strongly carbonated(calcitic matrix), and poss later ank
porphyroblasts; wk pervasive hem alter thru/out; wk patchy silica + hem
surrounds a chlor filled fracture at 30 DTCA S 1196 to 1196.5 ft; tr spec
hem in fracture.
VEINING- sparsely veined w/ a few narrow carb-qtz fillings 9 30-40 DTCA.
MINERALIZATION- diss and l to 3mm anhedral py thru/out matrix; slightly >
cone near silica + hem alter zone.
STRUCT- fairly massive w/ very wk fol locally- ex: 55 DTCA @ 1206 ft.

ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

A sequence of prodom wkly magnetic u/mafic kom w/ inclusions/dykes? of pale 
red-brown carbonated gabbro. The kom is blue-black, becoming pale green 
downhole as the intensity of talc and carbonate(calcite) alteration 
increases. The unit is soft and quite soapy to the touch; towards its lower 
contact the unit exhibits increasing strain; ie strong shear and fault zones 
occupy most of the rock mass. Gabbro intervals are med grned and wkly 
hematitic; patchy carb-qtz alter as psuedo-veins and irreg masses are 
common; vein like structures are l to 2 in thick and cut the core at 75 to 
85 DTCA. Narrow sliver-like fracture fillings are developed locally where 
the rock has been brecciated. The gabbros are wkly foliated at 80 to 90 
DTCA. The komatiites are sparsely mineralized; the gabbros are well 
pyritized w/ diss and fine cubic sulphide.

1207.5 1212.5 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Faults at high angles to CA are located   1209.0-1209.3; and 1210.5-1210.9;
strong shear s 1211.9 ® 30 DTCA; bott contact is sheared S 55 DTCA.

1212.5 1213.8 Carbonated Gabbro.
Strongly foliated @ 70 DTCA; cut by sinuous 1/4 in carb-qtz veining w/
traces of spec hem; hem stain is wkly developed in and around veining.

1213.8 1218.4 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Faults-   1214.0-1214.2 @ 85 DTCA w/ cse muddy gouge; @ 1217.8 @ 60 DTCA-
1/2 in of fine chlor/talcy gouge.

1218.4 1225.3 Carbonated Gabbro.
Numerous veins, psuedo-veins and alter patches; wk red cast(hem).

1225.3 1231.7 V15faz.
Fault zones are at: 1225.3 -1225.8   50 DTCA; @ 1226.3 for 1/2 in   75 DTCA; 
@ 1227.8   65 DTCA; S 1228.5 @ 65 DTCA @ 1230.0-1230.5 @ 80 DTCA; @ 1230.9 
to 1231.8 w/ the prominent fol @ 40 DTCA.

1231.7 1231.8 TIMISKAMING GROUP

Timiskaming Boundary- an assumed contact between Larder Lake Group rocks and
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the adjacent Timiskaming sequence. Units from here downhole consist of 
interlayered tuffs, fine conglomerates and agglomerates with minor 
kotnatiitic material.

1231.8 1345.8 LAPILLI TUFF
LITH- a dk grey green, fine grned lithic tuff w/ minor amounts of 
lapilli-sized felsic, mafic and u/mafic fragments scattered thru/out. Cut by 
wispy and thicker patchy qtz and carb-qtz veining. Lower portion of interval 
contains xenoliths of highly deformed u/mafic material, increasing in 
frequency towards bott contact.
ALTER- calcitic; strongly hematized (and wkly silic) from 1231.8 to 
1249.0(alter halo from above sequence of rox); strong carb alter as 1-2 mm 
porphyroblasts and wispy veining/banding is developed away from the contact 
down to 1236.0 ft. Locally silicified around u/mafic frags lower in unit; 
traces of patchy seric alter in WR near margins of larger qtz veins,- matrix 
is wkly to mod chloritic magnetic at top of unit w/in zone of hem alter, 
becoming non-magnetic until around 1321 ft, where again the rox are mod to 
strongly magnetic.
VEINING- wispy carb veining thru/out @ 50 to 70 DTCA, typically up to 1/4 in 
thick(barren); heavier patchy qtz veining w/ carb selvages cuts the unit 
randomly, generally @ high angles; veins range from 1/4 to 3 in thick. 
MINERALIZATION- diss and fine cubic py scattered thru/out the unit, some 
increasing cone near vein margins-
STRUCT- mod foliated @ 60 to 70 DTCA; locally up to 80 deg,- veining and 
alter banding assc w/ u/mafic xenos is highly deformed w/ quite variable fol 
angles(some II to CA) and tight ptygmatic folding on a cm scale; some 
kinking and S2 folding w/ similarly variable FA orientations fragments are 
strongly stretched and flattened.

1231.8 to 1304.8- prod tuff w/ minor lapilli tuff sections.

1304.8 to 1306.0- kom interval w/ speckled appearence.

1306.0 to 1319.4- predom mass tuff.

1319.4 to 1321.3- fine congl interval, intensly flattened frags.

1321.3 to 1345.8- intercalated tuffs and banded tuffs(?alter) and deformed 
kom inclusions.

1345.8 1397.0 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
A blue-black banded and speckled kom of u/mafic derivation, very similar to 
those logged above in the Larder Lake Group. Extensively veined/banded w/ 
carb and carb-qtz material. Soft and mod talcose. Includes a banded and 
strongly altered tuffaceous looking unit(? included WR material)and a 
siliceous wkly hem zone resembling a felsite? Strongly deformed; kinked and 
tightly folded veining; variable fol orientations; typically @ 60 to 80 
DTCA; faults @ 1376.0 @ 60 DTCA w/ 1/4 in gouge; @ 1389.3-1389.9 @ 60 DTCA 
w/ gritty chlor gouge; shears  . 
1363.4 @ 70 DTCA w/ tr gouge; @ 1377.2 @ 75 DTCA.
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1345.8 to 1349.0- banded kom.

1349.0 to 1351.5- silicous, pale red-brown felsite dykelet?.

1351.5 to 1378.2- banded kom.

1378.2 to 1388.3- banded, deformed tuff horizon; finely banded and siliceous 
(+ ser/hem) near top contact, becoming slightly more massive downhole until 
scrappy veining and ?lapilli sized fragments appear, continueing to the 
bottom contact. Becomes calcitic @ about 1383; this continues down to bott 
contact. Magnetic, some cse carb speckling as per the very top of the Timisk 
sequence   1231 to 1249 ft; bedding? @ 50 to 60 DTCA.

1397.0 1730.0 LAPILLI TUFF

LITH- a sequence of interbedded chloritic/sericitic tuffs, lapilli tuffs and 
fine agglomerates/conglomerates. Pale grass green in colour, w/ a banded or 
gritty appearence. Well foliated, strongly deformed rocks with flattened and 
stretched pebbles/cobbles/lithic lapilli. Fragments are tuffaceous, cherty, 
qtz-rich, felsic, mafic and u/mafic in composition. Some areas are finely 
laminated at a sub-cm scale; sericitic/siliceous alter is developed in these 
zones; veins, patches and knots of light coloured qtz, qtz-carb and 
carbonate intrude all areas of the sequence(veining is often barren). 
Generally calcitic thru/out, non magnetic except near the top contact some 
wk kink bands and subtle crenulation cleavage developing locally;(oriented 
at low angles to GA); some distict siliceous/sericitic/hematitic alter 
permeates the upper few ft of the unit against the overlying kom interval; 
poorly mneralized w/ traces of diss py and chalcopyrite.

Notes on specific sub-divisions follow:.

1397.0 1423.0 Lapilli Tuff.
1397.0 to 1400.0- silicified/hematized alter zone w/ very finely laminated
appearence;(crumpled laminations); fine frags?; well mineralized.
1400.0 to 1408.0- speckled/mottled interval, heavily veined w/ fine wispy
carb stringers; later high angle veins cut earlier banding and have
distinctive brownish ser/silica halos up a cm wide away from vein margins;
fol a 70 -80 DTCA.

1423.0 1426.0 Conglomerate.
Local accum of 1/2 to l in diara lithic and cherty frags.

1426.0 1435.2 Tuff.

1435.2 1485.0 Agglomerate.
Sequence of extremely flattened fragments w/minor tuff interbeds; some areas
have minute crenulations developing parallel to CA; sericitic and siliceous
locally.

1485.0 1489.5 Tuff.
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1489.5 1492.0 Agglomerate.
2 to 3 in thick qtz-carb veins cut core at 70 to 80 DTCA.

1492.0 1503.0 Tuff.

1503.0 1507.0 Conglomerate.

1507.0 1511.5 Lapilli Tuff.

1511.5 1517.0 Syenite.

1517.0 1538.2 Lapilli Tuff.

1538.2 1619.0 Conglomerate Agglomerate.

A section w/ extremely flattened fragments, giving the rock a banded 
appearence; irreg qtz and carb-qtz veining is also deformed and 
knotted(sericitic and carb selvages are common) 'banding 1 and foliations are 
typically 50 to 60 DTCA; sparsely mineralized w/ diss and fine cubic py, 
normally in WR close to vein margins. 
1619.0 1730.0 Lapilli Tuff.
Gritty, well foliated sequence w/ lithic and mafic fragments thru/out; 
foliation typically 2 50 to 60 DTCA; minor diss py.

End of Hole-1730 ft.
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SUMMARY LOG

.0 30.0 OVERBURDEN

30.0 51.7 BASALT

51.7 591.6 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

591.6 681.1 MAFIC INTRUSIVE

681.1 734.2 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

734.2 780.7 BASALT

780.7 805.9 FLOW TOP

805.9 934.3 BASALT

934.3 949.5 CHERTY SEDIMENTS

949.5 1042.9 BASALT

1042.9 1057.5 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1057.5 1094.5 BASALT

1094.5 1094.6 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

1094.6 1112.7 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1112.7 1150.1 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

1150.1 1253.6 ULTRAMAFIC

1253.6 1266.3 FELSITE
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.0 30.0 OVERBURDEN

30.0 51.7 BASALT
Collar in a sequence of medium grained granular rocks of possible basaltic 
affinity. The rocks vary from dark grey green to very dark green in colour 
and exhibit a granular to finely felted texture - sic gabbroic, although 
experience from the previous drillhole suggests that these units are coarse 
flows. For the most part the granular texture is a function of carbonate. 
Calcite is common throughout as a pervasive overprinting that gives a 
greyish colour to the rocks. Even though the rocks are granular textured, 
rock-forming minerals other than calcite and chlorite are difficult to 
determine.
The unit is variably magnetic, particularly so approaching the lower contact 
while the upper section is weakly to nonmagnetic. Veining in the system is 
minor in amount with scattered narrow quartz-carbonate stringers and fine 
calcitic fractures usually at shallow angles to the core axis. Pyrite 
mineralization is minor in amount as well. It is usually associated with the 
stringers although there is some accessory fine pyrite over the basal few 
feet of the zone.
The lower contact is sharp and marginally finer grained over a couple of cms 
at 47 degrees to the core axis. Portions of the zone almost appear to have 
an ultramafic chemistry.

51.7 591.6 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
Contact into a sequence of ultramafic rocks of komatiitic affinity. The core
varies from blue black to bluish grey and grey green in colour and is soapy
to unctuous in touch throughout even in the grey green zones that are rare
but appear to be an indicative colouration of flow top material. The first
unit (?) in the system appears to be most diagnostic of komatiite. It
consists of a broad zone of brecciated to weakly foliated komatiite from
51.7 to 77.5 feet, followed by a more massive fine grained komatiite section
which grades to a grey green weakly brecciated flow top zone from 87 to 95.5
with quench textures and some locally well developed spinifex. A second unit
commences at 95.5 and becomes massive much more quickly than previous but is
interrupted by a series of intrusive units between 107 and 123, such that
the flow-top textures are not seen in this area. Then, below 123 the
majority of the ultramafic is blue black in colour with individual units
being much more difficult to pick out. Tops appear to be in the down-hole
direction.
The komatiite varies from weakly to strongly magnetic - the blue black
sections tending to be the most strongly magnetic with weak magnetism in the
flow centers and weak to moderate magnetism in the flow tops.
The rocks are generally noncalcitic but are cut by fine fractures and
irregular stringers of ankerite-calcite. Pyrite mineralization is minor in
amount.
The dykes between 107 and 123 include :.
107.2 109.3 Lamprophyre A narrow, nonmagnetic, brownish to green dyke

essentially composed megascopically of biotite and carbonate.
The unit is coarsely granular textured and variably overprinted
with calcite. Contacts are irregular and chilled at 30/62
degrees. The ultramafic is chloritized over 2 feet above the
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dyke. 
109.3 117.0 Mafic intrusive This dyke is in contact with the lamprophyre. It

varies from medium grey green in colour over the first half
grading to very fine grained and dark grey below 114. Both
sections are granular with carbonate. The upper zone is more
obviously a mix of granular carbonate and chlorite with
scattered pseudomorphs of amphibole, while the lower zone is
very fine grained. The unit is nonmagnetic and noncalcitic
except around scattered calcite stringers. Minor pyrite. 

117.0 119.4 Ultramafic, bleached, chloritized and partly biotitic between
dykes. The section is fine grained and nonmagnetic. Contacts at
55/48. 

119.4 120.8 Mafic intrusive A second mafic dyke, identical to the base of
the previous zone as dark grey, very fine grained, trace pyrite. 

120.8 121.5 Ultramafic, bleached, altered, contorted, chloritic and biotitic
as the previous unit between the two dykes. Contacts are at
47/44 degrees. 

121.5 123.7 Lamprophyre As the unit at the start of this system. This dyke
is again dark brownish to grey, coarsely granular with biotite
and carbonate, variably calcitic, nonmagnetic. Contacts at 44/49
degrees.

Below the sequence of dykes, the ultramafic is blue black in colour, soapy 
to unctuous, fine grained, ankeritic, moderate to strongly magnetic and 
weakly to unmineralized. The sequence is comprised of brecciated and more 
massive sections suggestive of flows with brecciated bottoms and tops, 
although spinifex textures appear to be absent here and precise tops of 
units are uncertain.. 
130.1 131.0 Fault gouge and granulated core. Gouge at upper contact - 1mm at

53 degrees, also gouge at 130.4 - l cm at 63 degrees, with
broken core plus mud from 130.9 to 131.0.

Around 222, the ultramafic grades more chloritic again approaching another
dyke of lamprophyre.
225.1 226.7 Lamprophyre A dark brown to greyish dyke composed of calcite

plus amphibole and biotite. The unit is nonmagnetic,
unmineralized, and is thoroughly spotted with blebs of biotite
plus or minus amphibole. Contacts are sharp and partly chilled
at 81 degrees. The ultramafic is similarly chloritic for a few
feet below the unit. 

238.5 238.6 Fault gouge Two sections of gouge at l mm at 45 degrees, and 4
mm at 47 degrees respectively.

Below the lamprophyre dyke the ultramafic is quite massive in appearance. It 
is weakly magnetic with local strongly magnetic sections. Circa 244, the 
ultramafic begins to grade greener in colour to grey green and brownish 
approaching a flow top zone with quench textures and spinifex between 253 
and 256.8. The more massive and flow-top sections here are weakly to 
nonmagnetic. The contact at 256.8 is sharp at 46 degrees with accessory 
brownish alteration - the adjacent unit is blue grey to grey green in colour 
with a foliated to weakly brecciated base. Tops are in the down-hole
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direction.
After this second flow-top zone there is another unit that could be 
interpreted as a single flow with a variably brecciated basal sequence to 
280 (or a series of very narrow flows), followed by a massive section with a 
gradational increase in chlorite circa 303 up to a top zone with quench 
textures and spinifex from 311 to 321.4. The contact at 321.4 is irregular 
but appears to be at 23 degrees. This unit is also weakly to nonmagnetic. 
Two (?) further flows follow the above unit at 321.4 to 388.7 and 388.7 to 
405.7 before the rock grades back to blue black moderate to strongly 
magnetic ultramafic. The first flow unit is relatively massive and more 
chloritic than most of the prior ultramafics in the system. It is much the 
colour of the traditional flow-top zones throughout. A basal weakly 
brecciated to foliated section extends to approximately 337, where the rock 
grades more massive up to the quenched and spinifex-textured top from 382.7 
to 388.7. Contact at 46 degrees.
The second unit is a bit more spurious. Massive to weakly foliated 
ultramafic grades closer to the blue black colour around 391, and is more 
strongly foliated and weakly brecciated up to a zone with quench and 
spinifex textures from 396.9 to 405.7 - contact at 34 degrees. 
There is minor accessory pyrite, as nodules, in the unit between 321.4 and 
388.7 along with a couple of narrow, calcitic, biotitic dykes that could be 
either lamprophyre or mafic intrusive at : 375.2 - 6.5 cms at 86/76 degrees, 
and, 379.2 - 8.2 cms at 50/55 degrees. Both dykes are grey to brownish in 
colour, coarsely granular textured, slightly harder than the adjacent 
ultramafic and appear to be essentially composed of calcite and biotite that 
is megascopically visible. The dykes are nonmagnetic.
The spinifex-textured flows in this area range from dark green to dark grey 
green in colour, are soft, nonmagnetic, noncalcitic, poorly veined, sparsely 
mineralized with nodules to aggregates of pyrite, and are relatively uniform 
in appearance.

The series of ultramafic flows commencing at 405.7 grade from dark green and 
dark grey green varieties to more normal blue black to black, very dark 
green and bluish grey units - the decrease in chlorite or change in colour 
initially reflected around 408.5 with magnetism increasing and more 
continuous blue black ultramafic noted below 415. Brecciated to massive to 
very fine grained sections are found throughout the system but precise 
indications of flow tops are not easy to determine. Several of the massive 
sections are coarsely speckled with ankerite plus or minus magnesite, 
although the rosettes are usually diffuse and not paticularly well 
developed. The rock is soft, talcose to unctuous, and has a strong ankerite 
component with streaks, blebs, stringers and discontinuous lenses. All of 
the units are moderate to strongly magnetic - there is no differentiation of 
magnetism between brecciated, massive and potential flow-top material.

Between 523.5 and 554.2, the ultramafics are cut by a couple of the coarse 
grained, calcitic, biotitic, nonmagnetic style of dyke seen earlier in the 
drillhole, along with some very dark brown, fine grained, biotitic sections 
that could be very fine grained lamprophyre dykes or alteration sections 
within the ultramafic. The larger dykes have these very fine grained 
biotitic margins but, in addition, sections of the ultramafic are also
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cooked and biotitic such that exact contacts are hard to determine. In some 
narrow passages the ultramafic is blue black (most here are brecciated), and 
moderately magnetic while the biotite-altered portions are fine grained, 
foliated and/or contorted and nonmagnetic. Mineralization is negligible in 
amount. 
523.5 524.5 Lamprophyre dark brown very fine grained, weakly calcitic, upper

contact diffuse at 76 degrees, lower contact at 46 degrees. 
524.5 525.2 Ultramafic, very fine grained, brownish cast, weakly magnetic. 
525.2 532.4 Lamprophyre coarsely granular, calcitic, with very fine grained

biotitic margins, nonmagnetic, contacts not well defined at
36/43 degrees.

532.4 537.0 Ultramafic, variably brownish to blue black, locally magnetic. 
537.0 538.0 Lamprophyre very fine grained, brownish, nonmagnetic, weakly

calcitic locally, contacts broken at 38/41 degrees. 
538.0 539.0 Ultramafic, brownish to blue black, brecciated. 
539.0 540.8 Lamprophyre coarsely granular with very fine grained biotitic

margins. Contacts are a little irregular at 20/67 degrees. 
540.8 554.2 Ultramafic, variable brownish alteration diminishing across this

zone, weakly to nonmagnetic, calcitic fractures.

The lower reaches of the ultramafic zone tend towards the blue black variety 
with variable chlorite alteration related to some local accessory calcitic 
fractures, along with a calcitic vein breccia zone from 578.2 - 580.0, and, 
a black style of lamprophyre dyke from 585.9 to 589.5. As before, 
mineralization is very minor in amount, and the rocks are moderately 
magnetic, including the lamprophyre dyke. 
585.9 589.5 Lamprophyre Dark brownish to black, calcitic, moderately

magnetic, granular textured, biotitic, amphibolitict?). Contacts
at 63/36 degrees.

The lower contact of the ultramafic is sharp, chloritic and a little 
irregular averaging 71 degrees. The basal member is chloritic and brecciated.

591.6 681.1 MAFIC INTRUSIVE
Contact into a surprisingly large unit of what appears to be a mafic 
intrusive. The composition is gabbroic but not the typical McBean gabbro 
with feldspathic and hornblende-rich phases - ergo the distinction here as a 
mafic intrusive. The host rock is ultramafic komatiite although sections of 
ultramafic are rare in the system.
The mafic intrusive appears to represent a series of pulses since there are 
finer grained, more altered phases within dominant medium grained rocks. The 
mafic intrusive varies from medium grey to grey green in colour to very dark 
grey green and almost black. The greyer, medium grained sections exhibit a 
granular to a crudely developed felted texture from carbonate and chlorite 
(sic mafics). At least some of the carbonate is calcite as evidenced by 
local moderate to strong reactions to HC1 although the majority of carbonate 
is suggested to be ankerite. The mafic intrusive also contains easily 
recognizable acicular pseudomorphs with chlorite after amphibole plus some 
more tabular minerals of probable hornblende. The dyke also contains 
scattered diffuse metacrysts of plagioclase along with some subovoid blebs 
of carbonate to 3 mm in size. The dyke/dykes is moderately magnetic, and
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contains scattered mafic inclusions to 5 mm in size.
Veining within the mafic intrusive is minor in amount with calcite and
chlorite, plus or minus local hematite staining and bleaching around some
fractures and a touch of accessory silica (??). Mineralization is variable
from local fine sprinklings of pyrite, to pyrite along fractures and slips,
to local coarser aggregates of pyrite around fracture intersections and
local pyrite slightly removed from fracture systems.
616.1 618.7 Ultramafic Komatiite Blue black, partly chloritic, soft,

talcose, magnetic. Some chilling in the adjacent mafic
intrusive. Contacts at 47/38 degrees.

Two, fine grained, black, calcitic sections in the lower part of the zone 
are of unknown lithology, but due to accessory calcite relative to the 
adjacent rocks, and a very fine grained to mottled nature, these may be 
narrow dykes of lamprophyre as - 672.2, 1.7 cms at 28 degrees, and, 664.5 to 
666.5 at 28/36 degrees - lower contact very irregular. The larger dyke here 
may simply be a more altered phase of mafic intrusive, mottled with calcite 
and having diffuse contacts. Both units are magnetic.
The lower contact of the intrusive is very irregular with the ultramafic and 
fracturing. The contact, however, is sharp - the main part averaging 28 
degrees. The basal part of the mafic intrusive also hosts some accessory 
bleaching and pyrite mineralization.

681.1 734.2 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
Return to ultramafic rocks, dominated here by the blue black strongly 
magnetic variety with some accessory chlorite alteration and weaker magnetic 
attraction around the contact zones and adjacent to a dyke of mafic 
intrusive. For the most part the rock is fine grained with local sections 
where the core is speckled with carbonate - apparently ankerite. The unit is 
variably brecciated and contains a few more massive sections typical of the 
flow units seen earlier in the drillhole but there are no specific spinifex 
sections nor are top directions easily ascertained. The core is variably 
fractured with calcite, and, lower in the system ankerite. The rock is 
sparsely mineralized with pyrite. 
691.1 695.7 Mafic intrusive a narrow dyke similar to the above sequence in

texture, although this unit is considerably finer grained, very
dark grey to black and has a somewhat granular texture. The dyke
is calcitic, magnetic (moderately), finely fractured with
calcite, mineralized with l to 31: pyrite disseminated and along
fractures. The unit appears to be at least partly amphibolitic.
Contacts are chilled, fine grained and biotitic at 40/78 degrees
with some cooking and accessory chlorite alteration in the
adjacent ultramafic.

The lower contact zone of the ultramafic grades more chloritic below 728 
with a moderate to well developed foliation at 40 to 50 degrees to the core 
axis. There is a minor amount of granulated core here with traces of gouge 
as : . 
731.1 731.3 Fault gouge at 50 degrees.

The lower contact of the system is well defined, although a little diffuse 
at 42 degrees.
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734.2 780.7 BASALT
Contact into a sequence of basaltic flow. For the most part, the rock is 
massive and medium to dark green in colour, only becoming lighter in colour 
towards the lower contact zone. While the unit essentially appears massive 
there are distinctive flow features in the system albeit they are not 
extraordinarily well defined. Flow features are characterized by a local 
development of variolites along with irregular ropey to foliated sections 
suggestive that the more massive portions are, in fact, pillows. The darkest 
coloured segment of the pillow lava is at the contact with the ultramafic. 
Here the rock is more strongly chloritic and contains a moderate amount of 
exsolved (?) magnetite. The presence of magnetite decreases across the upper 
contact zone such that below 741 the basalt is dark green grading towards a 
mid green colour and is nonmagnetic.
Veining in the system consists of irregular calcite streaks, stringers and 
fractures. In the presence of accessory fracturing there is some pervasive 
calcite alteration but generally the rock is noncalcitic. Mineralization is 
very minor in amount except for some accessory pyrite around the contact 
zones.
The lower contact zone grades progressively lighter in colour, is weakly 
bleached and weakly calcitic over the basal 40 cms and contains traces of 
pyrite in blebs and streaks. The lower contact is sharp at 41 degrees.

780.7 805.9 FLOW TOP
Contact into a flow-top sequence bracketed by black graphitic cum
carbonaceous sediments. In order, the sequence includes :.
780.7 782.9 Carbonaceous Sediments black graphitic or carbonaceous sediments

with about 85* graphitic material with greyish, gritty,
carbonated bands at 40 to 50 degrees to the core axis. Pyrite
mineralization is quite strong as quasi fracture to
layer-controlled coarse grained aggregates in chloritic
carbonated horizons. There is also a trace of chalcopyrite here
at 782.2 -streaked over l cm. The lower contact is sharp at 50
degrees. 

782.9 803.4 Interflow Material, a zone of what appears to be narrow
interrupted flows with a variety of textures. The majority of
this section consists of medium grey relatively massive sections
in irregular contact with streaky to foliated to ropey flows or
possible selvage material that is more of a medium green to
grass green colour and calcitic unlike the more massive
noncalcitic sections. Traces of grey to pinkish grey and beige
more siliceous material are also present at some potential flow
margins as at 783.7 - 2.4 cms at 50 degrees; 784.2 - 784.6
contacts irregular; 793.3 - 2 cms at 47 degrees, and; 793.9 - 2
cms and streaky at 45 degrees. There is also some coarse pyrite
locally in this system along with a couple of splashes of
resinous-looking sphalerite in a calcite vein at 802 - irregular
vein averaging 40 degrees. Blocky core 789.4 to 790.0. 

803.4 805.9 Carbonaceous Sediments a return to graphitic interflow material
with scattered bleached basaltic bands and traces of more cherty
material. Beds/layers are quite disrupted in this section and
the upper contact is very irregular. Coarse grained streaks and
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aggregates of pyrite are again more common in the graphitic 
rocks than the previous unit. The lower contact is well defined 
along a more cherty section over 4 cms at 34 degrees - with very 
localized coarse pyrite in the adjacent basalt.

805.9 934.3 BASALT
Contact into a sequence of coarse basaltic flow, a very dark green to medium
green coloured sequence that has been strongly blasted with chlorite and
calcite. This unit may have been previously been logged as gabbro but it is
very much unlike the McBean gabbros further east. At the upper contact the
basalt is weakly to moderately foliated at 45 to 50 degrees over 45 cms
grading to coarse flow almost subparallel to the core axis.
The coarse flow is sufficiently coarse that local sections tend to suggest a
rather cumulate texture with relict phenocrysts or metacrysts up to 5 mm in
size. Most of these larger metacrysts are presumed to have been plagioclase
that are replaced by chlorite and calcite due to subrectangular habits and a
suggestion of twinned to zoned crystals. There are also pseudomorphs of
hornblende and/or amphibole in the system, however, along with interstital
to exsolved magnetite. The rocks are strongly to very strongly magnetic and
are strongly altered with chlorite and calcite.
Veining consists of 5 to 10% calcite plus or minus quartz. Mineralization is
variable, although pyrite is generally minor in amount, there are scattered
sections where there are coarse aggregates of pyrite along with more finely
disseminated material around fractures and calcitic patches.
The coarse flow is also cut by two dykes of probable lamprophyre - dark
brownish to black coarsely granular textured units composed almost
exclusively of calcite and biotite plus or minus amphibole. The dykes have
sharp contacts and are weakly to nonmagnetic.
870.7 875.9 Lamprophyre at 35/31 degrees, with a slightly chilled lower

contact and trace to 1\ pyrite throughout. 
898.9 899.5 Lamprophyre or possible mafic intrusive here since the rock is

very fine grained. Contacts at 52/45 degrees with the adjacent
coarse flow being quite strongly foliated, calcitic and partly
biotitic over 38 and 30 cms respectively - the foliation with
slight kinking ranges from 40 to 55 degrees.

The lower part of the coarse flow sequence grades marginally finer grained 
below 917 with a sharply finer grained lower contact zone over 20 cms. 
The lower contact with the chert system is very irregular and does not look 
like an intrusive contact.

934.3 949.5 CHERTY SEDIMENTS
Contact into a zone of chert - a much broader zone than encountered in 
drillhole l but still of limited extent here. The chert is very fine grained 
to amorphous and the majority of the zone is nonlayered. The rocks vary from 
pale to dark greenish grey, beige, off-white, and black. The black sections 
are suggested to have a carbonaceous element although no graphite can be 
specifically identified. It is also the black sections that exhibit an 
element of layering with the off-white to cream coloured chert, plus or 
minus some greyer bands in the black sections at 45 dtca.
Incorporated into the system are narrow bands of bleached, calcitic to 
silica-flooded basalt - also pale to dark grey green in colour and locally
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ropey textured. It is at the contacts of these sections, along with contacts 
between various phases of chert that the best mineralization is developed as 
streaks to stringers and crudely developed layers of coarse recrystallized 
pyrite with very minor disseminated material. The chert is also finely 
fractured at 65 to 75 degrees to the core axis with alteration and bleaching 
healing the fractures. 
The sequence includes :. 
934.3 943.3 Chert, green phases with alteration healed fractures, and, some

blocky, broken core from 935.1 to 935.4 with a couple of pieces
of altered basalt (foreign material ?). This section is very
poorly mineralized. The chert grades beigy to cream coloured
circa 941.5 with a trace of black material at the lower contact. 

943.3 944.4 Chert and basalt, ropey, brecciated, grey green with pale grey
green to cream coloured cherty fragments over most of the zone,
capped by 6 cms of cream coloured chert at the lower contact.
Contacts at 47/40. 

944.4 946.1 Chert, black, capped by 3.5 cms of interlayered chert at the
lower contact. Pyrite at upper contact associated with adjacent
section. 

946.1 946.4 Basalt, bleached, mineralized, moderately silicified, at 37/46
degrees. 

946.4 947.8 Chert, black with minor beige material, some potential
silicified grey to grey green basaltic material, mineralized. 

947.8 948.7 Chert and silicified basalt, some calcite overprinting here of
the basaltic material, mineralized with pyritic sections.
Contacts at 47/52 degrees. 

948.7 949.5 Chert, black with fine calcitic fractures. Trace pyrite. Lower
contact irregular averaging 34 degrees to the core axis.

949.5 1042.9 BASALT
Return to basaltic rocks similar, but not identical, to those seen above the 
chert section. The sequence is initiated along a brecciated, silicified to 
silica-flooded zone from 949.5 to 951.5 followed by a wide quartz-calcite 
stringer at 50 degrees to 952.1. Following the contact zone, the basalt 
becomes relatively uniform in appearance and grades from fine to medium 
grained in the down-hole direction. There is also a fine mud slip in the 
upper contact zone at 950.5 - 2 mm at 20 degrees.
Below the contact zone, the basalt is very dark green to black in colour and 
strongly calcitic over approximately 45 cms grading to predominately dark 
green rocks below that point. As previously noted, the rocks are similar in 
texture to the coarse flow zone above the chert except that the grain size 
is considerably finer here. This appears to be a function of the fact that 
there are several flows in this sequence with potential brecciated to 
foliated flow bottoms and more massive tops - the brecciation being genetic 
to the flows rather than structurally caused. The rock is also marginal in 
composition to an ultramafic komatiite - i.e. The section is probably a 
basaltic komatiite by all fingerprints but is logged as basalt at this 
juncture.
The rocks are very dark green in colour, with the foliated sections tending 
to have a weak brownish colouration thought to be indicative of biotite. The 
foliated zones are also the most strongly calcitic sections although patchy.
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pervasive calcite is found throughout the system particularly below 1000.
Similarly, magnetism is variable over the first part of the zone but is
strong and relatively consistent below 1000 feet. Localized sections in the
flows, generally the more massive members, also appear to be flecked with
leucoxene.
Veining in the basalt is a mix of calcite and quartz-calcite stringers and
fractures at variable angles to the core axis. Rare veins contain a hard,
black mineral tentatively identified as tourmaline. Mineralization in the
sequence is generally minor in amount but is slightly more pronounced in the
lower contact zone which contains some coarser, recrystallized, disseminated
pyrite - down to 1000 feet mineralization is very sparse normally.
Below 1031.5, the basalt becomes rather coarsely granular textured from
carbonate and then becomes dark green, very fine grained and finely foliated
at 40 to 45 degrees at 1039.9 approaching the lower contact. There is some
accessory pyrite in the granular carbonated section as well as within the
finely foliated rock.
The finely foliated lower contact zone is also cut by two narrow dykes of
siliceous felsite to altered syenite. These dkyes are greyish orange to grey
in colour, hard, siliceous, fractured and irregular. They are nonmagnetic
and finely mineralized with pyrite, and, are partly chloritized.
1040.2 1040.4 Felsite contacts irregular.
1040.5 1041.1 Felsite contacts averaging 72/48 degrees.

The lower contact of the basalt is 
averaging 55 degrees to the core axis.

sharp, although a little irregular.

1042.9 1057.5 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
A narrow unit of dark bluish grey to blue black ultramafic komatiite. This 
unit is relatively anonymous. It is initiated along a foliated zone from 
1042.9 to 1044.8, followed by a more brecciated zone with accessory calcite 
stringers to 1047.9 where the rocks become relatively massive and uniform to 
the end of the zone.
The ultramafic is moderately soft, weakly talcose, strongly magnetic and 
weakly overprinted with calcite except in the zone with accessory fractures 
where the rock is more strongly calcitic. Aside from the foliated contact 
zone the ultramafic is effectively unmineralized. 
The lower contact is sharp at 59 degrees.

1057.5 1094.5 BASALT
Contact into a section of mixed rock types hanging wall to the deformation 
zone. The host to this section appears to be a basalt to basaltic komatiite. 
For the most part the basalt is a dark green to a very dark green, chloritic 
member that is fine grained and marginal in appearance to ultramafic 
komatiite locally, particularly at the base of the system. The basalt is 
generally strongly magnetic and moderate to strongly overprinted with 
calcite except for the very lower contact zone. Since the section is quite 
variable, the breakdown proceeds as :. 
1057.5 1058.4 Basalt, chloritic, calcitic, magnetic, dark green, with minor

accessory pyrite adjacent to the dyke that follows. 
1058.4 1073.9 Mafic Syenite or a mafic intrusive. This is a most unusual

unit. It is very fine grained and siliceous, and for the most
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part, is reddish coloured with a fine grained dark green 
section from roughly 1060 to 1064 and a much greyer lower 
contact zone. The balance of the unit is dull reddish grey to 
reddish green in colour, massive, very fine grained, magnetic, 
and noncalcitic. Accessory fracturing appears to promote 
reddish staining with hematite plus some fractured sections 
are bleached to pale grey green and cream coloured producing a 
quasi glomeroporphyritic appearance as some diabases. The very 
fine grained nature precludes a definitive identification such 
that while the dark green section and magnetic component is 
indicative of a mafic intrusive, the relative hardness 
implying silicification plus the reddish colouration not 
definitely all related to hematite implies a mafic syenite. 
Pyrite mineralization is minor as disseminated recrystallized 
cubes some of which are very bright in colour as circa 1067 to 
1068. Both contacts are sharp albeit altered over 10 to 15 cms 
at 60/29 degrees.

1073.9 1081.9 Basalt, dark green, chloritic, calcitic, magnetic, with a more 
ultramafic appearance below 1078.9.

1081.9 1083.9 Felsite.A dull greyish siliceous, partly carbonated, very fine 
grained felsic dyke with scattered orangish staining adjacent 
to some fine calcitic fractures. The dyke is magnetic and 
moderately mineralized with pyrite. The nature of this unit is 
suggestive of the lower reaches of the above mafic syenite 
without the reddish colouration. The upper contact is very 
irregular and partly diffuse, the lower contact is at 52 
degrees.

1083.9 1086.5 Basalt, dark green, chloritic, calcitic, magnetic.
1086.5 1088.1 Felsite,another grey felsic dyke with scattered orangish 

sections adjacent to more highly fractured areas. The dyke is 
magnetic, noncalcitic, has some fine chlorite specks and is 
poorly mineralized with pyrite. The upper contact is very 
irregular, the lower contact less so averaging 22 degrees.

1088.1 1094.5 Basalt, dark green, fine grained, chloritic and calcitic 
grading to a much more ultramafic-looking rock without calcite 
across the lower contact zone from 1092 to 1094.5.

The lower contact placement is somewhat arbitrarily chosen at 1094.5, 
contact broken at 72 degrees. There is increased carbonate alteration as 
ankerite and the sense of a weakly developed foliation below 1092.

1094.5 1094.6 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

1094.6 1112.7 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

Contact into a narrow variable sequence of ultramafic that appears to mark 
the start of the Deformation Zone due to strong ankerite alteration and a 
moderate to well developed foliation at 75 to 80 degrees to the core axis. 
The sequence is initiated along two narrow carbonated horizons reasonably 
typical of the carbonated gabbro segments or the brownish altered incipient 
dykelet ultramafic sections of the McBean stratigraphy. 
Here, both units contain dark streaks, blebs and shredded mafic to
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ultramafic material to 5 mm in size in a brownish to reddish matrix that is 
strongly carbonated and granular textured. The rocks are magnetic, 
ankeritic, poorly veined with late carbonate stringers, and sparsely 
mineralized. The adjacent ultramafic is much more strongly magnetic. Thus 
the unit may be a carbonated mafic intrusive (?). 
1094.5 1096.1 Mafic intrusive Contacts at 70/65 degrees. 
1097.3 1098.0 Mafic intrusive Contacts at 57/47 degrees.

Around these two inclusions/dykes is a sequence of blue black, strongly 
magnetic, moderately foliated, strongly carbonated ultramafic. The 
ultramafic contains numerous blebs and lenses with lesser streaks to 
stringers of milky to greyish ankerite which enhances the moderately 
developed foliation at a very steep angle to the core axis.
Between 1106.5 and 1110, the ultramafic has a lower ankerite content just 
prior to the start of carb rocks at 1110. From 1110 to 1112.7 the system is 
a dull greyish to brownish carb rock hanging wall to a green carbonate zone. 
The carb rock contains ultramafic streaks and is moderately magnetic unlike 
the adjacent green carb zone, ergo its inclusion with the ultramafic system.

1110.0 1112.7 Carbonated Zone Contacts at 70/55 degrees.

1112.7 1150.1 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE
Contact into a carbonate zone that can be crudely subdivided into three 
parts - an upper greyish to pale green carb rock to 1120, followed by bright 
emerald green fuchsitic carbonate to 1148.4, and ending along a blocky 
broken zone with weak fuchsite alteration. Most of these rocks are 
nonmagnetic except for the odd greyish section typified by the portion 
1118.5 to 1119.5 which is a greyish carb rock that is sprinkled with 
magnetite. Typical to these units, the rocks are highly ankeritic, deformed, 
contorted, variably veined with quartz, generally sparsely mineralized 
except for the odd inclusion or dyke, and have dull coloured sections where 
there is a noticeable streaky ultramafic component.
The upper portion, to 1120, contains a fair streaky ultramafic component and 
subsequently ranges from grey to pale grey green with weak fuchsite 
alteration. The upper contact zone contains the strongest elements of 
streaky ultramafic and is highly contorted with ankerite streaks, lenses and 
stringers along with scattered fragments to dykelets of dull orangish beige 
to pinkish and somewhat butter coloured altered syenite or felsite with 
milky ankerite veining. Relict altered syenite (?) is most common between 
1114.5 and 1116 where the rock grades pale grey green, is strongly ankeritic 
and is weakly altered with fuchsite. The base of this top portion is greyish 
in colour, moderately magnetic and streaked with ultramafic from 1118.5 to 
1119.5 followed by cherty veining and orangish relict syenite from 1119.5 to 
1120.
The middle section from 1120 to 1148.5, is typical emerald green fuchsitic 
carbonate with a strong ankerite component and scattered yellow ochre to 
blonde-coloured alteration patches (sericitic ?). At 1122.7, there is a 5 cm 
section of possible altered syenite at 59 degrees with a 6 cm blonde 
alteration patch just l cm further on that appears to have an incipient 
syenite relationship - otherwise blonde alteration is not prominent until 
below 1139.7 to 1145.8 with the largest altered section from 1144.2 to
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1145.8. The blonde, altered sections have up to 2% pyrite locally while the 
fuchsitic rocks are generally very poorly mineralized - the exception being 
two, subovoid patches of fine grained pyrite at 1132.3 to 2 cms in size. 
Minor grey quartz veining here.
The basal section of carb rocks is blocky and broken with a quartz-ankerite 
vein breccia and patches of mineralized, orange-red altered syenite. The 
lower contact is broken. Fuchsite content is weak in this area.

1150.1 1253.6 ULTRAMAFIC
Contact into a sequence of ultramafic rocks dominated by the soft, moderate 
to strongly ankeritic, blue black style of rock with brownish-altered 
streaky to foliated sections and some relict dykes of felite. The top part 
of the system is also considerably faulted and gouged to roughly 1207.5 
below which there is lesser faulting up to the last few feet of the zone. 
As usual, the ultramafic rocks are soft, blue black, ankeritic and talcose, 
and, are variably magnetic. Several of the more brownish zones are most 
strongly magnetic while the blue black rocks exhibit patchy magnetism. The 
brownish colouration to the rock appears to be a reflection of biotite plus 
or minus amphibolitization. Normally brownish zones tend to show a 
relationship with included altered felsic material or incipient dykelets of 
altered syenite and/or felsite although such is not always the case. 
Brownish zones are often foliated in appearance and are streaky to speckled 
with ankerite.
The upper contact zone of the ultramafic package, to 1153 feet, is blocky 
and broken with scattered orange-red fragments of apparent altered syenite 
within a dull grey green to olive and blue black ultramafic. Traces of gouge 
are noted on some slip faces at 1150.9 but no orientation is obtainable. At 
1152.9, there is a narrow mud slip (l mm) at 13 degrees with a second in a 
similar orientation at 1153.0.
From 1153 to 1207 the core is variably faulted, blocky and broken with 2.3 
feet of lost core at 1155. Gouged and granulated sections plus blocky to 
broken core include :.
1153.0 - 3 mm gouge at 53 degrees; 1153.7 to 1153.9 granulated with l cm of 
fault gouge at 1153.9 at 66 degrees; 1154.2-1155.0 broken core,- 1155.0 to 
1157.3 lost core; 1158.8-1159.7 broken core; 1161.1 trace mud at 64 degrees; 
1162.2-1162.9 gouge; 1164.4 - 5 mm at 55 degrees; 1167.5 - 4 cms gouge at 53 
degrees; 1168.9 - 2 cms gouge at 65 degrees; 1171.1 trace mud at 72 degrees; 
1173.4 - 6 mm at 67 degrees; 1173.9 - l cm at 41 degrees; 1175.0 trace mud 
at 63 degrees; 1181.5-1182.2 broken core with mud gouge followed by blocky 
core to 1184.8 with traces of mud at shallow angles to the core axis; 
1189.3-1190.4 blocky to broken; 1196.5-1199.4 blocky to broken core; 
1199.4-1199.7 granulated core with mud; 1200.0-1201.1 gouged and granulated 
at 37 to 45 degrees; 1202.8 - 4.5 cms granulated; 1203.4-1204.1 gouged and 
granulated at 27/52 degrees, and; 1206.8-1207.5 gouge at 67/72 degrees. 
1153.0 1207.5 Fault Zone.

Within the fault zone there are also scattered altered sections as :.

1159.5 1159.9 Streaky brownish alteration within ankerite veining and blocky
core, just cutting the core axis. 

1163.4 1163.9 Two, foliated, brownish altered sections of 5.2 and 5.9 cms at
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82 and 60 degrees respectively with some greyish material that
may reflect incipient felsite dykelets. 

1169.6 1170.0 Brownish, biotitic to amphibolitic section, weakly foliated,
speckled with ankerite at 60/72 degrees. 

1176.3 1177.7 Felsite (?), a grey to grey brown dyke, strongly carbonated,
coarse granular texture, a bit harder than most of the altered
foliated units. The adjacent ultramafic is very fine grained,
and cooked on a cm scale. Contacts at 45 degrees.

1177.8 1178.0 Brownish foliated zone at 50/62 degrees - contacts irregular. 
1180.2 1180.8 Brownish, altered, foliated zone, contacts at 47 degrees and

containing some potential incipient dykelets of altered
syenite.

The lower half of the zone consists of intercalated brownish altered, weakly 
to moderately foliated and carbonate speckled ultramafic, and, the normal 
soft, blue black ultramafic. The most noteworthy brownish sections are 
normally associated with grey to orangish, siliceous, carbonated streaks to 
patches and dykelets of presumed felsite to altered syenite. There is a 
minor amount of gouged and granulated core approaching the base of the zone 
in a more strongly foliated section with a trace of gouge at 1249.3 at 60 
degrees, and gouged to granulated, strongly foliated core from 1250.7 to 
1251.3 with 2 cms of gouge at 1250.7 at 73 degrees.

The detailed sequence breakdown includes :.

1207.5 1213.4 Ultramafic, blue black, foliation at a generally shallow angle.
1213.4 1221.7 Brownish altered, moderately foliated, coarsely speckled with 

carbonate, ultramafic. There are a couple of cm-sized sections 
of blue black material and occasional greyish to pinkish 
streaks that may represent incipient dykelets. Contacts at 
0/67 degrees - upper contact with contorted material to 1215.4.

1221.7 1223.5 Ultramafic, blue black, patchy ankerite, crude foliation.
1223.5 1226.7 Brownish altered zone, variably foliated at 40 to 55 degrees, 

some narrow, blue black ultramafic sections, some narrow (to 5 
mm), orangish streaks to incipient dykelets. Contacts somewhat 
diffuse at 62 degrees.

1226.7 1229.0 Ultramafic, blue black, with a 5 cm knot of carbonated felsite 
at 1228.2.

1229.0 1229.2 Brownish altered, speckled, siliceous section, magnetic, l-2% 
pyrite, contacts at 82/64 degrees.

1229.2 1230.2 Blue black ultramafic.
1230.2 1231.0 Altered felsite to syenite, grey to orangish, fine grained, 

siliceous, magnetic, with traces of pyrite and about 6 cm of 
more brownish style alteration at its base. Contacts at 66/84 
degrees.

1231.0 1231.3 Ultramafic, blue black.
1231.3 1232.0 Brownish altered ultramafic with strongest alteration cued 

around a 3 cm, orange, altered syenite to felsite at 1231.5. 
The dyke is at 82 degrees, outside contacts of the zone at 
80/82 degrees.

1232.0 1239.3 Ultramafic, blue black, minor granulation at the lower contact.
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1239.3 1242.4 Brownish altered ultramafic, streaked with incipient dykelets
at 55 to 70 degrees. Contacts at 82/75 degrees. 

1242.4 1243.0 Blue black ultramafic. 
1243.0 1244.3 Brownish altered ultramafic with more numerous and wider grey

siliceous carbonated sections here. Magnetic, trace pyrite,
contacts at 85/65 degrees. 

1244.3 1253.6 Intercalated narrow sections of blue black ultramafic and
brownish altered material with grey siliceous patches and
streaky incipient orangish dykelets. The rock is quite
strongly foliated to 1251.5 and one section is variably
contorted from 1246.5 to 1248. The largest, greyish, siliceous
carbonated section is at 1247.9 - 5 cms and magnetic at 82
degrees. The largest orangish felsite to altered syenite is
from 1249.0 to 1249.3 at 73/52 degrees.

The lower contact is along a grey, quartz veined section of dyke material 
(?) with orangish patches - 8.5 cms at 77/66 degrees. This contact section 
could alternately be placed with the adjacent unit as a veined contact zone.

1253.6 1266.3 FELSITE
Contact to a very fine grained, hard, siliceous dyke. The dyke varies from 
brownish grey to slightly pinkisk grey with more beige coloured sections and 
local pinkish orange tones. The more pinkish orange sections tend to have a 
crudely developed porphyritic texture suggestive of porphyritic syenite 
although the norm for the rock is the brownish grey member usually 
designated as felsite. The dyke is nonmagnetic.
Veining in the system consists of milky quartz veins in the run of 5 to 10% 
in addition to fine ankerite and quartz-ankerite fractures. The rock is 
moderately well mineralized with 2 to 31s fine pyrite which is to some extent 
fracture controlled from fine black fractures that look like trails 
containing pyrite.
Within the dyke there is some irregular, patchy, yellow ochre to fuchsitic 
carbonate between 1259.9 and 1261.5, a probable reflection of the underlying 
unit with some of the black fractures potentially representative of the 
adjacent ultramafic. 
Contacts to this system are sharp at 66/80 degrees.

1266.3 1285.7 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

Contact into a green carbonate zone reasonably typical of green carbonate 
sequences, with some accessory grey quartz veining in the order of 20% here. 
The central zone is bright emerald green in colour and fuchsitic while the 
contact zones mark some changes into the adjacent rocks. The unit is 
nonmagnetic and the central zone has few of the blonde to yellow ochre 
alteration patches common to other sequences. The rock is strongly ankeritic 
and fairly well veined with grey quartz and quartz-ankerite. Aside from 
contact zone areas, the carbonate is poorly mineralized.
The upper contact zone grades from a strongly ankeritic dark green to olive 
coloured ultramafic with patchy dull yellowish brown sericitic alteration to 
1267.7, into a zone of intercalated pale green fuchsitic carbonate with 
olive coloured carbonated ultramafic sections to 1269 before the bright 
emerald green rocks are reached. This section is very poorly mineralized.
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The lower contact zone is again marked by more streaky ultramafic types of 
material below 1282, followed by dull yellow ochre alteration to 1283.5, an 
orange brown to yellow and brownish ochre mineralized section to 1284.3, 
and, ending along a brick to orange red, strongly carbonated, mineralized 
zone with dark ultramafic fractures. These two basal sections covering 
1283.5 to 1285.7 are harder and more siliceous than the adjacent rocks but, 
while there is some potential affiliation with syenitic to felsic material, 
the rock has been almost totally obliterated by alteration. 
The lower contact of the system is sharp at 82 degrees.

1285.7 1290.5 ULTRAMAFIC
Contact to a very narrow section of ultramafic that marks the end of the 
Larder Lake Group style of rocks. The ultramafic is very fine grained, 
strongly ankeritic, and varies from dark olive green to blue black in colour 
with some weakly brownish altered streaks. The rock is highly foliated to 
locally contorted at 40 to 75 degrees - the rock is sufficiently deformed to 
look almost minced locally. The core is nonmagnetic, poorly veined beyond 
the normal ankerite streaks and is very sparsely to unmineralized. 
The lower contact is a little irregular at 60 degrees.

1290.5 1599.7 TUFF TIMISKAMING GROUP
Contact into a broad zone of Timiskaming rocks that extend to the end of the 
hole. The core varies from medium green to grey green in colour with local 
bleached to hematite-stained sections. For the most part the rocks are 
nonmagnetic although patchy magnetism is noted especially around areas with 
accessory alteration.
The Timiskaming rocks are generally laminated at 65 to 75 degrees to the 
core axis - the laminations generally defined by slight changes in 
alteration and/or composition. The characteristic matrix component is best 
described as very fine grained to gritty with massive to streaky chlorite 
alteration along with streaky calcite and sericite. Chlorite and calcite are 
the dominant alteration minerals followed by sericite plus some hematite 
staining locally. Ankerite and hematite alteration diminish very rapidly 
away from the ultramafic contact. Veining is erratic throughout the system 
with calcite and quartz-calcite stringers and fractures. Mineralization is 
normally very minor in amount.
The main units include massive to finely tuffaceous rocks with lapilli-sized 
fragments and much coarser fragmentals. In attempting to distinguish between 
conglomerate and agglomerate, the evidence is inconclusive - several larger 
fragments show consistent layers on either side of the fragment while rare 
fragments suggest potential loading with tops in the down-hole direction 
although loading is not necessarily confined to a sedimentary environment. 
Local fragments also appear to be partially rotated - whether this is a flow 
phenomenon or a deformation feature is hard to distinguish. The rocks are 
weakly to moderately deformed as expressed by a moderate foliation and 
variable alteration.

The sequence includes :.

1290.5 1297.7 Contact zone, finely laminated, dark green, chloritic, gritty, 
tuffaceous beds interlayered with reddish carbonate beds at 65
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to 75 degrees. Accessory hematite staining here along with
some potential incipient dykelets in the system to 1293.5. It
is also around 1293.5 that the carbonate changes from ankerite
to calcite with calcite remaining to the end of the zone. The
contact zone is also magnetic, poorly veined and sparsely
mineralized. 

1297.7 1355.6 Tuff, generally fine grained and relatively thick beds of a
gritty nature with wispy sericite and calcite. The upper
section is quite dark and chloritic to 1304, grading to a more
medium green below that point. Small fragments that are
mm-sized and stretched parallel to the prevailing foliation at
65 to 75 degrees are common with only isolated larger cherty
to chloritic stretched fragments up to 4 cms by 5 mm in size.
There is some patchy magnetism next to some accessory chlorite
alteration from 1337.9 to 1338.8 - a dark, foliated to
brecciated section at SO/12 degrees with a trace of
ultramafic. There are also an increased number of fine
sericitic to bleached layers approaching the bottom of the
zone. 

1351.5 1352.2 Blocky core with mud at 1351.5 - 2 mm at 50 degrees; 1351.7 -
l cm at 47 degrees; 1351.9 - 4 mm at 32 degrees opposing, and;
1352.2 - 2 mm at 66 degrees. 

1355.6 1378.4 Agglomerate or conglomerate. A system hosting intercalated
coarse fragmental beds with scattered finer grained sections.
Fragments are a multitude of types from grey and cherty to
pinkish orange stained, syenitic, grey quartz, greyish
carbonate, and graphitic chert up to 5 cms by l cm in
dimension with smaller streaky to stretched chloritic and
sericitic fragments. There appears to be an invasion of
streaky ultramafic material between 1362.9 and 1363.4 with an
associated invasion of reddish ankerite and magnetic rocks
most strongly in evidence between 1360.4 and 1364.9,
diminishing away from this zone. The lower contact of this
system is along 6 cms of broken core. Foliation at 65 to 75
degrees and steepest in the altered zone. Some of the fine
lamellae are also contorted to gently kinked with axes of
kinks subparallel to the core axis. 

1378.4 1401.1 Tuff, finer grained, gritty, with scattered coarser quartz and
cherty subrounded fragments to 2.5 cms. There is an increase
in some light coloured yellowish cream sericitic carbonated
layers as well in this area. 

1401.1 1599.7 Around 1401.1 there is a general increase in the number of
large fragments. While fragments are somewhat scattered, they
occupy about 5 to 10% and locally up to 20% of the rock by
volume with this relative variation continuing to the end of
the hole. Coarse fragments include milky quartz, grey quartz,
pinkish vein material, sericitic fragments, yellowish to grey
cherty fragments, dark grey to black cherty and graphitic
fragments, syenitic (pale) to dioritic-looking fragments, and,
some rare fragments that appear to be quartz porphyry. Coarse
fragments range from l to 6 cms across with fine chloritic.
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sericitic, and cherty fragments also in evidence. There are 
both fine grained, relatively massive gritty tuff sections 
within the package as well as finely laminated horizons, all 
interspersed with fragments and variably chloritic, calcitic 
and sericitic. Most of the creamy to yellowish sericitic bands 
disappear below 1414 in a zone where the layering is contorted 
from 1403 to 1420.5. Also, there is accessory chlorite 
alteration in the package from 1436 to 1450 followed shortly 
thereafter by a pale greyish, bleached section with accessory 
reddish carbonate from 1455.7 to 1458.2.

At 1476.9 a broken core section over 3 cms with grit.
1493 1494 Blocky, broken core.
Approaching the end of the drillhole there is some contorted layering circa
1568 along with accessory sericite alteration and scattered yellowish to
creamy layers.
The foliation to layering in this overall system averages 60 to 75 degrees
to the core axis.

1599.7 EOH.
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SUMMARY LOG

.0 29.5 OVERBURDEN

29.5 51.5 GABBRO

51.5 383.4 PERIDOTITE

383.4 452.6 BASALT GABBRO

452.6 472.2 BASALT GABBRO

472.2 573.8 BASALT GABBRO

573.8 581.5 INTERFLOW MATERIAL CARBONATED ZONE

581.5 675.2 BASALT GABBRO

675.2 712.5 CHERTY EXHALITE

712.5 741.0 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

741.0 796.8 ULTRAMAFIC

796.8 798.9 MAFIC INTRUSIVE

798.9 1008.3 BASALT GABBRO

1008.3 1070.5 CARBONATED ZONE INTERFLOW MATERIAL

1070.5 1133.4 CARBONATED ZONE

1133.4 1156.2 CARBONATED ZONE

1156.2 1193.9 TUFF CARBONATED ZONE
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1193.9 1221.3 TUFF CARBONATED ZONE

1221.3 1261.0 TUFF

1261.0 1323.6 TUFF CARBONATED ZONE

1323.6 1338.5 CARBONATED ZONE

1338.5 1351.0 TUFF

1351.0 1567.0 TUFF CARBONATED ZONE

1567.0 1830.2 ULTRAMAFIC

1830.2 2095.9 TUFF TIMISKAMING GROUP
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.0 29.5 OVERBURDEN
No overburden data. Tropari results rejected, and a dip test at 1499 at 59 
degrees.

29.5 51.5 GABBRO
Collar into an interesting unit of either gabbro or coarse basaltic flow. 
The rock is very dark green in colour and has a decidedly granular to 
spotted texture from mafic minerals. The unit is moderately hard, fine to 
medium grained, nonmagnetic, very poorly veined with narrow carbonate 
fractures and is very sparsely mineralized with pyrite. It is essentially 
composed of chlorite and mafic minerals in the main body of the zone. The 
mafic component consists of acicular to blocky phenocrysts of amphibole and 
hornblende plus some other black, subrounded spots that may be pyroxene. The 
acicular amphibole is most visible in a short zone just above the lower 
contact from 44 to 47.9 where a quasi network of plagioclase is also in 
evidence. The lower contact zone grades sharply finer grained around 47.9 
and is very fine grained, finely fractured with calcite and pervasively 
calcitic approaching the lower contact which is broken over 8 cms. The main 
body of the dyke is noncalcitic but does have a weak reaction to the 
presence of ankerite.

51.5 383.4 PERIDOTITE
Contact into a broad sequence of what appears to be an intrusive ultramafic, 
or, as suggested by the changes in grain size, a series of intrusive phases. 
The rock varies from very fine grained and mottled in appearance to coarse 
grained with phenocrysts in the 5 mm range. Contacts between fine and coarse 
grained phases are unfortunately obscured by alteration such that the exact 
dimensions of an individual intrusive are uncertain. Beyond the grain size 
variations, the peridotite has a constant spotted texture. This spotted 
texture is developed by the presence of subrounded to blocky mafic 
phenocrysts that are best exposed in the coarse grained sections. The mafic 
phenocrysts are often fractured and scored with alteration and include 
greenish to black, subrounded phenos that have common reaction rims to 
coronas and are probably olivine, along with blockier phenos of probable 
hornblende and black, irregular, quasi monoclinic(?), phenos of possible 
pyroxene. In the coarser sections, there is also a wispy development of pale 
greenish to jade coloured magnesite(?) that is most common around the 
potential grains of olivine.
The ultramafic is nonmagnetic, variably carbonated, moderately hard, poorly 
veined and sparsely mineralized. The carbonate component appears to vary 
from calcite along fine fractures to pervasive calcite where there is 
accessory fracturing; plus a weak to moderate reaction to the presence 
ankerite generally throughout, and; a variable magnesite component that is 
most obvious in the coarser grained sections. Calcite is the rarest of the 
carbonate minerals and appears to be the latest, occurring in fine fractures 
and a local wispy alteration of the adjacent rocks. Chlorite is also present 
in the system throughout yielding a greenish cast to the predominately grey 
to blue grey and rarely blue black ultramafic. The package also contains 
scattered off-white to straw coloured flecks of potential leucoxene. 
There is no evidence in the package to suggest that these rocks are 
ultramafic flows. Some areas of interest include :.
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51.5 64.4 Upper contact zone, finer grained, spotted to mottled in 
appearance and finely fractured with calcite such that the zone is 
pervasively calcitic and nonankeritic. 

99.0 100.5 Coarser grained section, grading to finer grained, mottled rocks.
Some coarse pyrite along fine fractures here. 

164.5 183.5 Coarser grained section - wispy to streaky magnesite(?) is quite
common in this area. 

216.7 216.8 Coarse pyrite over l cm, associated with fine fracturing at 32
degrees. 

252.5 259.0 Coarse grained phase with gradational contacts into finer
grained rocks that are somewhat mottled in appearance. There is
also a trace of accessory calcite around fracturing just above
the coarse zone. 

306.7 307.1 Mafic Intrusive ?? - a narrow pale greenish strongly calcitic
section with a greyer central zone that is finely granular
textured and contains black to brownish flecks of amphibole. The
rock is very fine grained, nonmagnetic, weakly veined and is
mineralized with traces of pyrite. Contacts are sharp and
epidote coloured although a little ragged at 66/70 degrees. 

344.5 345.6 Mafic Intrusive - a second of the calcitic dykes with an
amphibolitic calcitic central zone. Contacts are at 60 degrees.
The adjacent ultramafic is calcitic over about 20 cms on both
sides of this unit. 

346.4 350.5 In this area there are a handful of gabbroic inclusions just
cutting the core axis. The inclusions have somewhat diffuse
outlines and appear to be essentially composed of plagioclase,
amphibole and chlorite */- serpentine. Contacts are irregular
and partly diffuse. 

352.6 375.6 A zone of coarse grained peridotite with some mottled to
spotted, finer grained sections of uncertain relationship to the
whole. The finer grained sections locally appear to suggest
cumulate bottoms with finer grained tops but grain-size
variation is inconsistent and no specific interpretation appears
warranted. Some check assays for Ni and Cu were taken here. 

375.6 383.4 Lower contact zone, finer grained than previous but continuing
to exhibit a spotted texture with some finer grained sections.
The rock is very fine grained, greenish grey and brecciated over
7 cms at 376.5, contains a potential fine grained dyke from
377.4 to 378.4 with streaky altered to fine wispy contacts at
44/37 degrees, and another very fine grained dyke right at the
lower contact from 382.1 to 383.4 at 40/80 degrees - the lower
contact is very irregular. The last two dyke-like features may
be mafic intrusives but are sufficiently fine grained to
preclude a definitive interpretation.

383.4 452.6 BASALT GABBRO
Contact into a very interesting sequence of rocks that appear to represent 
coarse flows, although that is not reasonably clear until the code 4 units 
that follow this particular sequence. The very first part of this package 
has a decidedly gabbroic composition and is quite coarse grained with 
readily recognizable hornblende, amphibole and plagioclase +/- pyroxene. The
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coarse grained nature is suggested to be a function of contact metamorphism 
from the adjacent peridotite - the rocks are quite highly fractured and 
altered up to 406.6. The resultant gabbro is grey to grey green in colour 
with variable pale greenish staining from carbonate +X- epidote(?), along 
with calcite stringers and fractures which are locally stained orangish. The 
variable staining and bleaching combined with wispy pale greenish alteration 
give this section a coarse gabbroic appearance albeit extraordinarily 
variable. These rocks are also moderately hard and may be partly silicified. 
The first hint that the package is actually flow material occurs at 414.0 
where coarse gabbroic material has graded finer grained over 2 feet to a 
rather sharp contact at 414 at 62 degrees into coarse gabbro again. Although 
this contact is not definitive, similar relationships are noted elsewhere 
across the zone which ends along a section of potential flow top material 
from 449.8 to 452.6. Approaching the lower flow top section the gabbroic 
rocks grade marginally finer grained, followed by a bleached pale grey 
section between 449.8 and 450.8, before a streaky altered, calcite-veined, 
contorted section to 452.6. The lower contact is streaky altered, finely 
granular to brecciated and quite irregular averaging 26 degrees to the core 
axis. Alteration appears to consist of calcite and pale greenish 
magnesite!?) +/- sericite. The flow top also contains splashes of pyrrhotite 
and pyrite.
Overall, the gabbro varies from dull grey to grey green in colour, is fine 
to coarse grained, nonmagnetic, weakly to moderately ankeritic, variably 
fractured to veined with carbonate, and sparsely mineralized with pyrite and 
pyrrhotite - sulphides being most common in the flow top zone. Some analyses 
for nickel were submitted here.
The system is also cut by a very fine grained dyke of potential mafic 
intrusive at the upper contact from 383.9 to 384.9 at 41/50 degrees. The 
dyke is very fine grained and is difficult to distinguish from the adjacent 
mafic rocks.
383.9 384.9 Mafic Intrusive. 
450.8 452.6 Flow top.

452.6 472.2 BASALT GABBRO
Contact into a second sequence of potential coarse flows identified by 
gabbroic textured rocks with wispy to streaky altered zones that are 
tentatively suggested to represent flow tops. This zone is separated on the 
basis that the rocks are more strongly altered with chlorite, the coarse 
textures that are developed in the previous zone are not as well exposed 
here, there is a significant increase in calcite alteration and bleaching, 
and, this area hosts an accessory amount of pyrrhotite compared to the 
balance of the system.
The core varies from dull grey to dark green in colour with numerous pale 
greenish to pale greyish bleached alteration patches - sections of which are 
streaky to wispy in nature. The whole of this zone is quite 'grunged up 1 
from this accessory alteration such that contacts between individual flows 
are near impossible to determine. The patchy alteration combined with some 
streaky alteration that appears fracture related gives the rock a crude 
brecciated appearance. The core is also moderately hard and silicified. 
Pyrrhotite mineralization occurs as very fine grained blebs, streaks and 
patches that impart a patchy magnetism to the rock. Mineralization is minor
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in amount overall and pyrite is effectively absent. All of this section is 
assayed for nickel as well.
The upper contact of the package is along a dark grey to dark green gabbroic 
textured flow in irregular contact with streaky alteration of the previously 
interpreted flow top. Its lower contact is very difficult to define due to 
patchy alteration. The lower contact of the system is along a streaky 
altered, calcite veined, potentially brecciated, bleached zone from 470.1 to 
472.2. The lower contact is irregular averaging 35 degrees into coarser 
gabbroic rocks with accessory bleaching continuing for roughly 10 cms.

472.2 573.8 BASALT GABBRO
Contact into the third sequence of gabbroic textured rocks that are 
suggested to be extrusive in origin. Most of the rocks in this package are 
relatively anonymous in appearance, varying from grey to grey green in 
colour, and fine to medium grained with only one area in the first part of 
the package at 515.9 to 516.5 that is suggestive of flow top material due to 
irregular fracturing, bleaching and alteration amongst finer grained rocks. 
There are also a couple of areas with accessory calcite alteration and minor 
bleaching associated with fracturing and veining - the best developed of 
these sections being from 542.3 to 543.9 in an area with accessory pyrite 
and pyrrhotite +/- chalcopyrite that are associated with the veining. 
For the most part, the gabbroic textures are well developed since most of 
the rocks are medium grained with greenish to black phenocrysts of amphibole 
and hornblende +X- pyroxene (black), in a matrix with plagioclase, chlorite 
and carbonate. The rocks are essentially nonmagnetic, except in the presence 
of pyrrhotite, and are moderately hard, weakly to moderately ankeritic, 
poorly veined with calcite, carbonate and more rarely quartz, and, very 
sparsely mineralized.
It is the very base of the sequence that is most of interest in this 
particular package. The basal flow is in contact with a very fine grained 
flow top at 567.2 at 57 degrees. At the basal contact the flow is fine 
grained, chloritic and weakly foliated to brecciated over 2.5 cms before the 
rock becomes extraordinarily coarse grained with blocky to acicular 
metacrysts(?) of amphibole and hornblende averaging 5 to 10 mms in size. 
Circa 571.8 the very coarse grained rocks grade sharply finer grained to a 
more mottled gabbroic texture with pervasive calcite just previous to an 8.5 
cm top that is grey to beige in colour and strongly calcitic as well. The 
lower contact is sharp with veining at 67 degrees - the adjacent interflow 
zone being a similar colour but silicified and noncalcitic. There is one 
other very coarse grained section nearby from 560.9 to 562.0 with some 
medium to coarse grained rocks around 566.0, but top relationships in these 
two areas are very poorly defined. Only trace pyrite with rare pyrrhotite is 
noted in this basal zone.
There are also two narrow dykes of mafic intrusive found in the upper part 
of the package. Both dykes are very fine grained and nonmagnetic. They are 
grey to greenish in colour. The upper dyke contains a 7 cm central zone that 
is crudely spotted with hornblende and plagioclase. The lower dyke is very 
fine grained throughout and is calcitic. The dykes are located at:. 
503.2 503.8 Mafic intrusive, contacts are sharp but broken at 29/32 degrees- 
530.7 532.5 Mafic Intrusive, contacts at 30/24 degrees - lower contact 

broken.
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573.8 581.5 INTERFLOW MATERIAL CARBONATED ZONE
Contact into a narrow unit of carb rocks that are probably interflow in 
origin. There is not a lot that can be said about this particular unit. It 
is very fine grained to finely granular textured from carbonate, 
nonmagnetic, variably altered, poorly veined and weakly mineralized with 
pyrite. The interflow varies from grey to grey beige in colour with quite 
variable yellowish to pale yellowish green alteration patches to blotches. 
These alteration patches are not categorically tied to fine fracturing with 
carbonate although there is some healing and bleaching next to a number of 
fractures. The main yellowish to green sections are found within 20 to 30 
cms of the upper and lower contacts and in the section from 578.8 to 579.8 
as if there were 3 individual interflow packages here although contacts are 
ill defined. The pale colour to the alteration is a function of sericite 
with fine traces of fuchsite.
The interflow zone is hard and moderately silicified and shows a moderate 
reaction to the presence of ankerite. The core is cut by a number of fine 
ankeritic fractures plus the odd quartz-ankerite vein. Mineralization is 
commonly, although not exclusively, tied to fracturing. Pyrite is the 
dominant sulphide with a trace of resinous sphalerite noted in one quartz 
vein at 574.2. Both contact zones are veined at 67/76 degrees. The adjacent 
gabbro down-hole is bleached over 10 cms.

581.5 675.2 BASALT GABBRO
Return to a sequence of gabbroic textured rocks that are suggested to be 
extrusive in origin as the previous members. Again the highest percentage of 
the package is medium grained gabbro with relatively well defined 
phenocrysts of greenish to black amphibole and hornblende +S- pyroxene in a 
matrix of plagioclase with chlorite and carbonate alteration. Also as 
previous, there are scattered fine grained sections in the package 
suggesting that the coarse grained rocks are grading toward fine grained top 
material with a much narrower fine grained bottom to the next flow before 
coarse rocks occur once more. That contact style of relationship continues 
to be at best ephemeral in this zone since the gradation is unclear in most 
of the package and, many of the fine grained sections in the upper half of 
the zone are calcitic.
Around the upper contact, the gabbro is bleached and altered next to the 
interflow zone over 10 cms with some accessory pyrite, and subsequently 
grades to dark green and dark grey, fine grained, chloritic and calcitic 
gabbro before the first coarser material is sighted at 584.3. The coarser 
gabbro is noncalcitic except along fine fractures but grades to darker, 
finer grained to mottled, more chloritic gabbro circa 587 and subsequently 
grades to calcitic and partly amphibolitic, fine grained gabbro to 590.9 
where a coarser, more mottled section again occurs. The next 'flow 1 extends 
to approximately 595 before quite coarse gabbro that is noncalcitic is 
encountered - the flow from 590.9 to 595 is calcitic and partly amphibolitic 
throughout. Moderate to strong pervasive calcite continues in the fine 
grained rocks of the system around 600 and from 609 to 615 where the last of 
the calcite alteration in the potential fine grained flow top material is 
encountered. Calcite, however, does continue along fractures. 
In the central part of the zone the gabbro is relatively anonymous. It is
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grey in colour and dominated by the medium grained phase with erratic finer 
grained sections. There are two narrow dykes of dark grey to brownish, 
mineralized mafic intrusive in this area at 636.4-637.0 at 20/62 degrees - 
lower contact broken, and; 637.2-638.3 at 52/30 degres. Both dykes are very 
fine grained, and are spotted to flecked with carbonate and mafic minerals. 
The upper dyke is calcitic. Mineralization averages 2 to 3%, as fine 
disseminated cubes of pyrite and some fracture controlled cubes of pyrite. 
The dykes are partly silicified.
The basal unit of the package is difficult to precisely delimit. The gabbro 
varies from fine to medium grained, is grey in colour and is progressively 
finer grained over the basal two feet of the section ending along a 2 cm 
streaky, bleached and altered zone with veining at 27 degrees to the core 
axis.

675.2 712.5 CHERTY EXHALITE
Contact into the largest interflow to exhalite system to date in the hole. 
This particular package is very different than the previous interflow zones 
in that it is dominated by layered chert albeit the layering is highly 
contorted and disrupted. The package also contains a variable graphite 
component, sericite alteration, local strong pyrite in the J.0% range and 
irregular calcite fractures. The disrupted to contorted bedding is 
problematic in determining top directions - it varies from almost along the 
core axis to 90 degrees, with an average foliation best expressed in the 
lower part of the zone at 45 to 55 degrees.
The upper part of the system proceeds from a bleached, cherty contact zone 
over 6 cms into a section of rather glassy chert to 676.8, followed by a 2 
cm patch of what appears to be grey granular gabbro with diffuse contacts. 
The gabbro is poorly defined and grades into a grey to beige spotted cherty 
zone followed by irregularly layered cherts at 678.4. The irregularly 
layered cherts are interrupted by calcite veining between 681 and 681.8, 
which surrounds pale, bleached carbonate fragments that carry a trace of 
fuchsite alteration. Beyond the section with calcite, wispy to streaky 
sericite is encountered, with the first graphite appearing at 682.9. From 
682.9 to the end of this first zone at 688.1 the core contains intercalated 
cherty and graphite-rich sections with irregular streaky sericite 
alteration, disrupted bedding and scattered calcite fractures. 
Mineralization ranges up to 7% locally, and is most noteworthy in the lower 
half of this first zone.
A central section from 688.1 to 696.1 is dominated by calcitic rocks. This 
interval is initiated along a carb zone to 691.9 which consists of buff to 
yellow ochre, close-packed blebs of carbonate in a black to blue black 
distinctly ultramafic matrix. The carbonate reacts to the presence of 
ankerite but is also strongly overprinted with calcite. The grey to beige 
and brownish carb rocks are interrupted by a very fine grained, dark grey, 
strongly calcitic section that may be an altered mafic intrusive from 691.9 
to 692.3 at 68/42 degrees, before a return to grey to grey brown carb rocks 

here of questionable ultramafic affinity. The carb rocks are in irregular 
contact with another, very fine grained, grey section from 693.4 to 694.9, 
followed by a very fine grained, yellowish, sericite altered carb zone that 
is locally overprinted from calcite adjacent to fracturing. Outside contacts 
of the carb system are at 72/46 degrees - both contacts being irregular to
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ragged. Mineralization is best in the lower half of the zone. 
688.1 696.1 Carbonated Zone.
The basal member of the package marks a return to cherty rocks. The core 
varies from pale to quite dark grey, with beige to creamy sections and one 
narrow sericitic, partly fuchsitic horizon from 710.2 to 710.4 at 52 
degrees. The rocks are uniformly hard, nonmagnetic, moderately ankeritic, 
poorly veined with stringers of calcite, and are variably mineralized with 
pyrite with the odd trace of chalcopyrite as at 70S.4 to 706.0, and, reddish 
brown sphalerite as at 701 to 702, 705.9 to 708.1 and at 710. Mineralization 
ranges up to 10% on a very local scale and tends to be fracture to layer 
controlled with lesser disseminated material. Most of the pyrite is coarse 
grained or occurs as fine grained aggregates. The two splashes of 
chalcopyrite occur with the pyrite, while the reddish sphalerite tends to be 
localized along fine fractures.
The layering in the package continues to be disrupted with a local 
brecciated appearance. This would appear to have been a very active 
environment for deposition. The layering, however, is most consistent in 
this lower zone, averaging 45 to 55 degrees. The layering is defined by 
graphitic streaks to variably blackened graphitic zones along with 
preferential alteration to bleaching of some layers by sericite. The lower 
contact zone is along a 20 cm, beige, cherty, altered section - the basal 11 
cms being highly contorted and streaked with sericite +/- some fine flecks 
of fuchsite related to the ensuing unit. The lower contact is broken at 61 
degrees to the core axis.

712.5 741.0 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE
Contact into a suite of green carbonate rocks with intercalated sections of 
beige to yellow ochre coloured carb rocks. The system itself is fairly 
standard with bright to pale emerald green rocks with more lime coloured 
sections around some of the sericitic carb intervals. The core is 
nonmagnetic, of moderate hardness, moderately ankeritic, moderately veined 
with stringers of quartz +S- ankerite and better mineralized than average 
with fine aggregates of pyrite although mineralization is, on average, less 
than It.
The upper contact of the carb zone is beige to greyish in colour and partly 
silicified over 20 cms adjacent to the chert zone. The lower contact is 
gradational into very strongly carbonated ultramafic. Although not 
consistently developed, the carb rocks exhibit a foliation at 40 to 50 
degrees to the core axis. There is also some brecciation related to 
veiningf?), in a mixed sericitic and fuchsitic interval between 716.5 and 
719.0.
Sericitic intervals in the package include : 714.5-715.2 at 50/47 degrees; 
715.5 - 4 cms at 50 degrees; 716.5-719.0 - upper contact sharp at 47 
degrees, lower contact very irregular to ragged due to veining and 
brecciation in this area; 721.9-722.5 at 47/52 degrees; 724.6-726.4 - upper 
contact sharp but ragged at 51 degrees, lower contact very irregular; 
728.9-729.2 at 57/45 degrees, contacts are irregular to diffuse and the 
adjacent carbonate is lime coloured, and; 736.2-737.5 - upper contact ragged 
at 58 degrees, lower contact very irregular. The sericitic intervals are of 
uncertain origin. 
The lower contact of the package is gradational into carbonated ultramafic
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rocks over 12 cms - the contact being arbitrarily placed at the end of 
moderate to strong fuchsite alteration. The foliation/ contact at this point 
is 47 degrees to the core axis.

ULTRAMAFIC

Contact into a sequence of strongly carbonated ultramafic rocks. The core 
varies from pale to mid grey and black in colour with greenish toned 
sections, as well as more strongly altered areas with traces of fuchsite 
alteration. The lightness and variations in the colour appear to be a direct 
reflection of the carbonate content, in this case, ankerite. The rock is 
essentially composed of numerous, small, close-packed blebs of greyish to 
off-white and beigy ankerite in a dark ultramafic matrix. The core is 
moderate to strongly foliated at 40 to 60 degrees to the core axis, with an 
average foliation of 45 to 50 degrees. The rocks are nonmagnetic, and aside 
from ankerite streaks and blebs, are poorly veined with ankerite and 
quartz-ankerite stringers, and sparsely mineralized with pyrite, 
within the package, there are scattered lighter coloured sections that vary 
from weakly brownish to paler grey in colour from an accessory ankerite 
component as well a couple of sections with traces of fuchsite that turn the 
core to an emerald green colour as at 744.5 to 747.8 with weak traces of 
fuchsite to 749.1; at 756.7 to 757.1, and; 760.8 to 761.2 with paler 
brownish to grey carbonated ultramafic to 762.2. Fuchsite appears as shreds 
within a carbonate matrix and, in all 3 cases there are a couple of 
quartz-ankerite veins accompanying the alteration, although that 
relationship is not a defining characteristic. There is also one, larger 
than average quartz vein in the system from 775.4 to 776.0 - upper contact 
irregular averaging 38 degrees, lower contact sharp at 60. Neither accessory 
mineralization nor alteration accompany the vein.
The lower contact of the system is confused along a narrow dyke of mafic 
intrusive - the ultramafic becomes calcitic below 793, and then more 
strongly chloritic over the basal 35 cms. The lower contact is diffuse at 30 
degrees.

MAFIC INTRUSIVE

Contact into a narrow dyke of mafic intrusive that appears to straddle the 
contact between ultramafic and more gabbroic textured rocks. The dyke is 
dull reddish green to reddish grey in colour and is totally invaded with 
reddish stained calcite. It is very fine grained, granular textured, 
magnetic, strongly calcitic and finely mineralized with l to 2% fine pyrite. 
The dyke is also weakly fractured with calcite and contains numerous black 
to bluish and green acicular pseudomorphs of amphibole flecked throughout. 
The upper contact is diffuse at 30 degrees, the lower contact is irregular 
with veining at 40 degrees - there are fragments of the dyke mixed with 
chloritic ultramafic material over the basal 7 cms.

798.9 1008.3 BASALT GABBRO

Return to a sequence of gabbroic textured rocks that are suggested to be 
extrusive in origin due to a number of passages that are very fine grained 
and do not expressly follow a pattern indicative of chill margins for dyke 
material. As previous, the dominant rock unit is a medium grained gabbro. 
Here the rock varies from dull grey to grey green in colour and has a coarse
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texture from blocky and crudely acicular mafic phenocrysts of the amphibole 
group in a plagioclase-rich matrix with variable chlorite and ankerite 
alteration. The mafic phenocrysts vary from medium green to black in colour. 
The fine grained passages continue to be problematic due to their spurious 
relationships to the coarser gabbroic material. Again, the exact contacts 
are hard to define since the fine grained sections tend to be more chloritic 
and calcitic than the balance of the unit such that alteration tends to 
obscure some of the signals, and there are scattered fine grained, calcitic, 
chloritic mafic intrusives in the package further confusing the issue. The 
package on the whole, however, is less altered than the previous members. 
The fine grained sections tend to exhibit a slow gradation from medium 
grained gabbro in the down-hole direction, grading progressively more 
chloritic, calcitic and fine grained up to a sharp or sharply gradational 
contact into medium grained rocks again. While there are only a handful of 
units to pull apart, this progression appears to be most common. Thus, the 
sharply gradational contact could represent a flow bottom, with the precise 
contact being obscured between fine grained material of the flow top and the 
rapidly gradational fine grained material of the flow bottom for the next 
flow.
The rocks are normally nonmagnetic, moderately ankeritic except in the fine 
grained passages, poorly veined with stringers and fractures of calcite and 
very sparsely mineralized with pyrite. As also found in the previous 
gabbroic textured flows the contact zones are most of interest. 
The upper contact of the package is pervasively calcitic over about 30 cms, 
with accessory chlorite noted away from the contact to roughly 806.5 where 
clear, less altered gabbroic material is encountered. Gabbroic textures are 
visible within two feet of the mafic intrusive but they are partly obscured 
by alteration and there is a weak bluish cast to the rock as if there was a 
contact metasomatic effect from the nearby ultramafic. In addition to 
pervasive calcite at the contact there is also accessory calcite fracturing 
in the zone to 806.5, such that local sections react in a pervasively 
altered fashion.
The broad central zone is dominated by the grey to grey green, medium 
grained gabbros with finer grained sections and scattered dykes of mafic 
intrusive as : . 
845.7 847.2 Mafic Intrusive, a medium to dark green, calcitic, chloritic,

very fine grained dyke that contains fine acicular blebs to
flecks pseudomorphic after amphibole. Contacts are with veining
at 49/48 degrees. 

865.3 866.9 Mafic Intrusive, very fine grained, dull green in colour,
magnetic, calcitic and with fine mafic flecks. Trace fine
pyrite. Contacts are at 40/27 degrees, with minor bleaching over
l.5 cms at the upper contact. 

943.0 944.2 Mafic Intrusive, dull grey green to putty coloured, very fine
grained, nonmagnetic, finely flecked with mafic minerals, traces
very fine pyrite. Contacts are sharp but a little diffuse to
irregular at 50/71 degrees.

956.1 956.2 Mafic intrusive, 7.5 cms at 64/50 degrees. 
957.8 960.9 Mafic Intrusive, very fine grained, finely flecked with tnafics,

calcitic, weakly to moderately magnetic in the central area but
nonmagnetic approaching contacts. Putty coloured, unmineralized,
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weak fracturing with calcite. Contacts are at 42/31 degrees with 
fine calcite veins.

The lower contact zone sequence is initiated along accessory bleaching and 
fracturing with calcite and some silicification circa 996.5. The core below 
the fracturing grades rapidly finer grained, chloritic and pervasively 
calcitic in short order. The rock is dark green, very fine grained and 
chloritic up to a streaky foliated section from 1005.2 to 1005.8. After 
1005.8, a crudely developed to mottled gabbroic texture is evident but 
ankerite alteration increases at the expense of calcite and, by 1007.5, the 
gabbro texture is obliterated by ankerite and orangish staining. The gabbro 
is finely fractured to brecciated after 1005.8, with alteration and 
fracturing increasing dramatically in this interval. The gabbro is also 
magnetic here - a rarity in the sequence, and, the only indication of 
magnetite in the general area. The lower contact is placed with the onset of 
streaky, brecciated carb rocks with an apparent ultramafic affinity - the 
contact corresponds with the last magnetic material, and the end of the 
orangish somewhat incipient style of alteration. The contact is sharp at 70 
degrees. The contact phenomenon is very similar to the alteration of the 
gabbros at the start of the deformation zone at the McBean.

1008.3 1070.5 CARBONATED ZONE INTERFLOW MATERIAL
Contact into a very unusual sequence of carbonate rocks that range from 
emerald green fuchsitic rocks, to yellowish, green and orange carb rocks, 
orangish units of altered syenite, cherty to altered interflow or exhalite 
material and highly deformed to contorted sections that are a broad mix of 
variably coloured layers. This carb section forms the start of a much 
broader sequence of carbonate, interflow and sediment. On a gross scale, the 
rocks in the sequence are nonmagnetic, highly altered, fractured and 
deformed, ankeritic and variably mineralized with pyrite. On a minor scale, 
hardly two units in the package look alike. Thus, the units are approached 
in order as :.
1008.3 1009.9 Ultramafic, carbonated to carb rocks. The carb here appears to 

have been originally an ultramafic. It now consists of grey 
beige to olive carb with black ultramafic streaks. The rock is 
crudely brecciated, foliated at 60 to 70 degrees, nonmagnetic, 
ankeritic, poorly veined with quartz carrying some orange 
stained fragments, and is unmineralized.

1009.9 1011.5 Carb rock, dull pale orangish to reddish green, finely 
granular to almost a carbonate mosaic with diffuse flecks of 
dark chlorite and fuchsite. Contact zones are more strongly 
stained reddish to orange and slightly harder to silicified(?) 
over 12 cms - approaching the incipient style of alteration. 
Contacts are at 66 degrees - upper contact sharp, lower 
contact more diffuse to gradational.

1011.5 1012.5 Carb rock, dull emerald green to grey green with a weak 
fuchsite component and diffuse more orangish to yellow ochre 
patches. The matrix contains fine streaks to flecks of 
fuchsite and dark ultramafic material. Unmineralized.

1012.5 1013.2 Pale orangish carb rock that is a mosaic of stained carbonate 
in a pale carbonate matrix. Contacts are at 67/74 degrees.
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1013.2 1013.9 Dull grey green, weakly fuchsitic carb rock with irregular,
dark ultramafic streaks and patches of orange to reddish
stained carb. This zone is brecciated to contorted and has a
few traces of fine pyrite in the more orangish members. 

1013.9 1014.2 Pale orangish carbonate, essentially a carbonate mosaic with
sharp contacts at 52/63 degrees. Trace pyrite. 

1014.2 1017.1 Carb rocks, dull orangish to pale reddish brown that are
fractured with dark ultramafic material. The carb continues as
a carbonate mosaic and is brecciated and weakly altered by the
fracturing. Trace to a.% pyrite. The unit grades harder along
its length. 

1017.1 1020.4 Green Carbonate Zone with large, irregular pale orangish to
pale orangish yellow ochre carb sections - in fact, all of the
material from 1019.6 to 1020.4 is this pale carb material with
fine flecks to fuchsitic fractures. This pale carb rock is
hard and very fine grained with patches of carb that are a
darker stained carbonate mosaic. Unmineralized. Contacts at
76/15. 

1020.4 1021.5 A dull grey waxy zone that looks very much like an interflow
chert unit except that the rock is very soft with a hardness
about 4. It is very fine grained to amorphous, is fractured to
streaked with ankerite, mineralized with fine grained
aggregates of pyrite around the veining and is nonmagnetic. It
appears to have a weak yellowish to greenish cast on slip
faces tentatively related to sericite and/or serpentine - a
mix of both with carb being favoured. The softness of the unit
suggests that talc may also be present. 

1021.5 1022.3 Altered Syenite, dull orange to brownish orange, very fine
grained to amorphous, hard, silicified, ankeritic,
nonmagnetic, and highly fractured with numerous fine ankeritic
veinlets. There is also minor fracturing with fuchsite and the
adjacent serpentine/sericite/talc material - the dyke is
unmineralized except along these later fractures. Contacts are
irregular at 40/50 degrees. 

1022.3 1023.1 Return to the waxy style of unit as above the dyke - ie it is
soft, very fine grained to amorphous and appears to be
composed of serpentine +/- sericite and talc. This unit
contains irregular fragments to discontinuous veins of orange
stained carbonate as well as a fragment of altered syenite and
a couple of pale olive carbonate fragments. A foliation,
although poorly defined, appears to be highly contorted, and,
some accessory pyrite which follows this foliation creates
some 7 to 10% mineralization in fine grained aggregates to
streaks subparallel to the feature. 

1023.1 1028.0 Green Carbonate Zone - fuchsitic carb rocks with scattered
pale, dull orange carb fragments that are a carbonate mosaic
in the upper part of the package, followed by a larger section
of the carbonate mosaic material from 1024.1 to 1025.2 -
contacts broken. Below the larger carbonate mosaic section the
carb is emerald green and fuchsitic up to the basal 17 cms
which are orange stained adjacent to a dyke of syenite. The
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fuchsitic carb is typical, the dull orangish carb is also the 
standard type of unit seen in this package with hard, very 
finely fractured rocks containing coarser, fractured, orangish 
fragments in a very finely granular pale carb matrix. The 
rocks are nonmagnetic and essentially unmineralized. Contacts 
are at 20/65 degrees and broken.

1028.0 1031.8 Altered Syenite - a very fine grained to amorphous, siliceous, 
hard dyke that varies from dull orange to orangish brown in 
colour. The rock is very finely fractured with ankerite +/- 
quartz, and is weakly mineralized with pyrite that tends to 
focus along some later dull grey to olive alteration 
fractures. Unlike the carb rocks, these units do not develop a 
carbonate mosaic structure even though they are considerably 
fractured throughout. Some of the late alteration fracturing 
appears to be the dull greyish serpentine */- sericite, talc 
and carbonate style of material.

1031.8 1038.2 Green Carbonate Zone - a relatively massive and pale coloured 
fuchsitic carbonate section with scattered orangish staining 
of the carb and the odd patch of the orangish carbonate mosaic 
style of unit. The orangish stained sections occur close to 
the harder, carbonate mosaic style of unit and are 
concentrated around the upper contact to 1033, and in the area 
1035.5 to 1037. Aside from the carbonate mosaic patches, the 
orangish stained and pale fuchsitic members are finely flecked 
to streaked with fuchsite. The rocks are very sparsely to 
unmineralized and nonmagnetic. The orange stained carb rocks 
are of intermediate hardness between the other two units and 
may be partly silicified.

1038.2 1044.6 'chert' to cherty interflow material with some irregular, 
pale, speckled units of fuchsitic carb. The chert member is a 
massive, grey to grey beige unit that is essentially unlayered 
except where there is some differential alteration as at the 
upper contact and from 1043 to the base of the zone at 55 to 
60 degrees. The layering is enhanced by orangish staining and 
ankerite alteration. The chert is moderately mineralized with 
finely disseminated pyrite and coarser streaks to trails of 
pyrite that are locally related to fracturing. The chert is 
very hard, and is finely fractured - some orangish staining 
accompanying local fine fractures. The carb sections in the 
package are pale green in colour and speckled with fuchsite. 
Contacts are irregular to undulating, with fuchsitic carb 
sections at 1038.6-1039.1 at 84/80 degrees, and 1042.6 to 
1042.8 at 33/40 degrees, plus the odd pale carbonate fragment 
to 2 cms in size, and, an 8.5 cm fragmentt?) at the highly 
contorted lower contact. The lower contact undulates along the 
core axis over 10 cms and then cuts across the core axis at 43 
degrees isolating the pale fuchsitic carbonate fragment. The 
rocks are nonmagnetic.

1044.6 1046.9 Green Carbonate Zone - pale green carbonate that is finely 
flecked to streaked with fuchsite. There is an irregular 
inclusion of very pale, silicified, weakly orangish stained
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altered cherty interflow(?) in the unit from 1045.6 to 1046.1.
The rocks are nonmagnetic and essentially unmineralized. 

1046.9 1052.1 Chert, mid to pale grey and beige coloured, very hard,
nonmagnetic and very fine grained to amorphous. There is only
a weak hint of layering in the package at 55 to 60 degrees to
the core axis. The chert is orangish stained over 6 cms at the
upper contact with only minor orange staining noted below that
point. The core is finely fractured and, approaching the lower
half of the unit, the fracturing is with dark, streaky
ultramafic to the waxy serpentine style of material.
Mineralization is also stronger in this lower part of the unit
with coarse pyrite blebs being more common in the fractured
parts. There is one, 3 cm, pale carbonate fragment in the
upper part of the chert sequence at 1048.1, and, at 1051.6
there is a fine mud to talcose slip associated with the dark
ultramafic fracturing - l mm at 43 degrees. Outside contacts
of the unit are at 56/67 degrees. 

1052.1 1055.0 Green Carbonate Zone - a very fine grained, pale green carb
section with weak fuchsite alteration that becomes the much
coarser type carb rock after a sharp contact at 1053.2 at 36
degrees. The coarser carbonate grades to the more typical
emerald green carbonate by 1053.9. Within the emerald green
carbonate there are scattered orangish to yellow ochre
coloured carbonate patches - the largest being at the lower
contact and 18 cms in size. This carbonate patch consists of
buff to pale beige coloured finely granular and finely
fractured carbonate with bright to dull yellow ochre sericitic
blotches to streaks. The very fine grained pale green carb is
mineralized with l to 2% pyrite, the emerald green carbonate
is unmineralized. 

1055.0 1062.0 This section is a highly deformed to contorted mix of various
carbonate types with streaky to undulating layers that include
orangish stained to carbonate mosaic layers and patches,
variably fuchsitic and sericitic layers, and some of the waxy
serpentine-rich layers and streaks that are locally bluish
toned- Layering most often runs along the core axis with axes
to the drag folds/contortions usually at steep angles,
although there is little consistency here. The core is
nonmagnetic. Pyrite mineralization is variable from finely
disseminated material to coarser lenses, streaks and
aggregates that can follow the layering for short distances.
This is very much a high strain zone. Both contacts are
irregular - the lower contact is broken. 

1062.0 1063.5 Green Carbonate Zone, pale green to lime coloured fuchsitic
carbonate with an apparent sericite component contributing to
the more yellowish colour to the fuchsitic sreaks. The rock is
unmineralized. 

1063.5 1068.7 Another highly deformed to contorted section of carb rocks
although the layering is not as well defined in this area
since layers are broken and discontinuous presumably due to
stronger deformation. The core has a variable fuchsite
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component throughout with sericite giving rise to numerous 
colour changes and a streaky to layered appearance to the zone 
which also contains lenses to broken layers of orangish 
stained and carbonate mosaic material. There are some deformed 
quartz veins in the package as well. The core is nonmagnetic, 
very sparsely mineralized and is locally blocky to broken. 
Contacts are irregular and deformed averaging 52/45 degrees.

1068.7 1070.5 Green Carbonate Zone, lime to yellowish green fuchsitic 
carbonate with irregular fragments to patches of beige to 
yellow ochre, sericite-streaked carbonate. The rock is 
nonmagnetic and unmineralized. The lower contact is broken 
over 5 cms into the next carb unit but appears to be at 38 
degrees, although it is fractured and streaked with alteration.

1070.5 1133.4 CARBONATED ZONE
Contact into a second sequence of carb rocks, in this instance, dominated by 
dull, pale orangish to beigy orange carb with weak reddish to dull yellow 
ochre tones. The rocks are surprisingly consistent across the package with 
subtle changes related to variations in fracturing and alteration. The 
package is moderate to strongly ankeritic throughout and is variably 
fractured to altered with sericite, fuchsite, chlorite!?), and dark 
ultramafic style fractures. Most of the alteration is finely flecked to 
streaky such that there is little change in the overall colour of the rock. 
The core is nonmagnetic, variably veined with quartz-ankerite and ankerite 
stringers and fractures, and is usually very sparsely mineralized with 
pyrite. There is some variation in the hardness of the package but, for the 
most part tying the hardness to a specific feature seems impossible. 
The texture of the rock is somewhat different than the previous carb zone in 
that most of the core has a rather gritty texture. This texture differs from 
the very fine grained to finely granular textured carb rocks noted above and 
is unlike the carbonate mosaic style of alteration as well. The texture may 
be reflective of a different parent material - the gritty texture being most 
suggestive of tuffaceous units seen in the McBean area. There are examples 
of the carbonate mosaic style of alteration/deformation in this suite at the 
upper contact to 1074.1, and the finely granular carb throughout, but below 
1086 most of the core exhibits this gritty texture. The texture is best 
developed at the base of the system below a bleached, sericitic zone from 
1126.5 to 1126.8. Here the gritty texture, when combined with the streaky 
alteration suggests replacement of a primary feature with crude 
compositional layering.
Most of the core in this zone is blocky with minor broken sections although 
neither gouge nor sections of lost core are indicated. The lower contact is 
veined and streaky at 68 degrees to the core axis.

1133.4 1156.2 CARBONATED ZONE
Continue in carbonate rocks across this area which appears to mark a 
transition from carbonate to tuffaceous rocks. The dominant rock type is 
carbonate, the gritty variety that in this instance varies from dull greyish 
red to orangish and beige in colour with variable streaky alteration from 
flecks and streaks of chlorite, sericite and more rarely fuchsite. The 
carbonate appears to be overprinting tuffaceous rocks since there are a
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number of chloritic tuffaceous members in this package intercalated with the 
carb rocks. The tuffs exhibit the typical gritty texture of the sequence 
that follows and are ankeritic, crudely foliated to laminated at 55 to 65 
degrees, streaked to flecked with chlorite and sericite, poorly veined, 
sparsely mineralized and exhibit a patchy magnetism from exsolved magnetite 
in local areas with accessory alteration. The gritty carb rocks and the 
tuffs are intimately interfingered across the zone with the largest 
chloritic tuff section at the top of the zone to 1135.9 - elsewhere distinct 
chloritic tuff sections average less than a couple of cms in width. 
Also included in the package are a few very narrow, black, chloritic, 
foliated sections of black to dark green carbonated ultramafic that are 
normally under 2 cms in size except for two larger sections at 1153.0 to 
1153.6 at 67 degrees, and 1154.7 to 1155.8 at 62/66 degrees. Both of these 
units are wedged between gritty carb rocks. The ultramafic is strongly 
ankeritic, strongly foliated, nonmagnetic, poorly veined and unmineralized. 
The system of rocks is blocky in nature with some discing of the core 
subparallel to the foliation/lamination and broken core from 1137.5 to 
1140.0. The lower contact of the system is along a bleached, 13 cm gritty 
carb section with an irregular lower contact - it marks the last of the pale 
gritty carb rocks in the immediate area.

1156.2 1193.9 TUFF CARBONATED ZONE

Contact into a sequence of gritty tuffaceous rocks to volcaniclastics with a 
section of mudstone to interflow ash in the lower part of the system. The 
textures et al in this particular package are typical of the Timiskaming 
Group seen north of the main break at the Anoki and at the McBean. These 
textures have also been evident in the just previous carb zone. The tuffs 
vary from medium to pale grey green and dark green to dark grey in colour 
depending on variable amounts of ankerite, calcite, chlorite and sericite 
alteration. The rocks are weakly to moderately ankeritic throughout with 
local, more pervasive calcite in a coarser horizon. Veining in the system 
diminishes away from the overlying carb zone, and mineralization is 
generally minor in amount. The system can be readily broken down into 
subunits as :- 
1156.2 1161.2 Tuff, dark green, chloritic, fine grained, gritty textured,

nonmagnetic, moderate to strongly ankeritic, moderately veined
to streaked with ankerite and essentially unmineralized. The
tuff is streaked to finely flecked with yellowish sericite.
The lower contact is very fine grained, dark grey and finely
foliated over 19 cms. It looks very much like the mudstone
unit lower in the package and probably reflects a brief
volcanic pause. The lower contact is at 57 degrees. 

1161.2 1177.2 Tuff, coarser grained than previous with well defined
fragments in the area 1161.9 to 1172. Fragments include a wide
variety of types from chloritic to carbonated and sericitic,
to quartz fragments and fragments of vein material. Fragments
range up to 1.5 cms in size and are usually lensoid to oval in
shape, being stretched subparallel to a moderately developed
foliation at 60 to 65 degrees to the core axis. This tuff is
also calcitic in the core where the coarser fragments occur -
the margins of the zone being ankeritic and a weak reaction to
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ankerite also being present in the fragmental zone. The base 
of this package is dark and chloritic over 13 cms before the 
rock grades lighter grey green in colour with easily 
recognizable fragments. The fragmental zone is pale grey green 
in colour and is streaked to flecked with sericite and 
chlorite alteration - sericite dominant. The coarse tuff 
maintains the indicative gritty texture throughout. Calcite 
appears in this system around 1163.5 and lasts to 
approximately 1170.7, just before the coarse tuff grades more 
streaky altered and no longer contains coarse fragments after 
1172. The base of this section grades more streaky altered and 
darker in colour approaching the end of the section, but 
maintains a gritty texture throughout unlike the adjacent 
unit. At the end of this zone the rock is a dull grey to 
brownish grey colour. Mineralization in the package is minor 
in amount overall with streaks, blebs and aggregates tending 
to cue along fractures as opposed to being finely disseminated. 

1177.2 1193.9 Mudstone fault gouge - a very fine grained to amorphous 
sequence of dark grey rocks that are interpreted as muds or 
alternately as a fine ash sequence. There is only a very local 
hint of layering at 60 to 65 degrees defined by subtle 
variations in the colour of the rock from dark grey to black 
to dark putty coloured. The rock is nonmagnetic, ankeritic, 
poorly veined and sparsely mineralized. Locally in the package 
there are sections with a weak gritty texture next to veining 
but, for the most part, the texture is massive to amorphous. 
The rock grades lighter in colour over its basal 4 to 6 feet 
approaching a contact with carb rock. There are also a couple 
of sections with fault gouge in the area at 1182.0 - 2 mm 
gouge at 57 degrees; 1185.9 - 2 cms at 63 degrees!?), and; at 
1188 with traces of gouge amongst broken core. Adjacent to the 
gouge sections the core is blocky to broken. The upper contact 
of the package is sharp but broken at 70 degrees, the lower 
contact is irregular and bleached over a couple of rnrns next to 
veining at 73 degrees.

1193.9 1221.3 TUFF CARBONATED ZONE
Contact along veining into a pale yellowish grey to yellowish grey green 
carb zone that appears to have originally been a tuff sequence due to the 
gritty texture throughout. For the most part, the rock has been totally 
invaded with ankerite and sericite resulting in the very pale colour to the 
sequence. In the palest yellow rocks relict gritty textures are very poorly 
expressed since the core is almost totally fine, granular ankerite while in 
a more chloritic section between 1199.5 and 1207, the gritty texture and 
streaky alteration of the tuffaceous rocks is clearly evident. It is also in 
this chloritic section where the best sense of a layering to a foliation is 
developed - the rocks are highly deformed and contorted with streaky 
ankerite, chlorite and sericite running nearly along the core axis. The core 
is nonmagnetic, poorly veined and sparsely mineralized.
At 1213.7, there is a sharp contact at 46 degrees into a carb zone with a 
variable fuchsite component that may represent an original ultramafic unit.
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The central part of this section is dull grey beige and coarsely granular 
ankerite with flecks of sericite, chloritet?), fuchsite and dark ultramafic 
material(?). This rock has graded from a lime green fuchsitic carbonate over 
25 cms at the upper contact and grades back to lime green fuchsitic carb 
from 1218.9 to 1219.3. The base of this potential carbonated ultramafic 
section is marked by 6.5 cms of pale orangish stained carbonate followed by 
9 cms of black, strongly foliated, strongly ankeritic carbonated ultramafic 
to 1219.9 feet. This carb zone l carbonated ultramafic in combination with a 
nearby fault is probably the source of the fluids for altering the adjacent 
tuffaceous rocks. The carb section is nonmagnetic, poorly veined and 
essentially unmineralized. 
1213.7 1219.9 Carbonated Zone.
The short basal section of the altered tuffs is beige to yellow grey green 
in colour, gritty textured, highly altered and is cut by 3 pale beige mud to 
gouge seams at 1220.4 - 5 mm at 67 degrees; 1220.8 - 7 mm at 62 degrees, 
and; 1221.0 to 1221.3 with gouge material amongst broken core. This faulting 
at the base marks the end of the strongest alteration here.

1221.3 1261.0 TUFF
Contact after the fault zone into a sequence of chloritic tuffaceous to 
volcaniclastic rocks that are wedged between two zones of much stronger carb 
alteration. The package is essentially identical to the chloritic zone in 
the previous carb interval from 1199.5 to 1207 in that the rocks are medium 
to dark green and grey green in colour with an easily distinguished gritty 
texture and strong streaky sericite alteration. The core is nonmagnetic, 
moderate to strongly ankeritic and the layering to streaky alteration is 
highly contorted with very shallow angles to the core axis common. The 
streaky, contorted layering is also reflected by the ankerite component 
where streaks to lenses and discontinuous hunks of vein material are 
disrupted to highly contorted. The rocks are nonmagnetic, deformed, 
moderately veined with irregular to contorted ankerite veins */- rare 
quartz, and are very sparsely mineralized. Due to the shallow core angles 
and nearby alteration zones, most of the core here is blocky. The lower 
contact placement is somewhat arbitrary at the start of bleached and 
strongly carbonated tuff. The lower contact is broken although the adjacent 
foliation is at 35 to 40 degrees.

1261.0 1323.6 TUFF CARBONATED ZONE
Return to a carbonated sequence of rocks that, for the most part when 
textures are visible, appears to have been a tuff sequence that has been 
strongly blasted with alteration. The difference in this carb sequence over 
the previous member is that gritty textures are not uniformly visible 
throughout and there are scattered blue black ultramafic style fracture 
sections in the package. The sequence is roughly divisible into three parts 

an upper dull coloured carb zone with ultramafic fractures and blotches 
that grades sericitic towards its base approaching an orange stained carb 
section from 1277 to 1294.4, and, a pale yellowish altered basal zone that 
is more clearly an altered tuff. Overall the rocks are moderately to 
strongly ankeritic, nonmagnetic, variably altered with sericite and 
chlorite, poorly veined with quartz t/- ankerite, and generally sparsely 
mineralized with pyrite.
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1261.0 1277.0 The upper carb section varies from dull grey green to brownish
green in colour with beige coloured rocks at the upper contact
area over about five feet, and again below 1271.5 where the
rock grades progressively lighter in colour to a pale
sericitic carb from 1274 to 1277. Crudely developed gritty
textures typical of the tuff units are visible in the upper
contact area and in the sericitic end member but textures in
the main middle zone are effectively obliterated by the strong
ankerite alteration. A foliation in this package averages
around 35 to 45 degrees to the core axis with some contorted
material and very shallow undulating core angles in the more
sericitic section at the base of the zone. This member also
contains irregular fragments to blotches and fractures with
blue black ultramafic material that can be quite variably
chloritic. The ultramafic material is most common in the upper
and middle areas of the upper carb zone, and it is in the
middle zone where most of the gritty texture is absent. Some
of the core here is blocky to broken in the upper contact area. 

1277.0 1294.4 The orange stained carbonate section is fairly anonymous in
appearance from the strong orangish ankerite component with
streaky to wispy alteration. The upper contact area is
foliated for a few cms at 60 degrees to the core axis with the
foliation becoming much shallower in a short distance such
that most of this zone is highly contorted to foliated along
the core axis. The alteration streaks consist of variable
amounts of sericite and chlorite +/- a local input from
ultramafic fracturing which crosscuts the foliation but can
follow along some of the altered layers to streaks. The rock
has a fine granular texture with an occasional hint of gritty
material. Veining is minor in amount and pyrite mineralization
is sparse - what little sulphide is available tending to cue
along the alteration streaks or ultramafic fractures. Both
contacts are reasonably well defined - the upper being marked
by a foliation at 60 degrees, the lower contact being a sharp
change along contorted rocks at 40 degrees to the core axis. 

1294.4 1323.6 This basal member of the carb package is the most definitive
of the original rock having been originally tuffaceous to
volcaniclastic. The core uniformly displays the gritty texture
typical of the tuff member and the basal sequence exhibits the
streaky altered to layered elements of less altered tuff
sequences. The core varies from pale yellowish green to beige,
brownish, yellowish and pale to mid grey green in colour due
to variations in ankerite and sericite +X- chlorite contents.
The rock is nonmagnetic, ankeritic, weakly veined with
ankerite and quartz-ankerite stringers and fractures, and is
locally finely mineralized with pyrite in some of the more
fractured to streaky altered areas. At the outset, the carb
rocks are highly contorted to foliated at shallow angles to
the core axis. The shallow foliation/layering steepens around
1305 and is fairly consistent at 45 to 55 degrees to the core
axis from then on, save for a contorted zone from 1309.1 to
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1310.2. The lower contact ia along 22 cms of a more chloritic, 
gritty, streaky altered to foliated tuff unit. The core angles 
at this point have steepened to 55 to 60 degrees to the core 
axis and the lower contact is foliation parallel at 60 
degrees, ultramafic fracturing in this unit is quite minor in 
amount and relatively isolated as opposed to the more common 
occurrences in the two preceding carb sections.

1323.6 1338.5 CARBONATED ZONE
Contact into another carb sequence, the difference being that this sequence 
has a very different makeup than the other carb and tuff sections. There is, 
however, a tuffaceous component along the base of the system. The zone is 
initiated along a buff to beige, silicified to fractured and brecciated carb 
section with yellowish tones that has a matrix that varies from somewhat 
gritty to more of a carbonate mosaic. The fractured to brecciated pattern is 
at variable angles to the core axis with the carbonate sericite, chlorite 
and black ultramafic style of fractures being healed with silica and 
moderately mineralized with 2 to 3Sr pyrite. The hardness of the unit 
combined with a lack of tuffaceous features suggests that this section may 
have originally been a felsite. The rock is ankeritic, siliceous, 
nonmagnetic, highly fractured and finely mineralized. 
1323.6 1326.7 Felsite ?.
The lower contact of the potential felsite is irregular and broken at 43 
degrees into a zone of dark emerald green fuchsitic carbonate with buff to 
beige coloured, irregular, alteration patches. The first patch at 11 cms at 
1328.3 is siliceous and finely mineralized and looks very much like the 
preceding potential felsite - the other patches are concentrated along the 
lower half of this section; they are not as hard, are weakly mineralized, 
more of a dull yellow ochre colour and are of uncertain origin. All of the 
patches are, of course, carbonated. The fuchsite zone is quite strongly 
veined with about 20% ankerite +/- quartz stringers, is nonmagnetic and is 
weakly fractured with dark ultramafic material. The lower contact is sharp 
although a little irregular with fracturing at 58 degrees. 
1326.7 1331.5 Green Carbonate Zone.
The lowest sequence in the package is, for the most part, all highly altered 
tuff. The base of the sequence is the most spurious from 1335.7 to 1338.5 
since this section is silicified, beige to dull yellow ochre in colour and 
contains very scattered gritty textures that are indicative of tuffaceous 
material. The top of this section, however, is clear even though the rocks 
are strongly altered to yellowish grey green, beige and yellow ochre in 
colour. In this top section, the rocks are clearly laminated at 55 to 60 
degrees to the core axis and are distinctly tuffaceous to volcaniclastic in 
nature. The top section also contains some foliated material and three 
narrow horizons of black carbonated ultramafic from 2.5 to 6 cms in size. 
Foliated sections and ultramafic sections roughly mimic the orientation of 
the layering but are locally steeper to 70 degrees to the core axis. There 
is some fine pyrite mineralization in the top section with the basal 
silicified zone being the best mineralized at 2 to 3% pyrite. The lower 
contact of the package is clean and sharp at 62 degrees with a little 
streaky alteration following into the adjacent unit. 
1331.5 1338.5 Tuff.
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1338.5 1351.0 TUFF
Contact into a sequence of tuffaceous to volcaniclastic rocks characterized 
by crudely laminated to streaky altered horizons that are laminated to 
foliated at 50 to 65 degrees to the core axis. Aside from an upper streaky 
altered zone to 1342 with some scattered quartz fragments)?) to 3 cms in 
size, most of this package is finer grained than normal although gritty 
textures do persist throughout the majority of the zone. The rocks vary from 
medium to dark green and grey green in colour and are nonmagnetic, weakly to 
moderately ankeritic, variably altered with streaky sericite and to a lesser 
extent streaky chlorite, poorly veined and very sparsely mineralized. These 
rocks give the illusion of being relatively fresh with only a minor amount 
of accessory sericite alteration noted at the lower contact at 54 degrees.

1351.0 1567.0 TUFF CARBONATED ZONE
Contact into a broad zone of variable but generally strong alteration that 
is dominated by carbonated, sericitic tuffs. While there are some darker, 
more chloritic tuffs approaching the base of the package, the vast majority 
of the tuffs are the yellowish green to yellowish grey, beige and yellow 
ochre coloured rocks, with readily identified gritty textures and strong 
sericite alteration. These rocks are essentially a carb zone on there own 
but the package is cut by more typical carb rocks, carbonated ultramafics, 
fuchsitic carb zones and sections of potential felsite at irregularly spaced 
intervals along the package. The sequence is initiated along one such 
altered zone.
In gross terms, the overall package is moderately to strongly ankeritic with 
rare switches to calcite as the dominant carbonate, and is nonmagnetic, 
generally poorly veined and sparsely mineralized with pyrite. 
The sequence proceeds as : . 
1351.0 1353.0 Ultramafic Carbonated Zone. The sequence is initiated along a

streaky, foliated, black ultramafic unit with beige carb
alteration that increases rapidly in the down-hole direction
such that by 1351.9 the rock is a pale yellowish brown carb
unit that is finely flecked with fuchsite. The pale carb
member is very fine grained to massive in relation to the
streaky and granular texture of the more definite ultramafic
segment. The ultramafic is foliated at 55 degrees to the core
axis, unveined and unmineralized, while the pale carb interval
contains a couple of very fine veins and l to 2% fine pyrite. 

1353.0 1353.8 Green carbonate zone, pale to medium yellowish green in
colour, weakly fuchsitic, with about 251i quartz ankerite
veining and trace to J.% pyrite. Both contacts are irregular
with veining at 71/57 degrees. 

1353.8 1354.4 This section is a potential felsite unit. It is a very fine
grained, siliceous, beige to yellowish brown rock with about
30% veining, l to 2% fine pyrite and some streaky, yellow
ochre sericite alteration. The hardness, very fine grain size
and the adjacent green carb sections all lead one to consider
that this carb rock was originally a felsite. 

1354.4 1354.5 Pale grey green, veined, fuchsitic carb rock, as the section
on the other side of the potential felsite. Contacts are
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irregular with veining at 62/74 degrees.
1354.5 1375.0 Gritty textured carb rocks suggestive of an original 

tuffaceous protolith. The carb varies from a pale yellowish 
green to beige colour at the outset with increased orangish 
staining and dark ultramafic style fractures below 1357.8. The 
very base of this section grades to a streaky altered, 
yellowish green, sericitic, chloritic, highly contorted, 
gritty textured carb to carbonated tuff after 1373.3. The zone 
contains some weak fuchsite alteration, scattered 
quartz-ankerite veins and traces of fine pyrite.

1375.0 1378.2 Ultramafic - a section of dark grey to greenish and black 
carbonated, foliated ultramafic. The rocks consists of a top 
section with numerous subrounded blebs of off-white to greyish 
ankerite in a somewhat streaky ultramafic matrix with traces 
of sericite and chlorite. The rock is foliated at 50 to 60 
degrees to the core axis. After 1377.0 the ultramafic becomes 
highly contorted with coarser lenses to discontinuous 
stringers in a more chloritic ultramafic matrix. This sequence 
is unmineralized. Contacts are at 55/37 - the lower contact 
irregular and broken with contorted tuffaceous material.

1378.2 1393.9 Return to carbonated rocks with the distinctive gritty texture 
that is presumed to be indicative of a tuffaceous to 
volcaniclastic protolith. The sequence is initiated along a 
medium green to grey green, highly contorted tuff section that 
is strongly streaky altered with sericite and chlorite to 
1382.0. By 1382, the streaky altered tuff is more uniformly 
foliated over a few cms when the rock becomes sharply more 
strongly carbonated and changes to buff and beige to pale grey 
green rocks with variable sericite alteration and orangish 
staining. Most senses of layering are almost completely 
obliterated in this zone although the streaky alteration 
locally appears highly contorted to running along the core 
axis. There are few dark alteration fractures in this unit as 
well as minor veining and rare traces of pyrite.

1393.9 1395.7 Carbonated Zone - a pale grey green carb unit consisting of 
very close packed blebs of off-white to greyish ankerite in a 
poorly developed streaky matrix with sericite, chlorite, dark 
ultramafic material and a hint of fuchsite. The core is also 
flecked with fine mafic to ultramafic material. Even though 
the rock is very pale, an ultramafic parent is probably 
indicated. Unlike the tuffaceous members, this section 
exhibits a coarse granular texture. The unit is sparsely 
veined with ankerite +/- quartz and is unmineralized. Contacts 
are reasonably well defined at 46/60 degrees - the lower 
contact is with veining.

1395.7 1411.0 Return to strongly altered, gritty textured rocks of probable 
tuffaceous to volcaniclastic origin. The rocks vary from pale 
grey green to yellowish grey green and beige in colour and 
have a weakly developed foliation to possible layering at 25 
to 50 degrees to the core axis. The average foliation is at 40 
degrees and, while there are several sections with shallow
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core angles, the rocks are not highly contorted. The rocks are
of moderate hardness and have local more silicified parts
around accessory quartz +/- ankerite veining. Traces of pyrite
are common. A few fine splashes of visible gold were found
upon cutting the core in sample 45487 at 1400.0 feet. 

1411.0 1427.1 Carbonated Zone - contact into one of the larger carbonate
sections in the package that is suggestive of a possible
ultramafic parent. The start of this zone is highly contorted,
veined and streaky altered with sericite and chlorite over 21
cms before heading into a dull greyish to grey brown zone with
very close packed blebs to lenses and rosettes of ankerite
with a poorly developed brownish altered matrix component from
1411.8 to 1417.5. Around 1417.5 the massive carb section
grades more strongly foliated and the carb zone changes to a
unit with much coarser blebs, lenses and discontinuous
stringer material in a dark, streaky altered matrix of altered
to chloritized ultramafic with accessory chlorite and some
fine flecks of sericite +S- an occasional hint of fuchsite.
There are two inclusions in this lower zone from 1417.9 to
1419.3 - a pale grey, hard, partly silicified, very fine
grained, contorted unit of possible cherty interflow with
irregular contacts; and, 1424.2 to 1425.1 - a fine grained,
laminated, bleached, streaky altered, grey green to beige
gritty tuff at 52 degrees. Above the gritty tuff
inclusion/unit there is a narrow 4 cm, dark grey, very fine
grained, finely laminated to contorted section that also does
not appear to be ultramafic related. It cuts the core axis at
41 degrees and looks remotely like a fine mudstone - an
interpretation that might put the cherty interflow inclusion
in better context if this carb section has been introduced
along a tuffaceous/sedimentary interface. The carb zone is
essentially unmineralized save for some pyrite in the included
tuffaceous material. Contacts of the system are at 56/42
degrees both contacts being irregular with veining. 

1427.1 1435.3 Return to gritty textured carb rocks of tuffaceous affinity.
The upper part of this system to 1433 is medium grey green in
colour and is foliated at 40 to 45 degrees to the core axis -
the foliation being enhanced in this area by streaky chlorite
and sericite alteration as well as some fine, greenish,
alteration healed fractures. The base of the system is more
strongly bleached to altered and is a very pale beige colour
approaching the lower contact. There are also some very fine
grained rocks in this basal sector that may be evidence of
intercalated muddy material- Only very scattered traces of
very fine pyrite are noted in the sequence with slightly
better mineralization in the bleached zone. 

1435.3 1436.0 A very short carb section consisting of layers to lenses of
off-white ankerite in a dark green to brownish and black,
streaky ultramafic matrix. The rock has a somewhat striped
appearance due to the layered ankeritic effect. Alteration in
the matrix includes sericite and chlorite with the ultramafic
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material. The rock is unmineralized. The rock is foliated at 
45 to 50 degrees, contacts are sharp with little irregularity 
at 52/45 degrees.

1436.0 1478.3 Return to the gritty textured carb rocks that are suggested to 
be tuffaceous to volcaniclastic in origin. Here the sequence 
varies from pale to mid grey green and grey to pale yellowish 
and yellow grey green in colour, with variable sericite +S- 
chlorite alteration. The rocks are laminated to foliated at 55 
to 65 degrees to the core axis with a few very localized 
slumped to contorted sections - the contorted sections tending 
to be the most strongly carbonated parts of the package as 
well.

There are also a few very fine grained beds/layers in the package. These are 
best exhibited in the section between 1442.7 and 1444.8, where some very 
fine grained, grey, earthy-looking layers with fine ash to lapilli sized 
fragments are intercalated with more gritty textured rocks. The fine grained 
sections are similarly laminated at 55 to 65 degrees to the core axis and 
are finely mineralized with pyrite. These fine grained sections are up to 12 
eras in size with lamellae on the mm scale. Near the base of the system there 
are a handful of narrow carbonate interbeds between 1473.4 and 1474.3 that 
consist of off-white layers to lenses of ankerite in a brownish to greenish 
matrix of streaky sericite, chlorite alteration. These carbonate intervals 
look much like the striped carbonate interval from 1435.3 to 1436.0. Another 
feature in this package that differs from the norm is the presence of 
calcite. Calcite first appears related to some late fracturing circa 1448, 
ending around 1471 - the intervening rocks being variably calcitic and 
weakly to nonankeritic. The remainder of the package, however, is moderate 
to strongly ankeritic. The calcitic area also tends to have the better 
mineralized material of the suite with some heavy, fine pyrite on a very 
local cm scale associated with calcitic stringers to layers. Elsewhere, 
pyrite mineralization is minor in amount. Aside from the calcite content, 
veining is minor in amount.

1478.3 1487.3 Felsite ? - a very siliceous carbonated zone that appears to
contain some included to absorbed tuffaceous bits locally in
addition to being variably fractured with dark ultramafic
style material. The unit is very hard and partly veined with
quartz +X- ankerite such that most all fractures and the like
are healed with silica. The main sections that are typed as
felsite are beige to brownish in colour and are very fine
grained to featureless. At the margins of these sections is
strong fracturing with black ultramafic!?) material, accessory
sericite and variable carbonate, the whole of which is
silicified. The felsite is mineralized with trace to H.% fine
pyrite except for a yellow ochre coloured basal zone over 38
cms that is mineralized with 3-5% fine pyrite. There also
appears to be a contact metasomatic effect in the adjacent
tuffs down-hole. Contacts of the system are at 72/42 degrees. 

1487.3 1498.4 Contact into a sequence of carbonated gritty tuffs again
wedged between two potential felsite dyke zones. The tuff here
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varies from medium to dark green and grey green in colour with
the first strong yellowish sericite carb alteration appearing
at 1490.4. Strong sericite carb alteration with a gritty
texture extends to 1494.5 with intercalated sericitic and
chloritic sections on a cm scale extending from there to the
end of the zone. At the upper contact, the altered tuffs are
partly silicified and brownish coloured over 6 cms with finer
grained, weakly olive toned gritty tuffs noted from the upper
contact down to the start of the strong sericite carb
alteration. The rocks are layered to foliated at 60 to 65
degrees to the core axis with some, more highly contorted
material in the strongly altered parts and within 25 to 30 cms
of the lower contact - the core in the lower contact zone is
also broken. In the interval 1494.5 to 1498.4, the sericite
alteration is not so much layer controlled as it is fracture
controlled with the particular layer that accompanies the
fracturing becoming more strongly altered. The rocks are
moderate to strongly ankeritic, poorly veined and are
mineralized with fine streaks to trails of pyrite that are
normally focussed on the fracturing. 

1498.4 1505.5 Felsite - another of the buff to beige and yellowish brown,
very fine grained, siliceous, carbonated units that appear to
have been a felsite at some point. Again the rocks are hard
and moderately veined with 20 to 25% quartz */- ankerite
stringers, and are mineralized with l to 2% very fine pyrite.
The upper contact is irregular and is fractured with dark
ultramafic material as well as being altered with some streaky
sericite chlorite. Weak to moderate fracturing with ultramafic
material and alteration continues across the dyke with local
accessory pyrite accompanying some of these fractures. The
lower contact is sharp but broken at 52 degrees. 

1505.5 1567.0 Contact into the basal sequence of the gritty textured carb
rock that is assumed to be the altered equivalent of an
original tuffaceous to volcaniclastic protolith. This unit is
framed by strongly carbonated and altered rocks with a more
chloritic to less altered zone in the middle area where
variations in individual units can be recognized. At the
outset to approximately 1521, the rocks are gritty textured,
sericitic and ankeritic and vary from beige to yellowish grey,
to yellow grey green in colour. In this first section there
are also a couple of small horizons that are fractured to
foliated, black, ankeritic ultramafic as at 1505.9 - 1.2 cms
at 68 degrees; 1508.2 - 3.5 cms at 58 degrees, and; at 1509.6
- 1.6 cms at 55 degrees.

Below 1521, the carbonate sericite alteration is not as pervasive such that 
the core grades into a patchy altered zone of gritty tuffs to 
volcaniclastics that ends along a very fine grained, streaky laminated mud 
or ash from 1532.4 to 1533.3. These gritty tuffs are medium to dark grey 
green in colour with beige to yellowish sericite carbonate altered sections 
related to fracturing which tends to be subparallel to the lamination at 55
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to 70 degrees. The very fine mud to ash section consists of alternating dark 
green and dull yellow often discontinuous lamellae with an undulating 
layering at 55 degrees to the core axis. The lower contact of the mud to ash 
section is contorted to broken. Its contact at 55 degrees marks the start of 
a grey green to yellowish, streaky altered, coarse fragmental horizon with 
both coarse, ovoid quartz fragments and irregular, flattened to ragged 
fragments of varying types to 3.5 cms in size. Circa 1543, the coarse, 
streaky fragmental grades darker in colour to dark grey green and green with 
much more scattered fragments. This darker section hosts a number of 
lenticular to stretched fragments from a couple of rams to l cm in size. 
There is also local streaky chlorite sericite to pervasive sericite in this 
section as well as variable calcite alteration in the area from 1545 to 1554 

calcite being at the apparent expense of ankerite. The basal segment of 
the tuffs is marked by a sharply gradational increase in carb alteration 
after 1559.3.

1567.0 1830.2

This lowest zone is streaky altered with an undulating to contorted layering 
to foliation that averages about 55 degrees to the core axis. The rocks are 
pale to mid grey green with patchy yellowish alteration and grade through 
brownish to a dull red brown over the basal 38 cms approaching the veined 
lower contact with ultramafic rocks. There is also a trace of exsolved 
magnetite in the tuffs just above the ultramafic contact. The lower contact 
is irregular with 4 cms of quartz veining with ankerite at 46 degrees. 
Mineralization in the overall sequence varies from traces of finely 
disseminated pyrite throughout to fracture controlled fine pyrite and 
pyritic aggregates.

ULTRAMAFIC
Contact into a broad zone of ultramafic rocks with a number of variably 
altered horizons incorporated into the system. The ultramafic is the typical 
blue black, soft, soapy, talcose, carbonated style of sequence encountered 
on the McBean and Anoki properties but it is somewhat uncertain if this is 
the same package encountered at those locations since the overlying sequence 
in this drillhole includes a broad zone of tuffaceous to volcaniclastic 
rocks that are normally down-hole from the ultramafic package. Thus, while 
there are sections of gouge and strong alteration in this ultramafic suite, 
it is not certain that these rocks can be directly correlated with the 
McBean deformation zone.
As previously mentioned, the dominant rock type is a blue black carbonated 
ultramafic that is soft and talcose. The ultramafic ranges from a massive 
very fine grained style of unit to the more typical strongly carbonated and 
foliated member with streaks, lenses and discontinuous stringers of 
ankerite. In this package the ultramafic is weakly to moderately magnetic 
and most of the included and altered material in the package is similarly 
magnetic. Adjacent to some of the dyke material in the system the ultramafic 
is brownish altered from reddish coloured carbonate +S- amphibolitization of 
the contact rocks. This brownish style of alteration is akin to a phenomenon 
called incipient alteration where fine carbonate bands to fractures to 
potential dykelets tend to promote a brownish to reddish alteration of the 
adjacent ultramafic rocks. Often the carb bands to fractures are pinkish to 
orangish stained and were thought to be incipient felsic dykelets - ergo the
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name. Several of these fractures together can also produce silicification of
the adjacent rock +S- accessory mineralization.
Aside from the ankerite content, the ultramafics are very poorly veined with
stringers of quartz +/- ankerite and are very sparsely mineralized with
pyrite, even in most of the incipient altered areas.
Dykes, included material and the like are described individually (next). The
sequence proceeds as :.
1567.0 1576.1 Ultramafic, highly contorted at the upper contact with a more

uniform foliation developed after 1572, at 55 to 70 degrees.
The ultramafic is blue black and ankeritic with a couple of
brownish to incipient altered sections at 1568.1 to 1568.9
with numerous, contorted, carbonate lamellae, and, 1572.0 to
1572.9 with some harder carb bands and some amphibolitization
of the adjacent ultramafic component. The incipient altered
sections contain some fine pyrite. 

1576.1 1587.0 Tuff Oxide Iron Formation. Contact into a very interesting
section included within the ultramafic package. This section
starts as a dull grey green to brownish, relatively massive
rock with a crude granular to gritty texture that may be
altered tuff. Circa 1579.4 the zone becomes very fine grained
to finely laminated and highly contorted with variably altered
chloritic, ankeritic and sericitic lamellae along with fine
layers/lamellae of magnetite - ergo the iron formation
qualifier. The rock varies from brownish to greenish and grey
in colour with some accessory orange red staining over the
basal section, after 1584.5, related to greyish quartz-
ankerite veining. The passage is siliceous and strongly
magnetic throughout, is very fine grained with a very local
gritty texture and is moderately mineralized with traces of
fine pyrite that tends to cue along some fractures and layers.
Contacts are at 76/47 degrees. 

1587.0 1597.7 ultramafic, blue black, ankeritic, variably foliated at 35 to
60 degrees to the core axis. 

1597.7 1600.9 Incipient altered ultramafic, brownish, siliceous, with
greyer, granular carbonated patches and more brownish to red
brown patches. The majority of the greyer patches appear to
form around fine, orange red carbonate fractures at variable
angles to the core axis. The rock is hard, magnetic and is
mineralized with IL-2% fine pyrite. The incipient alteration is
also overprinted with coarse carbonate metacrysts to 2 rams in
size and contains some similar sized, subrounded bluish
metacrysts. The incipient section also includes a narrow, blue
black ultramafic horizon at 1599.0 to 1599.5 at 27 degrees.
Outside contacts of the system are at 57/30 degrees - the
lower contact being fragmented with the adjacent ultramafic.
It is quite possible that some of the greyish, siliceous
patches in this system may have been originally felsite. 

1600.9 1607.0 Ultramafic, blue black, foliated to locally contorted at O to
40 degrees. 

1607.0 1607.8 Dark brownish to black, altered and partly amphibolitized
ultramafic. A trace of pinkish grey carb here suggests weak
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incipient alteration although it is not well developed. 
1607.8 1608.8 Ultramafic, blue black, weakly foliated to partly brecciated

at 30 to 40 degrees. 
1608.8 1625.4 Incipient altered ultramafic with contact zones that appear to

contain windows of potential altered syenite. This phenomenon
is best developed along the upper contact to 1613.8 where
there are irregular patches of dull grey red to orangish, very
fine grained siliceous rocks. Contacts are very diffuse and
irregular, however, and appear to follow fracturing much like
the normal incipient altered style. The lower contact zone
extends fron 1622.9 to 1625.4. The core of the package is dark
brownish altered ultramafic with grey, granular patches that
are related to accessory fracturing. This central zone is of
moderate hardness - a function perhaps of weak to moderate
calcite alteration in this area. The sequence is moderately
mineralized with pyrite. Mineralization is best developed in
the contact zones where there is both finely disseminated and
more fracture controlled to stringer-like pyrite. As before,
the rocks are moderate to strongly magnetic throughout and are
overprinted with well developed metacrysts of carbonate to 2
mms in size. It is interesting to note that the grey, granular
carbonated sections in the central core of the package could
pass for altered dykes of mafic intrusive. Contacts are a
little diffuse to irregular at 48/60 degrees. 

1625.4 1635.6 Ultramafic, blue black with some poorly developed, brownish
incipient alteration below 1633 followed by strong, patchy red
brown alteration after a section of granulated core from
1634.0 to 1634.2. The stronger red brown alteration probably
is a reflection of a gouge unit that is next. The ultramafic
is cut by the odd orangish stained ankerite +J- quartz
stringer, is only weakly magnetic here and is foliated at 35
to 50 degrees to the core axis. 

1635.6 1636.0 Fault gouge at 70/68 degrees. 
1636.0 1637.8 Ultramafic, blue black, fairly massive, moderately foliated at

60 to 70 degrees. The basal section is very fine grained and
partly chloritized over 6.5 cms. 

1637.8 1643.1 Felsite - a very fine grained, pale grey, massive, hard,
siliceous dyke that aside from some scattered fine specks of
feldspar and some fine exsolved magnetite is very anonymous in
appearance. The dyke is cut by some very fine calcitic
fractures at 10 to 20 degrees, but is otherwise unveined.
Traces of pyrite are also found along some fine fractures.
Contact zones are dull reddish toned, partly absorbed and are
speckled with carbonate metacrysts. Contacts are at 78/45
degrees.

1643.1 1649.3 Ultramafic, blue black, foliated at 50 to 60 degrees. 
1649.3 1649.9 Fault gouge, broken, gouged and granulated core at 57 degrees. 
1649.9 1653.2 Ultramafic, blue black, relatively massive, foliated at 55 to

65 degrees to the core axis. 
1653.2 1654.4 Dark brownish altered ultramafic - not typically the incipient

altered variety but there are milky to pale pinkish granular
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carbonate layers/stringers. The brownish altered section is
not silicified, but it is harder than the adjacent ultramafic.
The rock is moderately foliated at 25 to 50 degrees - the
shallower core angles being lower in the dyke. This section is
moderately to strongly magnetic, calcitic as opposed to
ankeritic, and is amphibolitized such that the rock appears to
essentially composed of amphibole and calcite. Only trace
pyrite is present. Contacts are at 57/21 degrees and are a
little irregular to ragged. 

1654.4 1690.8 Ultramafic, blue black with some dark brownish, calcitic,
altered sections as at 1658.6 to 1659.1 at 71/74 degrees,
1675.0 to 1675.3 at 50/55 degrees, and at 1682.9 - 2 cms at 60
degrees. The ultramafic is moderate to locally strongly
magnetic, and is variably foliated at 50 to 70 degrees to the
core axis with a very shallow contorted to brecciated zone
between 1676 and 1682 where some of the carbonate shreds to
lenses and stringers are stepped to offset along fine
fractures at 45 to 55 degrees to the core axis. The system is
weakly to moderately ankeritic but it is also cut by irregular
late calcite stringers. Mineralization is very minor in amount. 

1690.8 1692.6 A more massive ultramafic unit of greyish to blue black
ultramafic with brownish overtones. The core is very finely
fractured with fine dark fractures at variable angles to the
core axis to the point that the unit almost looks quench
textured. The core is pervasively calcitic, strongly magnetic,
poorly veined with calcite stringers and mineralized with
traces of pyrite. 

1692.6 1699.8 Blue black ultramafic intercalated with irregular patches to
narrow horizons of dark brownish, calcitic, altered ultramafic 

some of which are moderately hard around carbonate +/-
quartz fractures with or without pinkish stain as the
incipient altered material. The blue black to dark green
ultramafic sections are massive in appearance and are less
magnetic on the whole, and less calcitic than the brownish
altered patches. The core is very poorly mineralized with
pyrite. 

1699.8 1711.4 Mafic Intrusive ?. Contact into three narrow dykes separated
by dark, greenish to black ultramafic as 1699.8-1706.1 at
26/42 degrees; 1706.2- 1706.6 at 57/58 degrees, and;
1706.8-1711.4 at 50/64 degrees. Alternately these ultramafic
sections may represent inclusions. The dykes are dull brownish
to brownish grey in colour and are coarsely granular textured
from calcite which is pervasive throughout the system. Some of
the greyer sections in the system look very much like
incipient alteration as seen previously since most of these
greyer sections are harder than the balance of the package,
especially at the upper contact of the area where there is
some orange staining as well. What is unique about these dykes
is the presence of dark green to blue black fragments to
shreds of ultramafic material up to 6 cms in size and ragged
in outline across the dykes - this phenomenon having been
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previously utilized as a mafic indicator in some prior 
drillholes. These dykes certainly could be mafic - the only 
recognizable minerals being carbonate and a scattering of 
plagioclase plus occasional ghost bluish eyes. The dykes are 
dark in colour, granular textured, strongly magnetic, poorly 
fractured and finely mineralized with up to 3 to 5% fine 
pyrite very locally.

1711.4 1711.5 Dark greenish to blue black ultramafic that is cooked at the 
convergence of two dykes.

1711.5 1715.2 Felsic Dyke - a very siliceous, grey, highly fractured dyke 
that is characterized by coarse blebs to metacrysts of 
plagioclase and albite scattered throughout the system. The 
metacrysts are up to 8 trans in size, some of which are zoned, 
and are indicative of similar units seen in the Anoki area 
that are separated from the felsite designation by the 
presence of these metacrysts. The rock is hard, moderately 
magnetic, highly fractured with calcite and dark ultramafic 
material such that some sections are pervasively calcitic, and 
is erratically mineralized with fine pyrite. Contacts are at 
72/55 degrees.

1715.2 1715.8 Ultramafic, blue black, partly chloritic.
1715.8 1717.9 Mafic Intrusive - another of the dull greyish to brownish 

units as above with a coarse granular texture, pervasive 
calcite, strong magnetism, l to 2t finely disseminated pyrite 
and scattered fine fragments to shreds of mafic to ultramafic 
material averaging only a couple of mms in size in this area. 
Contacts are irregular at 73/79 degrees.

1717.9 1728.1 Ultramafic, blue black to dark greenish, quite massive and cut 
by late calcite veining. There is minimal brownish alteration 
in this section and the rocks are foliated at very shallow 
angles to the core axis. Mineralization is very minor in 
amount.

1728.1 1735.1 A section of incipient altered ultramafic that may represent 
an original felsite parent. The rock for the most part is dull 
grey to brownish in colour with a coarse granular texture from 
quasi pervasive calcite. The unit also contains pinkish to 
grey, more siliceous, calcitic patches, streaks and stringers. 
The rock is moderately hard throughout, and is moderately 
magnetic and finely mineralized with up to 3 to 5% pyrite 
locally. The upper contact is sharp with foliated and veined 
ultramafic at 33 degrees, the lower contact is very irregular 
to diffuse and absorbed.

1735.1 1736.9 Ultramafic, blue black to dark greenish, fairly massive with 
late calcite fractures.

1736.9 1739.9 Mafic Intrusive - a dull reddish grey to almost black dyke as 
previously noted with scattered shreds to ragged fragments of 
very dark mafic to ultramafic material to l cm in size in this 
dyke. The dyke is coarsely granular textured from calcite, is 
moderately to strongly magnetic, and is mineralized with trace 
to UT fine pyrite. There are local sections in this package 
with pinkish healed fractures that suggest some incipient
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alteration. Contacts are very fine grained and brownish
altered over a couple of cms, and are at 37/75 degrees. 

1739.9 1767.3 Ultramafic, blue black, talcose, weakly ankeritic and
containing late calcite fractures. Other than a trace of
greyish, calcite alteration plus silicification at 1742.9, the
ultramafic is fairly typical of the more massive style of
unit. The rock exhibits weak to moderate patchy magnetism and
has rare tones of brownish alteration. 

1767.3 1771.5 Ultramafic coarse grained - a narrow section fronted by 8 cms
of pinkish to grey incipient alteration that is very coarse
grained, presumably from a contact metasomatic effect of an
adjacent felsite package since the only coarse grained
ultramafics are found in this immediate area. The section is a
very coarse granular aggregate of calcite with ultramafic
blebs to shreds, and pseudomorphs after amphibole to 5 trans in
size. The section is strongly magnetic, strongly calcitic,
very poorly veined and very sparsely mineralized with trace
pyrite only locally. 

1771.5 1779.4 Felsite - a pair of grey to pinkish grey, very fine grained,
siliceous dykes separated by a very dark green to black, very
fine grained, cooked ultramafic between 1774.8 and 1775.8 at
20/49 degrees. The dykes are almost amorphous due to their
very fine grain size. They are finely fractured with calcite
*l- quartz and some sections appear brecciated from the fine
fracturing which appears to have been healed with silica. The
core is strongly magnetic, hard, poorly veined and rather
poorly mineralized. A local mottled texture is developed from
the fracturing and/or brecciation. Outside contacts of the
dykes are a little irregular to ragged at 70/60 degrees. 

1779.4 1782.7 ultramafic coarse grained, a return to the very coarse grained
contact metasomatized style of ultramafic as above the first
dyke of felsite in the area. Acicular pseudomorphs of
amphibole to 5mm in addition to irregular shreds to blebs of
mafic to ultramafic material are even better developed in this
section, again, within a coarsely granular calcitic matrix.
The ultramafic is moderate to strongly magnetic,and is
essentially unveined and unmineralized. 

1782.7 1787.4 Felsite, the last of the very fine grained felsite in this
immediate area. This dyke is also very fine grained to
amorphous, siliceous, hard, finely fractured, strongly
magnetic, weakly mottled to brecciated in appearance, poorly
veined and sparsely mineralized. It is darker grey in colour
than the two previous dykes with weak pinkish staining around
fractures and veins. Contacts are a little irregular to
diffuse at 60 degrees.

1787.4 1787.5 Ultramafic, dark green to blue black, cooked.
1787.5 1790.9 Mafic Intrusive ? - a dull grey, finely granular textured, 

strongly magnetic dyke that is finely speckled with mafic 
minerals. It differs from the previous felsites due to the 
fine mafic speckles, stronger magnetism, the granular calcitic 
matrix, and it is not nearly as hard and siliceous as the
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colour, 
sparsely 
moderate 
contact

former units. The extreme alteration in the overall package 
precludes more definitive distinctions. This dyke, however, 
does not contain the mafic to ultramafic fragments and shreds 
typical of the earlier dykes of this type. The unit contains 
trace only fine pyrite. Contacts are at 60/76 degrees.

1790.9 1799.7 This section is a real mixture of units dominated by pinkish 
to reddish stained amphibolitized ultramafic and patchy 
incipient altered material along with three narrow sections 
that may be altered mafic intrusives as 1791.6 to 1792.5 at 
70/85 contacts very irregular; 1792.9 to 1793.2 at 55/57 
degrees, and; 1798.2 to 1799.1 at 58 degrees with the upper 
contact stepped over 7.5 cms. The distinguishing feature of 
the mafic intrusive is the presence of irregular ultramafic 
fragments to shreds, and relatively well defined contacts, 
otherwise this material is very difficult to distinguish from 
incipient alteration which is also present in this area. All 
of the rocks in this package are moderate to strongly magnetic 
and are moderately hard - the amphibolitized ultramafics being 
more patchy magnetically and not as hard as either the mafic 
intrusives or the greyer to pinkish incipient altered 
material. The rocks are reddish black to reddish grey in 

strongly calcitic, finely fractured, poorly veined and 
mineralized. The amphibolitized rocks have a weak to 
foliation developed at 50 to 65 degrees. The lower 

is brownish altered and diffuse subparallel to the 
foliation at 57 degrees.

1799.7 1830.2 Blue black, talcose ultramafic with some narrow patches to 
horizons of brownish alteration with or without an incipient 
component, 6 a number of mud slips to gouge sections. Altered 
sections include : 1803.7 - 6 cms dark brownish amphibolitized 
ultramafic at 52 degrees; 1804.7 - 5 cms red brown and veined 
to incipient altered at 64 degrees; 1815.6 to 1816.1 reddish 
stained, strongly calcite fractured, moderately hard, 
incipient altered at 40/26 degrees; 1819.0 to 1819.5, brownish 
to reddish, altered, carbonated ultramafic at 60/46 degrees,

brownish to reddish altered, veined to 
67 degrees. All of these sections are 
and contacts are normally a little 
Incipient altered sections tend to be

harder and moderate to strongly magnetic, while the brownish 
altered and blue black ultramafic zones exhibit a more patchy 
magnetism that is locally strong and are significantly softer. 
Aside from the altered zones, mineralization tends to be very 
weak. Altered zones are also pervasively calcitic while the 
blue black ultramafic appears to be calcitic only along the 
late calcite fractures. Mud slips in the system include : 
1802.0 - 2 mms at 60 degrees; 1805.4 - 2 cms granulated at 62 
degrees; 1806.1 - 3 cms gouged and granulated at 62 degrees,- 
1814.8 3 cms gouged with broken core at 52 degrees; 1815.0 - 
5mms gouged and granulated at 70 degrees; 1815.3 to 1815.6 
gouged and granulated; 1816.5 to 1817.8 granulated, ending

and; 1827.7 - 7.5 cms, 
incipient altered at 
pervasively calcitic 
irregular to diffuse.
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along 3 cms of gouge; 1818.7 - 3 cms gouge, and; 1824.8 to 
1825.4 with narrow granulated sections at 63 degrees. The 
lower contact is sharp but broken at 80 degrees to the core 
axis.

1830.2 2095.9 TUFF TIMISKAMING GROUP
Contact into a broad system of tuffs and volcaniclastics that extend to the 
end of the drillhole. The system is assumed to be Timiskaming in 'age 1 due 
to its position in the geologic package, but there are few fingerprints to 
either confirm or deny the interpretation. The presence of fuchsitic and/or 
jasper fragments/pebbles has been used in the past to confirm a Timiskaming 
interpretation - in this sequence a couple of jasper fragments are noted but 
none of the fuchsitic variety.
The rocks, like most of the tuffs earlier in the drillhole, exhibit a 
diagnostic gritty texture, ergo the suggestion that at least part of the 
package is volcaniclastic in origin. The core varies from medium to dark 
grey green and, green to grey in colour with other variations related to the 
amount and intensity of sericite and chlorite alteration. Most of the 
sequence contains fragments of some sort, the coarser, streaky altered 
fragmentals hosting the larger sized and most different types. Fragment 
types range from black and cherty +S- graphite, to off-white and cherty, 
porphyritic, quartz-rich, chloritic, sericitic, variably carbonated, jasper 
fragments, magnetic fragments and various fragments of vein material. The 
largest fragment noted was off-white and cherty, at 3.5 by 7.5 cms. 
The tuffs are foliated to layered at 60 to 70 degrees to the core axis 
throughout the package. The layering is defined by gritty sections with 
variations in streaky to wispy sericite and chlorite alteration as well as 
local very fine grained members with variable alteration. Aside from the top 
70 cms, the tuffs are essentially nonmagnetic - the contact effect of the 
adjacent ultramafic produces some reddening of the core over 23 cms in 
addition to the magnetism. The core tends to show a weak reaction to the 
presence of ankerite throughout but most of the stringers and fractures are 
late and calcitic. Overall veining is minor in amount as is pyrite 
mineralization. 
The sequence includes :.
1830.2 1845.0 Gritty tuff, with very scattered fragments in this interval. 

The core is reddened over 23 cms adjacent to the ultramafic 
and is pervasively calcitic. The core subsequently grades from 
quite strongly chloritic over three feet to medium green 
gritty textured tuffs with scattered fragments to a couple of 
cms in size stretched parallel to the foliation. There are 
traces of accessory pyrite in the upper contact area otherwise 
mineralization is very minor in amount.

1845.0 1928.1 Coarse - a section of coarse fragmental rocks. This section 
contains a multitude of fragments, many of which are coarse - 
the largest fragment mentioned above occurring here at 1891. 
The matrix component varies from gritty layers to streaky 
altered gritty layers to very fine grained layers of streaky 
alteration- There is some accessory quartz- ankerite veining 
in the section 1855.7 to 1856.6 but mineralization is very 
minor to weak, both within the veining and elsewhere in this
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package. There a couple of gritty mud slips in the coarse tuff 
at 1861.8 at 60 degrees and at 1864.0 amongst 5 cms of broken 
core. The coarse tuffs are also host to a narrow, granular 
carb horizon at 1918.8 to 1919.9 at 82/71 degrees. This 
section is flooded with carbonate and is streaky foliated to 
fractured at 65 degrees. The carb flooding appears to be 
superimposed on a gritty tuff member but there is little 
accessory fracturing or the like to suggest the source of the 
fluids. There is, however, accessory calcite in the coarse 
tuffs for some 4 feet below the zone. The lower contact is 
very fine grained and streaky altered over 7 cms, with the 
exact contact along a vein at 75 degrees.

1928.1 2008.9 Tuff, quite uniformly gritty textured and with very few 
fragments in the cm size range - most fragments noted are up 
to about 5 trans and stretched subparallel to the foliation. 
There is some patchy cream coloured sericite-ankerite 
alteration in the package but the rocks remain relatively 
poorly veined and very sparsely to unmineralized. There is 
some kinking of the foliation/layering in this suite of rocks 
along a fracture set with calcite at 10 to 30 degrees to the 
core axis.

2008.9 2035.0 Contact into a sericite altered zone within the fine grained, 
gritty tuffs. The sericite alteration is strong, changing the 
rocks to s. pale yellowish colour. The sericite alteration is 
also accompanied by some accessory ankerite */- silica for the 
rocks are slightly harder than average in this area. There is 
no perceptible increase in veining or mineralization with the 
stronger alteration. There are three main altered sections at 
2008.9 to 2010.3, 2014.7 to 2015.9, and 2028.6 to 2030.3 with 
gradational contacts into grey to grey green tuffs which 
themselves have variable, patchy, light coloured sericitic 
sections. The base of the system from 2031.1 to 2035.0 is more 
uniformly grey to grey green in colour - this interval marking 
the end of the fine gritty tuffs and a change to coarse 
fragmentals after 2035.0.

2035.0 2095.9 Coarse - a return to the coarse fragmental rocks as seen 
previously in the package with a multitude of coarse 
fragments. The largest fragment here is 6 cms in size. As 
before, the layering consists of gritty beds, gritty beds with 
variable alteration and much finer grained streaky altered 
horizons. In this area some of the gritty beds are up to 30 
cms in width. Veining and mineralization are minimal. The 
upper contact of the coarse fragmentals is along a 5 cm, 
streaky altered, very fine grained section with veining at 77 
degrees. The coarse fragmentals at the end of the hole are 
medium green to grey green in colour, weakly ankeritic, 
nonmagnetic and are layered to foliated at 60 to 70 degrees to 
the core axis.
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QUEENSTON MINING INC 
Drill Hole: MB96-08

DIAMOND DRILL HOLE RECORD
Property: MCBEAN Col loc from #1 post, L19262, 270'S, 530'W 
Northing: 18985.30 
Easting: 9990.00 
Elevation: 11013.90 *** Dip Tests ***

Depth Azi. Dip 
Collar Azimuth (Grid) 4.2
Collar Dip: -69.0 137.8 -70.0 
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SUMMARY LOG

.0 127.9 OVERBURDEN

127.9 689.3 GABBRO

689.3 1022.0 BASALT

1022.0 1177.0 GABBRO

1177.0 1177.1 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

1177.0 1205.0 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

32D04NW2013 2.18947 GAUTHIER 040
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.0 127.9 OVERBURDEN
This hole was collared 10 feet west of hole 8. This hole was subsequently 
lost at 1205 due to poor ground conditions. The rods became stuck and were 
blasted off. A wedge was placed at 836.4 feet and then the hole was 
continued as 8W. Core after 846.2 is logged as 8W. The top of this hole was 
imported into hole 8W.

127.9 689.3 GABBRO
This hole begins with a sequence of gabbro which is med to med coarse 
grained, strongly magnetic, quite soft, massive as well as being calcitic. 
This sequence has a black white speckled appearance and is invaded by 
stringers and blebs of calcite. Rock forming minerals in this sequence 
included pyroxene, olivine, hornblend and tr biotite. This sequence is cut 
by dykes of basalt, diorite, and mafic syenite. Mineralz and veining within 
this gabbroic zone is minimal. Py appears concen within calcite stringers. 
Some areas in this zone are stained red, by hematite.

134.1 136.0 Basalt.
Sequence is interupted by a unit of basalt, upper contact gradational basal 
contact sharp @ 45 DTCA. This basalt is black in colour, fine grained and 
appears massive. This rx is strongly magnetic, calcitic and fractionally 
softer than surrounding gabbro. Mineralz and veining are both poor within 
this zone.

150.1 156.0 Diorite.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of diorite which is purple grey in colour, med to 
med coarse grained, quite hard, stongly mag, and generaly non calcitic 
except where invaded by calcite stringers, visible xtals include feldspar, 
hornblend and tr biotite. Veining and mineralz are poor within this zone. 
Contacts for this zone are sharp   70/70 DTCA.

202.2 203.8 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is dark grey in colour, fine grained, 
quite soft, strongly mag, calcitic s massive. This zone is mod mineeralz 
with J.% py. Contacts for this sequence are well defined at 60/55 DTCA.

236.2 238.0 Mafic Syenite.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of mafic syenite which is grey brown orange in 
colour, quite hard, generaly non calcitic except where invaded by calcite 
stringers, and strongly mag. This rock is generaly fine grained but does 
contain poorly dev phenocrysts of feldspar within its aphanitic matrix. 
Veining is poor within this sequence. Mineralz is also not well dev with 
only tr finely diss py. Contacts for this sequence are sharp @ 40/60 DTCA.

281.1 282.4 Basalt.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of basalt, which is grey in colour, fine grained, 
quite soft, calcitic and weakly mag. This zone is not well mineralz or 
veined. Contacts for this sequence are well defined ® TO/70 DTCA.

292.0 292.7 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is fine grained and stained an ochre
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colour. This rock is quite hard, calcitic, weakly mag and contains rather 
large fragments of visible biotite; up to 0.25cm wide. Mineralz and veining 
are both poor within this zone. Contacts S 65/60 DTCA.

294.4 295.6 Basalt.

Sequence is cut by a dyke of basalt which is fine grained grey in colour, 
quite hard calcitic and weakly mag. This zone is not well veined or 
mineralz. Contacts @ 70/60 DTCA.

324.7 333.6 3G (gabbro) Unit becomes stained orange.

344.1 344.6 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite; which is roed to med coarse grained and 
grey in colour. This zone is wealky mag, and generally non calcitic except 
where invaded by calcite stringers. This unit is quite hard and is not well 
mineralz with only tr euhedral py. Contacts for this intrusion are sharp and 
S 60/50 DTCA.

351.2 356.5 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite which in turn is intruded by a basalt; 
between 352.10 355.2. This basalt is fine grained, black in colour and is 
well mineralz with euhedral and diss py at l.Olt. Contacts for this basalt 
are sharp k O 60/80 DTCA. Diorite within this sequence is grey to ochre in 
colour, med coarse grained and not well mineralz. This diorite is quite hard 
and non calcitic. Contacts for this dioritic intrusion are well defined at 
80/50 DTCA.

358.2 376.5 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a large dyke of diorite which ranges in colour from steel 
grey to grey orange because of hematite staining. This zone is med to med 
coarse grained, quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic except where invaded 
by stringers of calcite. This diorite contains fragments of basaltic 
material within it; up to 2cm in size. Upper contact for this sequence is 
sharp @ 60 DTCA, lower contact is chilled @ 70 DTCA. Mineralz in this zone 
is not well dev w/ only tr diss py.

382.1 383.0 Mafic Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of mafic syenite which has a dark brown red 
colouration and contains flees of mafic material as well as poorly dev 
phenocrysts of feldspar within its matrix. This intrusion is quite hard, mod 
mag, and non calcitic. Upper contact is sharp at 65 DTCA, lower contact is 
diff to distinguish because core is is broken and blocky. Mineralz is 
modestly dev w/ tr-1% diss py concentrated near upper contact.

383.8 385.0 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is fine grained and dark grey in 
colour. This unit is strongly mag, calcitic, and softer than surrounding rx. 
Contacts for this zone are sharp t   60/70 DTCA. Mineralz is not well dev.

391.8 392.7 Felsite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of felsite which is orange in colour and contains
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modest qtz veining. This unit is quite hard, non mag, and non calcitic. This 
unit is well mineralz with 2-3% euhedral and diss py. Contacts for this zone 
are sharp k   80/80 DTCA.

393.3 393.6 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite which is brown red in colour, quite hard, 
mod mag and non calcitic. This syenite contains poorly dev phenocrysts of 
feldspar within its matrix as well as traces of mafic material. This unit is 
quite well mineralz with aprox UT fine diss py, concentrated near upper 
contact. Contacts for this unit are well defined and at 60/70 DTCA.

395.0 395.6 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite which is orange brown in colour and 
contains poorly dev pheono of feldspar as well as traces of mafic material 
within its matrix. This unit is quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic. This 
unit is not well mineralz with only tr euhedral py. Contacts for this unit 
are sharp k ® 70/70 DTCA.

398.4 400.1 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite which is grey in colour w/ mod hematite 
staining. This unit is quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic except where 
invaded by calcite stringers. This unit is med to med coarse grained and not 
well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are not well defined t   50/70 DTCA.

401.1 409.6 Diorite.
Sequence is cut by a large diorite dyke which is grey in colour, quite hard, 
mod mag, and non calcitic except where invaded by calcite stringers. This 
unit is med to med coarse grained and contains fragments of gabbroic 
material up to 3cm wide, within its matrix. Mineralz within this unit is 
poor w/ only tr euhedral py. Contacts for unit are sharp fc @ 80/80 DTCA.

411.0 412.2 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is fine grained and black in colour. 
This unit is quite hard, weakly mag, and mildly calcitic. This zone is not 
well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are sharp at 60/70 DTCA.

413.3 414.9 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is similar to previously described
unit. Mineralz is not well dev; contacts gradational.

418.0 418.4 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a small syenite dyke which is brown red is colour, quite 
hard, mod mag, and non calcitic. Mineralz is not well dev. Contacts for this 
unit are sharp s, @ 80/80 DTCA.

441.0 442.6 Altered Gabbro.
Sequence becomes extremely altered within this zone. Mineralz improves to
IL-2% euhedral py. Contacts are gradational.

453.4 454.l Diorite.
Sequence is cut by a diorite dyke which is dark grey in colour, quite hard.
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mod mag, and non calcitic. Mineralz is poor. Contacts for this zone are @
70/60 DTCA.
454.1 459.0 Gabbro.
Gabbro in this zone becomes much finer grained and contains fragments of the
coarser grained gabbroic units up to 3cm within it. This unit appears to be
a gabbro within a gabbro. Mineralization remains poor. Contacts are
gradational.

472.1 474.2 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is grey in colour and has visible 
xtals within its fine grained matrix. This unit is softer than surounding 
rx, is weakly mag, and highly calcitic. Contacts for this unit are sharp at 
60/60 DTCA.

491.1 496.6 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is dark green grey in colour, mod 
mag, fine grained, massive, quite soft, and calcitic. This dyke of basalt is 
in turn cut by a dyke of syenite which is brown red in colour, strongly mag, 
quite hard, med to med coarse grained, and non calcitic except where invaded 
by stringers of calcite. This syenite is not well mineralz. Contacts are 
sharp Se @ 50/50 DTCA. Basalt within this zone is also not well mineralized 
with only tr py. Upper contacts for this basalt is not well defined   55 
DTCA, lower contact is gradational.

501.1 504.9 Felsite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of felsite which is orange brown red in colour, 
variably mag, quite hard, calcitic and well mineralz w/ l-2% fine diss py. 
Contacts for this unit   40/70 DTCA.

504.9 508.5 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a zone of highly altered gabbro which contains incipient 
felsite dyklets, as well as moderate qtz *- ankerite veining. Both felsite 
and gabbro within this unit are highly calcitic. This unit is well mineralz 
with both euhedral and diss py, l-2%. Basal contact gradational.

516.9 542.2 Broken Blocky Core w/ Gouge broken blocky core w/ gouge. 
Sequence contains broken blocky core w/ gouge and granulated areas. Broken 
core occurs in a unit of highly altered gabbro, which contains a dyke of 
highly altered syenite. Gabbro unit is mod to strongly mag, quite soft, and 
extremely calcitic. Syenite unit is quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic 
except where invaded by stringers of calcite. Contacts for both of these 
units cannot be determined due to broken core. Syenite is not well mineralz. 
Gabbro is modestly mineralz, with the majority of the mineralz occurring in 
stringers of calcite and reaching Ik py.

560.0 560.1 Basalt.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of basalt which is black green in colour, slightly 
calcitic, mod mag, and quite hard. This unit is fine grained and massive. 
Contacts for this unit are sharp i @ 70/50 DTCA. Mineralz is poor w/ tr fine 
diss py.
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596.0 596.8 Basalt.

Sequence cut by a basalt dyke which is dark grey green in colour, quite hard 
weakly mag, fine grained, massive, and non calcitic. This unit is mod 
mineralz with euhedral py up to 1.5*. Contacts for this unit are well 
defined t @ 60/80 DTCA.

597.3 605.9 Isp3g.
Sequence is cut by a number of porphyritic syenite dykes, which are grey 
orange brown in colour and contain well dev phenocrysts of feldspar within 
their matrix. This unit is quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic except 
where invaded by stringers of calcite. Mineral2 is fairly well dev w/ 
euhedral and diss py up to 1.5*. Intercalated gabbros within this zone 
appear slightly altered by the syenitic intrusions. Mineralz within these 
gabbros is poor. Dykes of syenite occur at 587.3 for 20cm @ TO/70 DTCA, @ 
598.4 for 3cm @ 70/70 DTCA,   598.9 for 5cm S TO/60 DTCA, 8 610.0 for 6cm @ 
80/60 DTCA, @ 604.6 for 5cm @ 70/70 DTCA.

608.1 613.1 Porphyritic Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of porphyritic syenite, which is orange grey in 
colour, quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic except where invaded by 
stringers of calcite. This unit contains well dev phenocrysts of feldspar 
within its matrix as well as fragments of gabbro up to 3cm wide. Mineralz in 
this zone is not well dev with only tr amounts of euhedral and diss py. 
Contacts for this unit are sharp s @ 60/50 DTCA.

613.1 643.0 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbroic unit becomes highly altered after syenite intrusion, This unit
becomes finer grained and extremely calcitic. Mineralz remains poor.

659.7 660.1 Basalt.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of basalt which is black, fine grained, mod mag, 
slightly fol, quite soft, and calcitic. This basalt is cut by a small qtz 
vein at basal contact for 3cm e 40/40 DTCA. Mineralz increases to 1.5* near 
contacts w/ qtz vein. Contacts for basaltic unit are at 60/40 DTCA. Basalt 
is not well mineralz.

689.3 1022.0 BASALT

Contact into a basaltic unit which ranges in colour from black to green 
black. This unit is fine grained, and exibits typical flow structures such 
as flow breccia and tr pillow selvages. This unit is hard, strongly mag, and 
calcitic. Mineralz within this unit is not particularily well dev, nor is 
veining. This sequence is cut by dykes of aplite, porphyritic syenite, 
altered syenite, and gabbro.

709.0 709.8 Ap.
Sequence cut by a dyke of aplite, which has a white black speckled 
appearance, is quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic. This unit is not well 
mineralz. Contacts for this unit are @ 40/40 DTCA.

709.8 713.4 Apv7.

This unit contains a number of small aplite intrusions 3-4cm wide which run
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parallel to the core axis. Intercalated w/ basalt. Neither units are well 
mineralz.

222.2 222.4 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a small dyke of altered syenite, which is not well mineralz.
Contacts for this syenite are sharp k @ 80/85 DTCA.

750.3 751.0 Mafic Intrusive.
Sequence cut by a mafic intrusive which is black green in colour, quite
soft, Strongly mag, and non calcitic except where invaded by stringers of
calcite. This unit is not well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are S 60/60
DTCA.

754.1 758.5 Porphyritic Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of porphyritic syenite, which is grey orange in 
colour, quite hard, mod to strongly mag, and non calcitic except where 
invaded by stringers of calcite. This unit contains well dev phenocrysts of 
feldspar contained in a fine grained, grey matrix. Slight orange colour is 
from hematite staining. This zone is fairly well mineralz w/ l.51r euhedral 
and fine diss py. Contacts for this unit are well defined 4 @ 70/60 DTCA. 
This unit is intercalated w/ zones of basaltic material which are highly 
calcitic and contain stringers and blebs of calcite. These stringers and 
blebs of calcite are highly mineralz with S-5% py.

799.6 799.1 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of altered syenite, which is brown red in colour, 
quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic except where invaded by stringers of 
calcite. This unit contains flees of mafic material within its matrix. This 
unit is not well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are sharp 4 @ 50/60DTCA.

804.6 805.1 Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of gabbro which is very similar to previously 
described gabbroic units. Not well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are at 
60/40 DTCA.

826.0 827.4 Basalt.
Gradational contact to a coarse grained basalt w/ tr pillow selvages. Unit 
remains strongly calcitic, mod mag, and quite hard. Lower contact 
gradational. Mineralz is not well dev.

845.1 846.2 Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of gabbro which looks very similar to previous 
gabbroic units except that it is finer grained. Not well mineralz. Contacts 
@ 40/50DTCA.

756.3 756.6 Porphyritic Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of porphyritic syenite which is orange brown in 
colour quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic except where invaded by 
stringers of calcite. Mineralz is not well dev within this sequence. 
Contacts @ 80/80DTCA.
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861.3 862.8 Ap.
Sequence cut by a number of small aplite dykes which are not well mineralz. 
862.1 865.0 Broken Blocky Core w/ Gouge broken blocky core w/ tr gouge and 

granulated sections.

870.0 874.0 Basalt.
Rx within this sequence tend to be slightly fol. With the angle of fol being
aprox. 55 DTCA. Mineralz improves within this zone to n.% euhedral py.

878.2 879.2 Gabbro.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of gabbro which is similar to previously described 
gabbroic units. Mineralz not well dev. Upper contact well defined at 70 
DTCA, lower contact gradational.

886.4 888.4 Basalt.
Gradational contact into a coarse grained basalt which exibits tr pillow 
selvages, and contains rosettes of carbonate. This unit is not well 
mineralz. Lower contact gradational.

903.2 903.5 Mafic Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of mafic syenite which is brown red w/ a high mafic
content giving it a slightly darker colouration that previously described
syenite units. Unit is quite hard, strongly mag, and non calcitic except
where invaded by stringers of calcite. Not particularly well mineralz except
near basal contact where fine diss py reaches J.%. Contacts sharp at 60/50
DTCA.
923.6 924.2 Gabbro.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of gabbro which has a lime green colouration, Due
to the presence of epidote. This unit is med to med coarse grained, quite
hard, mod mag, and calcitic. Mineralz within this unit is poor. Contacts @
50/60 DTCA.

931.1 931.3 Ap.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of aplite, which is not well mineralz. Contacts at
70/70 DTCA.

947.5 948.5 Gabbro.
Gradational contact into a dyke of gabbro, which is similar to unit
described previously. Lower contact gradational. Not well mineralz.

963.2 964.0 Gabbro.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of gabbro which is similar to previously described
unit. Not well mineralz. Contacts sharp @ 70/70 DTCA.

996.3 999.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of um type rx which are blue black in colour, quite 
soft, mod to strongly mag, fine grained, mod foliated, and calcitic. 
Discontinous stringers of calcite mimic the fol at aprox 50 DTCA. Contacts 
for this unit are gradational. This unit contains a qtz vein at 996.6 for 
8cm @ 60/60 DTCA. Mineralz is not well dev within this unit, with only tr py.
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1005.3 1006.3 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of urn type rx which are similar to unit described
above. Contacts at 60/60 DTCA. This unit is not well mineralz.

1008.7 1009.1 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite which is grey orange in colour, quite 
hard, weakly mag, and non calcitic except where invaded by calcite 
stringers. This unit contains poorly dev phenocrysts of feld within its 
matrix. This unit contains euhedral as well as diss py up to H;. Contacts 
for this unit are @ 50/70 DTCA.

1014.6 1014.1 Ap.
Sequence cut by a dyke of aplite which has a grey black speckled appearance, 
is quite hard, weakly mag, and non calcitic except where invaded by calcite 
stringers. This unit is not well mineralz. Contacts sharp   50/70 DTCA.

1016.3 1016.4 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a small syenite dyke which is similar to dyke at 1008.7. 
This unit is not well mineralz with tr fine diss py. Contacts are well 
defined @ 70/70 DTCA.

1017.1 1017.4 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite which is brown orange in colour, quite 
hard, mod mag, and totally invaded by calcite stringers. This unit contains 
tr py mineralz. Contacts for this unit are at 40/60 DTCA.

1022.0 1177.0 GABBRO
Gradational contact into a gabbroic rx unit which is generaly quite altered,
is med to med coarse grained, quite hard, mod to strongly mag, calcitic and
not well mineraliz. This unit is cut by dykes of altered syenite, felsite,
and UM. Qtz veining is modest within this unit. This unit has a slight red
tint in areas because of hematite staining.
1024.7 1024.9 Quartz.
Unit cut by a milky white qtz vein which is not well mineralz. Contacts for
this vein are sharp   70/70 DTCA.

1032.0 1032.2 Felsite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of felsite which is orange in colour, quite hard, 
weakly mag. And non calcitic except where invaded by stringers of calcite. 
This unit is not well mineralz with only tr diss py. Contacts for this unit 
are sharp Si @ 80/70 DTCA.

1061.2 1062.3 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbroic unit becomes foliated within this zone. Fol is at aprox 50 DTCA.
Mineraz within this unit remains poor.

1062.7 1070.0 Altered Gabbro.
Unit in this area is vuggy and very calcitic.

1072.0 1083.0 If3ga.
Sequence cut by a unit of felsite alternating with highly altered gabbro.
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1177.0 1177.1

This felsite unit is orange in colour, quite hard, weakly mag, and non 
calcitic except where invaded by calcite stringers. Gabbros within this unit 
are highly altered, not as hard as felsites, strongly mag and strongly 
calcitic. This gabbroic unit is stained orange possibly from alteration by 
intruding felsites. Felsite unit is well mineralz with l-2% Fine diss py. 
Gabbro is not well mineralz. Felsites occur at 1072.0 1074.2 @ 60/70 DTCA, i 
S 1075.7 1075.9 Q 60/50 DTCA, k @ 1076.8 1077   60/60 DTCA, k @ 1077.9 
1078.4 @ 60/50 DTCA, k S 1078.10 1079.4 @ 60/60 DTCA, 4 @ 1080.4 1080.8 S 
70/60 DTCA, Se from 1081.5 1082.8 a series of smaller dyklets intruded this 
unit. These felsite dykes contain vuggy areas and also contains veinlets of 
black quite soft material which are probably pure chlorite.

1111.9 1112.0 Mafic Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of mafic syenite which is dark brown red, quite hard, 
weakly mag, and calcitic. This unit contains 1.5% Fine diss py. Contacts for 
this unit are sharp k   60/50 DTCA.

1131.6 1134.4 Isa3ga.
Sequence cut by a number of small syenite dykes,   1131.6 1131.8 @ 50/50
DTCA, @ 1133.1 1133.5 @ 70/70 DTCA, Se   1133.10 1134.0. These syenites are
fairly well mineralz with J.% Fine diss and fine euhedral py.
1148.6 1150.0 Basalt.
Gradational contact into a basalt dyke which is grey green in colour, is
quite soft, calcitic, med grained and weakly mag. This unit is not well
mineralz. Lower contact for this unit is 50 DTCA.

1163.0 1163.9 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of komatiite which is blue black in colour, quite 
soft, mod mag, and fine grained. This unit is slightly fol and contains 
stringers of calcite which mimic the fol e aprox 60 DTCA. This unit is not 
well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are sharp @ 40/50 DTCA. This unit 
contains tr gouge.

START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

Gradational contact into a typical deformation zone komatiite type rx 
sequence. This unit is blue black in colour, fine grained, quite soft, 
weakly mag, and essentially non calcitic. This unit contains stringers of 
ankerite which mimic the fol at aprox 50 DTCA. This unit has a talcy feel to 
it. Mineralz is not well dev in this sequence. This unit is cut by dykes of 
felsite, syenite, and altered gabbro, as well as containing bands of ochre 
alt.

1177.0 1205.0 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE 
1179.2 1179.4 Felsite.
Sequence is cut by a small dyke of felsite which is brown orange in colour, 
quite hard, non calcitic, and weakly mag. This unit is fairly well veined w/ 
qtz *- ank. Mineralz is modest within this zone w/ only tr fine diss py. 
Contacts for this unit are sharp @ 50/50 DTCA.

1181.8 1189.1 Altered Gabbro.
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Sequence cut by a dyke of altered gabbro which is quite hard, mildly 
calcitic, strongly mag, and not well mineralz. This is unit is fairly well 
veined with qtz -t-- ank. This gabbroic unit is cut by a dyke of felsite at 
1188.3 1188.6 @ 70/70 DTCA. The felsite unit is mineralz with Q.5% fine diss 
PY-

1190.6 1190.8 Felsite.
Sequence cut by a small felsite dyke which is not well mineralz. Contacts
for this dyke at 50/50 DTCA.

1191.3 1191.7 Fault Zone.
Sequence contains gouge and granulated core.

1191.7 1192.7 Felsite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of felsite which contains tr fine diss py. Contacts
for unit are @ 50/40 DTCA.

1192.9 1193.1 Fault Zone.
Sequence in this zone contains gouge and granulated core.

1193.1 1194.4 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite which is red brown in colour, quite hard,
mod mag, and non calcitic. Fairly well minerealz w/ l-2% py. Contacts at
60/60 DTCA.
1200.5 1201.0 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of alt syenite, which is brown red in colour, quite
hard, mod mag, and non calcitic.Mineralz is not well dev.

1203.0 1203.7 Quartz.
Sequence cut by a milky white qtz vein   50/50 DTCA. Not well mineralized.

This hole was re-collared 10 feet west of hole 8A. It was lost at 1205.2 
because of poor ground conditions. The rods became stuck in the hole and 
were subsequently blasted off and a wedge was placed at 836.4 feet. The hole 
was then continued as 8W.

1205.2 EOH.
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SUMMARY LOG

.0 127.9 OVERBURDEN

127.9 689.3 GABBRO

689.3 1024.0 BASALT

1024.0 1180.0 GABBRO

1180.0 1180.1 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

1180.1 1353.3 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
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.0 127.9 OVERBURDEN
Hole 8W is the continuation of hole 8 that was lost at 1205.2 feet. The rods 
were blasted off in 8 and a wedge put in at 836.4. Coring resumed at 846.2 
feet. Assays and other data has been brought in from hole 8.

127.9 689.3 GABBRO
This hole begins with a sequence of gabbro which is med to med coarse 
grained, strongly magnetic, quite soft, massive as well as being calcitic. 
This sequence has a black white speckled appearance and is invaded by 
stringers and blebs of calcite. Rock forming minerals in this sequence 
included pyroxene, olivine, hornblend and tr biotite. This sequence is cut 
by dykes of basalt, diorite, and mafic syenite. Mineralz and veining within 
this gabbroic zone is minimal. Py appears concen within calcite stringers. 
Some areas in this zone are stained red, by hematite.

134.1 136.0 Basalt.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of basalt, upper contact gradational basal contact 
sharp   45 DTCA. This basalt is black in colour, fine grained and appears 
massive. This rx is strongly magnetic, calcitic and fractionaly softer than 
surrounding gabbro. Mineralz and veining are both poor within this zone.

150.1 156.0 Diorite.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of diorite which is purple grey in colour, med to 
med coarse grained, quite hard, stongly mag, and generaly non calcitic 
except where invaded by calcite stringers. Visible xtals include feldspar, 
hornblend and tr biotite. Veining and mineralz are poor within this zone. 
Contacts for this zone are sharp ® 70/70 DTCA.

202.2 203.8 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is dark grey in colour, fine grained, 
quite soft, strongly mag, calcitic i massive. This zone is mod mineralz with 
li py. Contacts for this sequence are well defined at 60/55 DTCA.

236.2 238.0 Mafic Syenite.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of mafic syenite which is grey brown orange in 
colour, quite hard, generaly non calcitic except where invaded by calcite 
stringers, and strongly mag. This rock is generaly fine grained but does 
contain poorly dev phenocrysts of feldspar within its aphanitic matrix. 
Veining is poor within this sequence. Mineralz is also not well dev with 
only tr finely diss py. Contacts for this sequence are sharp   40/60 DTCA.

281.1 282.4 Basalt.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of basalt, which is grey in colour, fine grained, 
quite soft, calcitic and weakly mag. This zone is not well mineralz or 
veined. Contacts for this sequence are well defined @ 70/70 DTCA.

292.0 292.7 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is fine grained and stained an ochre
colour. This rock is quite hard, calcitic, weakly mag and contains rather
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large fragments of visible biotite; up to 0.25cm wide. Mineralz and veining 
are both poor within this zone. Contacts   65/60 DTCA.

294.4 295.6 Basalt.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of basalt which is fine grained grey in colour, 
quite hard calcitic and weakly mag. This zone is not well veined or 
mineralz. Contacts   TO/60 DTCA.

324.7 333.6 Gabbro Unit becomes stained orange.

344.1 344.6 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite; which is med to med coarse grained and 
grey in colour. This zone is wealky mag, and generally non calcitic except 
where invaded by calcite stringers. This unit is quite hard and is not well 
mineralz with only tr euhedral py. Contacts for this intrusion are sharp and 
  60/50 DTCA.

351.2 356.5 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite which in turn is intruded by a basalt; 
between 352.10 355.2. This basalt is fine grained, black in colour and is 
well mineralz with euhedral and diss py at 1.01^ Contacts for this basalt 
are sharp Se s 60/80 DTCA. Diorite within this sequence is grey to ochre in 
colour, med coarse grained and not well mineralz. This diorite is quite hard 
and non calcitic. Contacts for this dioritic intrusion are well defined at 
80/50 DTCA.

358.2 376.5 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a large dyke of diorite which ranges in colour from steel 
grey to grey orange because of hematite staining. This zone is med to med 
coarse grained, quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic except where invaded 
by stringers of calcite. This diorite contains fragments of basaltic 
material within it; up to 2cm in size. Upper contact for this sequence is 
sharp @ 60 DTCA, lower contact is chilled @ 70 DTCA. Mineralz in this zone 
is not well dev w/ only tr diss py.

382.1 383.0 Mafic Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of mafic syenite which has a dark brown red 
colouration and contains flees of mafic material as well as poorly dev 
phenocrysts of feldspar within its matrix. This intrusion is quite hard, mod 
mag, and non calcitic. Upper contact is sharp at 65 DTCA, lower contact is 
diff to distinguish because core is is broken and blocky. Mineralz is 
modestly dev w/ tr-1% diss py concentrated near upper contact.

383.8 385.0 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is fine grained and dark grey in 
colour. This unit is strongly mag, calcitic, and softer than surrounding rx. 
Contacts for this zone are sharp k 9 60/70 DTCA. Mineralz is not well dev.

391.8 392.7 Felsite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of felsite which is orange in colour and contains
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modest qtz veining. This unit is quite hard, non mag, and non calcitic. This 
unit is well mineralz with 2-3% euhedral and diss py. Contacts for this zone 
are sharp t S 80/80 DTCA.

393.3 393.6 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite which is brown red in colour, quite hard, 
mod mag and non calcitic. This syenite contains poorly dev phenocrysts of 
feldspar within its matrix as well as traces of mafic material. This unit is 
quite well mineralz with aprox l* fine diss py, concentrated near upper 
contact. Contacts for this unit are well defined and at 60/70 DTCA.

395.0 395.6 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite which is orange brown in colour and 
contains poorly dev pheono of feldspar as well as traces of mafic material 
within its matrix. This unit is quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic. This 
unit is not well mineralz with only tr euhedral py. Contacts for this unit 
are sharp s,   70/70 DTCA.

398.4 400.1 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite which is grey in colour w/ mod hematite 
staining. This unit is quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic except where 
invaded by calcite stringers. This unit is med to med coarse grained and not 
well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are not well defined S 9 50/70 DTCA.

401.1 409.6 Diorite.
Sequence is cut by a large diorite dyke which is grey in colour, quite hard, 
mod mag, and non calcitic except where invaded by calcite stringers. This 
unit is med to med coarse grained and contains fragments of gabbroic 
material up to 3cm wide, within its matrix. Mineralz within this unit is 
poor w/ only tr euhedral py. Contacts for unit are sharp k   80/80 DTCA.

411.0 412.2 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is fine grained and black in colour. 
This unit is quite hard, weakly mag, and mildly calcitic. This zone is not 
well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are sharp at 60/70 DTCA.

413.3 414.9 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is similar to previously described
unit. Mineralz is not well dev; contacts gradational.

418.0 418.4 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a small syenite dyke which is brown red is colour, quite 
hard, mod mag, and non calcitic. Mineralz is not well dev. Contacts for this 
unit are sharp i   80/80 DTCA.

441.0 442.6 Altered Gabbro.
Sequence becomes extremly altered within this zone. Mineralz improves to
l-2% euhedral py. Contacts are gradational.

453.4 454.1 Diorite.
Sequence is cut by a diorite dyke which is dark grey in colour, quite hard.
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mod mag, and non calcitic. Mineralz is poor. Contacts for this zone are S
70/60 DTCA.
454.1 459.0 Gabbro.
Gabbro in this zone becomes much finer grained and contains fragments of the
coarser grained gabbroic units up to 3cm within it. This unit appears to be
a gabbro within a gabbro. Mineralization remains poor. Contacts are
gradational.

472.1 474.2 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is grey in colour and has visible 
xtals within its fine grained matrix. This unit is softer than surounding 
rx, is weakly mag, and highly calcitic. Contacts for this unit are sharp at 
60/60 DTCA.

491.1 496.6 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is dark green grey in colour, mod 
mag, fine grained, massive, quite soft, and calcitic. This dyke of basalt is 
in turn cut by a dyke of syenite which is brown red in colour, strongly mag, 
quite hard, med to med coarse grained, and non calcitic except where invaded 
by stringers of calcite. This syenite is not well mineralz. Contacts are 
sharp s S 50/50 DTCA. Basalt within this zone is also not well mineralized 
with only tr py. Upper contacts for this basalt is not well defined   55 
DTCA, lower contact is gradational.

501.1 504.9 Felsite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of felsite which is orange brown red in colour, 
variably mag, quite hard, calcitic and well mineralz w/ 1-23; fine diss py. 
Contacts for this unit a 40/70 DTCA.

504.9 508.5 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a zone of highly altered gabbro which contains incipient 
felsite dyklets, as well as moderate qtz -f- ankerite veining. Both felsite 
and gabbro within this unit are highly calcitic. This unit is well mineralz 
with both euhedral and diss py, l-2%. Basal contact gradational.

516.9 542.2 Broken Blocky Core w/ Gouge.
Sequence contains broken blocky core w/ gouge and granulated areas. Broken 
core occurs in a unit of highly altered gabbro, which contains a dyke of 
highly altered syenite. Gabbro unit is mod to strongly mag, quite soft, and 
extremely calcitic. Syenite unit is quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic 
except where invaded by stringers of calcite. Contacts for both of these 
units cannot be determined due to broken core. Syenite is not well mineralz. 
Gabbro is modestly mineralz, with the majority of the mineralz occurring in 
stringers of calcite and reaching J.% py.

560.0 560.1 Basalt.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of basalt which is black green in colour, slightly 
calcitic, mod mag, and quite hard. This unit is fine grained and massive. 
Contacts for this unit are sharp s @ 70/50 DTCA. Mineralz is poor w/ tr fine
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diss py.

596.0 596.8 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a basalt dyke which is dark grey green in colour, quite hard 
weakly mag, fine grained, massive, and non calcitic. This unit is mod 
mineralz with euhedral py up to 1.5%. Contacts for this unit are well 
defined fc   60/80 DTCA.

597.3 605.9 Porphyritic Syenite Gabbro.
Sequence is cut by a number of porphyritic syenite dykes, which are grey 
orange brown in colour and contain well dev phenocrysts of feldspar within 
their matrix. This unit is quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic except 
where invaded by stringers of calcite. Mineralz is fairly well dev w/ 
euhedral and diss py up to l.Slt. Intercalated gabbros within this zone 
appear slightly altered by the syenitic intrusions. Mineralz within these 
gabbros is poor. Dykes of syenite occur at 587.3 for 20cm @ 70/70 DTCA, e 
598.4 for 3cm   70/70 DTCA, @ 598.9 for 5cm   70/60 DTCA,   610.0 for 6cm   
80/60 DTCA, @ 604.6 for 5cm   70/70 DTCA.

608.1 613.1 Porphyritic Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of porphyritic syenite, which is orange grey in 
colour, quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic except where invaded by 
stringers of calcite. This unit contains well dev phenocrysts of feldspar 
within its matrix as well as fragments of gabbro up to 3cm wide. Mineralz in 
this zone is not well dev with only tr amounts of euhedral and diss py. 
Contacts for this unit are sharp 4 @ 60/50 DTCA.

613.1 643.0 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbroic unit becomes highly altered after syenite intrusion, This unit
becomes finer grained and extremely calcitic. Mineralz remains poor.

659.7 660.1 Basalt.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of basalt which is black, fine grained, mod mag, 
slightly fol, quite soft, and calcitic. This basalt is cut by a small qtz 
vein at basal contact for 3cm   40/40 DTCA. Mineralz increases to X.5% near 
contacts w/ qtz vein. Contacts basaltic unit are at 60/40 DTCA. Basalt is 
not well mineralz.

689.3 1024.0 BASALT
Contact into a basaltic unit which ranges in colour from black to green 
black. This unit is fine grained and exhibits typical flow structures such 
as flow breccia and tr pillow selvages. This unit is hard, strongly mag, and 
calcitic. Mineralz within this unit is not particularily well dev, nor is 
veining. This sequence is cut by dykes of aplite, porphyritic syenite, 
altered syenite, and gabbro.

709.0 709.8 Aplite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of aplite, which has a white black speckled
appearance, is quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic. This unit is not well
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mineralz. Contacts for this unit are   40/40 DTCA.

709.8 713.4 Aplite Basalt.
This unit contains a number of small aplite intrusions 3-4cm wide which run 
parallel to the core axis. Intercalated w/ basalt. Neither units are well 
mineralz.

722.2 722.4 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a small dyke of altered syenite, which is not well mineralz.
Contacts for this syenite are sharp s @ 80/85 DTCA.

750.3 751.0 Mafic intrusive.
Sequence cut by a mafic intrusive which is black green in colour, quite
soft. Strongly mag, and non calcitic except where invaded by stringers of
calcite. This unit is not well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are   60/60
DTCA.

754.1 758.5 Porphyritic Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of porphyritic syenite, which is grey orange in 
colour, quite hard, mod to strongly mag, and non calcitic except where 
invaded by stringers of calcite. This unit contains well dev phenocrysts of 
feldspar contained in a fine grained, grey matrix. Slight orange colour is 
from hematite staining. This zone is fairly well mineralz w/ 1.5% euhedral 
and fine diss py. Contacts for this unit are well defined S ® TO/60 DTCA. 
This unit is intercalated w/ zones of basaltic material which are highly 
calcitic and contain stringers and blebs of calcite. These stringers and 
blebs of calcite are highly mineralz with S-5% py.

799.6 799.1 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of altered syenite, which is brown red in colour, 
quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic except where invaded by stringers of 
calcite. This unit contains flees of mafic material within its matrix. This 
unit is not well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are sharp i @ 50/60DTCA.

804.6 805.1 Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of gabbro which is very similar to previously 
described gabbroic units. Not well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are at 
60/40 DTCA.

826.0 827.4 Basalt.
Gradational contact to a coarse grained basalt w/ tr pillow selvages. Unit 
remains strongly calcitic, mod mag, and quite hard. Lower contact 
gradational. Mineralz is not well dev.

847.5 849.2 Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of gabbro, which is med to med coarse grained, mod to 
strongly mag, quite hard, and weakly mag. This unit is not well mineralz. 
Contacts for this unit are well defined at 40/70 DTCA.

857.0 857.3 Porphyritic Syenite.
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Sequence cut by a dyke of porphyritic syenite, which is mod mag, quite hard, 
and non calcitic except where invaded by calcite stringers. This unit 
contains fairly well dev phenos of feld within its fine grained, brown 
orange matrix. This unit is not well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are 
sharp @ 60/60 DTCA.

863.2 864.2 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of alt syenite which is brown red in colour, strongly 
mag, quite hard, and invaded by stringers of calcite. This unit is vuggy as 
well as being quite pitted. Mineralz is mod dev w/ coarse euhedral py at H.%. 
Contacts for this unit   80/80 DTCA.

869.0 869.3 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of alt syenite very similar to previously described
unit. Contacts for this unit 9 50/70 DTCA.

882.6 885.9 Basalt.
Contact into a coarse grained basalt, which contains rosetts within its dark 
grey fine grained matrix. This unit is quite hard, strongly mag, and 
calcitic. Tr pillow selvages are visible at upper contact. This unit is 
mineralz with tr euhedral py. Contacts for this unit @ 35/60 DTCA.

886.6 888.0 Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of gabbro, which is med to med coarse grained, quite 
hard, mod mag, and non calcitic. This unit contains fragments of basalt up 
to 2cm within its matrix. Mineralz is not well dev. Contacts for this unit 
are e 40/40 DTCA.

900.0 900.6 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro, which is quite soft, weakly mag, and
non calcitic. Mineralz is not well dev within this unit. Contacts at TO/70
DTCA.

905.3 905.6 Feldspar Porphyry.
Sequence cut by a dyke of feld porphyry which contains well dev phenos of 
feld within a grey fine grained matrix. This unit is mineralz w/ tr fine 
euhedral py. Contacts for this unit S 60/60 DTCA.

907.3 907.6 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite, which is fine grained, grey in colour, 
contains phenocrysts of feld, is quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic 
except where invaded by calcite stringers. This unit is not well mineralz. 
Contacts for this unit are sharp t e 70/70 DTCA.

908.0 912.0 Basalt.
Unit of basalt becomes vuggy and pitted within this area. Mineralz also
tends to improve to X.5% fine diss and fine euhedral py.

917.3 918.0 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of alt syenite which is brown red in colour, quite
hard, weakly mag, and non calcite except where invaded by stringers of
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calcite. This unit is mod mineralz w/ l Ir fine diss py. Contacts for this 
unit are @ 70/80 DTCA.

926.0 953.2 Basalt.
Basalt sequence contains numerous v small aplite dykes as well as inclusions 
of gabbro. This basaltic sequence alternates from fine grained to coarse 
grained, and is vuggy and pitted. Mineralz remains poor within this unit. 
Veining is modest with only a couple of qtz +- ank veins.

980.8 982.0 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro which is fine grained, grey green in 
colour, quite soft, weakly mag, and non calcitic. Mineralz is not well dev. 
Contacts gradational.

990.0 993.4 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Sequence cut by a an inclusion of komatiitic rx, which are blue black in 
colour, quite soft, mod mag, calcitic, and slightly fol. This unit has a 
talcy feel to it. Mineralz within this unit is modest w/ only tr fine diss 
py. Contacts for this unit S 50/50 DTCA.

993.8 997.7 Altered Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of alt gabbro which looks similar to previously
described alt gabbro units. Mineralz is poor. Contacts gradational.

999.8 1001.1 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of Komatiite, which is blue bk in colour, quite soft, 
mod mag, calcitic fc slightly fol. This unit contains tr fine diss py. 
Contacts for this unit   70/60 DTCA.

1003.5 1005.6 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro which is quite hard, mod mag, and non 
calcitic except where invaded by stringers of calcite. This unit is mineralz 
w/ Q.5% fine diss py. Contacts for this unit are gradational.

1014.1 1014.7 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite, which is brown red in colour, quite hard, 
mod mag, and non calcitic except where invaded by stringers of calcite. This 
unit contains mod well dev phenos of feld within it fine grained grey 
matrix. This unit contains tr fine euhedral py. Contacts for this unit are 
well defined e 70/60 DTCA.

1020.5 1020.9 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of alt syenite, which is orange grey brown in colour, 
quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic except where invaded by stringers of 
calcite. This unit is fractured, and contains blebs and stringers of mafic 
material. Mineralz within this unit is not well dev. Contacts @ 80/70 DTCA.

1021.0 1024.0 Basaltic Komatiite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of komatiite, which is blue bk in colour, quite soft, 
mod mag, and slightly calcitic. This unit is slightly fol as well as being 
slightly contorted. The fol is at aprox 60 DTCA. Mineralz is not well dev w/
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tr fine diss py. Contacts for this unit   40/60 DTCA.

1024.0 1180.0 GABBRO
Contact into a sequence of gabbro, which is med to med coarse grained, quite 
hard, massive, mildly calcitic, mod to strongly mag, and becomes alt and 
carb in some areas. This gabbroic unit is generally not well mineralz or 
veined. Concentrations of py tend to occur near contacts with various 
intrusions and in carb areas. Upper contact for this unit is gradational. 
This gabbroic sequence is cut by dykes of basalt, alt syenite, and komatiite 
esp after 1160.0. This unit is also cut by a mafic intrusive, which came 
last in the sequence. This unit is extremely chewed up and deformed by 
various stages of metasomism. Orange hematite staining is intence throughout 
this unit.

1044.3 1046.9 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is fine grained, quite hard, mod mag, 
and calcitic. This basaltic unit is quite alt and v stained w/ hematite. 
This unit is not well mineralz. Upper contact for this unit a 70 DTCA, lower 
contact is gradational.

1055.0 1059.5 Basalt.
Sequence cut by an intrusion of basalt which contains fragments of gabbroic 
material, fragments of komatiite, as well as an intrusion of syenite which 
contains a large qtz vein   1058.1 for 5cm   70/60 DTCA. This unit is 
stained orange with hematite, and is extremely chewed up. This unit is 
modestly mineralz w/ n.% fine diss and fine euhedral py. Contacts for this 
unit at 50/50 DTCA.

1063.5 1063.9 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite which is orange brown in colour, quite
hard, mod mag, and poorly mineralz. Contacts for this unit at 70/70 DTCA.

1063.9 1072.6 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is highly alt, fine grained, 
calcitic, and mod mag. This unit is cut by a dyke of syenite at 1068.3 for 
15cm @ 60/70 DTCA. This basaltic unit also contains fragments of gabbro as 
well as komatiite. Basalt is mineralz w/ D.5% fine diss py. Lower contact @ 
40 DTCA.

1078.8 1079.8 Syenite Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a number of dykes of syenite intercalated w/ carb gabbro.
This unit is not well mineralz. Contacts at 60/60 DTCA.

1079.8 1113.0 Mafic intrusive.
Sequence cut by a dyke of mafic material, which is bk brown orange in
colour, quite hard, mod mag, and calcitic. This intrusion is slightly fol
and contains tabular xtals of chlorite which are aligned to define the fol.
This unit is not well mineralz w/ tr coarse euhedral py. This unit contains
large amounts of hematite. Contacts for this unit are well defined at 60/60
DTCA.
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1113.0 1131.3 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt, which has been highly alt by the numerous 
intrusions of diorite. Diorites in this unit are stained orange from 
hematite. This basaltic unit is fine grained, quite hard, mod mag, and 
calcitic. Mineralz is fairly well dev w/ UT fine diss py. Contacts for this 
unit are gradational.

1131.3 1135.1 Mafic intrusive.
Sequence cut by a dyke of mafic material which is very similar to above
mentioned mafics. Contacts for this unit are gradational.

1135.1 1136.5 Gabbro.
Gradational contact into a gabbroic type rx which contains fragments of 
basalt within it. This unit is mod mineralz w/ J.% fine diss py. Lower 
contact sharp @ 50 DTCA. Mineralz is concentrated near lower contact.

1136.5 1139.9 Mafic intrusive.
Sequence cut by a dyke of mafic material which is similar to previously
described mafic units. Contacts   50/60 DTCA. Not well mineralz.

1139.9 1140.8 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite, which is orange brown in colour, quite 
hard, mod mag, and invaded by stringers of calcite. Mineralz is modest w/ n.% 
fine diss py. Contacts for this unit   60/40 DTCA.

1142.6 1148.0 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite which contains fragments of carb gabbro as 
well as basalt. Syenites in this unit are orange brown in colour, quite 
hard, invaded by stringers of calcite, mod mag, and contain flees of mafics 
within them. This unit is slightly fractured, vuggy and pitted in areas. 
Mineralz is mod well dev w/ j.% fine diss and fine euhedral py. Contacts for 
this unit are well defined S   50/50 DTCA. Veining within this unit is 
modest w/ a few qtz t- ank veins.

1152.9 1155.4 Mafic intrusive.
Sequence cut by a dyke of mafic material which is similar to previously
described mafic units. This unit is better mineralz than previous MI units
with D.5% fine diss and fine euhedral py. Contacts for this unit at 60/50
DTCA.

1157.1 1158.9 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of komatiite type rx which are bl bk in colour, fol, 
quite soft, weakly mag, and non calcitic. This unit has discontinous 
stringers of carb which mimic the fol at 60 DTCA. Mineralz is not well dev 
in this unit. Contacts at 60/55 DTCA. This unit Contains a milky qtz vein at 
1158.1 for 3cm   70/70 DTCA.

1162.6 1166.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of komatiite type rx which are blue bl w/ some orange
hematite staining. This unit is soft, weakly mag, non calcitic, and contains
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discontinous stringers of carb which mimic the fol @ 60 DTCA. Mineralz is 
not well dev nor is veining. Contacts for this unit S 55/60 DTCA.

1169.9 1170.7 Felsite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of felsite which is brown red in colour, and well 
veined w/ qtz +- ank. This unit is quite hard, non mag, and non calcitic. 
Mineralz is not well dev in this unit. Contacts at 50/50 DTCA.

1175.5 1176.6 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of komatiite, which is very similar to previously
described komatiite units. Mineralz poor. Contacts at 60/50 DTCA.

1180.0 1180.1 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

1180.1 1353.3 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

Contact into a typical Deformation zone ultramafic komatiite. This unit is 
blue black in colour, very soft, variably mag, fine grained and contains 
discontinous stringers of carb which mimic the fol e aprox 50 DTCA. This 
unit is slightly contorted and not well mineralz. Upper contact sharp e 45 
DTCA. This unit is cut by dykes of alt syenite, carb gabbro, and felsite esp 
after 1324.0. This unit is well veinined w/ qtz +- ank expressed as 
stringers and patches. This entire Um unit is broken and blocky w/ gouge and 
granulated sections.

1182.0 1193.0 Broken 
core.

Blocky Core w/ Gouge Fault Zone w/ 3.3 feet of lost

1202.6 1202.9 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite which is orange brown in colour, quite 
hard, weakly mag, fine grained, non calcitic, and fractured. Fractures in 
this unit filled w/ qtz t- ank. This unit also contains a lcm wide milky 
grey qtz vein O 60/60 DTCA. Mineralz is fairly well dev within this unit w/ 
1.54: fine euhedral py. Contacts for this unit are sharp at 50/50 DTCA.

1202.9 1205.0 Syenite.
Urns in this zone are quite alt by the numerous small dyklets and l larger 
one   1204.5 1205.0 @ 30/70 DTCA, of syenite. These syenites are very 
similar to previously described unit. Mineralz is fairly well dev w/ 14; fine 
diss py.

1206.3 1206.4 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite, similar to previously described unit. Not
well mineralz w/ tr py. Contacts for this dyke at 80/65 DTCA.

1207.0 1207.2 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite which is similar to previous unit. 
Mineralz w/ 14; fine diss py. Contacts @ TO/70 DTCA. This unit is well veined 
w/ qtz -f- ank.
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1208.2 1210.3 Blonde Alteration Zone Ochre Alteration Zone.
Sequence in this zone contains numerous small alt bands which hold
concentrations of py mineralz, aprox 1.5% fine diss py.

1210.0 1210.6 Quartz.
Sequence contains a fairly large qtz +- ank vein which runs parallel to the
core axis. This vein is not well mineralz.

1212.7 1216.0 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a large syenite dyke, which is brown red in colour, quite 
hard, weakly mag, non calcitic, and mineralz w/ 1^ fine diss py. This unit 
is well veined w/ qtz *- ank, as well as containing stringers of soft mafic 
material(carb). Contacts for this unit are sharp @ 60/80 DTCA.

1216.7 1217.5 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite which is similar to previously described 
unit This unit contains a large qtz vein at 1217.0 for 10cm @ 50/30 DTCA. 
This unit is not well mineralz w/ tr py. Contacts for this unit S 50/60 DTCA.

1228.0 1228.3 Quartz.
Sequence cut by a milky qtz -f- ank vein, @ 50/40 DTCA. Not well mineralz.
1234.0 1240.0 Broken Blocky Core w/ Gouge w/ 6 inches of lost core.

1240.1 1240.6 Fault Zone w/ fault breccia.

1240.6 1241.7 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite which is similar to previously described
syenite units. Mineralz w/ l.St fine diss py. Contacts for this unit @ 70/50
DTCA.

1241.7 1243.8 Broken Blocky Core.

1243.4 1265.4 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro, which is brown ochre in colour, quite 
hard, mod mag, and non calcitic. This unit is slightly fol S aprox 50 DTCA. 
Mineralz is not well dev w/ tr euhedral py. Veining is minimal within this 
unit. Upper contact for this unit is hard to distinquish due to broken core, 
lower contact is well defined   60 DTCA.

1279.2 1285.1 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro, which is very similar to gabbro 
described @ 1243.4. This unit is mineralz w/ tr coarse euhedral py. Contacts 
for this unit are well defined at 50/70 DTCA.

1288.0 1324.8 Carbonated Gabbro Ultramafic Komatiite.
Sequence Cut by a dyke of carb gabbro which contains fragments of Komatiite 
material. This gabbroic unit is very similar to previously described gabbro 
unit, except that it containes fragments of komatiite within its matrix and 
has sections of komatiite alternating w/ it. This unit is not well mineralz
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w/ tr coarse euhedral py. Contacts for this unit @ 60/70 DTCA.

1324.8 1353.3 Felsite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of felsite, which is grey brown to tan in colour, at 
lower contact, is mod to strongly mag, silicious, fine grained and non 
calcitic. This unit contains modest veining w/ only a few qtz 4-- ank 
stingers. Tan colour is also prominant adjacent to alt healed fractures, 
giving the unit a two tone appearance. Small fractures which containing 
chlorite are also visible throughout this sequence. This unit is well 
mineralz w/ 2-3% fine diss and fine euhedral py. Some orange hematite 
staining is visible, primarily on broken core faces, and occassionaly in 
some of the larger fractures. Upper contact for this unit is sharp fc S 70 
DTCA. This unit is cut by inclusions of ultramafics at 1339.0 1339.5 8 80/07 
DTCA, and @ 1340.3 1345.9 8 50/60 DTCA. The first inclusion is a blue black 
blonde, foliated komatiite unit, which is quite soft, and mod mag. The 
second unit is black grading to a bleached blond after 1345.0. This unit is 
quite hard, and mod to strongly mag. Veining is minimal within this unit. 
Mineralz is moderatly dev w/ tr - li py. This unit is also foliated w/ the 
fol decreasing w/ presence of bleached blond alt.

Hole 8W is the wedged continuation of hole 8 that was lost at 1205.2 feet. 
The rods were blasted off in hole 8 and a wedge was placed at 836.4; the 
first core was retreived at 846.2. Assays and other details have been moved 
over from hole 8.

1353.3 End of hole.
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QUEENSTON MINING INC

Drill Hole: MB9608A @Jfr
DIAMOND DRILL HOLE RECORD fe,

Property: MCBEAN Col loc from #1 post, L19262, 260'S, 530'W 
Northing: 18984.30 
Easting: 9999.00 
Elevation: 11013.50 *** Dip Tests *** *** Dip Tests ***

Depth Azi. Dip Depth Azi. Dip 
Collar Azimuth (Grid) .0
Collar Dip: -69.0 128 -70.5 600 -67.0 
(O Degrees Grid equals 017 degrees True) 295 -70.5 899 -70.0

From 
(ft)

18 9 47

Hole Length: 

Date Printed:

To 
(ft)

1039.4

25 May, 1998

Geology Sample 
No.

Page: l of 6

Date Started: 
Date Completed:

Nov 04, 1996 
Nov 08, 1996

Drilled by: BENOIT
Core Size: BQ
Material left in hole No Casing Left in Hole
Core Location: Upper Canada Site l
Logged by: D. Schonfeldt

From 
(ft)

To 
(ft)

Len 
(ft)

PY AU 

OZ/T

AU1 

OZ/T

AU2 

OZ/T

SUMMARY LOG

.0 118.1 OVERBURDEN

181.1 685.0 GABBRO

685.0 1039.4 BASALT

32D04NW2013 2.18947 GAUTHIER 060
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.0 118.1 OVERBURDEN
0.0-98.0 Boulders.
98.0-98.4 Clay.
98.4-118.1 Boulders.
This was the first hole collared on line 10000E. The hole was lost and
subsequently moved 10 feet west and recollared as hole 8.

181.1 685.0 GABBRO
LITH- This hole begins with a typical gabbroic type rock sequence, which is 
med to med coarse grained, massive, strongly magnetic, calcitic, and quite 
soft. Rock forming minerals include olivine, pyroxene, hornblende and tr 
biotite. This unit is invaded by stringers and blebs of calcite. This 
sequence is cut by dykes of 2D, V7, and ISa. Veining and mineralization are 
both poor within this zone.

153.0 157.4 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dioritic dyke which is grey to grey-ochre in colour, quite 
hard, mod mag, is generally not calcitic except where invaded by calcite 
stringers. This dyke is med to med coarse grained, mod to strongly mag, and 
contains a fragment of gabbroic material lcm wide. Contacts for this 
intrusion are sharp and at 80/70 DTCA. Not well mineralized with only tr py. 
This dyke appears pitted.

162.10 163.7 Broken blocky core.

163.7 164.9 Altered Syenite.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of altered syenite, which is orange brown in 
colour, mod mag, fairly hard, and invaded with calcite. This dyke is not 
well mineralized with only tr amounts of py. Contacts for this intrusion are 
at 30/60 DTCA.

166.7 171.3 Diorite.
A dioritic dyke cuts this sequence for 15cm at 80/60 DTCA. Similar to
previously discussed diorite. Not well mineralized with only tr amounts of
PY-

187.5 189.1 Basalt.
Sequence is cut by an intrusion basaltic in nature. This rock is fine 
grained, black in colour, quite hard, strongly magnetic, and invaded with 
calcite. Mineralization within this basalt is minimal with only trace py. 
Contacts for this intrusion are sharp and at 80/80 DTCA. Veining in this 
sequence is not well developed, although there are a couple of small(mm) 
size Qtz4--ankerite veins.

192.1 195.8 Basalt.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of basalt for 12cm e 70/70 DTCA. Margins of this 
intrusion are chilled. This basalt is similar to previously discussed 
basaltic intrusions not well mineralized with only tr py.

244.0 245.5 Altered Syenite.
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This syenite intrusion has a psuedo-porphyritic texture with poorly 
developed phenocrysts of feldspar. It is a typical orange brown colour, but 
with a slight light purple tint to it. It is mod mag, quite hard, and is 
invaded with calcite. Contacts for this intrusion are sharp and at 80/80 
DTCA. Not well mineralized with only tr amounts of py.

264.7 265.4 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a basaltic intrusion which looks very similar to previously
discussed basalts. Contacts sharp   40/40 DTCA. Not well mineralized.

274.1 279.3 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a basaltic dyke which is black in colour, fine grained, 
strongly magnetic, and invaded with calcite. This zone contains better 
mineralization than previous basalts with Ut fine cubic py. Contacts for 
this dyke are at 85/85 DTCA.

318.1 325.7 Mafic intrusive.
Sequence cut by a mafic intrusion, which is black in colour, quite soft, 
strongly mag, and invaded with calcite. This intrusion has a foliated 
appearance with the fol occurring at about 50DTCA. The fol is enhanced by 
the calcite stringers which mimic the fol. This intrusion is quite well 
mineralized with l-2% fine cubic py as well as finely diss py. Contacts for 
this zone are at 60/60DTCA.

326.6 334.7 Diorite.
Sequence is cut by a diorite dyke which is pale grey in colour, fairly hard,
mod mag and weakly calcitic. This zone contains areas of orange staining
from hematite. This sequence is quite well mineralized with fine euhedral
and diss py at l-2%. Contacts for this intrusion are discrete and at
70/70DTCA.

341.1 346.0 Diorite.
Sequence is cut by a diorite dyke which is a pale grey colour with some 
orange staining throughout. It is quite hard, mod mag and weakly calcitic. 
It is med to med coarse grained and is quite well mineralized with euhedral 
py up to 2%. Contacts for this dyke are difficult to determine as the core 
is broken and blocky.

352.3 377.8 Diorite.
Sequence is cut by a diorite dyke intercalated with sections of gabbro at 
360.2 for 25cm @ 80/70DTCA and at 374.6 for 20cm @ 60/70DTCA. Diorite in 
this sequence is pale grey in colour with slight orange hematite staining, 
which appears to increase with depth. This rock is quite hard, mod mag, med 
to med coarse grained, mildly calcitic and contains inclusions of gabbroic 
material up to 3cm within its matrix. This dyke is mod mineralized with i\ 
py and its contacts are at 70/80DTCA.

384.3 385.9 Basalt.
Sequence is cut by a basaltic intrusion which has a black green colouration
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to it. It is weakly mag, quite hard, fine grained, weakly calcitic and
contains 2 stringers of ankerite (mm) size. This sequence is not
mineralized. Contacts shallow at 35/40DTCA.

395.5 396.0 Diorite.
Sequence is cut by a diorite dyke, which is stained to an orange colour, is 
quite hard, mod mag, and invaded by calcite. This intrusion is not well 
mineralized except near basal contact where py is aprox li. Contacts for 
this zone are at 80/70DTCA.

412.4 415.5 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt which is black green in colour; quite hard, 
calcitic mod mag; massive and poorly mineralized. The margins of this 
intrusion are chilled. Contacts for this dyke are at 60/40DTCA.

418.2 419.7 Diorite.
Sequence is cut by a diorite dyke for 5cm @ 60/75DTCA. This unit is wkly 
stained w/ hem quite hard, mod mag, weakly calcitic and not well mineralized 
except for at the upper contact where py reaches It.

218.4 478.9 Gabbro.
This gabbroic zone tends to become more felsic in nature after 218.4. Grain
size also tends to become coarser with depth. Mineralization remains poor.

487.0 490.1 Basalt.
Sequence is cut by a basalt dyke, within this basaltic intrusion there are 
smaller dykes of diorite at 487.10 for 3cm @ 70/70DTCA; and at 488.8 for 3cm 
at 80/80 DTCA; and at 490.0 for 2.5cm at 60/60DTCA. Basalt is similar to 
what was described earlier in the log as is the diorite. Contacts for this 
basalt intrusion are at 80/80DTCA This sequence is not well mineralized.

496.4 499.4 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a diorite dyke which is similar to what was described
earlier in the log. Contacts are shallow at 30/30DTCA. Not well mineralized.

513.1 521.5 Broken Blocky Core.

530.1 Vuggy area which has been totally filled with pink calcite.

540.0 543.2 Broken blocky core.

587.9 596.1 Diorite.
Sequence is cut by a large dioritic intrusion which is very similar to
previously described diorites, except that feldspar xtals are better
developed. This intrusion is not well mineralized. Contacts are sharp at
60/70DTCA.

596.1 610.1 Gabbro.
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Gabbros within this zone retain similar properties, but they tend to become 
more green in colour because of the presence of epidote.

610.1 615.7 Diorite.
Sequence is cut by a diorite dyke which itself is cut by several mafic 
intrusions Both the mafic and diorite intrusions are very similar to 
previously detailed mafic intrusions and diorites. Contacts for diorite at 
50/50DTCA. Not well mineralized.

615.7 620.3 Altered Syenite.
An altered syenite dyke intrudes in this zone for 15cm   50/70DTCA. This
dyke is well mineralized with X.5% py.

667.3 668.3 Quartz.
Sequence is cut by a fairly large qtz vein which is pale grey and contains 
small flecks of mafic material. This vein is mod mineralized with l It py. 
Contacts for vein are at 50/60DTCA.

685.0 1039.4 BASALT .
Gradational contact into a more basaltic looking rock, which is black in 
colour, soft, calcite, strongly mag, and fine grained. The begining of the 
sequence exibits flow breccia, which is well veined and also exibits trace 
pillow selvages? This zone grades into a more coarse grained basalt which is 
not well veined. Small sections of this zone have a lime green colour where 
there is epidote present. Basalts in this sequence are highly altered and 
contain slightly vuggy sections. Mineralization within this sequence is poor 
with py ranging from tr to Hr. This sequence is cut by dykes of feldspar 
porphyry, gabbro, and syenite porphyry. 
705.4 709.1 Quartz.
Sequence is cut by a large pale-grey qtz vein 15cm thick w/ contacts e 
30/50DTCA. This vein is mineralized with tr diss py.

765.0 to 766.0 mineralization improves within this area. Py up to 2%.

783.7 788.3 Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of gabbro for 15cm, top contact gradational, bottom
contact distinct but shallow at 40 DTCA. Mineralized with trace py.

846.2 847.1 Feldspar Porphyry.
Sequence cut by a feldspar porphyry dyke, which contains well developed 
phenocrysts of feldspar up to 2mm in size; contained in a grey fine grained 
matrix. Core in this zone is broken and blocky making contact diff to 
determine. Not well mineralized with only tr py.

850.0 852.9 Porphyritic Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of porphyritic syenite for 13cm S 80/70DTCA. 
Mineralized py l.BJt. Syenite is quite hard, mod mag, and contains mod well 
dev phenocrysts. This syenite is quite grey containing considerable mafic
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material.

853.0 855.7 Porphyritic Syenite.
Sequence cut by a syenite porphyry for 9cm @ 70/70DTCA. Mineralized with
Q.5% py.

911.1 912.1 Mafic Syenite.
Sequence cut by a mafic syenite; contacts are shallow at 30/30DTCA; not well
mineralized with py at Q.25%.

914.0 914.9 Mafic Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of mafic syenite, at 80/65DTCA. Unit is quite hard;
mod mag weakly calcitic; and not well mineralized with only tr py.

915.7 920.3 Felsite.
Sequence cut by a felsic dyke, for 15cm   60/70DTCA. Unit is orange in 
colour quite hard, mod mag, and weakly calcitic. Mineralization within this 
zone is poor with only tr-1% py.

960.0 962.2 Gabbro.
Sequence is cut by a dyke of gabbro which looks similar to previously 
described gabbroic units. Contacts are 60/60DTCA. Not well mineralized with 
only tr py.

962.2 1039.4 Basalt.
Basalt continues similar to previously described unit until end of hole.

Hole abandoned 9 1039.4 because of poor ground conditions - vuggy, broken 
sand seam area; impossible to drill through. This was the first hole drilled 
on line lOOOOE,- the hole was moved 10 feet west and recollared as hole 8.

1039.4 EOH.
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QUEENSTON MINING INC 
Drill Hole: MB9608B

DIAMOND DRILL HOLE RECORD
Property: MCBEAN Col loc from #4 post, L19262, 310'S, 580'E 
Northing: 19003.90 
Easting: 9899.30 
Elevation: 11007.70 *** Dip Tests ***

Depth Azi. Dip 
Collar Azimuth (Grid) 355.9
Collar Dip: -69.0 111.5 -69.0 
(O Degrees Grid equals 017 degrees True) 298.5 -69.0 
Hole Length: 1771.2 600.0 -68.0

Page: l of 26

Date Printed: 6 Jul, 1998

From To 
(ft) (ft)

Geology

•' ''

*** Dip Tests *** 

Depth Azi. Dip

898.7 -68.0 
1200.5 -69.0 
1498.9 -69.0

Sample 
No.

i e y 4 t
Date Started: 
Date Completed:

Drilled by: 
Core Size: 
Material left in hole 
Core Location: 
Logged by:

^7
From To Len PY 
(ft) (ft) (ft) %

Nov 27, 1996 
Dec 05, 1996

BENOIT 
BQ 
BX CASING 
Upper Canada 
JDS .^j .

&&T&

AU AU1 
OZ/T OZ/T

Site 1 .

Wt* i
AU2 
PPB

SUMMARY LOG

.0 111.5 OVERBURDEN

111.5 589.3 GABBRO

589.3 829.9 BASALT

829.9 1037.3 GABBRO

1037.3 1037.4 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

1037.4 1250.0 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1250.0 1267.7 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

1267.7 1387.9 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1387.9 1442.2 TUFF

1442.2 1476.0 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

1476.0 1523.7 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1523.7 1561.3 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

1561.3 1771.2 TUFF

32D04NW2013 2.18947 GAUTHIER 070
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.0 111.5 OVERBURDEN

111.5 589.3 GABBRO
This hole begins w/ a sequence of gabbro, containing feldspathic rich phases 
as well as hornblende rich phases. This unit is massive, quite hard, mod to 
strongly mag, and calcitic. This unit is med to med coarse grained, w/ the 
grain size changing with phase changes, i intrusions. The colour of this 
unit is quite variable ranging from a grey black, to a green grey w/ the 
presence of epidote alteration. This unit also contains stringers and blebs 
of calcite as well as red orange hematite staining in a number of areas. 
This sequence is cut by various dykes and/or inclusions of basalt, mafic 
intrusives and diorite. Veining within this unit is minimal. Mineralz in 
this unit is not well dev w/ only tr-1% py, as well as specular hematite, 
which is concentrated near calcite stringers and adjacent to intrusive 
contacts. Contacts between gabbroic phases can be either sharp or 
gradational. Unit is pitted and vuggy in areas.

117.8 118.8 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a diorite dyke which is grey, fine grained, mod mag, and 
weakly calcitic. This unit is not well veined or well mineralz. Contacts for 
this unit are well defined @ 60/40 DTCA.

150.0 150.4 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite which is very fine grained, grey w/ orange 
hematite staining, quite hard, weakly mag, and weakly clacitic. This unit is 
not well mineralz or well veined. Contacts for this unit are sharp @ 70/60
DTCA.

158.5 159.0 Basalt.
Basalt, black, very fine grained, quite hard, strongly mag, and calcitic. 
This unit is extremely invaded by calcite stringers. Mineralz is not well 
dev within this unit w/ tr coarse euhedral py. Upper contact for this unit 
is gradational, lower contact is sharp @ 70 DTCA.

160.7 161.0 Basalt.
Basalt similar to previous unit, although mineralz is better dev w/ li
coarse euhedral py. Contacts for this unit are well defined O 60/60 DTCA.

161.9 169.7 Mafic Intrusive.
Sequence cut by a mafic intrusive dyke, which is black w/ some red hematite 
staining, is fine grained, quite hard, mod to strongly mag, and strongly 
calcitic. This unit contains rosetts adjacent to shallow basal contact. 
Mineralz is not well dev within this unit nor is veining. Contacts for this 
unit are S 70/30 DTCA. Fragments of gabbro up to 2cm are contained within 
the groundmass of this unit.

173.7 173.8 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a small dyke of diorite which is med to med coarse grained,
quite hard, and has a grey reddish orange colour. Contacts   80/80 DTCA.

173.9 175.0 Mafic Intrusive.
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Sequence cut by a mafic intrusive dyke, which is black - red in colour, 
quite hard, mod to strongly mag, and reacts strongly to Hcl. This unit 
contains small inclusions of gabbroic material, as well as approx 2-3% 
biotite. Mineralz and veining are not well dev within this unit- Contacts 
for this unit are well defined ® 70/30 DTCA.

205.5 205.7 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke dioritic in nature, grey pink in colour, med to med
coarse grained, weakly mag, and non calcitic. Contacts @ 80/70 DTCA.

207.0 207.9 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite which is grey pink in colour, quite hard, 
weakly mag, non calcitic, and med to med coarse grained. This unit contains 
both lath a tabular shaped feldspar xtals within its matrix. Contacts for 
this unit are well defined S 60/50 DTCA.

220.3 220.6 Quartz.
Sequence cut by a vein of qtz which is mineralz w/ J.% fine euhedral py.

225.9 226.4 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite which is grey w/ a hint of pink in colour, 
med grained, quite hard, weakly mag, and reacts weakly to Hcl. This unit is 
not well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are irregular @ 50/40 DTCA.

226.4 Gabbro.
After 226.4 gabbro tends to become green in colour, as it has been effected
by epidote alt.

227.0 227.3 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite very similar to above described dioritic
unit. Contacts for this dyke are sharp @ 60/60 DTCA.

228.4 229.2 Gabbro.
Gabbroic sequence appeares to contain a fine grained unit within a coarse
grained unit, which exibits flow breccia.

231.0 232.8 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a diorite dyke which is grey in colour, slightly mag, med to 
med coarse grained, and weakly calcitic. This unit is not well mineralz. 
Contacts for this unit are well defined @ 60/70 DTCA. Margins of intruded 
gabbro are chilled in this instance.

234.1 235.0 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dioritic dyke which is very similar to diorite described
at 231.0. Contacts for this unit are irregular   80/70 DTCA.

247.1 251.5 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbroic sequence becomes quite alt in this area. It is fine grained, and 
quite chewed up. This area is pitted and vuggy w/ only traces of the typical 
gabbroic texture. Mineralz and veining are not well dev.
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261.8 262.0 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite, which is med to med coarse grained, grey 
orange(hematite staining), quite hard, slightly calcitic, and weakly mag. 
Not well mineralz or well veined. Contacts @ 50/50 DTCA.

263.2 263.6 Aplite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of aplite which is off white with green epidote alt, 
feldspar xtals within its fine grained matrix. This unit is quite hard, 
weakly mag, and essentialy non calcitic except where invaded by stringers of 
calcite. Mineralz is poor within this unit w/ tr coarse euhedral py. 
Contacts for this unit are well defined   70/70 DTCA.

266.7 266.9 Quartz.
Sequence cut by a milky qtz vein which contains only tr py mineralz.
Contacts for this unit   70/80 DTCA.

267.5 267.7 Quartz.
Sequence cut by a milky qtz vein which contains only tr py mineralz. Upper 
contact sharp S 80 DTCA. Lower contact diff to determine due to broken 
blocky core till 268.7.

279.2 280.8 Quartz.
Sequence cut by a large milky qtz t- ank vein, mineralz w/ n.% fine euhedral
py. Contacts for this vein S 80/60 DTCA.

280.8 283.0 Carbonated Gabbro.
Gabbro becomes carb in this area. This unit is black w/ considerable red 
hematite staining, considerably softer than surrounding gabbroic units, it 
is slightly fol, strongly calcitic, and mod to strongly magnetic. This unit 
is cut with small alt syenite dykes, which are brown red, quite hard, and 
non calcitic. These dykes occur @ 281.0 for 3cm @ 50/46 DTCA, @ 282.0 for 
2cm S 60/60 DTCA, and @ 282.7 for 3cm @ 70/70 DTCA. These intrusions hold 
the majority of the py in this unit @ 1.5t fine diss py. Contacts for the 
gabbroic unit are   70/60 DTCA.

289.5 291.5 Carbonated Gabbro.
Gabbroic sequence becomes carb in this area. This unit is very similar 
previously described carb gabbro unit. Contacts are gradational. Mineralz w/ 
tr J.% coarse euhedral py.

294.4 298.6 Carbonated Gabbro.
Gabbroic unit becomes carb in this area. This unit is fine grained, and 
black w/ considerable hematite staining, as well as being quite vuggy, soft, 
calcitic and mod mag. This unit exhibits slight fol, and is fairly well 
mineralz w/ l-21r py. Contacts for this unit are gradational.

339.0 341.8 Carbonated Gabbro.
Gabbroic unit becomes carb in this area, it looks very similar to previously 
described carb gabbro units. This unit is quite vuggy. Mineralz w/ tr fine 
diss py. Contacts are gradational.
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368.0 371.0 Broken Blocky Core.

373.9 386.9 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbroic sequence becomes highly alt in this zone, being fine grained, and 
extremely chewed up. This unit is very calcitic, black to dark green, w/ a 
fair amount of red orange hematite staining. After 383.8 green becomes the 
most prominant colour. This unit is softer than surrounding gabbroic zones, 
is mod magnetic, and fairly well mineralz w/ X.5% fine diss, and fine 
euhedral py. This unit also contains small dioritic intrusions @ 379.0 379.4 
(broken core diff to determine contacts)   382.6 382.8(patch) @ 386.0 386.2 
Contacts irregular and hard to determine. Gabbro tends to be very fine 
grained adjacent to dioritic intrusons/inclusions. Contacts for the alt 
gabbro are gradational.

387.5 388.8 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite, coarse grained, grey, quite hard, mod 
mag, and non calcitic except where invaded by stringers of calcite. Not well 
mineralz. Contacts well defined @ 70/80 DTCA.

412.9 413.9 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbroic sequence in this zone is almost totally alt to chlorite. This unit 
is green black, quite soft, mod mag, and is invaded with bands of calcite, 
which give this unit a banded appearance. This zone is mineralz w/ tr-1% 
diss py. Contacts for this unit are gradational.

434.7 435.2 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite, med coarse grained, grey w/ some orange 
red hematite staining, quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic except where 
invaded by stringers of calcite. Not well mineralz w/ tr diss py. Contacts 
irregular O 40/60 DTCA.

435.4 435.8 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a diorite dyke similar to above described dioritic unit.
Mineralz w/ It diss py. Contacts @ 60/50 DTCA.

436.0 436.8 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite very similar to above described dioritic 
unit. Mineralz w/ l.5t fine euhedral py. Contacts diff to determine due to 
broken blocky core.

448.6 448.8 Quartz.
Sequence cut by a hematite stained qtz vein which cross cuts core axis, and
is poorly mineralz.

452.4 452.6 Diorite.
Diorite which is patchy and appears to be an inclusion, with irregular
contacts. Not well mineralz.

457.7 462.6 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbro in this zone is highly alt, fine grained, grey green w/ red hematite
staining, slightly softer than surrounding gabbro, mod mag, and weakly
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calcitic. This unit is mineralz w/ tr coarse euhedral py. Contacts are 
gradational.

493.0 493.1 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a small diorite dyke, which is fine grained, and red orange 
in colour. This unit is weakly mag, and strongly calcitic. Not well 
mineralz. Contacts are sharp but shallow ® 40/30 DTCA.

516.9 517.2 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite: fine grained, orange red, quite hard, 
weakly mag, and mod calcitic. This dyke is not well mineralz. Contacts for 
unit are well defined @ 40/50 DTCA.

519.8 528.7 Mafic Intrusive.
Mafic intrusive: green black, med to med coarse grained, slightly softer 
than surrounding gabbro, mod mag, and calcitic. This intrusive unit contains 
small fragments of gabbroic material within its matrix, adjacent to both 
upper and lower contact. Not well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are well 
defined @ 50/50 DTCA.

532.9 533.2 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite which is pinkish grey in colour, med 
grained, quite hard, non mag, and slightly calcitic. This unit is fairly 
well mineralz w/ l\ very fine diss py. Contacts for this unit are sharp @ 
50/50 DTCA.

534.9 535.3 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite which is orange in colour, fine to med 
grained, quite hard, non mag, and slightly calcitic. This unit contains some 
bright orange staining within alt healed fractures. This unit is mineralz w/ 
1\ fine diss py. Contacts for this unit are well defined   50/45 DTCA.

541.2 569.3 Basalt.
Contact into a basaltic unit which is green black in colour, fine grained, 
quite hard, mod to strongly mag, and strongly calcitic. This unit is 
slightly fol and contains stringers of calcite which mimic the fol @ approx 
55 DTCA. This zone is quite chewed up and contains vuggy and pitted 
sections. This unit also exhibits flow breccia   569.0.

574.9 575.1 Aplite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of aplite, which has a white black speckled 
appearance. This unit is quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic except where 
invaded by stringers of calcite. The basal section of this unit is stained 
orange from hematite. This unit is not well mineralz. Contacts for this unit 
are well defined S 80/50 DTCA.

575.9 576.4 Aplite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of aplite very similar to previously described aplite
unit. Contacts S 70/60 DTCA.

576.4 587.8 Basalt.
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Contact into a coarse grained basalt which is very similar to previously 
described gabbroic unit, w/ the exception that this unit is fairly well 
veined w/ qtz +- ank in a cross cutting fashion. This unit contains tr 
pillow selvages. Mineralz is fairly well dev in this unit w/ l* coarse 
euhedral py which is concentrated in and around calcite stringers. Contacts 
for this unit @ 60/40 DTCA.

589.3 829.9 BASALT
Contact into a basaltic unit intercalated w/ zones of gabbro. This basalt 
unit is green black in colour, fine to coarse grained, slightly softer than 
gabbroic units, and is weakly to mod mag w/ locally strongly mag, sections. 
This unit contains stringers of carb which mimic the fol @ approx 60 DTCA. 
These stringers give this unit a banded appearance. This unit contains zones 
which are very soft and composed almost totally of chlorite. Unit contains 
some orange hematite staining, mainly in alt healed fractures. Basalt 
contains flow textures, and is cut by dykes of aplite and diorite.

590.4 596.8 Basalt.
Basalt in this zone is extremely vuggy and pitted. It is very invaded by
stringers and patches of calcite, and reacts strongly to Hcl.

596.8 601.6 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a diorite dyke: med to med coarse grained, grey w/ some 
orange hematite staining, esp near alt healed fractures. This unit is quite 
hard, mod mag, and esentially non calcitic except where invaded by stringers 
of calcite. This unit is slightly pitted and contains fragments of basaltic 
material up to 2cm wide. Contacts for this unit are sharp, s 70/70 DTCA, w/ 
the lower margin being chilled. Mineralz is fairly well dev within this unit 
w/ X-3% fine diss and coarse euhedral py.

603.0 603.4 Altered Syenite.
This zone holds small incipient dyklets (alt syentie?)up to lcm wide, which 
are orchre in colour, quite hard, non calcitic, and weakly mag. These 
dyklets are well mineralz w/ X-2% fine diss py.

604.5 610.8 Gabbro.
Gabbroic inclusion which is black green in colour, and has a somewhat patchy
appearance. Upper contact gradational, lower sharp   70 DTCA.

610.8 613.0 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite: grey black w/ only a hint of orange
hematite staining, quite hard, med to med coarse grained, non calcitic, and
slightly to mod mag. This unit is fairly well mineralz w/ 11 fine diss and
coarse euhedral py. Lower contact diff to determine because broken blocky
core.

621.8 623.9 Basalt.
Basalt in this zone is very fol and contains bands of black, very soft, fine 
grained material, probably chlorite. This unit is strongly mag, and reacts 
strongly to Hcl. Fairly well mineralz w/ 2* fine diss and coarse euhedral py 
esp near basal contact which is sharp   70 DTCA.
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623.9 625.5 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of fine grained, ochre coloured material, probably 
alt syenite, which is quite hard, slightly mag, mod calcitic, and quite 
vuggy and pitted. This unit contains fragments of chlorite up to lcm as well 
as stringers of the same material. Basal contact of this unit appears more 
dioritic in nature, with small visible feld xtals. Mineralz within this unit 
is poor w/ tr diss py. Contacts for this unit are well defined @ TO/60 DTCA.

632.0 641.9 Basalt.
Basalt within this unit becomes coarse grained w/ remnant gabbroic textures. 
This unit may be a hybrid of local gabbro/basalt origins. This unit is 
intruded by numerous small dykes of aplite, and a few qtz veins. This unit 
is not well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are well defined 8 60/70 DTCA.

641.9 644.0 Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of gabbro which is med coarse grained, except for 
fine grained chilled margins. This unit is grey green in colour, quite hard, 
weakly mag, and reacts mod to Hcl. Mineralz is not well developed within 
this unit. Contacts are sharp @ 70/80 DTCA.

651.0 653.0 Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of fine grained gabbro, which is grey green in 
colour, w/ some orange hematite staining in fractures. This unit is quite 
hard, mod to strongly mag, and slightly calcitic. Upper contact for this 
unit is gradational, lower contact @ 70 DTCA.

653.0 658.0 Basalt.
Basalt in this zone is intruded by numerous aplite dykes, the most notable
at 657.0 for 4cm.

662.6 663.0 Gabbro.
Gabbroic inclusion, which is fine grained, and extremely vuggy and pitted.
Well mineralz w/ n.,5% diss py.

674.0 698.0 Basalt.
Basalt in this area reacts strongly to Hcl, and is very well mineralz w/ 
X-5% py and up to 10% locally. This unit is quite vuggy and pitted and 
contains broken blocky core from 691 to 698.

703.6 706.0 Broken Blocky Core w/ Gouge.

706.5 707.2 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite: grey to dark grey, med to med coarse
grained, mod mag, and non calcitic. Not well mineralz. Contacts   60/70 DTCA.

711.5 711.9 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dioritic dyke which is steel grey, w/ some orange hematite 
staining in fractures, coarse grained, quite hard, mod mag, and slightly 
calcitic. Not well mineralz. Contact sharp   60/70 DTCA.
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712.0 725.6 Basalt.
Basalt in this zone is intruded by numerous small dyklets of aplite, as well 
as containing a couple of fine grained gabbroic inclusions. This zone is not 
well mineralz. Veining is moderate w/ a couple of small qtz +- ank veins.

725.6 729.0 Mafic Intrusive.
Sequence cut by a mafic intrusive dyke: grey black, fine grained, slightly 
mag, and strongly calcitic. This unit contains a yellow orange qtz *- ank 
vein   727.5 for 3cm. Mineralz w/ tr fine diss py. Contacts for this unit 
are irregular @ 50, lower contact difficult to determine because of BBC for 
last 3 inches.

755.0 757.7 Mafic Intrusive.
Sequence cut by a mafic intrusive dyke, black, mod mag, strongly calcitic
mineralz w/ J.% very coarse euhedral py. Contacts diffuse.

775.7 776.4 Aplite.
Sequence contains an aplite dyke which runs parallel to the core axis. This 
unit has a black white speckled appearance, is quite hard, mod mag, and 
calcitic. This unit is not well mineralz.

777.1 777.2 Aplite.
Basaltic unit contains a fairly large fragment of aplite, similar to
previously described aplite unit.

778.8 778.9 Aplite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of aplite similar to previously described aplite
unit. Contacts are sharp @ 50/50 DTCA.

785.0 785.5 Aplite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of aplite similar to previously described units.

796.0 797.7 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite: off white to grey w/ some orange hematite 
staining. This unit is quite hard, weakly mag, and slightly, calcitic. This 
unit is med grained, and not well mineralz. Contacts for unit are well 
defined 8 50/75 DTCA.

799.3 800.7 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite which is grey w/ a fairly large amount of
mafic material within its matrix, and some orange hematite staining. This
unit is coarse grained at upper contact, gradding to fine grained at basal
contact. Non mag, and non calcitic. This unit is very well mineralz w/ S.0%
fine diss and coarse euhedral py. Contact for this unit are sharp   70/55
DTCA.

805.2 805.5 Diorite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of diorite: off white to grey, quite hard, mod mag,
and slightly calcitic. Not well mineralz. Contacts   70/70 DTCA.

806.7 806.9 Diorite.
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Sequence cut by a diorite dyke: grey w/ mod orange hematite staining, med 
grained, strongly mag, slightly calcitic. This unit is well mineralz w/ l-2% 
diss py. Contacts sharp @ 60/70 DTCA.

811.5 814.0 Basalt.
Basalt in this area is extremely vuggy and pitted. This area is fol, and
contains high levels of mineralz w/ coarse euhedral py up to 5%.

829.9 1037.3 GABBRO
Contact into a gabbroic sequence: grey green in colour, fine to coarse 
grained, quite hard, mod mag to strongly mag locally, and reacts Slightly to 
Hcl. This unit alternates between coarse and fine grained units w/ grain 
size changing accordingly. This unit is cut by dykes of basalt, mafic 
intrusives, and diorite,as well as syenite. Contacts between coarse and fine 
grain units can be either sharp or gradational. This unit is not 
particularly well mineralz w/ tr py, concentrated near calcite stringers and 
adjacent to intrusive contacts. Upper contact for this unit is sharp   70 
DTCA. This unit contains inclusions of basalt particularly near upper 
contact and near contact with basaltic intrusions.

834.8 837.0 Basalt.
Sequence cut by a dyke of basalt: grey to dark grey, fine grained, mod mag, 
strongly calcitic, and massive. This unit is not well mineralz. Contacts   
50/80 DTCA.

838.8 842.0 Mafic Intrusive.
Sequence cut by a mafic intrusive dyke, which contains a 5cm gabbroic 
fragment at 441.5. This intrusive dyke is black, fine grained, mod mag, and 
strongly calcitic. This unit is not well mineralz. Contacts for this unit 
are sharp ® 80/50 DTCA.

842.0 854.1 Gabbro Basalt Mafic Intrusive.
Gabbroic sequence in this zone is intercalated w/ basalt which exhibits flow 
breccia at 847.0. This unit is also cut by a mafic intrusive dyke @ 847.8 
848.6 S 40/40 DTCA. This intrusive dyke is black and contains black tabular 
shiny xtals which are aligned and mimic the fol(biotite?) Mineralz is not 
well dev in this zone.

856.9 885.6 Gabbro.
Gabbros in this zone are extremely chewed up and alt. This unit exhibits 
weak fol in some areas and becomes quite contorted between 880.0 i 882.0 
This unit remains mod mag, quite hard, and strongly calcitic.

888.0 891.2 Basalt.
Contact into a coarse grained basalt, grey green black, quite hard, mod mag, 
and slightly calcitic. This unit is not well mineralz. Contacts for this 
unit are gradational.

900.9 914.0 Basalt.
Gradational contact into a highly chewed up and alt zone which appears to be
basaltic in nature. This unit is softer than surrounding rx, mod to strongly
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mag and weakly calcitic. This unit is fine grained, and ranges in colour 
from pale blue to grey black w/ large amounts of hematite staining. This 
unit has a finely felted texture and is extremely fractured. This unit is 
also quite vuggy, pitted, and well mineralz w/ l-2% fine diss and fine 
euhedral py. Contacts for this unit gradational.

935.0 945.0 Basalt.
Contact into a highly alt basalt: fine grained, foliated @ approx 55 DTCA, 
quite soft, green black w/ some orange hematite staining, weakly mag, and 
reacts mod to Hcl. This unit is not well mineralz except near contacts where 
py reaches Ut. Contacts ® 80/60 DTCA. This unit also contains a large qtz *- 
ank vein @ 942.0 943.0 @ 30/50 DTCA. This vein contains fragments of 
chlorite up to lcm wide, Not well mineralz.

939.9 940.9 Mafic Intrusive.
Sequence cut by a mafic intrusive dyke which is black to ochre in colour, 
weakly mag, and strongly calcitic. This unit is fine grained, and contains 
Small (up to a cm) sized fragments of gabbroic material, particularly near 
contacts. This unit is mineralz w/ n.% py. Contacts   80/60 DTCA.

955.9 957.4 Syenite.
Sequence contains an inclusion of syenite: pinkish grey in colour, quite 
hard, variably mag, and calcitic. This unit is fine grained and finely 
fractured. This unit contains small flees of hematite as well as chlorite. 
Mineralz within this zone is mod dev w/ D.5% fine euhedral py. Contacts   
50/60 DTCA. This unit is also quite pitted and vuggy. Gabbroic units on 
either side of this inclusion are quite alt.

960.3 964.8 Basalt.
Gradational contact into an alt basalt: blue grey, fine grained, quite soft, 
variably mag, non calcitic, w/ an inclusion of gabbro   963.0 for 5cm. This 
unit is not well mineralz. Basal contact also gradational.

969.0 1036.9 Carbonated Gabbro.
Gabbroic units in zone become carb and alt and are foliated w/ the fol avg
approx 55 DTCA.

985.0 985.5 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite: grey orange, fine grained, quite hard, 
weakly mag, and non calcitic. This unit contains a qtz + - ank vein, and is 
mod mineralz w/ J.% py. Contacts for this unit are sharp   50/50 DTCA.

999.5 1000.3 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite: grey pink w/ a hint of orange, fine 
grained, finely fractured, vuggy and pitted. This unit is quite hard, 
variably mag, and slightly calcitic. Mineralz within this unit is mod dev w/ 
1.5% fine diss and fine euhedral py as well as tr chalcopyrite. Contacts for 
this unit are irregular   40/50 DTCA.

1001.0 1001.1 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite, similar to previously described syenite
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unit. Not well mineralz. Contacts 8 50/40 DTCA.

1002.2 1003.4 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a syenite dyke: pinkish grey, fine grained, finely 
fractured, pitted and slightly vuggy. This unit is quite hard, variably mag, 
and slightly calcitic. Syenite has a psudo porphyritic texture, containing 
poorly dev phenocrysts of feld within its matrix. This unit also contains 
small fragments of chlorite as well as flees of hematite. Mineralz w/ approx 
i\ diss and euhedral py. Contacts irregular   50/60 DTCA.

1003.9 1004.0 Syenite.
Syenite dyke very similar to above described unit. Contacts e 60/60 DTCA.

1013.5 1016.5 Syenite.
Gabbroic unit is cut by 4 small syenite dykes   1013.5 to 1013.7   70/60 
DTCA,   1014.3 to 1014.5 @ 60/70 DTCA,   1015.0 to 1015.3   80/80 DTCA, and 
  1016.3 1016.6   80/70 DTCA. These syenites are red orange in colour, quite 
hard, fine grained, non mag, and mod calcitic. These units contain fragments 
of chlorite up to lcm, as well as flees of hematite. Mineralz w/ IS; diss and 
euhedral py.

1017.8 1018.2 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite which is orange red, fine grained, quite 
hard, non mag, and strongly calcitic. This unit has a finely fractured 
texture, is quite pitted and vuggy. This unit is fairly well mineralz w/ 
fine diss and fine euhedral py. Contacts are 40/50 DTCA.

1021.9 1022.8 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite: orange, fine grained, quite hard, non 
mag, mod calcitic, finely fractured, pitted, and slightly vuggy. Well 
mineralz w/ l-3i fine diss and euhedral py. Contacts sharp ® 60/70 DTCA.

1030.0 1035.9 Syenite.
Contact into a dyke of syenite which is quite variable in texture and 
colour. At upper contact of this unit rx is slightly granulated and has a 
finely felted texture, with grey orange colouration. This unit grades into a 
more typical fine grained bright orange unit at basal contact, losing its 
initial granulated appearance. This unit is quite hard, variably mag, and 
variably calcitic, w/ the basal portion being finely fractured. This unit 
contains an inclusion of blue black, soft, foliated, Komatiitic ultramafic 
rock   1031.5 to 1032.2. Syenite in this zone is well mineralz w/ 2.5% fine 
diss and fine euhedral py. Contacts for this unit   80/50 DTCA.

1037.3 1037.4 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

1037.4 1250.0 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
Gradational contact into a typical ultamafic type unit which is associated 
w/ the start of the deformation zone. This unit is blue black to green black 
in colour, and contains an ank component, expressed as discontinous 
stringers and blebs of carbonate which mimic the fol   approx 50 DTCA. This 
unit is soft, variably mag, fine grained, and does not react to Hcl. This
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unit is quite contorted, and contains sections of broken blocky core with 
gouge and granulated areas as well as brecciated zones associated with 
faulting. This unit is well veined w/ qtz -t-- ank but is not well mineralz w/ 
only tr py. This komatiite unit is cut by dykes of felsite, and alt syenite 
as well as containing dykes and inclusions of carb gabbro.

1038.0 1039.2 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carbonated gabbro: black w/ some orange hematite 
staining, fol, fine to med grained, and non calcitic. Mineralz w/ tr py. 
Contact sharp S 70/70 DTCA.

1040.0 1040.3 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of alt syenite: brown orange, fine grained, quite 
hard, weakly mag, and non calcitic. Not well minerlaz. Contacts diff to 
determine due to BBC.

1053.5 1062.7 Ultramafic Komatiite Broken Blocky Core w/ Gouge. 
Komatiite in this zone is broken, blocky, w/ gouge and granulation. This 
unit also contains fault breccia, and is missing 3.5 feet of core. This is 
also highly contorted. Brecciated area between 1057 and 1059, fragments in 
breccia included qtz, syenite, gabbro, and komattite.

1064.0 1064.4 Quartz.
Sequence contains a milky white qtz *- ank vein, not well mineralz. Contacts
  50/50 DTCA.

1064.4 1064.6 Syenite.
Syenite dyke, similar to syenite @ 1040.0. Mineralz w/ l\ py. Contacts
irregular S 60/60 DTCA.

1067.0 1071.0 Syenite.
Komatiite unit is cut by numerous small syenite dyklets. This zone contains 
broken blocky core making it difficult to determine extent and angle to 
which dykes cut core axis. Mineralz w/ tr py.

1073.3 1075.6 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro: black to ochre in colour, med
grained, mod mag, and non calcitic. Not well mineralz. Contacts   40/50 DTCA.

1076.7 1077.9 Porphyritic Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of porphyritic syenite: brown red, finely fractured. 
Quite hard, weakly mag, non calcitic. This unit contains fairly well dev 
phenos of feld within its fine grained matrix. Mineralz w/ ^ fine diss py. 
Contacts for this unit are irregular 8 60/70 DTCA.

1079.5 1090.9 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a large syenite dyke which contains zone which are 
porphyritic in nature, containing moderately dev phenos of feld within its 
fine grained matrix. This unit is bright orange to brown orange in colour, 
finely fractured, quite hard, mod mag, non calcitic, and has a considerable 
mafic content, mainly chlorite, and some hematite. This unit contains broken
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blocky core between 1079.5 and 1087.0. Veining is mod dev within this unit 
with limited qtz *- ank veins. Mineralz is fairly well dev w/ l-2% fine diss 
py. Contacts for this unit are sharp @ 50/50 DTCA.

1093.0 1093.7 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a brown orange, fine grained syenite dyke. Mineralz w/ tr
fine diss py. Contacts are sharp @ 40/80 DTCA.

1094.4 1102.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
There is 8 feet of lost core from this area.

1005.2 1009.0 Felsite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of felsite: possibly alt syenite. This unit is 
brownish red, fine grained, quite hard, non mag, non calcitic, and quite 
well mineralz w/ X-3% very fine diss py. Contacts for this dyke are hard to 
det because of BBC.

1110.0 1111.0 Felsite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of felsite: possibly alt syenite. This unit is 
similar to previously described felsite. Mineralz w/ 2% fine diss py. 
Contacts for this unit difficult to determine due to BBC.

1111.8 1111.9 8 inches lost core in this area.

1114.9 1115.7 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro: black to grey black, fol, med 
grained, quite hard, non calcitic, and mod mag. This unit is not well 
mineralz. Contacts for this dyke are well defined S 60/70 DTCA.

1129.7 1130.4 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro: black, fol, fine grained, non mag, 
slightly calcitic. This unit is not well mineralz. Contacts for this unit 
are well def S 70/30 DTCA.

1131.0 1131.9 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro which contains fragments of komatiite 
up to 2cm wide. Apart from komatiite inclusions this unit is very similar to 
previously described unit. Contacts   TO/60 DTCA.

1136.3 1136.6 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro similar to above described unit.
Contacts @ 50/40 DTCA.

1136.6 1137.2 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of alt syenite which is ochre in colour, quite hard 
mod mag, and mod calcitic. This unit has a finely fractured texture, and is 
fine grained. Not well mineralz. Contacts sharp @ 40/50 DTCA.

1143.5 1150.1 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro: grey black w/ some orange hematite
staining, med grained, quite hard, fol, mod to locally strongly mag, and mod
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calcitic. This unit contains l 2cm fragment of komatiite near upper contact. 
Not well mineralz. Contacts well def s 50/70 DTCA.

1154.0 1155.2 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of alt syenite: brown red, fine grained, finely 
fractured, mod mag, and slightly calcitic. Mineralz within this unit is 
fairly well dev w/ 1^ fine diss and fine euhedral py. Contacts for this 
unit are sharp a 80/70 DTCA.

1155.4 1157.4 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro: black fine to med grained, fol, mod 
mag, and non calcitic. This unit contains weak pale green colour for l inch 
before basal contact. Not well mineralz. Contacts @ 70/60 DTCA.

1157.4 1162.9 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke: pinkish grey, fine to med grained, finely fractured, 
finely felted, quite hard, mod to strongly mag, and non calcitic. This unit 
appears pseudo porphyritic in nature containing poorly dev phenos of feld 
within its matrix. This unit also contains the odd larger fragment of 
komatiite material. Unit is well mineralz w/ l-2% fine diss and coarse 
euhedral py. Contacts for this unit are sharp   60/80 DTCA.

1162.9 1167.0 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro: fine grained @ chilled upper margin,
grading to med grained, then returning to fine grained at basal contact
which is also chilled. This unit is black, mod to strongly mag, and
calcitic. Mineralz is not well dev nor is veining. Contacts for this unit @
80/70.

1167.0 1167.4 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a syenite dyke: orange brown, fine grained, quite hard, mod 
mag, finely felted, finely fractured, and mod calcitic. This unit is fairly 
well veined w/ qtz *- ank, and is mineralz w/ tr-1% py. Contacts for this 
unit @ 70/55 DTCA.

1167.4 1168.8 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro: similar to previously described unit
@ 1162.9. Contacts S 55/80 DTCA.

1168.8 1175.1 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of syenite: grey orange, fine grained, quite hard, 
mod mag, and mod calcitic. This unit is finely fractured, and has a slightly 
felted texture. Mineralz is fairly well dev within this unit diss and 
euhedral py @ l-2%. Contacts for this unit are sharp S 70/70 DTCA.

1175.1 1176.8 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiite in this zone is broken and blocky with a section of fault breccia
  1176.0 for 3cm. Breccia fragments include syenite, qtz, and komatiite.

1176.8 1177.7 Altered Syenite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of alt syenite: brown red, quite hard, mod mag, mod
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calcitic, fine grained, and well mineralz w/ 1-21; diss py. Contacts for this 
unit   60/60 DTCA.

1177.7 1187.4 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro: black w/ a slight ochre tint, fine to 
med grained, quite hard, mod to strongly mag, calcitic, slightly foliated, 
and slightly contorted. This unit contains the odd fragment of komatiite, as 
well as a few small incipient dyklets of syenite between 1178.2 and 1178.8. 
This unit is better mineralz than previous gabbroic units w/ llr very fine 
diss and very coarse euhedral py. Contacts for this unit are well def @ 
60/60 DTCA.

1187.4 1187.5 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Inclusion of komatiite which has a pale green colour, suggesting weak
fuchsite alt. Contacts @ 60/70 DTCA.

1187.5 1190.6 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro: grey pink, fine grained, quite hard, 
calcitic, and invaded by incipient dyklets of syenite. This unit is quite 
well mineralz w/ 1-21: fine diss py. Contacts at 70/80 DTCA.

1194.0 1196.6 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro: grey ochre in colour, med grained,
quite hard, mod mag,calcitic, mineralz w/ tr py. Contacts @ 70/70 DTCA.

1197.6 1198.2 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro, similar to above described unit.
Contacts   60/60 DTCA.

1199.0 1205.5 Carbonated Gabbro.
Sequence cut by a dyke of carb gabbro: ochre in colour and well mineralz for
first 4 inches then grading to black w/ only tr py. Contacts 60/70 DTCA.

1205.9 1207.0 Carbonated Gabbro.
Dyke of carb gabbro: black to ochre in colour, fine grained, foliated, mod
to strongly mag, non calcitic, and not well mineralz. Contacts S 70/70 DTCA.

1207.0 1208.8 Felsite.
Dyke of felsite: light brown, fine grained, hard, weakly mag, non calcitic,
finlely felted, and finely fractured- This unit contains a large qtz vein @
1207.1 to 1207.8. Not particularly mineralz w/ H.% py. Contacts @ 70/80 DTCA.

1208.8 1211.2 Ultramafic Komatiite. 
Komatiite is gouged and granulated.

1211.2 1214.6 Carbonated Gabbro.
Dyke of carb gabbro: similar to unit described @ 1205.9. This unit contains
an inclusion of komatiite   1212.9 to 1213.6. Contacts for gabbro   70/50
DTCA.

1214.6 1223.8 Felsite.
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Dyke of felsite: ochre to tan in colour, fine grained, finely fractured, 
hard, variably mag, and non calcitic. This unit appears to have intersected 
a pre existing mafic dyke, as the chilled margins are on the felsite side of 
the contact. This mafic dyke is blonde in colour possibly due to sericite 
alt from felsite. Contacts   60/50 DTCA, occurs e 1700.5 1700.9. Felsite in 
this zone is well mineralz w/ l-3% fine diss and fine euhedral py. Contact 
for this unit   50/70 DTCA.

1223.8 1224.6 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a unit of what appears to be highly alt komatiite. This unit is 
blonde in colour, and quite hard. Contacts @ 70/70 DTCA. Mineralz not 
particularly well dev.

1224.6 1225.0 Syenite.
Dyke of syenite: red brown, well mineralz w/ 2-31; fine diss py. Contacts @
70/70 DTCA.

1225.0 1225.6 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a blonde, fine grained, quite hard unit which appears to be 
highly alt gabbro. Possibly alt by sericite brought into the system by 
syenite/felsite dykes.

1225.6 1226.9 Syenite.
Dyke of syenite: red brown, fine grained, well veined w/ qtz *- ank, quite 
hard, non mag, and non calcitic. This unit is well mineralz w/ fine diss and 
fine euhedral py at 2-3%. Contacts for this unit e 60/60 DTCA.

1226.9 1229.8 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a blue black komatiite unit which becomes invaded w/ incipient 
syenite dyklets below 1228.0, alt the colour to a pale orange tan and 
increasing the mineralz from tr to Hi py. Contacts O 60/70 DTCA.

1229.8 1236.1 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a gabbroic unit which is grey black up to 1231.0 where it
becomes invaded by small syenite dyklets and becomes a tan orange colour.
This unit contains a large milky white qtz t- ank vein S 1232.1 to 1232.6  
60/60 DTCA. This gabbroic unit is not particularly well mineralz w/ tr-1%
fine diss py. Contacts for this unit S 85/60 DTCA. This unit is broken and
blocky between 1234.9 1236.0.
1236.1 1240.4 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiite in this zone is well veined w/ qtz t- ank.

1240.4 1250.0 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a fine grained, blonde, hard, weakly mag, and non calcitic unit
possibly alt gabbro, which contains inclusions of komatiite. This zone is
foliated and well veined w/ qtz +- ank. Mineralz is fairly well dev w/ It py
and up tp 3% locally. Contacts for this unit @ 60/50 DTCA.
This unit is cut by a dyke of syenite S 1242.2 1242.7 @ 50/60 DTCA, well
mineralz w/ diss py @ l.Slr.

1250.0 1267.7 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE
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Contact into green carb zone: med green to pale green, foliated, quite 
contorted, variably mag, and non calcitic. The ank component is expressed as 
discontinous stringers of carb which define the foliation. This unit is very 
well veined w/ qtz *- ank. There are also a number of tan to blonde alt 
bands, which tend to hold the majority of py mineralz. Upper Contact for 
this unit   50 DTCA, lower contact is gradational.

1267.7 1387.9 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

Gradational contact into a komatiite unit: bleached off white colour finely 
felted texture, fol, contorted, and considerably harder than typical blue 
black komatiite, until 1276.0. Below this point komatiite regains its 
typical blue black colouration and talcy feel. Above 1276.0 unit is quite 
well mineralz w/ 2% very fine diss py. This unit is cut by dykes of carb 
gabbro, and syenite, as well as containing numerous blonde to tan alt bands. 
Veining is well dev within this unit with qtz *- ank.

1273.7 1274.3 Blonde Alteration Zone.
Blonde alt zone which is fairly well mineralz w/ n.,5% very fine diss py.

1276.0 1276.2 Blonde Alteration Zone.
Alt zone mineralz w/ 1.0* very fine diss py.

1276.9 1277.4 Blonde Alteration Zone.
Blonde alt zone mineralz w/ Q.75% fine diss and fine euhedral py.

1279.0 1279.2 Blonde Alteration Zone.
Blonde alt zone well mineralz w/ 2^ very fine diss py.

1279.5 1280.4 Ochre Alteration Zone.
Ochre alt zone well mineralz w/ l-3% fine diss and fine euhedral py.

1287.1 1287.6 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a carb gabbro unit: grey to ochre in colour, fine grained, 
foliated, quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic. Not particularly well 
mineralz. Contacts 8 50/50 DTCA.

1288.4 1289.3 Carbonated Gabbro.
Carb gabbro similar to previously described unit. Contacts @ 60/50 DTCA.

1289.9 1290.4 Altered Gabbro.
Carb gabbro dyke: coarse grained grey to ochre in colour, mineralz w/ l li
coarse euhedral py. Contacts   60/60 DTCA.

1295.0 1297.2 Syenite.
Dyke of syenite: brown orange to brown red, fine grained, quite hard, finely 
fractured, mod mag, non calcitic, and well mineralz w/ 3.5% fine diss py. 
Inclusion of carb gabbro @ 1296.0 for 2cm. Contact for this syenite are 
irregular @ 45/55 DTCA.

1299.3 1300.4 Carbonated Gabbro.
Dyke of carb gabbro: ochre, fine grained, finely felted, quite hard, mod
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mag, non calcitic, and well veined w/ qtz -t-- ank. This unit is not well 
mineralz. Contacts   30/70 DTCA.

1300.9 1301.4 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a carb gabbro dyke: ochre, fine grained, foliated, mod mag, and 
non calcitic. This zone contains a few incipient syenite dykes, which 
probably lend to the ochre colouration. This unit is mineralz w/ li fine 
euhedral py. Contacts for this unit are well defined @ 60/50 DTCA.

1302.4 1303.8 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a carb gabbro which grades to a zone of grey to beige alt near
basal contact. Contacts S 60/40 DTCA.

1304.9 1305.1 Blonde Alteration Zone.
Contact into a blonde alt zone, hard, slightly mag, w/ flees of mafics 
within it, fine grained, and well mineralz w/ fine and some coarse py up to 
2^. Contacts well defined @ 50/40 DTCA.

1309.3 1309.9 Felsite.
Contact into a beige to tan coloured, fine grained, finely fractured, hard, 
mod mag, and non calcitic felsite dyke which is mineralz w/ tr-1% fine diss 
py. Contacts e 60/70 DTCA, and irregular.

1314.7 1316.4 Altered Syenite.
Contact into a dyke of alt syenite to felsite, which is tan to brown in 
colour, fine grained, finely fractured, hard, non to weakly mag, and well 
veined w/ qtz. This unit also contains a couple of stringers to blebs of 
chlorite. Mineralz is well dev w/ 2.0% fine diss py, and some coarse 
euhedral py associated w/ chlorite blebs. Upper contact sharp @ 70 DTCA, 
lower contact irregular.

1317.0 1317.4 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into an ochre, fol, hard, med grained dyke of carb gabbro? w/
incipient syenite? dyklets. Well mineralz w/ 2^ py. Contacts @ 60/60 DTCA.
1317.9 1320.7 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact w/ chilled margin into a dyke of carb gabbro: brown to ochre in
colour, fol S approx 40 DTCA, quite hard, weakly mag, non calcitic, w/
possible incipient syenite dyklets S 1319.3 to 1319.7. This unit is med
grained, mod veined w/ qtz t- ank, as well as being well mineralz w/ a 2.5%
mix of both fine and coarse py. Lower contact 80 DTCA.

1328.4 1328.9 Ochre Alteration Zone.
Komatiite unit which has been alt to an ochre to purple colour. This unit is 
fol, fine grained and considerably harder than surrounding UM units. This 
unit is mineralz w/ tr fine diss py.

1336.0 1339.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Foliation within komatiite becomes quite contorted here, and runs parallel
to core axis.
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1346.1 1347.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiite is carbonated: brown to orangish brown, slightly fol, hard, and
mod mag. Not well mineralz. Contacts @ 30/60 DTCA.

1348.9 1351.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a carbonated komatiite unit?, which has a patchy grey brown 
colour. This unit is fine grained, slightly fol, quite hard, mod mag, and 
not well mineralz. Contacts @ 70/80 DTCA.

1351.5 1351.9 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a unit very similar to above described unit, except that 
mineralz is better dev w/ tr-1% py. Contacts @ 70/60. This unit is followed 
by a 2cm band of chlorite.

1353.8 1354.7 Altered Syenite ?.
Contact into an alt syenite?: patchy brown to orange colouration, very hard, 
fine grained, finely fractured, and mod mag. This unit is mineralz w/ x.5% 
fine diss py. Contacts for this unit   80/60 DTCA.

1357.0 1358.0 Ochre Alteration Zone.
Komatiite is alt to an ochre colour and well mineralz w/ a.% very fine diss
py-

1362.1 1375.0 Ochre Alteration Zone.
Komatiite in this area has been afected by varying amounts of ochre alt as 
well as some beige to tan alt zones. This unit also contains an alt syenite 
dyke   1374.2 1374.8   80/70 DTCA, which is mineralz w/ l Ir fine diss py. 
Bands of alt within this unit hold the majority of py mineralz @ tr- 1.5%. 
Alt zones are considerably harder than less alt surrounding komatiite.

1383.0 1385.5 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiite in this zone contains numerous ochre to brownish beige alt bands
which are not well mineralz.

1385.5 1387.0 Syenite.
Contact into a dyke of syenite, red brown, fine grained, finely fractured 
hard, siliceous, mod mag, and modestly veined w/ qtz-ank. This unit is well 
mineralz w/ a mix of fine diss py and coarse py up to 2.5%. Contacts for 
this unit are sharp @ 50/40 DTCA.

1387.0 1387.4 Tuff.
Contact into a light brown to beige, fine grained, hard, non mag unit which 
has a gritty texture, and appears to be a tuff. This unit is not well 
mineralz or well veined. Unit has a distinct banded appearance. Contacts for 
this unit are well defined @ 40/40 DTCA.

1387.9 1442.2 TUFF
Contact into
units. Tuffs

a tuffaceous unit which includes agglomerate/conglomerate 
in this zone are quite variably coloured from olive green to
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pale green to tan and beige w/ pinkish grey and grey coloured sections. They 
are quite hard, siliceous, variably mag, fine grained, banded to foliated, 
with the banding becoming quite contorted in some areas. Veining is modest 
in this unit and mineralz is quite locally variable and ranges from tr to 
3%. Agg/cong Zones within this unit contains well rounded, elongated 
fragments up to 2cm in size contained w/in a fine grained matrix. Visible 
frags includetqtz, chlorite, syenite, and komatiite. Earlier in this system 
(above 1410) there is an ankerite component expressed as discontinous 
stringers or lens shaped blebs of grey to brownish ank which define the 
banded appearance. Contacts between units in this system can be sharp or 
gradational.

1397.6 1406.9 Tuff.
Tuffs in this zone appear to lose ank component and grade to a weak pink 
colour. This zone contains the most well dev mineralz of the system w/ py S 
2-3*: concentrated near upper contact.

1407.1 1409.0 Tuff.
Tuffs in this zone regain ank component,
of qtz and chlorite. Not well mineralz.

and contain the odd larger fragment

1417.0 1424.0 Tuff.
Gradational contact into a tuffaceous unit which has a larger grain size 
than previous units, this unit does not have the typical banded appearance 
and has a finely felted texture.

1428.0 1442.2 Tuff Agglomerate.
Gradational contact into a tuffaceous unit which contains a zone of agg type 
rx between 1437 and 1440.4. This zone is extremely variable in grain size in 
colour from fine grained to med grained and from olive to tan in colour. 
This unit has only a slightly banded appearance, is not well mineralz and 
contains a qtz vein ® 1440.4 to 1440.8 @ 60/50 DTCA. At 1438 there is a lcm 
blebs of extremely hard, tan coloured siliceous material which may be cherty 
in nature. The basal portion of this unit contains the odd fragment of 
fuchsite alt komatiite. Lower contact for this unit 8 70 DTCA and diffuse.

1442.2 1476.0 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE
Contact into a green carb unit, which contains varying amounts of fuchsite 
alt in an UM komatiite host rx. This unit ranges from typical komatiite blue 
black to pale green and a darker green which approaches the emerald green 
seen earlier in the hole, but never quite gets there. This unit is fol   
approx 60 DTCA, is quite contorted, non to locally weakly mag, and 
considerably harder than blue black non carbonated zones. This system 
contains an ank component expressed as discontinous stringers and lens 
shaped blebs of milky to grey ank which mimic the foliation. This unit is 
cut by dykes of felsite as well as containing numerous patchy beige to 
blonde alt zones. Mineralz is limited in this unit except in intrusions and 
alt zones. Veining is fairly well dev w/ qtz-ank. The lower contact is 
gradational, into a more typical komatiite unit.
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1451.5 1451.9 Felsite.
Contact into a dyke of felsite: brown to tan patchy appearance, quite hard, 
weakly mag, finely fractured texture, fine grained and well veined w/ 
qtz-ank. This unit is well mineralz w/ 2-3% py and has sharp contacts   
80/70 DTCA.

1452.1 1452.3 Felsite.
Contact into another felsite dyke very simialr to above described unit. Well
mineralz w/ 2% fine diss py. Contacts @ 60/70 DTCA.

1452.6 1452.8 Blonde Alteration Zone.
Green carb is alt to a blonde colour, and is well mineralz w/ X.5% py.

1454.3 1454.7 Blonde Alteration Zone.
Green carb is alt to a blonde colour and is well mineralz w/ 1.5% py.

1454.9 1456.9 Felsite.
Felsite dyke, beige to brown w/ grey patchy appearance, quite hard, non to
weakly mag, fine grained, and finely fractured. This unit is fairly well
veined w/ qtz-ank and well mineralz w/ 2.5*i fine diss py. Contacts   TO/60
DTCA.

1460.0 1461.0 Green Carbonate Zone.
Green carb in this zone is very well veined w/ qtz-ank making up about 603;
of the core.

1461.1 1463.8 Broken Blocky Core.
Broken blocky core within green carb which is a lime green to yellow green
colour.

1463.8 1469.4 Green Carbonate Zone.
Green carb unit in this area contains a couple of lime green bands in dark 
green unit until 1465.6 where unit grades to a lime green colour. This lime 
green zone is mineralz w/ tr very fine diss py.

1469.4 1476.0 Green Carbonate Zone.
Fuchsite alt begins to decrease gradationally in this area till end of green 
carb zone. Core in this area is comprised of a 40 % qtz-ank and contains 
better py mineralz than the rest of the green carb rx. Near the basal 
contact of this unit the fol becomes shallow @ approx 25 DTCA. This zone is 
also effected by numerous bands and patches of blonde alt which are variably 
mineralz w/ py from tr to 2%.

1476.0 1523.7 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
Contact into a blue black to tan an ochre coloured komatiite unit. In 
general this unit is blue black, soft, weakly mag, foliated @ 55-65 DTCA, 
and quite contorted. This unit contains numerous bands to patchy sections of 
alt ranging in colour from blonde to beige to ochre. These alt zones are 
considerably harder than blue black sections, but generally retain 
foliation. This unit is cut by dykes of syenite, porh syenite and felsite.
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UMs in this zone have a well dev ankerite component expressed as 
discontinous stringers, which mimic the foliation. This unit is mod veined 
and sparsely mineralz except adjacent and within intrusions and adjacent to 
and w/in alt zones. Upper contact gradational, lower contact sharp along a 
dyke of felsite   80 DTCA. Alt zones w/in this sequence include: 1476 - 
1478.2 beige alt, 1480.0 1484.0 patchy and banded beige to tan to ochre alt, 
1485.8 - 1486.0 bands of ochre alt w/ qtz vein which is well mineralz, 
between 1505.5 and 1511.0 there are numerous variably sized bands of ochre 
alt. In addition to these areas alt is fairly consistantly located for a few 
inches on either side of intrusions as a function of these intrusions. In 
addition to mentioned dykes there are numerous incipient dyklets throughout 
this unit.

1492.3 1494.2 Porphyritic Syenite.
Dyke of porph syenite, brownish ochre, hard, fine grained, finely fractured 
and strongly mag. This unit contains mod well dev phenos of feld w/in its 
fine grained matrix. Mineralz w/ Q.75% py. Contacts @ 70/60 DTCA.

1494.9 1495.7 Syenite.
Dyke of syenite, brownish orange, hard, fine grained, mod mag, well veined 
and well mineralz w/ 2% py. This unit contains one small band of chlorite. 
Contacts S 50/50 DTCA.

1496.3 1497.9 Syenite.
Dyke of syenite, dull orangeish brown, fine grained, finely fractured, 
flecked w/ mafic material, well veined, and well mineralz w/ 2% py. Contacts 
for this unit   50/60 DTCA.

1512.6 1512.7 Syenite.
Dyke of syenite, narrow and similar to above mentioned unit, contacts @
60/60 DTCA.

1514.9 1515.0 Syenite.
Syenite dyke, brownish red to ochre, fine grained, finely fractured, non
mag, well veined w/ qtz-ank and well mineralz w/ l-2% py. Contacts @ 40/60
DTCA.

1515.2 1515.3 Syenite.
Narrow dyke of syenite, similar to previously described unit, contacts ®
70/70. Very well mineralz w/ 5*! py.

1518.3 1519.5 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiite, has a pale green colour, from weak fuchsite alt.

1519.5 1523.7 Felsite.
Contact into a large brown to tan coloured dyke of felsite. This unit is 
fine grained, siliceous, finely fractured, very weakly mag and non calcitic. 
This unit contains a few small blebs and stringers of chlorite as well as 
being well veined and very well mineralz w/ a mix of fine diss and coarse 
euhedral py @ 2-3%. Contacts for this unit 9 60/80 DTCA.
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1523.7 1561.3 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE
Contact into a fuchsite alt komatiite unit, lime to med green w/ typical 
blue black sections, as well as intercalated tuffaceous units and dykes of 
carb gabbro and felsite to syenite. Greeen carbs are quite hard, variably 
mag, variably foliated and quite contorted. The ank component is expressed 
as discontinous stringers and patches which mimic the foliation. Green carb 
also contains the odd beige to tan patch to band of alt which are mineralz 
w/ fine diss py. Aside from alt zones and adjacent to intrusions green carb 
unit it not well minerlaz. Contacts for this unit @ 60/60 DTCA.

1527.5 1530.0 Tuff.
Contact into a unit which appears to be a carb tuff, pale orange pink to 
green grey, fine grained w/ a gritty texture, fol/banded appearance, quite 
siliceous, variably mag, w/ some carb komatiite material w/in it near basal 
contact. Sparsely mineralz and veined. Contacts /S 50/40 DTCA.

1543.7 1545.0 Felsite.
Contact into a dyke of felsite? brown to beige, fine grained, finely 
fractured appearance, siliceous, non to weakly mag, and chloritic. This unit 
is mod veined and well mineralz w/ 2-3% py as well as tr chalcopyrite. 
Contacts well defined @ 80/70 DTCA.

1545.0 1546.5 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a highly alt unit which appears to be a carbonated gabbro? This 
unit is grades from grey to tan to dull orangish, and is med grained, quite 
hard, and weakly mag. This unit has been invaded by numerous syenite to 
felsite incipieny dyklets which lend to the alt. Mineralz is well dev w/in 
this unit with a mix of fine diss and coarse euhedral py to 2.5*;. Contacts 
for this zone @ 70/60 DTCA, w/ the basal contact being a bit irregular.

1546.5 1554.7 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiite, blue black, soft, fol, except between 1547.6 to 1548.9 where unit 
is cut by numerous small incipient dyklets of syenite and alt to a pink red 
colour.

1554.7 1558.3 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiite here has also been alt by incipient style of dyklets and looks
very similar to previously described unit.

1558.3 1559.0 Ultramafic Komatiite. 
Komatiite regains green colour.

1559.0 1561.3 Syenite.
Contact into a syenite dyke, brownish orange to orange, fine grained, finely
fractured appearance, quite hard, non mag, and some chlorite filled
fractures. This unit is not particularly well mineralz. Contacts @ 60/80
DTCA.

1561.3 1771.2 TUFF
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Contact into a unit of tuffaceous rx intercalated w/ 
agglomerate/conglomerate type units. This unit is quite variably coloured 
from pale green to grey green to grey w/ tan to orangish brown sections. 
This unit is fine grained, w/ a gritty texture, quite siliceous, variably 
mag, and has a banded appearance. Banded appearance becomes contorted in 
some areas. Agglom /cong in this sequence contain elongated fragments up to 
2cm in size, which include qtz, syenite, and komatiite contained in a fine 
grained matrix. This unit also contains a few incipient style of syenite 
dyklets earlier in the sequence. Veining is modest as is mineralz, except in 
areas adjacent to incipient dyklets where py can reach 1.5*.

1564.0 1565.0 Fault Zone.
Contact into a zone which is highly contorted and contains fault breccia W/ 
brecciated fragments being cm sized and including: qtz, syenite, and 
tuffaceous material.

1577.0 1585.5 Fault Zone.
Tuff, which contains slightly granulated core till 1579.0 where core becomes 
broken and contains fault breccia till 1579.9, where there is a contact into 
a bright orange syenite dyke till 1580.4. Below this point the core becomes 
blocky till 1585.0 w/ 3.7 feet of ncr. At 1585 there is a contact into a 
small intercalated UM unit till 1585.5.

1587.0 1614.0 Tuff.
Tuffs here appear to have an increased ank component, expressed as stringers
or lens shaped patches which are parallel to the banding.

1623.8 1640.7 Tuff.
Tuffs in this zone are an ochre colour, are quite hard, variably mag and 
fine grained. This zone has been alt by intruding incipient syenite dyklets 
which occurr fairly consistently throughout this zone. Mineralz is better 
dev,(probably as a function of incipient dyklets), up to 1.5% and 3% locally 
of fine diss py. Contacts for this unit are gradational.

1674.3 1674.7 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a green black banded to foliated unit which is considerably
softer than surrounding tuffaceous units. This unit is fine grained, non
mag, and contains tr of coarse euhedral py. Contacts   80/80 DTCA, and quite
diffuse.

1676.1 1683.3 Silicified Zone Tuff.
Contact into a sequence of highly silicified beige to tan coloured rx, 
intercalated w/ black to ochre, banded tuff units. Highly silicified unit 
contains bands of beige extremely hard, very fine grained rx,(possibly 
chert) between bands of soft mafic mineral (chlorite), this unit is 
extremely contorted, non mag, and well mineralz w/ a mix of fine diss py and 
coarse euhedral py up to 2.5%. From 1680.5 to 1681.0 a black quite 
silicified, hard, banded, tuffaceous unit @ 60/60 DTCA, mineralz w/ tr to l*r 
py. ® 1682.0 to 1683.0 an ochre, banded, tuff unit which is quite hard, 
although not as hard as other units described in this zone. This tuff unit
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contains small bands mm in size which may also be cherty in nature? as they 
are very fine grained and very hard,   70/70 DTCA. This unit is mineralz w/ 
Q.75% fine diss py. S 1683.0 1683.3 a banded, contorted, quite soft unit 
which is probably almost entirely chlorite   70/80 DTCA, not well mineralz. 
Upper contact for this entire sequence   75 DTCA.

1683.3 1712.2 Tuff.
Tuffs in this zone contains elevated amounts of ank, expressed as stringers 
and lens shaped patches which mimic the banding. Mineralz is not well dev in 
this zone. Contacts are gradational.

1721.3 1721.4 Quartz.
Qtz vein -f- ankerite, milky colour, mineralz w/ tr py.

1745.0 1746.0 Tuff.
Tuffs in this zone are an ochre colour, very fine grained, and quite hard. 
This zone contains elevated levels of fine diss py. Upper contact 
gradational, lower contact sharp @ 70 DTCA.

1746.0 1747.8 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a unit which appears to be a komatiite, blue black, soft, 
slightly foliated and quite contorted. This unit is unmineralz. Lower 
Contact sharp S 60 DTCA. S 1747.6 lcm of gouge.

1747.8 1749-4 Tuff.
Tuffs in this zone are an ochre colour, fine grained and quite hard. This
zone contains well dev py mineralz w/ x.5% fine diss py. Lower contact
gradational.

1749.4 1771.2 Tuff.
Tuff, grey green to grey, banded, quite hard, variably mag, fine grained and
not well mineralz w/ only tr py.

1771.2 EOH.
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.0 132.0 OVERBURDEN
From 129.6 to 132.0, appears to be a boulder of altered gabbro - both 
margins of this section being partly ground, the start of the gabbro at 132 
being marginally weathered as a regolith, and, the rock type is sufficiently 
different to suggest a boulder. The boulder is an altered hornblende gabbro 
that is thoroughly spotted with subrounded blebs of chlorite after 
hornblende to 2 mm in size in a dull grey green to limey coloured altered 
matrix.

132.0 1210.2 GABBRO
Collar into the broad gabbroic complex of the McBean sequence that is
hanging wall to the Deformation Zone. At the outset, the rocks are typical
of this package i.e. Feldspathic to hornblende-rich phases, with varying
grain sizes, mafic inclusions and cut by, or cutting, dykes of diorite,
mafic intrusives, and units of basalt.
The gabbro varies from fine grained to very coarse grained with contacts
between differing grain sizes tending to be diffuse to gradational. The two
basic members are a feldspathic variety and a hornblende-rich variety. The
feldspathic variety varies from medium grey green to dark green and limey
green in colour and is characterized by an abundance of off-white to lime
coloured/ epidote altered plagioclase in a dark green, fine grained, mafic
matrix. It exhibits a salt and pepper to network pattern.
The hornblende-rich phase varies from medium to dark green and almost black
in colour, and, in the coarser grained varieties exhibits an almost cumulate
texture with coarse tabular phenocrysts of hornblende.
The gabbro is moderate to strongly magnetic, variably altered with chlorite,
calcite and epidote, in general poorly veined and sparsely mineralized. The
rock is variably calcitic, mostly due to an input from areas with accessory
calcitic fracturing although there are sections of finer grained gabbro that
are pervasively calcitic. Also, while mineralization is usually sparse,
accessory pyrite often accompanies a series of pitted to vuggy calcitic
stringers - pyrite being in the adjacent wallrock to these veins.
Typical to the sequence are scattered mafic inclusions, sections of fine
grained, variably amphibolitized rocks interpreted as basalts, dykes of
pinkish to grey diorite and, dark, fine grained mafic intrusives.
Areas of interest in the package include :.
253.9 254.0 Fault gouge a narrow section of mud gouge at 55/45 degrees. The

rocks are fine grained and variably amphibolitized around this
gouge section from 250.5 to about 266. The core is pervasively
calcitic in this area - a likely function of the gouge zone in
addition to accessory fine calcitic fractures. Stronger chlorite
alteration is noted below the zone and pervasive to accessory
calcite continues up to a second section where faulting has
occurred below 305 feet. There is some accessory pyrite in the
gabbro around the gouge zone. The rocks are moderate to strongly
magnetic. 

273.9 274.2 Diorite, a dull reddish grey dyke with stepped contacts at 65
degrees - contacts stepped along a fine fracture at 5 degrees to
the core axis with some coarse pyrite. The diorite is
characteristic of these units in that it contains clearly
recognizable plagioclase phenocrysts in a fine grained matrix
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that is stained with hematite and speckled with 20 to 25% mafic
minerals. This dyke is calcitic, magnetic and contains 2-3% fine
pyrite plus some coarser pyrite aggregates localized along
fractures. 

278.7 281.0 Diorite, a second narrow dyke of diotite. This unit is also dull
grey red in colour, fine grained, siliceous, weakly to
moderately magnetic, and contains trace fine pyrite. This unit
is cut by some fine, pitted to vuggy calcitic fractures and is
blocky in nature. The rock is not pervasively calcitic. Upper
contact broken, the lower is irregular at 57 degrees. 

291.0 291.4 Mafic intrusive, a dull grey green, very fine grained dyke that
is calcitic, magnetic, mottled in appearance and unmineralized.
It is sufficiently tiny to preclude further definition. Contacts
at 54/59 degrees.

304.0 309.5 Blocky, highly fractured core. 
309.5 313.5 Lost Core. 
313.5 352.0 Blocky, highly fractured core. Contact into a very blocky zone

of core with 4 feet of lost core from 309.5 to 313.5, and a
badly broken zone from 321 to 333. The section of lost core is
arbitrarily placed around an amphibolitized section at 309 to
309.5 with a bright orange red fragment of syenite as being the
section most likely for lost core - otherwise evidence in this
run is minor. No gouge is noted in the system, but there are a
number of the pitted to vuggy fractures at very shallow angles
to the core axis especially in the area af broken core from 321
to 333. Typical to these pitted and vuggy fractures is accessory
pyrite. The core is pervasively calcitic throughout. In the
badly broken section there are some fragments of syenite, and
from 331.0 to 331.8 the core is cut by a narrow orange red dyke
of syenite running along the core axis at 7 degrees. The rocks
in the broken section are very fine grained, dark and chloritic,
but the flanks of the zone are clearly gabbroic - both
hornblende and feldspathic varieties. Below 352, the rock is a
more typical feldspathic gabbro. 

358.1 360.8 Felsic Dyke, a dull grey unit with reddish tones at 45/83
degrees. Compositionally, the dyke appears to sit somewhere
between the dioritic and the feldspar porphyry members with less
mafic material than the diorites and not as well developed
feldspar phenocrysts as the feldspar porphyry member. The rock
is hard, siliceous, weakly to moderately magnetic, very sparsely
mineralized and is finely fractured with calcite that locally
bleaches the adjacent rock. 

361.7 367.9 Fob, contact along a 3 cm, cherty, carbonated, very fine grained
flow contact or dyke margin at 66 degrees into a foliated,
amphibolitic horizon that appears to be an altered basalt. The
section is initiated along an irregularly veined portion from
361.7 to 362.3, followed by a brecciated (?) zone with fragments
of carbonate and vein material to 363.7, a very fine grained,
streaky to foliated zone to 367.1, ending along a streaky
amphibolitized horizon that has been totally invaded with
reddish carbonate to 367.9. The rock is foliated at 40 to 55
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degrees and the lower contact is sharp at 41 degrees. The basalt
is very fine grained, strongly calcitic, araphibolitic,
moderately magnetic (except for the lowest zone which is only
weakly magnetic), and sparsely mineralized with pyrite. The rock
is sufficiently fine grained that little can be gleaned about
its original genesis, although the fine grained, foliated nature
as opposed to adjacent rocks is thought to be indicative of
basalt. Above the basalt, the section between the felsic dyke
and the basalt appears to be a strongly altered, fine grained
hornblende gabbro that has been invaded with carbonate and some
silicification next to the felsic dyke. This narrow portion is
also amphibolitized but does retain a spotted gabbroic texture. 

367.9 375.6 Gabbro, very fine grained, amphibolitized, moderately to
strongly calcitic, moderately to strongly magnetic and
effectively unmineralized. This zone is divided into two parts -
an upper, fine grained, crudely spotted, chloritic gabbro, to
371.6, and, a lower gabbro that has been invaded with reddish
carbonate but has a number of irregular mafic inclusions typical
of the gabbroic sequence. The upper unit may, in fact, be a
mafic intrusive although contacts are broken and the precise
relationship with the adjacent rocks is unclear. This whole
section is amphibolitic. 

375.6 383.4 Fob, another section of fine grained, calcitic, amphibolitized
basalt with a moderately developed foliation at 40 to 50
degrees, and contacts at 47/52 degrees - upper contact
irregular, lower contact broken. There is an interesting zone
within this area from 378.7 to 381.0, that is invaded with
reddish carbonate and some patchy silicification that may be
dyke related - particularly a dark reddish green section from
378.7 to 379.3. This narrow horizon is dark reddish, hard,
strongly calcitic, magnetic and mineralized with fine pyrite -
upper contact broken, lower contact sharp at 44 degrees. From
379.3 to 381 the amphibolitized basalt is brecciated with
fragments of vein material in an amphibolitized matrix, followed
by streaky foliated and veined basalt to 382.6. The lower
contact unit is dark green to black, strongly calcitic and
finely foliated at 45 degrees. 

383.4 395.0 Gabbro, fine grained, crudely spotted hornblende-rich gabbro
that is strongly calcitic from wispy calcite fractures up to 395
where more normal feldspathic gabbro is reached. The core is
dull green to grey green in colour, weakly amphibolitic, and
partly blocky. Only trace pyrite present. 

443.6 444.8 Diorite, a narrow, dark reddish grey dyke of probable diorite
due to its hardness and composition although it is considerably
darker than average. The dyke is hard, siliceous, noncalcitic,
weakly to nonmagnetic, and unmineralized. It contains scattered
recognizable albite as well as more tabular plagioclase
phenocrysts, plus minor quartz and fine mafics in the matrix.
Contacts are diffuse to partly absorbed with feldspathic gabbro
at 75/68 degrees. 

450.5 455.5 Diorite, a second, dark, dioritic dyke with quite strongly
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chloritic margins and scattered gabbroic inclusions to l cm at
the upper contact. The rock is weakly to nonmagnetic, trace
pyrite. The upper contact is diffuse at 56 degrees, lower
contact sharp with veining at 17 degrees. The core is blocky. 

458.0 460.5 Diorite, as the just previous units, nonmagnetic, unmineralized,
blocky. Contacts are at 39 degrees - lower contact broken with
veining. 

467.3 471.5 Diorite, an altered, hybrid variety, both contacts broken - the
upper at 65 degrees. This style of unit has been encountered
elsewhere in the McBean area. It is designated as diorite by
virtue of the fact that it is partly siliceous and contains
poorly developed phenocrysts or metacrysts of feldspar - albite
and plagioclase suggested. Other than texture, the units have
few other characteristics typical of the diorite, the matrix
component is dark green and chloritic and has been invaded with
a strong reddish carbonate component. The rock is weakly to
moderately magnetic, poorly veined and sparsely mineralized.
Colour varies from dark reddish green to reddish grey green and
grey. Mafic inclusions to subrectangular metacrysts are also
relatively common in the package. Contacts are usually diffuse
to broken and are hard to distinguish given that the dykes are
blocky as well. 

478.9 482.3 Diorite hybrid variety, upper contact irregular at 80 degrees,
lower contact broken. 

485.6 489.5 Diorite hybrid variety, upper contact broken at 62 degrees,
lower contact very irregular at 50 degrees. 

490.3 490.5 Diorite, hybrid variety with very irregular contacts averaging
45/25 degrees and patches of hybrid diorite back to previous
unit. 

490.5 493.5 Basalt a dark green to black, very fine grained, calcitic,
amphibolitic section at 40/48 degrees. Nonmagnetic,
unminerali zed. 

493.5 502.4 Strongly calcitic gabbro. This unit is chock full of fine
needles of amphibole and scattered more tabular hornblende
metacrysts in a finely felted to minced matrix of amphibole,
calcite and chlorite. The tnetagabbro is strongly magnetic, is
poorly veined and contains trace pyrite. 

502.4 503.4 A very fine grained, black, calcitic, moderately foliated to
contorted section of probable basaltic origin. Nonmagnetic,
unmineralized. Contacts are subparallel to foliation at 40/35
degrees. 

503.4 509.4 Feldspathic gabbro, strongly calcitic, unmineralized with a
basal 18 cms of spotted, calcitic, hornblende gabbro. 

509.4 511.7 A dark green to black, fine grained, finely foliated section of
probable basalt. The core is blocky from the foliation at 20 to
40 degrees - upper contact broken, lower at 26 degrees. The
basalt is amphibolitic, calcitic, nonmagnetic, unmineralized. 

511.7 521.5 Diorite hybrid variety, dark reddish grey, strongly carbonated
with scattered mafic inclusions. Feldspar metacrysts are very
poorly developed here. Trace pyrite, weakly to moderately
magnetic.
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521.5 524.1 Basalt (?), again amphibolitic, calcitic, finely foliated at 15
to 25 degrees. This section is also blocky from pitted and vuggy
calcitic fractures. Nonmagnetic, trace pyrite. Contacts broken
at 35/26 degrees. 

524.1 526.3 Diorite hybrid variety but grading to a basal more orange red
colour over 15 cms. Contacts at 26 degrees. 

526.3 540.0 Strongly calcitic gabbro, coarse grained to mottled in
appearance, grading finer grained and finely amphibolitic below
535.5 but not identifiable as a basalt. 

540.0 540.7 Diorite, a pale pinkish to orangish diorite dyke typical to
normal diorites in the area. Contacts broken at 32/36 degrees. 

540.7 550.4 Diorite hybrid variety, in sharp contact with the normal style
of diorite such that these two rock types are quite separate and
not a part of the same intrusive timing with different
alteration modes. The contact does not preclude that the hybrid
variety could be a diorite of a different generation. This
section is seriously blocky to broken, calcitic, moderately
magnetic, and is partly mineralized around pitted and vuggy
fractures. The lower contact is broken. 

550.4 586.2 Gabbro, strongly calcitic below the hybrid diorite, becoming
finer grained, partly amphibolitic and very strongly calcitic
circa 570 approaching a fault zone at 586.2. There is some
broken core in this lowest area with traces of gouge at : 578.5
to 579.0 unconsolidated mud in box; at 580.2 - l cm at 64
degrees, and; 584.2 to 584.6 mud, grit and broken core. The core
is strongly magnetic except for the basal 1.7 feet which is very
fine grained and may be an altered basalt although it is too
strongly altered with calcite to be certain. There is also some
accessory pyrite in this area related to occasional pitted to
vuggy calcitic fractures. 

586.2 600.2 Fault Zone with only 2.7 feet recovered in this 14 foot section.
The exact location of the lost core is uncertain here, but is
probably best placed at the end of the zone. The gouge is finely
pyritic.

588.9 600.2 Lost Core. 
600.2 611.0 Blocky, highly fractured core, a blocky and broken zone of

apparent altered gabbro related to the overlying fault zone.
Alteration and fluids related to the fault zone have probably
given rise to the variable alteration and hybrid rock types
noted over the previous number of feet since below the blocky
zone, more normal gabbroic rocks are encountered in < 10 feet. 

611.0 617.4 Contact zone to fault complex - grey, strongly calcitic gabbro
with reddish tones. The core is partly blocky and pitted to
vuggy with calcite. The rock has a coarse granular texture from
carbonate such that other rock-forming minerals are essentially
obliterated. The sequence does appear to grade toward the
feldspathic gabbro at 617.4. 

620.8 623.0 Aplite, an off-white to pinkish and orangish, very leucocratic
dyke that is sufficiently fine grained to preclude determining
its exact mineralogy. The dyke is weakly fractured with chlorite
and is finely speckled with mafics (5 to 10%), some of which are
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exsolved magnetite. Contacts are at 45/27 - lower contact
broken. Trace pyrite. 

625.S 627.4 Aplite, a second pale dyke, in this instance with some ghost
phenocrysts of albite and plagioclase tentatively visible in the
matrix. Contacts are irregular and stepped averaging 60/11
degrees. Below this section there are a few narrow aplitic
dykelets running along the core axis as 627.8 - 2.3 cms at 32
degrees; 629.3 - 2 cms along core axis,- and at 631.5 - 3.2 cms
at 13 degrees. 

645.0 645.9 Basalt (?), a narrow, streaky, reddish to dark green, very fine
grained foliated section at 50/25 degrees. It contains streaks
to blebs of mafic material in a reddish calcitic matrix. The
rock is magnetic and unmineralized. It is followed by
amphibolitized rocks adjacent to a vuggy quartz-calcite vein at
10 degrees from 646.1 to 646.8 with a broken lower contact into
calcite-altered feldspathic gabbro. 

654.6 656.2 Diorite medium grained with reasonably well defined albite and
plagioclase phenocrysts in a dark grey fine grained matrix with
reddish tones. The dyke is siliceous, calcitic, moderately
magnetic and contains trace only pyrite. Contacts at 45/32
degrees - lower contact irreguar. 

664.4 664.7 Diorite, as described just previous. Contacts irregular at 15/80
degrees. 

665.2 666.2 Diorite, dark grey with orangish tones, contacts broken at 62/26
degrees. 

669.0 669.1 A narrow dyke of reddish grey diorite at 66 degrees. Contacts
are irregular. 

686.4 687.2 Diorite, pale pinkish grey with orangish tones, pitted to vuggy
with calcite fractures, nonmagnetic, minor pyrite, contacts at
33/48 degrees - upper contact irregular.

Just above the contact with the diorite dyke at 654.6, the host rock 
sequence becomes finer grained overall and is difficult to separate into 
distinct units due to strong pervasive calcite throughout and the general 
finer grain size. Typical gabbroic textures are noted locally as the spotted 
hornblende gabbro variety circa 768 and feldspathic gabbro around 837 but 
contacts tend to be diffuse to gradational over several feet. The sequence 
varies from granular textured with strong calcite to very fine grained and 
amphibolitic, to finely felted and minced rocks with rare sections that are 
spotted as the typical fine grained hornblende gabbro, or contain mafic 
inclusions. The rocks are moderate to strongly magnetic and strongly 
calcitic throughout, are variably veined with calcite and in general very 
poorly mineralized with pyrite. Scattered dioritic dykes continue across the 
system. The rocks vary from dull grey green to very dark green and black in 
colour - the black sections being strongly amphibolitic. There are local 
reddish stained, carbonated sections within the package as well plus an 
occasional poorly developed foliation. Various stages of amphibolitization 
plus the strong calcite content tend to complicate discrimination of 
individual units. The sample series centered on 722 to 725 covers finely 
amphibolitized basalt around a couple of pitted to vuggy fractures with 
accessory pyrite - strong amphibolitization here apparently related to the
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veining at very shallow core angles.

744.4 744.5 Diorite, pale greyish red, calcitic, unmineralized, contacts at
50 degrees. 

745.9 748.3 Quartz vein, pitted and vuggy, upper contact at 30 degrees,
lower contact broken. There is accessory pyrite with the
veining, and the adjacent gabbro is finely amphibolitic and
weakly foliated. 

753.3 753.7 Diorite, dull pinkish to orangish grey, medium grained, weakly
magnetic, trace pyrite. Contacts at 12/57 degrees. 

825.1 825.6 Diorite, pale greyish to weakly pinkish around fractures,
calcitic, nonmagnetic, partly pitted, contacts at 72/53 degrees. 

825.6 828.2 Felsic Dyke, a narrow unit that has a number of ghost metacrysts
of plagioclase or carbonate-altered plagioclase that does not
fit either the hybrid diorite or the felsite category. The rock
is mid grey green in colour, moderately hard, moderately
magnetic, weakly but pervasively calcitic and contains mafic
inclusions. The unit is very fine grained aside from the
metacrysts which comprise < 10% of the rock and unmineralized.
Interestingly, both contacts of the unit are with diorite - the
lower contact with 3.5 cms of reddish grey diorite at 74 degrees. 

848.0 851.3 Diorite, a dull grey diorite to feldspar porphyry that has been
thoroughly fractured to brecciated with mafic material
accompanied by pinkish to orangish staining just 10 cms below
the upper contact. The dyke contains well defined phenocrysts of
albite and more tabular plagioclase in a very fine grained, grey
siliceous matrix. The unit is moderately magnetic, variably
calcitic around accessory pitted calcitic fractures, and
contains accessory pyrite in the brecciated area. The upper
contact is sharp at 37 degrees, lower contact broken at a
shallow angle. The upper contact of the dyke is with fine
grained, dark green to black finely amphibolitized rocks of
potential basaltic origin that are weakly calcitic and variably
magnetic - the lower contact is with strongly calcitic and
magnetic, spotted hornblende gabbro. 

856.9 859.0 Felsic Dyke, a narrow, dull grey, siliceous, very fine grained,
moderately magnetic dyke with crudely developed feldspar
metacrysts (?) over the basal third of the unit. Contacts at
75/60 degrees - the upper contact being broken with pitted
fracturing. 

866.9 867.3 Feldspar Porphyry, a narrow, dark grey, siliceous dyke with very
well developed albite and plagioclase feldspar phenocrysts in a
very fine grained dark grey matrix. Contacts are at 30/70
degrees - lower contact very irregular with a couple of patches
of porphyry from 10 to 19 cms below the main dyke. 

873.1 885.7 In this area there is a narrow, dark grey dyke or dykes of
feldspar porphyry just threading the core axis - two dykes are
suggested as 873.1 to 878.8 at 45/3 degrees and 882.9 to 885.7
at 21/17 degrees. Both dykes have elements that run along the
core axis with dark, chloritic variably calcitic hornblende
gabbro. The dykes are pitted to vuggy with calcitic fractures.
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The rocks are moderately magnetic and are very sparsely 
mineralized.

940.0 961.5 A zone that is variably amphibolitized and partly blocky with 
traces of grit and/or mud at 942.2 - trace grit on a slip at 65 
degrees; 943.0 2 mm grit at 55 degrees; 943.2 - trace grit; 
955.0 - traces grit; 956.1 - 8 mm mud; 956.4 - trace mud, and; 
956.9 - trace mud. Orientation angles of the mud slips are not 
always available due to irregular breaks and broken core. The 
main part of the zone is dark, chloritic, variably calcitic and 
amphibolitized with the adjacent gabbroic host being dark, 
moderately amphibolitic and strongly calcitic for about 10 feet 
on either side of the zone. Most of the calcite stringers within 
this zone are orangish stained with hematite - not so outside 
the zone.

Around 1053 the influence of the Deformation Zone begins to be noticeable in 
that the gabbro is invaded with orangish to reddish carbonate, some of which 
reacts to the presence of ankerite. The overlying gabbro sequence from 
approximately 654 to 1053, has continued to be variably calcitic and 
amphibolitic with very fine grained to coarsely granular and more typical 
gabbroic textures interspersed throughout the zone - all of which have 
diffuse contacts such that individual units are near impossible to delimit.

While similar problems continue into the contact zone, there is generally a 
lesser amount of amphibolitization and the reddish carbonate tends to 
enhance the coarser gabbroic textures. The rocks are moderate to strongly 
magnetic, strongly calcitic with rarer ankeritic portions, poorly veined 
with calcitic stringers and fractures most of which are stained orangish, 
and sparsely mineralized with pyrite. The rocks vary from dark reddish green 
to dark green, grey green, grey and black depending on the amounts of 
reddish carbonate, amphibolite (black), and chlorite +/- ankerite and 
epidote. Approaching the base of the system, the rocks are increasingly 
ankeritic although calcite persists throughout the zone. Ankeritic rocks 
tend to be duller in colour to the grey green tones but near the base of 
sequence after 1185 the gabbro is stained a deep wine red.

At the start of the zone there are some narrow sections with grit to mud 
slips and/or broken core ae : 1060.8-1061.5 - broken core; 1063.0 - 2 mm mud 
slip at 25 degrees; 1063.5 - 3 potential mud slips up to 5 mm averaging 55 
degrees; 1065.7-1066.0 - broken core with some 1.3 cms of mud and grit, and; 
1068.4 5 mm mud at 66 degrees. These slips to gouges appear to have 
promoted accessory fluid movement of the reddish stained carbonate as well.

1079.9 1080.9 Diorite (?), a very fine grained, orange coloured dyke of 
either strongly altered diorite or altered syenite. Ghost 
feldspar is visible in the matrix and there is a fine 
speckling with mafics but the dyke is strongly altered and 
stained from calcitic fractures such that the original 
protolith is effectively obliterated. The rock is weakly to 
nonmagnetic, strongly calcitic and sparsely mineralized. At 
the center of the dyke is an open gritty seam at 1080.5 at 38
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degrees. Dyke contacts are broken at 60/70 degrees and are 
irregular.

1098.5 1099.9 Altered Syenite, a narrow, irregular, very fine grained dyke 
that could be an altered syenite or a strongly blasted 
diorite. The unit is orange to brick coloured, hard, calcitic, 
nonmagnetic, fractured with mafics and mineralized with pyrite 
- most of the pyrite being coarse and tied to fracturing. 
Contacts are irregular and stepped at 60/53 degrees.

1147.0 1149.7 Diorite (?), a pale orangish dyke with bright orange red 
staining around some fractures. This dyke is also calcitic and 
is fractured and pitted with open calcitic fractures. The unit 
is nonmagnetic, contains ghost phenocrysts of feldspar, fine 
mafic specks and is sparsely mineralized with pyrite. Contacts 
are irregular and stepped averaging 12/10 degrees.

1165.9 1167.3 Altered Syenite (?), another orange red dyke of either altered 
syenite or diorite. The rock is hard, variably calcitic, 
nonmagnetic, fractured with mafics, contains some fine mafic 
specks, is very fine grained and is mineralized with l-2% 
pyrite which tends to be localized around the fracturing. 
Contacts are stepped and irregular averaging 54/14 degrees.

1199.8 1200.6 Some orange red to brick coloured patchy silicification that 
appears to be related to veining rather than a dyke.

1202.7 1203.5 Porphyritic Syenite, a narrow, hard, siliceous, very fine 
grained dyke with a somewhat mottled appearance related to 
ghost phenocrysts of feldspar. The dyke is pale orange red to 
brick coloured, hard, siliceous and sparsely mineralized. 
Contacts at 30/48 degrees, upper contact along veining.

1203.9 1210.2 Felsite, a sequence with dyke material and silicification that 
appears to mark the end of the gabbro complex and the start of 
the Deformation Zone. The section starts along some narrow, 
irregular dykelets with accessory silicification in the 
wallrock up to a recognizable dyke of porphyritic syenite from 
1205.9 to 1206.6 at 65/55 degrees. The dyke is followed by 
strongly silicified and altered host rock that gradually 
grades to what can be recognized as an altered felsite below 
1207.6. The felsite is hard and very fine grained. It is 
orangish to brownish in colour and is essentially a mosaic of 
quartz with threads of greyish ankerite that grades grey and 
strongly siliceous to cherty for 20 cms just above a 5 mm rind 
of ankerite that marks the lower contact at 40 degrees to the 
core axis. This area is moderately mineralized with l-2% 
pyrite which occurs as fine disseminations and as coarser 
aggregates localized by fracturing.

1210.2 1210.3 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

1210.3 1239.5 ULTRAMAFIC

Contact into Deformation Zone style rocks characterized by units of 
ultramafic along with sections of carbonated gabbro, felsic dyke material, 
and sections of gouged and lost core. This first salvo into the deformation 
zone is typical, and the sequence proceeds as :.
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1210.3 1222.2 Ultramafic, initiated along a streaky to foliated section
followed by a granular more chloritic, partly amphibolitized
ultramafic with numerous blebs of ankerite from 1212.5 to
1218.5 at 41/50 degrees, and ending along a streaky to more
strongly foliated ultramafic with scattered dykelets of
syenite to felsite with veining. The ultramafic is weakly to
nonmagnetic, and, aside from the ankerite content, is poorly
veined and sparsely mineralized. The foliation is fairly
consistent at 40 to 50 degrees to the core axis. The rock
varies from very dark green to black and blue black in colour. 

1222.2 1229.2 An intercalated section dominated by sections of carbonated
gabbro to incipient-altered ultramafic intercalated with
narrow sections of dark green to blue black ultramafic. The
carbonated sections vary from reddish to brownish, most of
which here appear to be carbonated gabbro from distinct mafic
as opposed to ultramafic blebs in the matrix, combined with
the odd larger mafic inclusion. Excess silica and alteration,
however, are found accompanying some fine stained fractures in
the system. One, much harder unit is found from 1225.2 to
1225.9 at 35 degrees - upper contact with carbonated gabbro,
lower contact with ultramafic. It is dark reddish brown in
colour and while it has fine silica and staining around
fractures it looks more like a strongly altered felsite than
incipient altered material. The other carbonated gabbro parts
are not as hard as this unit. The sequence has a moderately
developed foliation at 45 to 55 degrees to the core axis, is
in general poorly veined and sparsely mineralized. At 1223.9,
there is a 5 cm streak of orange red staining with
quartz-ankerite veining at 48 degrees. The lower contact is
sharp at 50 degrees. The carbonated gabbro sections, and the
felsite are moderately magnetic, the ultramafic portion (<
10%) is nonmagnetic. At 1226.5 trace chalcopyrite. 

1229.2 1233.0 Ultramafic, blue black and strongly foliated at 35 to 50
degrees with some stained vein material and brownish altered
sections on a cm-sized scale over the upper portion. This zone
grades to olive green in colour with blue grey sections below
1231.4 where a number of gouge sections are found prior to a
zone of lost core. The core is blocky to broken with gouge at
: 1232.0 - 1.5 cms; 1232.8 - 1.5 cms, and,- 1232.9 - 2 cms...
Core angles indeterminate here. The rock is nonmagnetic and
unmineralized. 

1233.0 1235.0 Lost Core, the placement being chosen as the most likely
position in this particular run. 

1235.0 1237.2 Fault gouge with scattered rock and vein fragments held
together by mud. The lower contact is well defined at 36
degrees. 

1237.2 1239.5 Ultramafic, blue black, soapy, talcose, nonmagnetic, foliated
at 20 to 60 degrees, blocky to partly broken, unmineralized.
The lower contact is sharp but broken at 52 degrees.

1239.5 1260.4 SYENITE
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Contact into a dyke or dykes of syenite. The syenite varies from bright 
orange red to rusty and brick coloured with some weak, warm brownish to 
beige tones around the contacts with ultramafic. There are two sections of 
blue black ultramafic within this package from 1242.2 to 1245.9 and at 
1256.2 - 2 cms at 28 degrees. The larger section of ultramafic at 30/55 
degrees with iregular contacts, contains fragments to dykes of brick red 
syenite up to 11 cms in size.

grained, hard and siliceous. They tend to be 
to moderately fractured with ultramafics and 
Mineralization consists of trace to It finely 
as some coarser aggregates that tend to be 
Both contacts are broken - the lower contact 

being sharp at 45 degrees. The upper contact is quite greyish over the first 
7 cms next to the ultramafic.

The syenites are very fine 
weakly magnetic, are weakly 
stringers of quartz-ankerite. 
disseminated pyrite as well 
localized along fine fractures.

1260.4 1308.5 FAULT ZONE
A zone that consists largely of blocky to broken core with scattered 
sections of gouged to granulated material. The dominant rock type is 
ultramafic - the blue black to dark bluish green variety which is soft, 
soapy, talcose, and moderate to strongly ankeritic. The ultramafic is weakly 
to nonmagnetic although patchy magnetism does occur locally, and a number of 
the included sections are variably magnetic. Foliation in the system is 
variable with local contorted sections and wavy to irregular ankerite lenses 
but averages 40 to 50 degrees to the core axis. Mineralization is very minor, 
within the fault zone there are a variety of rock types aside from the 
ultramafic member including sections of carbonated gabbro, incipient altered 
ultramafic and dykes of syenite and felsite. Normally these units are 
moderate to strongly magnetic but are not well mineralized with pyrite. 
The sequence breakdown includes :.
1260.4 1271.3 Ultramafic, blue black with scattered pinkish to orangish and 

beige felsites associated with quartz-ankerite veining up to 6 
cms in size. The core is broken and granulated from 1264.4 to 
1265.0 with traces of gouge.

1271.3 1273.2 Syenitic patches up to 5 cms in size promoting orange staining 
of the ankerite in the ultramafic. This appears to be a 
preliminary stage of the incipient dykelet style of 
alteration- The foliation varies from 10 to 30 degrees in this 
area. Mineralization is l-2% coarse pyrite. The rock is 
moderate to strongly magnetic throughout - the stained 
carbonated ultramafic containing exsolved magnetite.

1273.2 1283.5 Blocky to badly broken ultramafic with numerous granulated 
sections although little gouge. There are traces of felsite 
material here with veining and from 1274.5 to 1275.0 there are 
three syenite dykelets less than l cm in size promoting 
incipient alteration of the adjacent ultramafic i.e. Brownish 
altered, more competent ultramafic with grey to orange stained 
carbonate blebs. Strong granulation to gouge is found at : 
1274.4 - 1.5 cms at 47 degrees; 1276.0 - 5 cms at 60 (?) 
degrees; 1276.9 - 3 cms at 63 degrees; 1278.2 - 5 cms at 52 
degrees; 1279.2 to 1279.9 - crushed zone,- 1281.6 to 1282.1 - 
broken to crushed, and; 1282.6 - 2 mm at 26 degrees.
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1283.5 1284.4 Altered Syenite, a narrow dyke of very fine grained, deep 
orange red altered syenite with veining and S-5% pyrite. 
Nonmagnetic, contacts broken.

1284.4 1286.7 Ultramafic to carb rocks, strongly stained reddish to brownish 
up to 1285.2, with more incipient style alteration below that 
point. Core is blocky to broken. Mineralization decreases away 
from the overlying syenite and incipient alteration is minor 
in the lower section.

1286.7 1286.9 Gouged and granulated, partly chloritic ultramafic. Foliation 
at 60 degrees.

1286.9 1288.6 Incipient altered ultramafic, brownish to grey and foliated at 
50 to 60 degrees with a contorted basal zone over 9 cms. 
Incipient alteration expressed by pinkish to beige and grey 
carbonated layers that locally look like tiny felsic dykelets 
with l-2% pyrite.

1288.6 1289.0 Foliated and strongly ankeritic ultramafic. Foliated at 55 
degrees.

1289.0 1289.1 Gouged and granulated, blue black ultramafic. Gouge - 4 mm at 
45 degrees, foliation at 55 degrees.

1289.1 1289.7 Brownish to brick red and beige incipient alteration with 
veining and small lenses of syenite in blue black ultramafic. 
Foliated at 45 degrees, 2-3% pyrite.

1289.7 1297.7 Brecciated, blocky and broken ultramafic with veined patches 
containing syenitic material promoting brownish to olive 
alteration of the immediately adjacent ultramafic along with 
scattered incipient material and gouged to granulated core. 
Most of this section is blue black, contorted, blocky to 
broken ultramafic. Syenitic patches with veining include 
1291.9 to 1292.2; 1293 to 1293.9, and; 1297 to 1297.7 - 
contacts are invariably broken. Granulated +S- gouged core is 
found at 1292.6 to 1292.9 and 1294.7 to 1294.9. Only trace 
pyrite with the syenitic and incipient altered sections.

1297.7 1302.9 Brownish to reddish and very locally olive coloured carb rocks 
that could be carbonated gabbro, although the rock is 
sufficiently altered to preclude definition. The section also 
includes patchy veining with syenitic material particularly 
from 1300.4 to 1301.5 which further adds to the amount of 
alteration and staining present. The system exibits a local 
weak and patchy magnetism, is very poorly mineralized, and 
contacts are broken.

1302.9 1304.3 Blue black ultramafic with quartz-ankerite veining and a well 
developed section of gouge from 1303.1 to 1303.6. Aside from 
the gouge section the core is blocky and broken to strongly 
foliated and crushed. There is patchy magnetism in this 
section and traces of pyrite.

1304.3 1307.3 Carb rocks to strongly carbonated ultramafic. The core varies 
from reddish to brownish and olive coloured. Across this 
narrow section there are local streaks of olive to blue black 
ultramafic but the majority of the section is too strongly 
altered to be sure of the original protolith's composition. 
The zone contains patchy syenitic material with veining in
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addition to numerous orange red blebs to lenses of potential 
syenitic material and strong staining adjacent to some 
fractures. The carb rocks are moderately magnetic and are 
quite well mineralized with 2-3% fine pyrite. Upper contact 
broken with veining at 55 degrees, lower contact at 48 degrees.

1307.3 1308.2 Syenite, the largest single dyke of syenite in the package. 
The syenite is orange red to brick coloured with a 4 cm grey 
beige lower contact zone and is very fine grained, hard, 
siliceous, finely fractured and veined with quartz-ankerite 
veining and mafic material, and is finely mineralized with 
S-5% pyrite. Contacts sharp although fragmented at 48/34 
degrees.

1308.2 1308.5 Fault gouge with 3.5 cms of blue black ultramafic followed by 
4 cms of gouge at roughly 55 degrees. Lower contact broken.

1308.5 1425.7 CARBONATED GABBRO BASALT
Contact along a narrow (10 cm), unit of brownish grey to weakly cola 
coloured, streaky to foliated altered ultramafic into a whole zone of 
intercalated altered gabbroic rocks and amphibolitized basalts plus more 
scattered sections of blue black ultramafic. Subsequently, the sequence is 
cut by the odd dyke of felsite. This package occurs in the normal carbonated 
gabbro and ultramafic position found in most of the prior holes approaching 
the base of the Dyke Zone. Thus, this sequence differs from prior zones by 
the presence of basalt +/- the fact that most of these rocks are calcitic. 
The carbonated gabbro member varies from brownish to grey red and grey in 
colour related to the presence of reddish stained to greyish carbonate. The 
units are typically somewhat massive to competent in appearance, are 
granular textured from carbonate, and contain a number of mafic to 
amphibolitized lenses, blebs and/or streaks - ultramafic blebs, streaks and 
lenses are usually absent since the brownish altered ultramafic rocks tend 
to be associated with the incipient dykelet style of alteration that 
produces a similar colour. The gabbros in this area are moderate to strongly 
calcitic, moderately magnetic, poorly veined and sparsely mineralized. 
The basaltic member gives the appearance of being compositionally layered 
from light and dark coloured bands reflecting variable amounts of granular 
to wispy and streaky calcite. Essentially the only rock-forming minerals 
visible are amphibole and calcite. The rocks are fine grained, and normally 
black in colour but can become grey green to grey around some of the felsic 
intrusions. The rocks are moderate to strongly calcitic, moderate to 
strongly magnetic, finely foliated, poorly veined and sparsely mineralized. 
In the central part of this sequence, basaltic rocks dominate. They locally 
carry fine stretched blebs to lenses of what appears to be ultramafic 
material.
The ultramafic portions are typically blue black, soft, soapy, talcose units 
as seen elsewhere in the hole with the exception that these rocks are 
fractured to veined with calcite and can become pervasively calcitic. 
Ultramafics are generally nonmagnetic except adjacent to some of the felsic 
intrusions or around dull brownish altered sections. The ultramafics are 
slightly better veined with calcite than the other units but are similarly 
very sparsely mineralized. 
Felsite units are logged individually in the system breakdown due to the
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number of variations inherent to these units.
At the fringes of this package the rocks are ankeritic, the gradation from 
the overlying fault zone occurring over 40 cms, while the basal area grades 
ankeritic over the interval 1402 to 1406 with no calcite noted below that 
point.
1308.5 1318.8 Ultramafic, contact zone ultramafic that covers the transition 

from ankerite to calcite alteration. The upper contact 
includes a 10 cm cola coloured streaky altered ultramafic just 
3 cms below the contact with gouge material. It is followed by 
black, ankeritic, ultramafic with some streaky, brownish 
alteration up to a 4 cm orange red dykelet of altered syenite 

66 degrees. The dykelet appears to mark the 
calcitic altered rocks. Below the dykelet the 
variably brownish altered to reddish stained 

down to 1313.9, after which typical blue black 
encountered. There is moderate magnetism with 

reddish carbonated to brownish altered sections, otherwise 
ultramafic is nonmagnetic. Mineralization is negligible.

at 1310.0 at 
transition to 
ultramafic is 
with calcite 
ultramafic is 
the 
the
The lower contact is sharp along a mud slip at 62 degrees.

1318.8 1322.7 Carbonated gabbro, reddish to brownish, trace pyrite. Contacts 
at 62/54 degrees.

1322.7 1324.7 Ultramafic,blue black with irregular patches of carbonated 
gabbro and traces of brownish alteration. Unmineralized.

1324.7 1327.0 Carbonated gabbro, red brown, contacts at 48/34 degrees - 
lower contact with veining.

1327.0 1327.7 Ultramafic, streaky, contorted and partly amphibolitized 
adjacent to a dyke of felsite.

1327.7 1329.3 Felsite, grey with irregular pinkish staining around 
fractures. And a rather mottled to weakly brecciated 
appearance to the very fine grained matrix. The dyke is hard, 
siliceous, calcitic, moderately magnetic, and is mineralized 
with about 3% fine pyrite with coarser pyrite aggregates 
around some fractures. Contacts are irregular at 7/52 degrees.

1329.3 1330.0 Ultramafic, blue black, foliated at 40 to 50 degrees, 
unmineralized.

1330.0 1333.0 Basalt (?), a coarsely granular, partly amphibolitized unit 
with irregular lenses and blebs of grey to pinkish stained 
carbonate in a very fine grained matrix with a weak felted 
texure from amphibole +/- chlorite. The unit is moderately 
magnetic, effectively unmineralized and may be more coarsely 
granular from two nearby felsite dykes. Contacts at 43/39 
degrees - lower contact with veining and a trace of ultramafic.

1333.0 1333.7 Felsite, very fine grained, moderately hard, calcitic, 
moderately magnetic, weakly mineralized and finely fractured 
to brecciated with alteration-healed fractures that have a 
pinkish stain. The rock is dark grey to brownish in colour. 
Contacts are weakly foliated and biotitic at 35/48 degrees.

1333.7 1337.3 Carbonated gabbro, brown, calcitic.
1337.3 1337.7 Ultramafic, blue black, foliated at 40 to 50 degrees. Contacts 

at 72/43 degrees. Unmineralized.
1337.7 1339.5 Basalt, black to brownish, coarsely granular with calcite,
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amphibolitized, with a 14.5 cm foliated, fine grained, 
biotitic, upper contact zone. Unmineralized.

1339.5 1340.3 Carbonated gabbro, brownish, granular, l-2% pyrite. Contacts 
at 27/40 degrees.

1340.3 1343.0 Basalt (?), a fine grained, granular textured, brownish to 
black amphibolitized section, with a weakly developed 
foliation at 50 degrees. This unit rather looks like a hybrid 
with the carbonated gabbro in that it has streaky mafic to 
amphibolitic blebs but has sharp contacts at 40/52 degrees - 
one contact with carbonated gabbro.

1343.0 1343.6 Ultramafic, blue black, partly chloritic with pinkish stained 
veining.

1343.6 1348.1 Felsite, dark grey, variably hard, moderately magnetic, 
variably calcitic dyke that is finely fractured to brecciated 
with mafic material - the felsite adjacent to fracturing being 
bleached a dull pinkish beige. The dyke is mineralized with 
S-5% pyrite, some of which is finely disseminated but most 
being coarse grained and fracture controlled. Contacts are 
sharp although a little irregular at 50/56 degrees.

1348.1 1349.4 Ultramafic, blue black with variable, streaky dark brown 
alteration in the central area adjacent to a 3 cm 
quartz-calcite vein at 66 degrees.

1349.4 1355.2 Carbonated gabbro, brownish with a darker partly 
amphibolitized lower contact zone over 23 cms. Magnetic, 
calcitic, with up to 2% pyrite in very local areas. Contacts 
at 50/44 degrees.

1355.2 1358.0 Basalt, amphibolitized, variably foliated at 35 to 55 degrees.
1358.0 1359.8 Felsite, possibly two dykes, separated by 5.5 cms of very fine 

grained, black amphibolite at 1359.3. Contacts are at 65/20 
and 45/16 degrees - contacts being irregular. The felsites are 
very dark grey in colour, very fine grained, variably 
calcitic, variably siliceous, moderately magnetic and 
mineralized with S-5% pyrite. The dykes also contain a few 
fine amphibolite fragments up to 2 cms in size, aside from the 
5.5 cm zone at 1359.3. There is minor pinkish staining here 
along fractures.

1359.8 1371.7 Basalt, amphibolitized, finely foliated to laminated at 40 to 
50 degrees. The rock varies from quite fine grained to 
coarsely granular textured and locally is brownish altered. 
The basalt varies from black to brownish, and grades to a 
medium grey green colour at its base. Pyrite mineralization is 
fine grained and up to 2% on a very local scale.

1371.7 1373.4 Felsite, dull pinkish grey with fine alteration-healed 
fractures. The dyke has a fine granular texture and is finely 
speckled with mafics much like some of the dioritic units. The 
rock is noncalcitic except adjacent to calcite fractures, is 
moderately magnetic and mineralized with l-2% fine pyrite. 
There is also some irregular fracturing with patchy chloritic 
and amphibolitized material in the system. Contacts are at 
42/40 degrees.

1373.4 1377.5 Basalt, grey to black, amphibolitized, finely foliated to very
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finely laminated at 20 to 50 degrees, the shallower values
being found towards the lower contact. The rock varies from
grey to black and is weakly mineralized with traces of pyrite. 

1377.5 1379.5 Felsite, a series of four patches to irregular dykelets of
grey to pinkish grey altered felsite as 1377.5 to 1378 at
10/20 degrees,- 1378.3 to 1378.5 at 40 degrees; 1378.7 to
1378.9 at 30/46 degrees, and; 1379.4 to 1379.5 at 30/25
degrees. The dykes are strongly calcitic, moderately magnetic
and very irregular in outline. Only trace pyrite. 

1379.5 1391.4 Basalt, black, amphibolitic and finely foliated to laminated
at 5 to 15 degrees to the core axis. There are a couple of
narrow greyish layers here that could be interpreted as
incipient dykelets of felsite. Pyrite mineralization is weak. 

1391.4 1394.0 Felsite, dull grey, variably hard, calcitic, magnetic as
previous with 2-3% pyrite that is dominately coarse grained
and fracture controlled. The dyke is fractured with some dark
chloritic to ultramafic style material around which the dyke
is stained orangish. Contacts are irregular at 20/25 degrees. 

1394.0 1407.7 Basalt, black to locally brownish, amphibolitized, and finely
foliated at 15 to 35 degrees - the foliation steepening with
depth. At 1399.5, there is a 13 cm patch of grey felsite
running along the core axis. This section also covers the
transition from calcitic to ankeritic rocks between 1402 and
1406, the amphibolitized basalt becoming much more brownish in
colour and heavily carbonated approaching the base of this
section. Pyrite mineralization is variable but minor in amount. 

1407.7 1408.3 Altered Syenite, a narrow, very fine grained, hard, deep
orange red dyke of altered syenite with some pale orange
staining at the upper contact. The dyke is ankeritic, weakly
magnetic, moderately veined with 20% gash-like ankerite
stringers, and is finely mineralized with S-5% fine pyrite.
Contacts are at 38/40 degrees - lower contact broken. 

1408.3 1415.9 Basalt, a strongly ankeritic unit that appears to be a
chloritized, partly amphibolitized basalt that has been
invaded with pinkish to grey ankerite as well as being cut by
pinkish to orangish veins and/or incipient dykelets of
felsite. The rock is harder than average, moderate to strongly
magnetic and is foliated at 25 to 40 degrees to the core axis.
Pyrite mineralization is minor overall but can be up to 5%
very locally next to the incipient dykelets. 

1415.9 1419.9 Intercalated amphibolitized basalts with 2.5 to 15 cm sections
of blue black ultramafic. The widest unit is a brownish
altered basalt from 1417.9 to 1419.7. The rocks are foliated
at 35 to 45 degrees, and contacts between units are foliation
parallel. The basaltic sections are moderately magnetic, the
ultramafic being nonmagnetic. Mineralization is also better in
the basaltic sections, and there is some potential weak
fuchsite alteration in a couple of the ultramafic units.
Contacts of the section are at 35/38 degrees with both
contacts being black and amphibolitized over 2 cms. 

1419.9 1425.7 Basalt, a very strongly ankeritic basalt that appears to
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reflect an invasion of reddish carbonate +/- an incipient 
dykelet style of alteration. The resultant rock is streaky 
with amphibolite plus numerous blebs to lenses of pinkish 
carbonate in a matrix that is effectively a mosaic of 
carbonate. The whole carries numerous blebs of exsolved 
magnetite such that the rock is strongly magnetic. The 
alteration et al is so strong that a unit from 1423.2 to 
1424.4 may in fact be a strongly altered felsite although 
there are some amphibolitic streaks here. This section is 
finely fractured with orangish alteration such that contacts 
are next to impossible to delimit. Mineralization averages 
l-2% but tends to focus around the more strongly orangish 
stained sections. The rock is harder than most of the other 
parts of the system with the extreme alteration probably 
reflecting the adjacent carb zone. Contacts are sharp at 38/43 
degrees.

1425.7 1561.5 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE
Contact into a rather broad green carbonate system dominated by emerald 
green fuchsitic carbonate rocks and the dull yellowish, to yellow ochre, 
butter and lime coloured more sericitic carb rocks. Aside from the contact 
zones, there is a transition from carb rocks with a strong sericite 
component up to 1480.3 with more typical straightforward fuchsitic carb 
rocks below that point. The upper contact zone is most interesting in that 
there is some semblance of the original protolith in the area beween 1425.7 
and 1446.0 - discussed under the system breakdown.
The carb rocks are essentially a mosaic of ankerite +X- quartz with streaks 
of fuchsite and sericite alteration. While the lower contact of the system 
is with tuffaceous rocks, none of the members here can be construed as 
tuffaceous - the sericitic members are also a mosaic of carbonate with 
accessory sericite alteration in streaks plus numerous flecks of fuchsite. 
Particularly in the upper part of the system to 1480.3, there are a few 
greyer more siliceous sections which may have been originally felsic dykes, 
but aside from the contact zones the protolith is unrecognizable. The carb 
rocks are not well mineralized - most mineralization occurring in the more 
siliceous to sericitic units. The core is moderately well veined with milky 
to greyish stringers of quartz +/- ankerite. 
The system breakdown includes :. 
1425.7 1426.3 Carb rocks, buff to brownish with streaky sericite and

fuchsite. A more brownish altered, 6 cm, section just below
the upper contact is weakly magnetic. Foliated at 35 to 40
degrees, 1-21: pyrite. 

1426.3 1427.2 Ultramafic, greenish to black with strong milky ankerite and
weak fuchsite alteration. Unmineralized, foliated at 35 to 40
degrees, contacts at 35/42 degrees. 

1427.2 1428.3 Carb rocks, intercalated streaky ultramafic units with grey
beige to yellowish sericitic carb patches. The ultramafic is
weakly fuchsitic and appears to grade more amphibolitic
towards the base. The sequence is foliated at 40 to 45
degrees, the ultramafic parts are grey to dull green in
colour. Sericitic sections contain accessory pyrite but
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overall the amount is less than l*. 
1428.3 1435.9 Carb rocks that appear to represent an original protolith of

amphibolitized basalt. This section at the outset appears
identical to the extreme altered basalt at the end of the
previous zone with strong ankerite and pinkish to reddish
quartz veins */- more strongly reddish stained zones that may
be incipient dykelets. Mineralization is minor and is mainly
focussed with these more altered sections. Circa 1432.5 the
rock grades more strongly ankeritic and is dull grey green
with flecks of amphibolite. This rock continues to grade
lighter in colour and more fuchsitic with depth such that by
1434.6 the basalt is a pale grey green carb rock that is
flecked with fuchsite. The final gradation is at 1435, where
the rock becomes yellowish and sericitic. Contacts of the
outside of the zone are at 45/52 degrees. 

1435.9 1437.1 Intercalated emerald green carbonate with narrow sericitic
sections to 1.5 cms in size. Trace pyrite. 

1437.1 1446.0 An interesting carb zone with variably carbonated fragments to
4 cms in size in the contact zones and a central section that
appears to be a very strongly altered and carbonated gabbro.
The gabbro section is brownish to grey in colour and weakly
magnetic. The matrix component is a granular mosaic of
carbonate within which there are irregular mafic fragments to
6 cms in size along with blebs of relict hornblende +S-
amphibole. The more definite gabbro section extends from
1438.4 to 1443.1 with a gradational change into the yellowish
to beige and sericitic contact zones. Only trace pyrite here.
The contact zones are weakly flecked with fuchsite. Contacts
are sharp although a little streaky at 46 degrees. 

1446.0 1447.7 Fuchsitic carb rocks, 20% veining, unmineralized. 
1447.7 1450.5 Sericitic section, flecked with fuchsite, trace pyrite.

Contacts at 52/42 degrees. 
1450.5 1457.1 Fuchsitic carbonate with sericitic to lime coloured patches

that host the majority of the trace pyrite content, 20-25%
veining. 

1457.1 1464.9 Felsite (?), a predominately grey to beige section that is
considerably more siliceous than most of the other rocks in
the package. The matrix component is very fine grained, but
the siliceous nature of this section and fine pyrite
throughout suggest a potential felsite here. At 1457.8, there
is an irregular patch of fuchsite. The upper contact is sharp
and siliceous with some pinkish staining at 55 degrees, the
lower contact is confused along 40 cms of veining. 

1464.9 1471.5 Yellowish green, sericitic carbonate with variable fuchsite.
Very minor to negligible pyrite. 

1471.5 1472.7 Fuchsitic carbonate, nil pyrite. Upper contact irregular with
veining, lower contact at 45 degrees. 

1472.7 1476.0 Sericitic and fuchsitic carbonate, yellowish green,
unmineralized. 

1476.0 1478.6 Intercalated fuchsitic and streaky sericitic carbonate. Both
contacts are partly irregular from veining averaging 35/30
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degrees.
1478.6 1480.3 Sericitic carbonate, yellowish green to beige colour, weak 

fuchsite component, both contacts with accessory quartz 
veining, l* pyrite.

1480.3 1533.0 Fuchsitic carbonate, with only local sericitic patches, most 
of which are in the cm-size range. Wider sericitic sections 
include : 1485.5-1486.7 irregular contacts at 41 degrees; 
1504.8-1505.2 at 40/36 degrees, contacts irregular, well 
mineralized,- 1523.9-1524.2 at 47/42 degrees, and; 
1524.7-1525.0 at 45 degrees. There are also some fine, black 
ultramafic streaks in the fuchsitic carbonate between 1521.5 
and 1523.9. The sequence is moderately veined with the greyish 
quartz-ankerite stringers in the upper part of the zone to 
roughly 1500 - 10 to 15% veining. Mineralization is weak but 
what pyrite is present tends to focus on the more sericitic 
sections. Lower contact at 40 degrees.

1533.0 1537.9 Sericitic carb rocks, minor fuchsitic patches, trace to 11: 
pyrite, contacts sharp but irregular at 40/60 degrees.

1537.9 1558.9 Fuchsitic carb rocks with patchy sericite alteration. Below 
1541.5 the carb rocks are better veined with about 15% greyish 
quartz +S- ankerite stringers, and the carb becomes 
gradationally paler in colour and more highly contorted after 
1542.5. The end of this section is along a 15 cm dull 
yellowish to yellow ochre sericitic unit at 58/55 degrees. 
Mineralization continues to be very minor in amount with the 
sericitic members tending to host the better pyrite. Splashes 
of visible gold, however, are noted with grey quartz veining 
at 1539.1, 1541.6, 1541.8 and 1545.7 in samples 42908, 909 and 
911. Metallics were done on samples of whole core - metallic 
assays are in column 2.

1558.9 1561.5 Lower contact zone, consisting of pale greenish fuchsitic 
carbonate that grades to pale greyish in colour with greyish 
to olive coloured streaks of altered ultramafic by the end of 
the zone. The whole of this section contains numerous dull, 
yellow ochre sericitic streaks and patches. Mineralization is 
minor, veining is minor. Contacts are at 55/46 degrees - lower 
contact clean but broken.

1561.5 1671.5 TUFF ULTRAMAFIC TIMISKAMING GROUP

Contact into a mixed zone of rocks characterized by Timiskaming style tuffs 
with variable alteration and units of blue black to greyish variably 
ankeritic ultramafic, along with scattered felsic dykes and a couple of 
narrow green carbonate sections. This combine produces wide variations in 
the colour of the tuff rocks and an overall very complex zone. Tuff tends to 
dominate the system with a nearly equal portion of ultramafic rocks. 
Since the tuffs and the felsic dykes are extremely variable, they are 
described separately under the system breakdown. On the other hand, the 
ultramafic and green carbonate sections are fairly typical and consistent. 
The ultramafic units are blue black to greyish in colour depending on the 
amount of ankerite present. They are typically soft, talcose, nonmagnetic to 
very weakly magnetic, moderate to strongly foliated, poorly veined aside
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from the ankerite content and sparsely mineralized with pyrite. There are
local brownish altered sections within the ultramafics as well as some
remnants of tuff and the odd section with what appears to be incipient
alteration related to some very narrow dykes.
The green carbonate zones are similarly nonmagnetic. The two main systems
are bright to dark emerald green in colour with a variable amount of patchy
sericitic alteration. Veining differs in the two units but the
mineralization in both cases is minor in amount - pyrite tending to focus on
the yellow to yellow ochre and beige more sericitic units.
Overall the system is moderately to strongly ankeritic, and is very sparsely
mineralized. The tuff members are most often magnetic from a fine sprinkling
of exsolved magnetite, especially in the reddish coloured portions.
The system breakdown includes :.
1561.5 1570.1 Tuff, grey green to medium and dark green with reddish to

brownish and locally yellowish tones. The tuff is finely
laminated (?) and foliated at 45 to 65 degrees to the core
axis. The main colour variations are at the upper and lower
contacts where there is accessory alteration. At the upper
contact (30 cms), the tuff is reddish to brownish and contains
a trace of streaky ultramafic. At the lower contact the rock
is very dark with reddish to olive and yellowish alteration
over 15 cms. The tuff has a typical gritty matrix but appears
to be devoid of fragments in this area. The rock is weakly to
moderately magnetic. Contacts at 46/65 degrees - the upper
contact being broken. Trace pyrite as at lower contact. 

1570.1 1572.2 Ultramafic, a section of greyish to black ultramafic with a
tuff remnant from 1571.2 to 1571.6 at 59/57 degrees and at
1572.1 - 3.5 cms at 62 degrees. At 1571.4, there is a trace of
brownish incipient style alteration in the ultramafic as well.
The tuff remnants and the alteration are harder and more
siliceous than the ultramafic and are mineralized with 2-3%
fine pyrite. The tuff is dark, reddish stained and sericitic. 

1572.2 1579.8 Tuff, dark grey with olive and reddish sections at the start
grading through grey green and variably sericitic rocks
between 1574.8 and 1575.4, to reddish altered tuffs that
extend to the end of the zone. The foliation/layering varies
from 50 to 60 degrees to the core axis, the sequence is
moderately magnetic and is weakly mineralized with pyrite. The
upper part of the zone is moderately siliceous. Contacts are
at 65/47 degrees - lower contact broken. 

1579.8 1598.5 Ultramafic, black to greyish and strongly ankeritic with a
moderate to well developed foliation at 50 to 60 degrees. The
ultramafic contains a variety of included material as :
1581.9-1582.2 a brownish to reddish altered patch of incipient
style; 1582.8-1583.4 a tuff remnant, reddish, siliceous,
finely mineralized at 62 degrees; 1584.3-1584.8 and
1585.2-1585.5 brownish to reddish incipient alteration,
contacts are foliation parallel at 45 to 55 degrees;
1594.3-1595.0 a series of narrow brick red mineralized altered
felsites with veining; at 1595.4 - 6 cms, brownish, incipient
style alteration at 60 degrees, and; 1595.8-1597.0 several
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remnants of orange to grey and brown laminated tuff +/- an
input from altered felsite here, at 35 to 55 degrees. The
remnant material is weakly to moderately magnetic and carries
the better pyrite although mineralization is minor overall. 

1598.5 1602.0 Tuff, reddish, moderately magnetic, finely foliated to
laminated at 55 degrees, finely mineralized with l-2% pyrite.
The upper contact is partly silicified over 7 cms at 55
degrees, the lower contact is bleached and sericitic over 6
cms at 55 degrees. 

1602.0 1605.4 Green Carbonate Zone, an emerald green carbonate zone with
dark fuchsitic streaks, minor sericite alteration patches, 15%
milky quartz-ankerite veining, unmineralized and with a weakly
developed foliation at 55 to 60 degrees. 

1605.4 1617.9 Tuff, sericitic at the upper contact for 1.5 cms at 55
degrees, followed by reddish tuffs to approximately 1610 where
the core begins to grade progressively greener in colour down
to the lower contact zone which is dull reddish toned and
siliceous over 20 cms at 57 degrees. Fragments are still
absent from the system but the rocks are gritty textured and
streaky to foliated or laminated at 55 to 60 degrees. This
unit is finely sprinkled with magnetite and is finely
mineralized with pyrite. At 1608.3, there is a 3 cm patch of
weakly fuchsitic ultramafic with veining at 47 degrees. 

1617.9 1625.6 Ultramafic, blue black, strongly ankeritic, foliated at 45 to
65 degrees with a handful of brownish to greenish alteration
patches on a cm-size scale, and two wider remnants of altered
tuff as at 1621.8 - li cms brownish to yellowish at 55/25
degrees, and; at 1625.4 - 7 cms, yellowish to brownish and
contorted at 50/60 degrees. The lower tuff member is finely
mineralized with pyrite, otherwise mineralization is very
minor. 

1625.6 1627.8 Tuff, yellowish to brownish and grey green with a foliation to
layering that is variably contorted in this short section. The
rocks are moderately magnetic and are finely mineralized with
2-3% pyrite. Contacts are broken. 

1627.8 1633.4 Ultramafic, typical, foliated at 50 to 60 degrees with a
couple of subrounded patches of altered sericitic, contorted,
tuff at 1630.8 at 7 and 10 cms in size. 

1633.4 1634.6 Tuff, reddish to yellowish, with a greener central zone. The
core is magnetic and moderate to strongly altered between two
ultramafic units. Foliated at 35 to 45 degrees, contacts at 45
degrees, l-2% fine pyrite. 

1634.6 1636.5 Ultramafic, blue black, blocky, contorted, one wider quartz-
ankerite vein here as well at 1635.8 - 8 cms, contacts broken. 

1636.5 1637.9 Tuff, yellow ochre coloured with weak reddish tones,
sericitic, contorted, mineralized with l-2% fine pyrite.
Contacts are streaky at 40/55 degrees. 

1637.9 1640.9 Ultramafic, blue black with weak olive tones of more typical
carb rocks. The rock is more competent here, moderately
foliated at 55 to 65 degrees, unmineralized. The lower contact
truncates the layering in the adjacent tuff unit even though
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the contact is clean and sharp.
1640.9 1655.9 Tuff, with accessory creamy to earthy sericite alteration for 

13 cms at the upper contact, followed by grey green, gritty, 
foliated tuff with variable but weak sericite to 1643.3 where 
the sequence becomes highly contorted and contains a mixed 
assemblage of coarse fragments to 5 cms in size. Fragments in 
this coarse zone vary from grey to milky and black quartz, 
pale grey porphyry, pinkish vein and dyke material, mafic 
fragments, and some fragments that look like a fine black 
amphibolite. Stretched mafic fragments are found in a foliated 
zone below the contorted section from 1647.0 to 1649.0 - 
foliated at 55 to 60 degrees. After 1649, fragments are again 
absent, the tuff is dark grey green and gritty with weak 
streaky sericite alteration up to 1653 where the rock grades 
increasingly sericitic and pale yellowish green in colour 
approaching the contact with a green carb zone. The tuff is 
only weakly magnetic in this area - most so at the upper 
contact and in the contorted zone. Contacts are sharp at 63/54 
degrees.

1655.9 1661.0 Green Carbonate Zone, a second green carbonate zone, this one 
hosting a pale orangish brown siliceous veined felsite (?) 
dyke from 1659.7 to 1660.3 at 55 degrees plus two other narrow 
dykelets at 1659.6 - l cm at 72 degrees, and at 1660.9 - 2 cms 
at 58 degrees. The upper contact is well veined with 40% 
greyish quartz-ankerite stringers over 42 cms. The zone is a 
dark emerald green colour with scattered, mineralized, yellow 
ochre sericitic patches and streaks.

1661.0 1662.6 Tuff, grey red to reddish with a brownish, bleached, more 
sericitic upper contact zone over 15 cms. This section is 
nonmagnetic. Contacts are at 50/47 degrees, trace to It pyrite.

1662.6 1663.1 Ultramafic, black to olive coloured with some fuchsite 
alteration. Foliation is contorted, trace sericite.

1663.1 1664.2 Syenite, a deep orange red, very fine grained, siliceous, 
hard, quartz veined dyke with irregular contacts at 27/64 
degrees. The dyke is well mineralized with S-5% pyrite and 
contains about 25% veining.

1664.2 1671.5 Ultramafic, blue black to greyish and strongly ankeritic with 
patchy brownish alteration of the incipient style. Most of 
these alteration patches are cm sized but a section from 
1670.0 to 1671.1 contains several bright orange red syenite 
dykelets up to 2 cms wide that alter the 1.1 feet of 
ultramafic a reddish to brown colour. The alteration patches 
contain up to 2-3% pyrite, otherwise the ultramafic is very 
sparsely to unmineralized. The lower contact of this overall 
system is broken with granulated core at 60 degrees.

FAULT ZONE

A whole zone that is effectively all gouged and granulated with an estimate 
of 6.5 feet of lost core. The host rock is ultramafic, blue black, strongly 
foliated, ankeritic, nonmagnetic, unmineralized. Aside from a few cms at the 
upper contact, and broken core below 1687, all of the remaining ultramafic
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is gouged to granulated at variable angles to the core axis. The only other 
recognizable rock unit is a deep wine red to orange coloured carb section 
from 1672.2 to 1674.0 - it is moderately hard and may be a severely altered 
syenite or felsite dyke. Both contacts of the dyke are broken - the lower 
two thirds of the unit from 1672.8 to 1674.0 being badly broken core. 
1679.5 1686.0 Lost Core, the estimated location from lost core in two 

adjacent core runs.

ULTRAMAFIC

Contact along a 15 cm pitted quartz-ankerite vein at 30 degrees into a
sequence of ankeritic ultramafic with several remnants of altered tuff and
isolated areas with incipient style alteration. The ultramafic member is the
dominant rock type. It is greyish to black in colour and has a strong
ankerite component, is moderate to strongly foliated at 50 to 60 degrees to
the core axis, nonmagnetic, poorly veined aside from ankerite and is very
sparsely to unmineralized.
There is only one main area with the incipient style of alteration from
1692.5 to 1694.9. It consists of orange red to red veins or incipient
dykelets up to 3 cms in size that kick extra reddish carbonate out into the
adjacent ultramafic which is more chloritic here than the normal brownish
associations with the incipient alteration. The orange red veins host l-2%
fine pyrite and are sprinkled with exsolved magnetite, otherwise the system
is very sparsely to unmineralized.
The tuffaceous sections are strongly altered with ankerite in addition to
variable amounts of chlorite and silica. The upper units in the package tend
to be more chloritic while most of the lower zones below 1701 are siliceous.
This may be a function of the proximity of the overlying fault, with those
units being closest to the fault being more strongly chloritic. The tuffs
vary from dull grey green to brownish with reddish to orangish, yellowish
and beige altered sections. The tuffs exhibit a patchy magnetism, are poorly
veined and are variably mineralized with fine pyrite. The foliation to
lamination in the tuff averages 45 to 55 degrees, but there are contorted
sections where the foliation runs along the core axis.
At the base of the system, below 1713, there are scattered beige to butter
coloured mineralized patches up to 3 cms in size that may represent relict
felsic dykes.
Tuff sections within the package include :.
1694.9 1696.0 Tuff, chloritic, weakly siliceous at the upper contact, l-2%

pyrite, contacts broken at 50 degrees. 
1697.0 1700.7 Tuff, chloritic, l-2% pyrite, accessory red to orange staining

over 10 cms at either contact. Contacts broken at 45/55
degrees. 

1701.2 1701.4 Tuff, orange brown, moderately hard, fine pyrite, contacts at
55 degrees. 

1701.5 1706.2 Tuff, orange brown to yellowish and reddish, core angles are
variable across this section, lower contact contorted with
ultramafic over 12 cms. Contacts are broken at 55 degrees. The
rock is siliceous and is moderately mineralized with 2-3%
pyrite. 

1707.4 1707.6 Tuff (?), reddish, carbonated S-5% pyrite. This section is not
foliated and may be incipient granular, reddish carb
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alteration.
1711.4 1712.7 Tuff, orange brown to yellowish, highly contorted and 

irregular upper contact intercalated with ultramafic. The 
lower contact is sericitic over 5 cms and broken at 66 
degrees. Nonmagnetic, 2-3% pyrite. This the last of the tuff 
sections which is followed by ultramafic to the end of the 
zone.

The lower contact of the ultramafic sequence is sharp at 53 degrees.

1726.9 1917.0 TUFF TIMISKAMING GROUP
Contact into a broad zone of Timiskaming rocks that extend to the end of the 
hole. The tuffs are identical to the units previously described with the 
exception that the rocks are considerably cleaner and less altered with 
depth such that more of the primary features can be noted. Essentially three 
types of units occur - a relatively massive unit that is finely granular to 
gritty and is generally devoid of fragments; finely granular to gritty units 
with scattered stretched fragments up to a cm in size, and; more streaky to 
foliated units that tend to contain the largest sized, and most diverse 
types of fragments. The most weakly altered members vary from medium to dark 
grey and grey green in colour, although there are reddish to yellowish and 
pale grey green portions that reflect varying amounts and types of 
alteration.
Alteration at the end of the hole is essentially calcite and chlorite */- 
weak sericite, while the outset of the zone is ankeritic and chloritic with 
a variable input from sericite. The transition from one alteration type to 
another occurs between 1776 and 1786, highlighted by a reddish stained 
section from 1777.6 to 1781.5. The transition is also reflected in the 
magnetics where the ankeritic rocks at the start of the zone contain patchy 
to fairly uniform exsolved magnetite, and the rocks at the end of the hole 
are nonmagnetic. The core is not particularly well veined nor is it well 
mineralized although local tuff sections can contain up to 2-3% fine pyrite 
over narrow footages.
The upper contact is reddish stained and partly sericitic over 4 cms 
followed by streaky, contorted fragmental rocks to roughly 1731 where a more 
uniform foliation develops at 45 to 65 degrees - steeper with depth. This 
section has a variable creamy to off-white sericite-carbonate alteration 
component. It ends along a streaky, foliated, fragmental horizon from 1774.0 
to 1777.6, which is in contact with the reddish stained rocks that mark the 
transition from ankerite and magnetite to calcite alteration. The contact is 
at 55 degrees.
The lower part of the Timiskaming sequence largely consists of the massive 
gritty style of unit with only scattered areas where fragments are 
developed. Two areas where fragments are most visible are found from 1804 to 
1811 and 1900.5 to 1905.0 and while coarse cherty fragments do exist in 
these locales, most of the fragments are under l cm in size. The foliation 
at the end of the hole varies from 55 to 65 degrees.
1831.3 1832.4 Ultramafic, a minor amount of ultramafic here that is partly 

intercalated with the tuff at 65/72 degrees. The ultramafic is 
dark green to blue black in colour, partly chloritized, 
nonmagnetic, calcitic and weakly mineralized.
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1905.0 1917.0 Some brownish to reddish alteration with accessory calcite 
below the more coarsely fragmental unit that extends to the 
end of the hole.

1917.0 End of Hole.
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QUEENSTON MINING INC 
Drill Hole: MB97-13

DIAMOND DRILL HOLE RECORD
Property: MCBEAN Col loc from #1 post, L19262, 25'S, 565'W 
Northing: 19195.40 
Easting: 9903.90 
Elevation: 11000.00

Collar Azimuth (Grid) 1.4 
Collar Dip: -70.0 
(O Degrees Grid equals 017 degrees True)

2. 18 9 47
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SUMMARY LOG

.0 108.2 OVERBURDEN

108.2 799.8 GABBRO

799.8 799.9 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

799.9 966.4 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

966.4 1123.0 FELSITE

1123.0 1164.0 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

1164.0 1277.7 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1277.7 1333.0 TUFF

1333.0 1362.8 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

1362.8 1362.9 TIMISKAMING GROUP

1362.9 1585.5 TUFF

32D04NW2013 2.18947 GAUTHIER 090
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.0 108.2 OVERBURDEN

108.2 799.8 GABBRO

Collar in a sequence of gabbroic rx which look very similar to the gabbro at 
the collar of hole 8b. This gabbroic sequence is characterized by 
alternating phases of hornblende rich gabbro and feldspathic rich gabbro, w/ 
the feldspathic phase being the dominant member, and phase changes being 
either sharp or gradational. Feldspathic members are generally med to med 
coarse grained and a green to lime green colour due to the presence of 
epidote. Hornblend rich members are generally darker in colour to a dark 
green black, and are generally finer grained. Both gabbroic members are 
quite hard, mildly calcitic, and mod magnetic. Alt within this sequence 
consists of epidote, calcite and hematite, with calcite being the most 
prevelant both in bands and in calcite filled fractures. Hematite appears to 
be associated w/ calcite fractures as they often have a slight orange red to 
rust colour within a couple of inches on either side of fractures. Veining 
is poor within this sequence, as is mineralz, w/ tr py associated and 
generally located in and adjacent to calcite filled fractures. This gabbroic 
sequence is cut by dykes of diorite, mafic intrusives, and basalt, as well 
as various patchy inclusions.

126.1 126.3 Diorite.
An inclusion of diorite, off white and speckled w/ mafics, quite hard, mod
mag, and slightly calcitic. This patch has irregular contacts @ 45/ 50 dtca.

141.5 168.1 Mafic intrusive.
Gabbroic sequnce cut by a rather large mafic intrusive. This dyke is grey 
black w/ a slight red hue, fine to med grained, quite hard, weakly mag, and 
slightly calcitic. Contacts for this unit @ TO/60 dtca w/ the basal contact 
being a bit irregular along a small patch of diorite.

180.0 180.5 Basalt.
An inclusion? of basalt grey to dark grey, fine grained, quite hard, very 
mildly calcitic, and strongly magnetic. This unit contains mm sized black 
shiny tabular xtals(biotite?) which appear aligned   60 dtca. Contacts for 
this unit @ 60/55 dtca.

196.1 197.3 Basalt.
Basalt dyke, grey to dark gray, fine grained, quite hard, mod mag, slightly
calcitic. Contacts   50/40 dtca.

202.0 205.9 Basalt.
Basalt dyke, grey, fine grained, mod mag, quite hard, and slightly calcitic.
Upper contact well difined   50 dtca, lower contact a bit diffuse   60 dtca.

220.9 230.5 Mafic intrusive.
A rather large mafic intrusive dyke, dark grey to black, fine to med 
grained, quite hard, strongly mag, and weakly calcitic. This unit is 
mineralz w/ fine diss py near calcite stringers. Upper contact @ 80 dtca,
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lower contact difficult to determine due to broken core.

234.8 234.9 Diorite.
An inclusion of diorite, off white w/ a slight green tint, and speckled w/ 
mafics, quite hard, weakly mag, and slightly calcitic. Contacts for this 
inclusion are irregular @ 55/50 dtca. This unit also contains considerable 
red to rust coloured hematite staining.

250.4 250.9 Basalt.
Basalt, grey w/ some red hematite staining, quite hard, strongly mag, and
totally invaded by calcite. Contacts @ 60/60 opposing angles.

254.2 254.4 Chlorite.
This zone is very soft, fine grained, black w/ a slight green hue and is
almost totally chlorite.

264.7 274.8 Mafic intrusive.
A mafic intrusive dyke, black w/ considerable red hematite staining, quite 
hard, strongly mag, strongly calcitic and med grained. Not well veined or 
well mineralz. Contacts well defined a TO/60 dtca, opposing angles.

274.8 275.5 Diorite.
Contact into a dark red to orange, med grained dyke of diorite. This unit is 

to locally strongly mag, quite hard, and essentially non calcitic except 
invaded by calcite stringers. Contacts for this unit are sharp @ 60/60

mod
where
dtca.

276.9 277.4 Diorite.
Contact into a pinkish to orangish dyke of diorite, which is speckled w/ 
mafics. This unit is quite hard, mod mag, and calcitic only w/ presence of 
calcite stringers. Contacts for this unit are well defined   60/55 dtca. 
This unit contains some accessory cubic py.

281.9 302.0 Diorite.
Contact into a large dyke of diorite. This unit is grey to reddish orange in 
colour, med grained and contains some fairly well dev phenos of feldspar 
within its matrix. Dyke is quite hard, mod mag, strongly calcitic, and 
contains a few cm sized inclusions of gabbro. This unit is mineralz w/ tr 
euhedral py as well as some specular hematite. Veining is minimal. Unit 
becomes more orange in colour for 3 inches before basal contact which is at 
70 dtca. Upper contact @ 70 dtca.

307.8 308.0 Diorite.
Dyke of diorite, dark orange red, quite hard, mod mag, and calcitic. This
unit is med grained and has well defined contacts @ 80/75 dtca.

310.9 311.0 Diorite.
Dyke of diorite, similar to 2D @ 307.8. Contacts @ 60/60 dtca.

313.4 314.5 Diorite.
Contact into a dark orange red, med grained dyke of diorite. This unit is
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quite hard, mod mag, and calcitic. Contains some accessory py. Contacts for 
this unit are a bit irregular @ 50/60 dtca.

323.0 323.2 Diorite.
Diorite dyke, dark grey red, med grained, quite hard, mod mag, and slightly
calcitic. Contacts   70/65 dtca.

326.7 327.3 Diorite.
Contact into a grey red to orangish, med grained dyke of diorite, which is 
quite hard, mod mag, and slightly calcitic. Contacts for this dyke are sharp 
@ 40/60 dtca. Some accessory fine diss py.

330.0 At 330.0 there is a lcm band of red, very fine grained, and very 
hard non mag material of indeterminant origin.

344.9 356.1 Mafic intrusive.
Contact into a large mafic intrusive, black, fine to med fine grained, quite
hard, mod mag, massive,and strongly calcitic. This unit is extremely
overprinted w/ calcite, and contains some accessory py. Contacts for this
unit are quite difffuse @ 60/50 w/ the basal contact along a small dioritic
inclusion.

358.4 358.5 Diorite.
Contact into a dark orange red, med grained dyke of diorite, which is quite 
hard, weakly mag, and slightly calcitic. Contact for this dyke are sharp   
60/50 dtca.

368.0 368.3 Basalt.
Basalt, grey green, quite hard, fine grained, weakly mag, and strongly
calcitic. Contacts   80/70 dtca.

368.3 373.9 Feldspar Porphyry.
Contact into a large feldspar porphyry dyke, grey to dark grey w/ a slight 
red tint. This unit is quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic. This unit 
contains very well developed phenos of feld within its fine grained matrix. 
These phenos are often rimmed w/ red hematite staining which lends to this 
unit a slight red tint. Phenos range in shape from tabular to rounded and 
range in size from mm to cm. This unit is not well mineralz or well veined. 
Upper contact is well defined 8 70 dtca, lower contact hard to determine 
because core is broken and blocky. At 371.9 to 372.0 there is a basaltic 
inclusion 8 60/50 dtca, opposing angles.

373.9 383.4 Basalt.
Contact into a dyke of basalt, grey green to dark grey, fine grained, weakly 
to locally mod mag, quite hard, and slightly calcitic. Not well veined or 
mineralz. Unit is slightly pitted in areas. Contacts @ 50/80 dtca, w/ the 
lower contact being quite diffuse.

403.4 414.4 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbro within this area becomes highly alt, and appears to contain a number
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of gabbros within a gabbro, which compositionally look very similar except 
for changes in grain size from fine grained gabbro to coarse grained gabbro. 
All of these gabbroic units are quite hard, mod mag and slightly calcitic. 
Mineralz and veining is poor. Upper contact is gradational, lower contact is 
sharp   70 dtca.

414.4 418.0 Basalt.
Contact into a dyke of basalt, dark grey w/ a hint of green, quite hard, and 
mod mag. This unit is fine grained and is not well mineralz or well veined. 
Contacts S 70/50 dtca.

424.1 471.5 Basalt.
Contact into a large sequence of basalt? which is very chewed up, black to 
dark grey, fine to med grained, quite hard and mod to locally very strongly 
magnetic. This unit reacts strongly to Hcl and is quite pitted and vuggy in 
areas. Between 431 and 432 unit contains a section of breccia? with calcite 
containing brecciated fragments. There is no broken core or gouge in this 
area? At 433.7 to 434.0 there is a zone which contains a couple of small 
dykes of red, hard, fine grained, finely felted, finely fractured 
material(possibly syenite) @ 70 dtca which contain elevated levels of fine 
diss and coarse euhedral py. @ 464.8 to 465.1 there is a mafic intrusive 
dyke S 40/40 dtca. Upper contact for this basaltic unit is diffuse @ 70 
dtca, lower contact is sharp e 70 dtca.

471.5 482.2 Altered Gabbro.
Hornblende gabbroic unit becomes highly alt in this area, unit is black 
green, fine to med grained, softer than not as altered gabbros, quite 
calcitic, mod mag and quite vuggy and pitted. This unit contains very little 
of the original gabbroic textures. This zone contains numerous calcite bands 
which are generally stained red from hematite. There is some accessory py 
associated w/ calcite bands and stringers here. This unit is highly 
amphibolitized and has a finely felted texture.

492.8 492.9 Aplite.
Dyke of aplite, off white and speckled w/ mafics, quite hard, weakly mag,
and non calcitic. Contacts S 80/75 dtca.

498.7 499.1 Quartz.
Sequence contains a milky pink qtz vein which runs parallel to the core axis
and is unmineralz.

499.1 499.3 Diorite.
Dyke of diorite, pinkish, quite hard, weakly mag, and essentially non 
calcitic except where invaded by calcite stringers. Unmineralz, contacts @ 
60/60 dtca.

501.5 Aplite.
At 501.5 there is a small lcm dyke of aplite.

503.8 504.4 Diorite.
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Sequence contains an irregular inclusion? of diorite, pinkish red, quite 
hard, weakly mag, slightly calcitic, and unmineralz.

505.4 531.0 Altered Gabbro.
Hornblende gabbro in this zone is very chewed up and exremely hard to 
identify, it is fine to med grained grey in colour, amphibolitized, quite 
hard, calcitic, and mod mag. There is some accessory py here. Between 526 
and 530 this unit contains inclusions of finer grained gabbro.

531.0 548.4 Carbonated Gabbro.
Gradational contact into a carb gabbro unit which is grey black, quite hard, 
mod mag and very calcitic. This unit has a finely felted texture and is 
slightly foliated   approx 70 dtca. Between 538.3 and 542 gabbro unit 
becomes quite foliated and contains bands of chlorite as well as a couple of 
small dykelets of syenite?, which are mineralz w/ l-2% fine diss and coarse 
euhedral py. These small dykelets are irregular, pinkish in colour, quite 
hard, weakly mag and essentially non calcitic, except where invaded by small 
calcite stringers. At 541.2 there is an unmineralz milky white qtz vein for 
2cm @ 60/60 dtca w/ irregular contacts. At 545.0 to 545.2 there is a dyke of 
pinkish red finely felted and finely fractured material which is quite hard, 
non mag, and non calcitic. This dyke is mineralz w/ l-2% py and is probably 
a syenite? Contacts @ 80/70 dtca along 19 inches of carb gabbro followed by 
2 inches of similar pinkish red finely felted and finely fractured material 
which also contains some accessory py. Contacts @ 80/70 dtca. After this 
contact gabbro becomes grey in colour till gradational contact w/ 
feldspathic gabbro. This grey coloured area may be a hybrid phase of gabbro.

548.4 564.0 Altered Gabbro.
Gradational contact into a feldspathic rich gabbro phase which contains
broken blocky core between 551 and 565. The zone is effectively unmineralz.

564.0 580.0 Altered Gabbro.
Gradational contact into a hornblende rich phase of gabbro which is 
extremely chewed up and contains little of the typical gabbroic textures 
This unit is grey to black, med grained, quite hard, mod mag, and reacts 
very strongly to Hcl. This unit contains fragments of feldspathic rich 
gabbro as well as areas which appear to be a hybrid phase. Effectively 
unmineralz. Lower contact sharp   50 dtca.

580.0 581.0 Diorite.
Contact into a purplish grey dyke of diorite, which contains well dev phenos 
of feld within its fine grained matrix. This unit is quite hard, weakly mag, 
and calcitic. Mineralz and veining is not well developed within this unit. 
Contacts @ 50/80 dtca.

581.0 652.7 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a phase of feldspathic rich gabbro which grades into a 
hornblende rich phase and then returns to feldspathic rich phase w/ a zone 
of spotted gabbro @ 600.2 to 601.0 probably representing a hybrid phase. All 
3 phases of gabbro are quite hard, mod to locally strongly mag, and
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calcitic. Between 610 and 611 gabbro has mod dev phenos of white tabular 
feldspar. This unit is generally unmineralz except near pitted, vuggy 
calcite fractures where there is some accessory py. Between 621 and 624 
gabbroic unit contains the odd fragment of chlorite. This unit continues to 
remain vuggy and pitted in areas. Phase changes occurr regularly throughout 
this unit, sometimes w/ a hybrid phase in between sometimes not. These 
contacts are generally gradational but they may be sharp, and different 
phases often contain fragments of the other phase within their matrix most 
notably near contacts. At 639.6 to 642.0 the core becomes quite broken and 
blocky. At 652.5 there is a 2 inch band of soft turquois coloured material 
just before contact w/ diorite (probably chlorite).

652.7 655.0 Diorite.
Contact into a grey diorite dyke which is extremely vuggy and pitted. This 
unit is broken and blocky making the basal contact hard to determine 
although it does look irregular. This dyke is quite hard, weakly mag, and 
very calcitic. Mineralz is fairly well dev within this unit, but is 
associated w/ calcite fractures which contain some accessory py.

655.0 694.0 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a hornblende rich phase of gabbro which is extremely vuggy and 
pitted and laced w/ numerous calcite fractures as well as containing the odd 
band and fragment of chlorite. This unit is very similar to gabbroic 
sequence as above and characterized by numerous phase changes and hybrid 
gabbro areas. This area is effectively unmineralz except near calcite 
fractures which tend to contain some accessory py.

694.0 750.4 Altered Gabbro.
Gradational contact into a gabbroic sequence which is dominantly represented 
by the feldspathic phase of gabbro, but does contain some areas which are 
hornblende rich phases as well as some hybrid phase zones. Feldspathic rich 
phases are generally grey green, and ranges in grain size from fine to 
coarse grained. This unit remains vuggy pitted, quite hard, mod to locally 
strongly mag and calcitic. This unit is generally unmineralz except near 
calcite fractures tend to contain some accessory fine diss and coarse 
euhedral py.   746.0 to 750.4 core becomes broken and blocky. After 740.0 
texture of gabbro becomes more finely felted.

750.4 752.0 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a unit of gabbro which is foliated @ 60 dtca, black, very soft, 
weakly mag, fine grained, and calcitic. This unit contains bands of chlorite 
as well as a zone of what appears to be blue black komatiite, s 750.9 for 
4cm @ 60/60 dtca. Contacts for this unit a 55/55 dtca. This unit is 
essentially unmineralz.

752.0 776.5 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into an alt, highly chewed up gabbro unit dominantly of the 
feldspathic phase. This unit is grey black w/ a slight green tint, mod to 
locally strongly mag, med to coarse grained and softer than gabbros seen 
elsewhere in this hole. This unit does contain a few areas of the hornblende 
rich phase of gabbro and is slightly foliated between 752.1 and 758.0 @
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approx 50 dtca. Between 765.5 and 769.0 the core is extremely vuggy, pitted 
and stained red to rust colour from hematite, most notably associated w/ 
calcite fractures which contain accessory py up to 5% locally. This area of 
core has a finely felted texture. This entire zone reacts strongly to Hcl. 
Basal contact for this unit along a small diorite dyke @ 80 dtca.

776.3 776.4 Diorite.
Contact into a orange, pitted, quite hard, weakly mag, fine grained and
slightly calcitic dyke of diorite S 80/80 dtca.

776.7 776.9 Diorite.
Contact into a orange to pinkish, med grained, pitted, weakly mag, slightly 
calcitic dyke of diorite. This unit is effectively unmineralz. Upper contact 
S 75 dtca, lower contact along zone of broken core.

779.2 779.4 Diorite.
Dyke of diorite, purplish pink, fine grained, pitted, mod mag and mod
calcitic, unmineralz. Contact sharp   60/60 dtca.

779.9 780.1 Diorite.
Dyke of diorite similar to above, upper contact along zone of broken core,
lower contact irregular @ 75 dtca.

781.9 782.0 Diorite.
Contact into a dull orange dyke of diorite, which is med grained, pitted, 
quite hard, mod mag, and mod calcite. This unit does contain some accessory 
py. Contacts @ 80/80 dtca.

783.3 783.7 Diorite.
Contact into a purple grey dyke of diorite, which is med grained, quite 
hard, mod mag, and mod calcitic. Upper contact for this unit, utilizing the 
down hole direction, is along a right hand offset, along a calcite stringer 
which contains 3.5% accessory py. Basal contact is well defined   85 dtca.

783.8 783.9 Diorite.
Contact into a purplish grey, med grained, quite hard, mod mag, and slightly
calcitic dyke of diorite. Not well mineralz. Contacts sharp @ 80/70 dtca.

784.1 784.5 Diorite.
Dyke of diorite, very similar to above described unit. Contacts well defined
e 80/80 dtca.

784.5 796.0 Gabbro.
Contact into a hornblende rich phase of gabbro, dark grey to black, med 
grained, mod to locally strongly mag, and mod calcitic. This unit is quite 
pitted, has a finely felted texture and contains a 3cm qtz vein @ 793.9 
along broken core zone. Contacts for this unit are well defined @ 80/80 dtca 
w/ the last 2 inches before basal contact being slightly granulated.

796.0 797.9 Ultramafic Komatiite.
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Contact into a blue black komatiite unit which is generally typical of the 
deformation zone. This unit is fine grained, quite soft, foliated   approx 
70 dtca, talcy, non mag, and slightly calcitic. This unit is effectively 
untnineralz. Contacts @ 80/70 dtca.

797.9 799.8 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a unit of alt gabbro, which is dark grey to black, foliated, 
amphibolitized, softer than other gabbros seen in this hole, mod to locally 
strongly mag, and calcitic. This unit is effectively unmineralz. Basal 
contact @ 65 dtca.

799.8 799.9 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

799.9 966.4 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
Contact into a blue black to blue green komatiite unit associated w/ the 
start of the deformation zone. This unit is quite soft and feels talcy to 
the touch as well as being variably mag, slightly calcitic and foliated @ 
approx 60 dtca. This unit contains an ankerite component expressed as 
discontinuous stringers and patches which generally mimic the foliation. 
This sequence is mod well veined w/ qtz-ank, and contains some orange 
hematite staining. Mineralz is not well developed within the komatiite zone. 
This sequence is cut by dykes of carb gabbro, felsite,s syenite, as well as 
containing various patchy inclusions. This unit contains numerous zones of 
granulated and gouged core which will be further discussed in the unit 
breakdown.

800.8 801.4 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a unit of alt gabbro, black, coarse grained, mod mag, calcitic, 
foliated @ 55 dtca, and not well mineralz. Contacts for this unit are sharp 
@ 50/60, followed by a lcm mud gouge @ 70 dtca.

801.4 803.8 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact after mud gouge into an 8 inch zone of broken core.

803.8 804.0 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a zone of alt gabbro, black w/ a slight red tint, med grained,
quite hard, mod mag, foliated, and calcitic. Contacts @ 60/70 dtca.

804.3 805.9 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into an alt gabbro along a 2cm dyke of syenite, @ 55/60 dtca, 
reddish pink, hard, finely felted, finely fractured, non mag, and calcitic. 
Gabbro unit is black w/ a slight red tint, quite hard, mod mag, and 
calcitic. Gabbroic unit is not well mineralz except near initial syenite 
contact and in basal section which has been intruded by incipient dykelets 
of syenite. Basal contact for this unit is shallow at 40 dtca.

806.6 810.4 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into an alt gabbro unit which contains an inclusion of komatiite @
808.0 to 808.7 e 60/70 dtca. Gabbroic unit is black w/ a hint of red med
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grained, quite hard, calcitic, and mod mag. This unit has been alt by 
incipient dyklets of syenite and contains some accessory py. Contacts for 
this unit are sharp @ 60/65 w/ the basal contact being a bit irregular.

810.4 820.5 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a blue black foliated komatiite unit which contains an 
inclusion of gabbro @ 814.3 814.9 8 70/80 dtca. This gabbro unit contains a 
couple of small syenite dykes which are mineralz w/ l.Oli py. Komatiite in 
this zone is very blocky and contains gouged and granulated core   811.0 lcm 
of mud gouge @ 70 dtca; @ 811.6 mud gouge 1.5cm @ 70 dtca; @ 811.9 lcm of 
gouge @ 60 dtca, followed by 4 inches of komatiite which has been stained 
orange red. At 812.9 there is 3 inches of granulated core w/ tr mud. At 
819.4 there is 3cm of granulated core w/ tr mud   70 dtca; O 819.9 there is 
4cm of granulated core some mud gouge   50 dtca. Basal contact for this unit 
@ 65 dtca.

820.5 826.7 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a dyke of gabbro, which is red black, coarse grained, has a 
finely felted texture, is weakly mag and calcitic. This unit contains some 
accessory fine diss py, most notably near basal contact. This unit is also 
quite pitted, basal contact e 70 dtca.

826.7 827.3 Altered Syenite.
Contact into a dyke of alt syenite, red brown, quite hard, mod mag, and 
slightly calcitic. This unit is fine grained and has a finely felted, finely 
fractured texture. Mineralz is mod well dev within this unit w/ 2% fine diss 
py. Contact for this unit @ TO/60 dtca.

827.3 831.6 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a komatiite unit which contains a lcm mud gouge @ 828.9 @ 52
dtca. Contacts @ 60/63 dtca.

831.6 833.2 Altered Gabbro.
Alt gabbro dyke, reddish black, slightly foliated, quite hard, mod mag, and 
calcitic. This unit has been invaded by numerous small cm sized dykelets of 
syenite. Mineralz is fairly well dev within this unit w/ 2^ py. Contacts a 
bit diffuse   65/50 dtca.

833.3 839.3 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a komatiite unit which contains a qtz vein e 833.8 for 5cm   
80/45 dtca. Following this vein core becomes orangish in colour till 434.4 
this small unit is quite hard and may be a felsite which is well mineralz w/ 
2-3* fine diss py @ 40/70 w/ the basal contact being irregular. @ 835.7 
there is 3 inches of granulated core w/ mud gouge   70 dtca, followed by a 2 
inch milky white qtz vein @ 40/50 dtca w/ irregular contacts. @ 837.0 there 
is a lcm mud gouge ® 40 dtca followed by 16 inches of blocky core. Just 
before basal contact (S 70 dtca there is a lcm splash of Cu.

839.3 839.7 Felsite.
Felsite dyke, bright orange, fine grained finely felted, quite hard, weakly
mag, and non calcitic. Contacts @ 80/70 dtca.
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840.4 841.8 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a bleached gabbro unit which is purplish grey, med grained 
quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic. This unit is fairly well mineralz w/ 
X.5% fine diss py. Contacts @ 55/75 dtca.

842.2 842.9 Syenite.
Contact into a bright orange red to brown dyke of syenite? This unit is fine 
grained, finely fractured, quite hard, weakly mag, and non calcitic. 
Mineralz is modestly dev w/ n.% py. Contacts are sharp @ 25/80 dtca.

843.5 845.2 Felsite.
Contact into a reddish brown, fine grained, quite hard, mod mag, and non 
calcitic dyke of syenite which has a finely felted, finely fractured and 
somewhat patchy appearance. This dyke of felsite contains only tr sulphides. 
Contacts @ 70/50 w/ the basal contact being a bit irregular.

848.4 852.6 Carbonated Gabbro.
Dyke of carb gabbro orangish brown, med grained, quite hard, mod mag, and
non calcitic. This unit does contain some accessory py. Contacts S 60/70
dtca.

852.6 857.8 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a typical komatiite unit, blue black, foliated, quite soft, 
variably mag, non calcitic, and well veined w/ qtz-ank making up about 15t 
of the core. This unit contains a zone of breccia between 855.0 855.7. 
Mineralz is not well dev within this zone. Contacts @ 70/80 dtca. This unit 
is also quite contorted.

857.8 861.6 Felsite.
This unit is quite variable in colour ranging from beige to orangish red 
adjacent to 2 inch qtz vein ® 859.2 @ 50/40 dtca opposing angles. This unit 
is quite hard, mod mag, and non calcitic. This unit has a finely fractured 
appearance and is not well mineralz only It cubic py. Contacts   80/80 dtca.

862.7 865.9 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a bright orange to orange red brown unit w/ a patchy 
appearance. This unit contains a zone of komatiite between 863.5 863.9 The 
remainder of this unit is quite hard, weakly to mod mag, fine grained and 
non calcitic. This unit may be a carb gabbro which has been effected by 
numerous incipient syenite dykelets that have alt adjacent gabbro. There is 
some accessory py here. Contacts @ 80/80 dtca.

865.9 871.3 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a zone of komatiite which is grey blue, foliated @ 70 dtca, 
quite soft, contorted, non mag, and poorly mineralz. @ 869.6 to 869.9 there 
is an unmineralz milky qtz vein   65/80 dtca. Contacts for this komatiite 
unit @ 80/60 dtca.

871.3 878.3 Felsite.
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Contact into a beige to orangish red unit which is very fractured w/ the 
fractures being filled w/ chlorite. This unit has a finely felted texture 
and is quite well veined w/ qtz-ank. Unit is quite hard, fine grained, non 
mag, and non calcitic. This unit contains numerous small dykelets which have 
alt the adjacent rx. Mineralz is mod developed within this unit w/ li py. 
This unit is most likely a felsite but it is much more fractured and has a 
psuedo brecciated look to it. Contacts for this unit   60/50 w/ the basal 
contact being diffuse.

878.3 886.1 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiite, blue black, schistose, soft, variably mag, non calcitic, and well 
veined w/ qtz-ank. This unit contains zones of granulated core and mud 
gouge. This unit is foliated and quite contorted-   853.1 to 853.5 there is 
a milky qtz vein   70/70 dtca, followed by 3 inches of granulated core w/ a 
2cm mud gouge S 60 dtca. @ 854.0 there is 1.5cm mud gouge @ 60 dtca, @ 854.2 
there is a lcm gouge S 60 dtca, granulated core for l inch on either side. @ 
855.6 to 856.1 there is a zone of broken blocky core. ® 885.3 there is a 1.5 
inch inclusion of what appears to be carb gabbro   45/60 dtca w/ a splash of 
Cu. Komatiite becomes finely felted 3 inches before basal contact   60 dtca 
and diffuse.

886.1 887.0 Syenite.
Contact into a brownish red, finely felted, finely fractured, quite hard, 
weakly mag, and non calcitic unit which is probably a syenite to felsite, 
which is modestly mineralz w/ coarse euhedral py. Basal contact along a zone 
of broken core.

887.0 889.5 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a dyke of carb gabbro, grey w/ a slight red tint, quite hard, 
mod mag, finely felted, med grained and non calcitic. This unit contains a 
couple of incipient syenite dykelets which lend to the units hardness and 
red hue. Mineralz is mod well developed w/ l li py. Basal contact diffuse and 
shallow 8 35 dtca.

889.5 896.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a fine grained, blue black, soft, foliated, non-mag komatiite 
unit. This unit contains considerable accessory py as well as an inclusion 
of carb gabbro   891.9 to 892.1 which is well mineralz w/ S-5% py, followed 
by 12 inches of blocky core. @ 893.5 there is an irregular inclusion of 
brick red to orange syenite which runs parallel to the core axis for 7 
inches becoming narrower w/ depth. This unit is essentially unmineralz but 
there seems to be increased py in adjacent komatiite.   895.1 to 895.3 there 
is a small syenite dyke @ 60/60 dtca w/ some accessory py here. S 895.4 
there is a lcra mud gouge   60 dtca. Basal contact into a syenite @ 50 dtca 
and sharp.

896.0 897.0 Syenite.
Contact into a fairly large dyke of syenite, brick red to orange, and fairly
well mineralz w/ l.Bli fine diss and coarse euhedral py. Basal contact   35
dtca.
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897.0 898.0 Quartz.
Contact into a large milky white qtz vein which is unmineralz. Basal contact
@ 60 dtca.

898.0 907.8 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a komatiite unit which contains numerous small syenite dyklets 
as well as a couple of larger syenite dykes, and an inclusion of carb 
gabbro. This komatiite unit is blue black, foliated   60 dtca, quite soft, 
fine grained, and variably mag. S 900.0 there are a couple of small syenite 
dykelets   65 dtca which cover about 3 inches of core, and are mineralz w/ 
J.% py. S 901.6 to 902.0 there is a mineralz syenite dyke, upper contact 
along zone of broken core, basal contact S 60 dtca.   902.1 there is a l 
inch inclusion of carb gabbro within a zone of rubbled core. Between 903.8 
and 904.8 there are numerous small incipient dykelets which are slightly 
mineralz and have alt the surrounding komatiite making it harder and giving 
it a slight red tint. @ 906.0 there is a dyke of brown red syenite which is 
fairly well mineralz w/ 2% py. This unit has a sharp upper contact   55 
dtca, and a lower contact which effectively runs along core axis, splitting 
core down the middle, w/ half the core being an inclusion of carb gabbro, 
and the other half being komatiite, making this a 3 way contact. All of the 
units are mineralz at the contact, w/ the syenite being the most mineralz w/ 
l-5% fine diss py. The carb gabbro inclusion is 8 inches long, half the core 
wide and has sharp opposing angle contacts   30/40 dtca. Basal contact for 
komatiite S 80 dtca.

907.8 921.7 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a unit of carb gabbro, grey w/ some slight pink to red tints
near incipient syenite dykelets, finely felted, finely fractured, quite
hard, med grained, and mod magnetic. This unit is slightly fol in some
areas, and contains modest cubic py mineralz. Chlorite is present in this
unit within alt healed fractures. Basal contact 8 40 dtca, and quite
contorted.

921.7 956.9 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a blue black komatiite unit, which is foliated   55 dtca, 
talcy, quite soft, variably mag and non calcitic. This unit starts in a zone 
of rubbly core w/ mud gouge 8 922.7 for 3cm @ 60 dtca followed by 6 inches 
of very granulated and rubbled core.   923.3 to 924.9 there is a brownish 
orange felsite dyke 8 70 dtca upper contact, basal contact in zone of broken 
core making exact contact hard to determine. This felsite contains Q.5% fine 
diss py. Felsite is followed by 10 inches of broken blocky core.   927.7 
there is a lcm mud gouge e 60 dtca,   928.0 there is a 1.5cm mud gouge   60 
dtca.   929 there is a 7cm milky qtz vein   50/60 dtca, followed by a lcm 
mud gouge @ 60 dtca.   932 there is a 3cm mud gouge   70 dtca. 8 938.2 there 
is a lcm dyklet of syenite   50 dtca, which contains some accessory py. 
Between 939 and 942 core is granulated w/ mud gouge S 940.9 for 1.5cm @ 60 
dtca. @ 943.4 there is a 2cm mud gouge   50 dtca. This entire komattite unit 
is quite blocky and does contain some accessory py. Basal contact   60 dtca.

956.9 960.5 Carbonated Gabbro.
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Contact into a dyke of carb gabbro, brownish red, med to med coarse grained, 
quite hard, finely felted, mod mag and laced w/ numerous incipient dykelets 
of syenite. This unit contains tr py mineralz. Basal contact sharp @ 70 dtca.

960.5 966.4 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiite, blue black, quite soft, fine grained, variably mag, and foliated
  approx 60 dtca. This unit contains a dyke of felsite which is modestly
mineralz,   962.7 to 962.9   60/50 dtca w/ the upper contact being a bit
irregular. Basal contact   55 dtca, this unit contains some accessory py
mineralz.

966.4 1123.0 FELSITE

Contact into a wide sequence of felsite intercalated w/ dykes of komatiite 
carb gabbro as well as zones of gr carb near basal contact. Felsites in this 
sequence are brick red orange to tan and brownish grey, and have a somewhat 
patchy appearance in some areas. This unit is quite hard, variably mag, to 
mod mag in patchy brownish grey areas, finely fractured, fine grained, and 
well veined w/ qtz-ank. Mineralz is well developed within this unit w/ py 
ranging from 2-3% and up to 5% locally. @ 970.6 to 971.8 there is a dyke of 
carb gabbro @ 65/70 dtca w/ the basal contact being a bit irregular, this 
unit contains UT py concentrated near contacts. 8 972.2 972.5 there is a 
dyke of carb gabbro s 80/60 dtca.

977.7 977.8 Taz.

  977.7 there is an irregular tan coloured alt patch which contains 5% py.

983.3 988.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Sequence cut by a dyke of blue green komatiite, quite soft, fine grained, 
variably mag, and well veined w/ qtz-ank. This unit contains some accessory 
py mineralz. Contact   80/60 dtca w/ the upper contact being quite 
irregular, and the basal contact being sharp.

1004.9 1007.0 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into carbonated unit of rx. This zone has a tan to dark grey patchy 
appearance, is quite hard, mod mag, med grained, and finely felted. This 
unit contains X.5% py mineralz. Contacts   50/40 dtca.

1007.0 1008.0 Quartz.
Contact into a qtz vein   40/40 dtca, which is quite well mineralz w/ l-2%
py-

1008.0 1011.4 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiite, blue black, foliated 8 approx 55 dtca, and quite contorted. This 
unit contains an inclusion of carb rx @ 1010.3 1011.0   50/40 dtca. 
Komatiite here is modestly veined w/ qtz-ank and contains some accessory py.

1011.4 1014.5 Carbonated Zone.
Carb rx unit, which has a patchy brownish grey appearance, med grained,
quite hard, mod mag, and not well mineralz. Contacts   40/45 dtca.
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1014.5 1016.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a typical looking komatiite unit, which is effectively
unmineralz. Contacts @ 45/50 dtca.

1022.0 1029.3 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a unit of carb rx, grey w/ a slight red tint, slightly 
foliated, quite hard, finely felted, med grained, and mod mag. This unit 
contains a dyke of felsite @ 1028.5 to 1028.9 @ 60/70 dtca, as well as 
numerous other small incipient dykelets of felsite. Carb unit is not well 
mineralz. Contacts @ 50/40 dtca.

1038.8 1038.9 Carbonated Zone.
Small inclusion of carb rx which do contain some accessory py mineralz.
Contacts @ 50/60 dtca, and irregular.

1051.9 1056.7 Broken Blocky Core.
Broken blocky core in felsite, which is well mineralz.

1058.7 1060.9 Carbonated Zone.
Carb rx, greyish brown w/ a slight pinkish tint, finely fractured, finely 
felted, quite hard, med grained, weak to mod mag. This unit is laced w/ 
small incipient dykelets of felsite, and is modestly mineralz l.o^i fine diss 
py. Contacts   70/70 dtca, opposing angles.

1063.9 1064.5 Carbonated Zone.
An inclusion of carb rx very similar to above unit. Mineralz w/ l.Ot fine
diss py. Contacts @ 70/70 dtca.

1064.8 1065.2 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a greyish pink unit of carb rx. This zone is foliated @ approx 
45 dtca, and appears to have a banded appearance. Unit is med grained, quite 
hard, weakly mag, and contains numerous small incipient dykelets of felsite. 
Mineralz is not well dev w/ tr py. Contacts   60/60 dtca and sharp.

1068.0 1071.9 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a unit of carb rx, grey to beige w/ reddish tints, foliated, 
med grained, quite hard, finely felted, finely fractured, and weakly mag. 
This unit is laced w/ small incipient felsite dykelets, and is moderately 
mineralz w/ 1.0* fine diss py. Contacts   TO/60 dtca.

1071.9 1072.5 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiite, blue black, foliated @ approx 55 dtca. Unmineralz. Contacts @
60/80 dtca.

1086.2 1086.3 Carbonated Zone.
An inclusion of carb rx, which are considerably darker than carb rx
previously seen in this hole. Well mineralz w/ l-2% py. Contacts @ 60/60
dtca.
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1087.6 1095.0 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a carb rx unit, grey beige w/ a slight pinkish red tint. This 
unit is quite hard, variably mag, med grained, and finely felted. Unit is 
fairly well mineralz w/ 1-21; py most notably adjacent to the numerous 
incipient felsite dykelets which invade this zone. This unit is probably a 
carb komatiite as there are tr of relict komatiite textures. Contacts for 
this zone @ 70/65 dtca.

1106.4 1108.9 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a small unit of carb rx, similar to above described carb units, 
except that this unit is intercalated w/ felsite and contains more qtz than 
previous carb units. This zone is extremely well mineralz w/ B-8% py. 
Contacts are irregular S 60/45 dtca.

1109.0 1109.9 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a greyish med grained carb rx unit intercalated w/ felsite. 
This unit is similar to above described unit and is well mineralz w/ 5% py. 
Contacts well defined @ 70/70 dtca.

1113.3 1116.8 Felsite.
Felsites in this zone contain elevated levels of qtz compared to earlier 
felsites. This unit continues to remain well mineralz   2-3% py. Contacts @ 
70/65 dtca w/ the basal contact being a bit irregular.

1116.8 1123.0 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a carb unit which initially contains relict komatiite textures 
till 1117.5. Below this original textures have been totally obliterated, and 
unit becomes a greyish tan colour as other carb units. This zone remains 
quite hard, variably mag, and well mineralz w/ l-2% fine diss and coarse 
euhedral py. Contacts for this unit O 65/40 dtca w/ both contacts being 
irregular.

1123.0 1164.0 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE
Contact into the first green carb zone dominated by bright emerald green 
fuchsite alt carb rx, w/ some lime green less alt zones, and intercalated w/ 
brownish carb units(as above) as well as containing various patchy tan to 
blonde alt zones. Green carbs in this sequence are typically of the emerald 
green variety. They are quite hard, non mag, fine grained, and well veined 
w/ qtz-ank. Emerald green units do not appear to hold any significant 
sulphides. Basal contact for this sequence is gradational.

1124.3 1124.4 Blonde Alteration Zone.
Small blonde alt patch which has irregular contacts @ 40/45 dtca, and is
well mineralz w/ 1-21; very fine diss py.

1125.5 1130.3 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a tan to lime green weak fuchsite alt carb unit, which is fine 
to med grained, quite hard, non mag, and slightly foliated. This unit is 
moderately veined w/ qtz-ank, as well as being well mineralz w/ a 2-3% mix 
of fine diss and coarse euhedral py. Contacts for this unit S 70/75 dtca, w/
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the basal contact being a bit irregular.

1130.6 1130.9 Felsite.
Contact into a dyke of felsite, brownish red, quite hard, fine grained, non 
mag, and well veined w/ qtz-ank. This unit contains mod well dev py mineralz 
8 l.B^r fine diss py. Contacts for this unit well defined @ 80/70 dtca.

1130.9 1131.8 Carbonated Zone.
Tan to lime green carb rx unit, similar to unit @ 1125.5. This zone is
mineralz w/ 2-3% py. Contacts 8 70/50 dtca.

1131.8 1132.9 Felsite.
Contact into a brownish tan dyke of felsite, this unit is quite hard, fine 
grained, non mag, and well veined w/ qtz-ank. This unit contains 2% fine 
diss py. Contacts 8 50/80 dtca.

1133.5 1136.4 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a unit of tan to lime green carb rx, which contains an 
inclusion of emerald green carb 8 1134.4 1134.5 @ 60/60 dtca, as well as a 
small felsite dyke   1135.6 for 1.5cm @ 70/60 dtca, w/ some accessory py. 
This carb unit is med grained, quite hard, non mag, and well mineralz w/ 
2-3% py. Contacts for this unit   80/50 dtca.

1137.6 1138.1 Carbonated Zone.
Tan to lime green carb unit, fine to med grained, quite hard, non mag, and 
mineralz w/ l-2% fine diss py. Upper contact 8 60 dtca, basal contact @ 60 
dtca along a 2cm dyke of mineralz felsite.

1138.3 1138.9 Carbonated Zone.
Brownish tan carb unit within zone of broken core, well raineralz w/ l-2% 
fine diss py. Upper contact 8 50 dtca, basal contact hard to determine due 
to BBC.

1139.4 1139.7 Carbonated Zone.
Lime green, fine to med grained, quite hard, non mag and well mineralz w/
2-33r fine diss and coarse euhedral py. Contacts well defined   60/65 dtca.

1142.0 Below this point green carb becomes foliated 8 55 dtca.

1151.7 1153.6 Green Carbonate Zone.
Green carb in this zone contains about 50% qtz.

1153.6 1157.0 Green Carbonate Zone.
Green carb in this zone is a shade darker than typical emerald green type, 
this zone has a reduced amount of qtz (almost none), and contains some 
accessory py, mostly in coarse euhedral form.

1161.1 1161.7 Quartz.
Sequence cut by a milky white qtz vein @ 70/60 dtca, and unmineralz.
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1164.0 1277.7 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
Gradational contact into a komatiite unit which is initially lime green and 
grades into a more typical blue black, soft, talcose, foliated   65 dtca, 
non mag unit which is fine grained, and contains tr accessory py. Between 
1172.3 to 1173.8 the core is broken w/ gouge ® 1173.5 2cm @ 60 dtca. This 
unit is cut by dykes of felsite as well as containing various levels of 
fuchsite alt near upper contact, zones of ochre alt, and intercalated 
tuffaceous units. This unit is moderately veined w/ qtz-ank.

1176.0 1178.5 Felsite.
Dyke of felsite, tan to brownish red, fine grained, quite hard, finely 
felted, and weakly mag. This unit is quite well mineralz w/ l-2% py. 
Contacts for this unit are sharp @ 65/80 dtca.

1178.5 1195.5 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiites here have a slight light green tint from weak fuchsite alt, till 
1184.2, where more typical blue black colour returns. Between 1186.2 and 
1187.1 there is a zone of tan to beige alt which contains some accessory py. 
S 1187.4 to 1188.0 there is a felsite dyke   70/60 dtca, w/ l-2% fine diss 
py. Between 1192.5 and 1195.5 core is broken and blocky w/ mud gouge @ 
1192.7 2cm   70 dtca, S 1193.1 3cm e 65 dtca, and @ 1193.8 lcm @ 55 dtca. 
Basal contact sharp   60 dtca.

1195.5 1197.9 Felsite.
Dyke of felsite, tan to orangish brown, fine grained, finely felted, quite 
hard, variably mag, and well veined w/ qtz-ank. This unit contains about H.% 
fine diss py. Basal contact @ 70 dtca and sharp.

1197.9 1199.9 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiite unit which contains a couple of alt bands @ 1198.9 3cm and well 
mineralz w/ 2-3% py, and @ 1199.4 2.5cm and well mineralz w/ 2-3% py. Basal 
contact S 70 dtca and slightly irregular.

1199.9 1201.1 Felsite.
Felsite dyke which is brownish red, quite hard, finely felted, fine grained, 
and weakly mag. This unit has a banded appearance and is not particularily 
well mineralz. Basal contact   50 dtca.

1201.1 1203.8 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a unit of carb rx, which are light brownish red, foliated fine 
grained, quite hard, and weakly to locally mod mag. This unit is laced w/ 
incipient dyklets of felsite and is well mineralz w/ l-2% fine diss py. 
Basal contact for this unit @ 50 dtca.

1203.8 1204.4 Felsite.
Felsite dyke tan w/ slight red hue, fine grained, finely felted, quite hard, 
and non mag. This dyke contains UT fine diss py. Basal contact @ 70 dtca 
along a thin qtz-ank vein.

1204.4 1205.7 Carbonated Gabbro.
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Contact into a unit which appears to be a carb gabbro. This zone is black 
grey w/ slight red tint most notably near incipient felsite dyklets. This 
unit is med grained, quite hard, mod mag and well mineralz 2-3% py as well 
as a couple of splashes of Cu. Basal contact is very irregular and shallow   
20 dtca.

1205.7 1212.6 Felsite.
Felsite, tan to brownish orange w/ various dark grey shades, fine grained 
finely felted, finely fractured, quite hard, and variably mag,(weakly mag) 
in grey shaded areas. This unit contains blebs and stringers of chlorite 
generally within alt healed fractures, as well as small qtz-ank veins in a 
cross-cutting fashion. This unit is moderately well mineralz w/ J.% py. Basal 
contact sharp @ 50 dtca.

1219.8 1220.0 Ochre Alteration Zone.
Ochre alt zone, black ochre banded appearance. This unit is considerably 
harder than surrounding komatiite, is weakly mag, and well mineralz w/ 2-3% 
py. Contacts a 40/40 dtca.

1220.2 1220.9 Ochre Alteration Zone.
Ochre alt zone, ochre to grey in colour, finely felted, fine grained, weakly
mag, and quite hard. This unit contains UT fine diss py.

1221.0 1222.0 Quartz Vein Zone.
Core contains about 40% milky unmineralz qtz in this area.

1225.0 1225.2 Ochre Alteration Zone.
Ochre alt zone, mineralz w/ 2-3% fine diss py.

1237.4 1246.5 Felsite ?.
Felsite dyke, which is fine to med grained, brownish ochre in colour, and 
has a finely felted, patchy appearance. This unit is quite hard, weakly to 
mod and locally non raag. Mineralz is fairly well dev within this unit w/ 
l.Si euhedral py. Contacts for this unit are well defined e 60/70 dtca.

1252.0 1253.3 Ultramafic Komatiite. 
Core here is quite granulated.

1255.0 1256.3 Felsite.
Contact into a a felsite dyke within a zone of BBC. This unit is brownish 
orange, fine grained, quite hard, and non mag. Mineralz is well dev w/ 2% 
py. Upper contact within BBC, basal contact sharp S 55 dtca. There is some 
accessory py in komatiite adjacent to contact.

1276.0 1276.8 Tuff.
Contact into a fine grained banded beige to ochre coloured unit which is
quite hard, weakly mag, and has a gritty feel to it. This unit is tuffaceous
in nature and contains tr accessory py. Contacts are well defined @ 70/70
dtca.
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1276.8 1277.7 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiite here has a slight lime green tint till basal contact, which is @
80 dtca.

1277.7 1333.0 TUFF
Contact into a carb tuff unit, which is quite variable in colour and 
texture. This unit ranges in colour from lime to med green to beige and 
ochre w/ zones of grey to black. Grain size of this unit is generally fine 
but does increase to med in areas. This unit generally has a gritty feel to 
it, is quite hard, foliated to banded, and is variably magnetic. Mineralz is 
also quite variable in this unit ranging from tr to 5% locally. Veining is 
minimal in this sequence. Colour and grain size changes appear to have 
gradational boundaries.

1277.7 1279.2 Tuff.
Tuff unit here is dull orange to ochre in colour, fine grained, and mineralz
w/ 1-2* py.

1301.0 1304.0 Tuff.
Tuff unit within this zone has a greenish beige patchy appearance and
contains elevated levels of py a l-2%,and up to 53: locally.

1332.0 1333.0 Tuff.
Tuff here gradationally becomes an ochre colour just prior to contact w/ 
komatiite unit. This ochre zone is very well mineralz w/ S-5% py 
concentrated near basal contact, which is a bit irregular   35 dtca.

1333.0 1362.8 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE GREEN CARBONATE ZONE
Contact into a komatiite unit which is blue black and grading to pale green 
9 1338.0, suggesting weak fuchsite alt. This unit is quite soft in blue 
black zone and considerably harder in pale green areas. Unit is foliated 8 
approx 70 dtca, slightly contorted, fine grained, and non mag. This unit 
contains an ank component expressed as discontinuous stringers and blebs 
which define the foliation, as well as being fairly well veined w/ milky 
qtz. This unit also contains numerous beige to tan alt patches which tend to 
hold the majority of py mineralz. Contacts for this unit @ 35/50 dtca w/ 
both contacts being a bit irregular.

1342.7 1342.8 Quartz.
Contact into an unmineralz milky qtz vein 0 40/60 dtca.

1345.0 1345.5 Quartz Vein Zone.
Core in this zone contains approx 50% milky unmineralz qtz.

1349.0 1349.3 Blonde Alteration Zone.
Tan to blonde alt zone which contains 2-3% fine diss py. Contacts @ 80/80
dtca.
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1351.0 1351.2 Blonde Alteration Zone.
Tan to blonde alt zone which contains X.5% py concentrated near contacts
which are   70/55 dtca.

1352.1 1352.5 Blonde Alteration Zone.
Tan to blonde coloured oval shaped patch of alt, which contains 2-31r py.

1352.8 1353.0 Blonde Alteration Zone.
Tan to blonde coloured alt band which contains 2-3% py. Contacts @ 60/60
dtca.

1353.6 1353.8 Beige to brown alt patch w/ 2-3% py.

1357.5 1357.7 Quartz.
Contact into an unmineralz milky white qtz vein @ 80/80 dtca w/ irregular
contacts.

1358.0 1358.6 Brownish tan alt patch w/ IL.5% py.

1362.8 1362.9 TIMISKAMING GROUP

1362.9 1585.5 TUFF
Contact into a sequence of carb tuffaceous rx including zones of 
agglomerate/ conglomerate which probably represents the transition into the 
Timiskaming group of rx. This large sequence is typified by fine to med 
grained tuffaceous units, which are quite hard, banded to foliated, and 
quite variable in colour from beige to brown to pale green and dark green as 
well as pinkish red, dark red and grey to black. Agg/cong units within this 
sequence contain elongated mm to cm sized fragments contained in a fine 
grained matrix. Contacts between tuffs and agg/cong units are generally 
gradational but they may be sharp. Banding within this zone is quite 
contorted in areas. In general this sequence is non calcitic above 1495, and 
is calcitic below this point and variably mag. This sequence is intercalated 
w/ zones of carb komatiite. Carb, and calcite appears to be the dominant alt 
members here as well as stringers and wisps of yellowish alt(probably 
sericite). This sequence is generally not well veined or mineralz.

1362.9 1364.0 Tuff.
Tuffs in this zone are tan w/ a slight yellow tint and well mineralz w/ l-2%
fine diss py.

1372.9 1377.6 Tuff.
Tuffs in this zone are grey green w/ a slight red tint. This zone contains a 
couple of small red patches which appear to be felsite to alt syenite as 
well as a number of incipient dykelets of the same material. These incipient 
dyklets lend to this units slight red tint. Mineralz is not well developed.

1385.0 1419.0 Fault Zone.
Tuffaceous unit here is extremely fine grained, pitted, granulated, and has
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an almost earthy texture. This zone is extremely broken, blocky and contains 
mud gouge. Tuffs here are quite orange red in colour probably from hematite 
staining, and banding is quite contorted. This unit contains small dykelets 
of very hard, red brown material (alt syenite?) within rubbled core making 
extent and angle to core axis hard to determine. Mud gouge within the fault 
zone @ 1395.6 1.5cm   50 dtca,   1397.0 core is almost totally mud, 8 1397.3 
lcm   50 dtca, @ 1403.0 lcm @ 60 dtca, ® 1407.3 3cm of gouge @ 65 dtca, S 
1409.3 lcm   65 dtca, @ 1409.5 1.5cm @ 65 dtca, between 1409.5 to 1416.9 
there is 3.28 feet lost core, followed by 2 feet of broken core till contact 
w/ intercalated komatiite unit. Basal contact @ 52 dtca.

1419.0 1420.6 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a blue black komatiite w/ a slight pale green tint to it. This 
unit is fol   approx 60 dtca, and considerably harder than typical blue 
black units. Komatiites here are non mag, and effectively unmineralz. Basal 
contact for this unit @ 60 dtca.

1421.1 1421.9 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a blue black w/ a slight green tint komatiite unit, very
similar to komatiite ® 1419. Contacts sharp @ 50/50 dtca.

1421.9 1425.8 Tuff.
Tuffs in this zone are a pale pinkish grey colour, banded, fine grained, 
quite hard, variably mag, and effectively unmineralz. This unit contains an 
intercalated komatiite unit   1424.8 to 1424.9 @ 70/80 dtca, followed by a 
lcm milky white unmineralz qtz vein   50/50 dtca.

1451.1 1452.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into an intercalated komatiite unit, blue black, soft, foliated
quite contorted, non mag, and unmineralz. Contacts @ 80/75 dtca.

1452.6 1455.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a komatiite unit intercalated w/ a tuff unit @ 1453.6 to 1453.9 
@ TO/70 dtca. Komatiite here is very similar to unit 8 1451.1 contacts @ 
80/80 dtca w/ tr accessory py.

1463.0 1463.5 Tuff.
Tuff here is grey green, well veined w/ qtz, and well mineralz w/ 2-3% py.

1471.7 1471.8 Felsite.
Tuff unit cut by a small red brown unmineralz dyke of alt syenite to felsite
  65/70 dtca.

1472.0 1475.9 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a typical blue black, komatiite unit w/ tr accessory py   60/60
dtca.

1495.0 1585.5 Tuff.
There is a change in alt here, from ank to calcite.
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1521.0 1526.4 Tuff.
Tuffs here are an ochre colour, w/ a zone @ 1521.8 to 1523.0 which contains 
approx 5(^ qtz and is mineralz w/ S-7% py. The remainder of the zone 
contains 3% py.

1560.9 1563.0 Tuff.
Banded appearance in tuff here becomes quite contorted.

1571.8 1574.8 Tuff Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a komatiite unit for 4 inches followed by 9 inches of 
granulated core within a tuff unit, and then another contact into a 
komatiite unit for 6 inches followed by granulated core within a tuff unit 
till 1574.8. Contacts for komatiite 8 80/80 i 60/80 dtca respectively. This 
unit is effectively unmineralz.

1585.5 Feet- EOH.
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QUEENSTON MINING INC 
Drill Hole: MB97-15

DIAMOND DRILL HOLE RECORD
Property: MCBEAN Col loc from #1 post, L5732, 1030'S, 135'W 
Northing: 19000.40 
Easting: 7757.00 
Elevation: 11005.10

Collar Azimuth (Grid) 351.5 
Collar Dip: -66.0 
(O Degrees Grid equals 017 degrees True)

18 947 Page: l of 42

Hole Length: 

Date Printed:

1589.7

22 May, 1998

From To 
(ft) (ft)

Geology

*

pth

36
299
600

Y

Dip Tests ***
Azi . Dip

-66.5
-65.0
-66.0

*** Dip Tests
Depth Azi .

899
1201
1496

***

Dip

65.0
61.5
56.0

Sample
No.

Date Started:
Date Completed:

Drilled by:
Core Size:
Material left in hole
Core Location:
Logged by:

From To Len PY
(ft) (ft) (ft) %

Jan is
Jan 24

BENOIT
BQ

, 1997
, 1997

BX CASING
Upper
M./McG

AU
OZ/T

Canada

^L
AUl
OZ/T

Site 1

S

AU2
OZ/T

SUMMARY LOG

.0 26.1 OVERBURDEN

26.1 137.9 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

137.9 144.2 FELSITE

144.2 158.5 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

158.5 162.4 CHERTY SEDIMENTS

162.4 249.8 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

249.8 260.2 FELSITE

260.2 449.7 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

449.7 463.6 FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

463.6 472.5 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

472.5 484.3 FELSIC DYKE

484.3 493.4 FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

493.4 520.1 MAFIC INTRUSIVE

520.1 568.3 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

568.3 578.0 FELSIC DYKE

578.0 579.5 CHERTY SEDIMENTS

579.5 581.5 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

32D04NW2013 2.18947 GAUTHIER 100



From To 
(ft) (ft)

581.5 606.4 MAFIC INTRUSIVE

606.4 618.4 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

618.4 625.0 MAFIC INTRUSIVE

625.0 653.0 FELSIC DYKE

653.0 663.2 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

663.2 676.8 FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

676.8 677.8 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

677.8 702.4 FELSIC DYKE

702.4 718.8 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

718.8 780.4 FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

780.4 882.8 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

882.8 882.9 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

882.9 895.5 FELSIC DYKE

895.5 991.5 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

991.5 1001.5 FELSIC DYKE

1001.5 1003.9 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1003.9 1010.9 FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

1010.9 1047.0 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1047.0 1051.1 CHERTY SEDIMENTS

1051.1 1077.0 LAPILLI TUFF

1077.0 1190.2 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1190.2 1198.9 FELSITE

1198.9 1202.1 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1202.1 1204.2 FELSITE

1204.2 1206.9 FELSIC DYKE

1206.9 1212.1 FELSITE

Geology
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Geology

1212.1 1223.5 ALTERED GABBRO

1223.5 1267.0 GREYWACKE

1267.0 1277.3 ALTERED GABBRO

1277.3 1308.8 ULTRAMAFIC

1308.8 1308.9 TIMISKAMING GROUP

1308.9 1398.2 LAPILLI TUFF

1398.2 1589.7 CONGLOMERATE
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.0 26.1 OVERBURDEN
0.0 to 23.0 ft- Sand, 23.0 to 26.2- Boulders.

General Comments on this Hole:.
MB97-15 collars into a deformed sequence of rocks very similar in appearance 
to rocks logged in other McBean holes which are definitely within the 
Deformation Zone. The hangingwall gabbro, basalts and xcutting suites of 
dioritic and more mafic dykes are absent at the top of this hole. The amount 
of ductile deformation and the chemistry and intensity of alteration appear 
very similar to rocks in the Deformation Zone. The deformation zone is 
assumed to start at 882 feet.

26.1 137.9 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
LITH- a sequence of komatiitic basalts of predominantly u/mafic affinity. 
Generally very dark grey to almost black with a pale blueish cast locally, 
med to med-fine grained, moderately to strongly foliated rocks with a weakly 
speckled to weakly banded/streaky appearance. Locally slightly more massive 
with a pale green casttmore basaltic komatiite??). Locally quite 
amphibolitic (see description below) ,- no clean primary textures visible, 
generally soft.
ALTER- a well carbonated sequence, predominantly strongly calcitic, with 
some weaker areas. More intensely calcitic areas have a weak brownish cast 
and react vigourously with cold HC1. Locally very heavily altered with 
amphibole, dark chlorite and minor biotite?. The more blueish areas are 
weakly talcose. Some wk pervasive fuchsite and traces of sericite locally 
developed towards bottom of unit; locally silicified also; variably magnetic. 
VEINING- wispy, patchy and banded type carbonate and carb-qtz veining is 
variably developed throughout the unit. Some scattered irregular/blebby qtz 
veining begins to become evident towards the bottom of the sequence. Veins 
range from 1/8 in to l in thick and are often sub-parallel to the local 
fabric. Most veins are poorly mineralized.
STRUCT- weakly to moderately foliated throughout at 30-40 DTCA; locally 
quite variable down to almost parallel to CA. Most of the carb veining is at 
40-45 DTCA; scattered joints related to foliation.
MINERALISATION- fine euhedral py scattered throughout the interval; ranges 
from l to 3 mm across; concentrations from 0.5 to 2% are developed.

Comments on Specific Sub-units.

26.2 41.0 Basaltic Komatiite.
Pale green well veined interval, w/ slightly cser spotty py locally;
contains a few fine u/mafic bands (1/2 in thick), mod magnetic.

41.0 41.9 Amphibolitic.
An almost black, well foliated ?dyke ?interflow unit of predominantly 
carbonate and fine amphibole/chlorite; fairly sharp cnts @ 30/30; magnetic 
and finely mineralised with It diss py; moderate foliation @ 15-20 DTCA; 
possibly a highly altered basalt?.

41.9 62.8 ultramafic Komatiite.
A dark grey to almost black interval, partly veined and partly massive w/ a
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very subtle mottled/spotted appearance; soft and more suggestive of an 
u/mafic composition; veining becoming more developed towards bottom cnt; 
typically at 20-30 DTCA; slightly more diss py in matrix in the veined area; 
foliation variable but generally II to veining and or locally flatter down 
to 15 DTCA.

62.8 85.7 Amphibolitic.
A very dk grey coloured, med grained interval with a granular/gritty 
texture; moderately to well foliated; consists of mostly carbonate as fine 
matrix material and slightly coarser metacrysts to 2 mm across,(flattened 
perp to the foliation and/or boudinaged) and fine amphibole with minor fine 
chlorite and biotite in the matrix. Foliated almost parallel to CA with some 
locally kinking and/or mm scale waves. Essentially non-magnetic,- calcitic 
and well mineralized with diss py. Sharp top cnt at 20 DTCA; sharp but 
subtle lower cnt at about 40-45 into underlying u/mafics. Similar to that 
described above at 41-41.9; cut by a few patchy low angle carb-qtz veins 
with minor diss py; below 83.5 the unit is more deformed/veined with 
variably oriented veins and foliation, some high angle kink bands, abundant 
pale brownish calcite in the matrix and some scattered amphibole and 
carbonate metacrysts.

85.7 101.9 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Very dark grey with a weak blueish cast, soft and fairly massive with some 
fine scrappy carb/talc veining (1/8 to 1/2 in thick, finely folded/kinked, 
poorly mineralised) and lesser pale green patchy qtz-carb material; locally 
weakly foliated at about 30 DTCA; calcitic and non-magnetic, except at 
bottom contact; sprinkled with 2-3 mm cubic py (locally slightly coarser); 
local wispy brown calcite in matrix.

101.9 125.3 Basaltic Komatiite.
Pale grass green in colour, fairly massive to weakly foliated; well veined 
with 1/2 to l in thick carb and carb-qtz veins giving the rock a striped/ 
banded appearance; veining is oriented at about 40 DTCA and generally poorly 
mineralized; foliation is   30-35 DTCA where developed; minor u/mafic and 
granular-looking sections; overall weakly mineralised with fine diss py; 
gradational top cnt,- subtle bottom cnt at about 40 degrees to CA.

125.3 137.9 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Medium grained, very dk grey to black interval, with a granular/speckled 
appearance; well foliated and hard. Silicified locally; foliated at 40-45 
DTCA; strongly carbonated(predominantly ankerite/tr calcite); intruded by 
pale white patchy veins to 1/2 in thick and more sinuous yellowish carb-qtz 
veining (generally sub-// to foliation); veins may contain carb 
selvages/inclusions and are variably mineralised with diss and 2-3 mm pale 
brassy cubic py. Sharp bottom cnt at 35 DTCA; much of the interval is 
chloritic and probably amphibolitic; a sheared and granulated interval of 
probably u/mafic derivation.

134.5 135.3 Green Carbonate Zone.
A narrow band of weakly fuchsitic tuff?,- hard, wkly sericitic and calcitic;
pale white matrix containing fine qtz granules and fine acicular mafics;
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xcut by white/salmon qtz veining with carb selvages; veining cuts core at 
45, 15 and II to foliation! also 45, but across veins); contains fine diss 
py (and a few 5 mm py cubes) both in matrix and to a lesser extent in the 
veining. A strongly sheared zone. Other very narrow bands of similar 
material a 130.6 to 131.7 and 133.0.

137.9 144.2 FELSITE
LITH- a pale grey to flesh coloured, fine grained, massive interval
containing ghostly inclusions of u/mafic wallrock?. Very hard, and
aphanitic. Xcut by fine scrappy qtz and carb-qtz veins and patches of the
same. Protolith unknown. Sharp contacts both top and bottom @ 35/30 DTCA.
Locally 'pseudo-granular 1 at a mm scalet? carb alteration).
ALTER- heavily carbonated matrix and in veins,- ankeritic; silicified and
possibly albitic; non-magnetic.
VEINING- pale flesh-grey patchy veins intrude the unit randomly; darker grey
veins typically 1/8 to 1/2 in thick xcut the core at 40 to 60 DTCA;
generally barren,- the thicker ones have carb developed along internal
margins; earlier light coloured carbonate-qtz veins (variable thickness,
stepped, poorly mineralized) also cut the interval.
MINERALISATION- moderately mineralized with fine py; it occurs as fine
disseminations, anhedral masses to l cm across and as irreg slightly blebby
fracture fillings.
STRUCT- massive, with brittle deformation textures as per veining.

144.2 158.5 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE
LITH- a pale apple green to very dk grey-green, banded and foliated interval 
consisting of intercalated u-mafic and basaltic komatiites, interspersed 
with cherty/layered horizons. The former units are very similar to those 
occuring uphole (vein textures are identical) except for weak matrix 
fuchsite alteration. More intensely fuchsitic zones are locally bone 
coloured, strongly sheared and were likely originally u-mafic rocks. The 
cherty bands are a pale brown or grey colour and are weakly laminated on a 
mm to cm scale.
ALTER- strongly carbonated throughout; calcitic down to 156.4 where ankerite 
becomes dominant. Locally siliceous about cherty horizons and within the 
strongly fuchsitic zones. Generally not magnetic. Finely diss/wispy fuchsite 
in matrix defines foliation; some chlorite and fine amphibole similarly 
developed locally.
VEINING- wispy/layered carb veining (1/4 to l in thick, parallel to 
foliation) developed in the more massive areas; more irregular, patchy and 
boudinaged pale white carb-qtz and qtz veining occurs in fuchsite-rich 
areas. Most veining is poorly mineralised.
STRUCT- a mod to well foliated interval, with slightly more massive sections 
where only veining is developed; foliation is typically @ 30 DTCA in most 
areas. A few tight shears occur, parallel to foliation. The fabric is 
defined by fuchsite and chlorite alignment in the matrix.
MINERALISATION- scattered anhedral/blebby py both as discreet masses and 
following the foliation occurs in cherty zones, and randomly in other 
sub-units.

Comments on Sub-units:.
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144.2 to 148.3 Green Carb Zone.
Weak wispy fuchsite alter defines foliation within a pale bone white 
coloured heavily carbonated (calcitic) matrix; probably an ultra-mafic 
protolith,- xcut by 1/2 to l in thick carb veins/bands at about 30 DTCA; 
scattered anhedral py developed (l to 3 mm in diam); sulphide grains 
generally follow foliation (also at 30 degrees); narrow cherty horizon at 
145.4 (2 in thick, tr of sericite, slightly elevated py cone), oriented l/ 
to foliation.

148.3 148.9 Cherty Sediments.
A pale grey coloured, finely laminated(mm scale) cherty horizon with minor 
wispy sericite and blebby/patchy py towards the bottom of the interval; 
calcitic; xcut by a few very fine (2-5 mm) qtz-carb veinlets oriented at 30 
DTCA(xcut foliation); patchy white qtz developed at bottom contact with 
patchy/wispy chlorite and only traces of sulphide; contacts are fairly sharp 
and mimic the foliation angle(35-40 DTCA).

148.9 to 150.3 Green Carb Zone.
Dk grey ?amphibolitic zone with a weak speckled appearance; xcut by 1/2 to i 
in qtz-carb veining at about 30 degress to CA with weak wispy fuchsite 
alteration; minor spotty 1-2 mm py; foliation at 30 DTCA; gradational bottom 
contact.

150.3 to 154.3 Green Carb Zone.
A pale green, weakly foliated, banded/veined interval; very wk pervasive 
alteration in a featureless mildly chloritic matrix; heavily veined with 
pale white carb-qtz veining at 25-35 DTCA; foliation similarly at 25-35 
DTCA; sparsely mineralized; calcitic; becoming magnetic at 153.8 (l mm 
granular magnetite visible in matrix).

154.3 to 158.5 Green Carb Zone.
A pale apple green to dk grey interval; foliated; consisting of dk more 
chlorite-rich sections and other pale green heavily carbonated areas with 
moderately developed pervasive fuchsite and weak sericite. A narrow cherty 
horizon sits at 157.6 to 157.8 ft (pale grey, finely laminated at 40 DTCA; 
very fine qtz ladder veinlets developed perp to layering,- l to 3 mm 
blebby/anhedral py aligned // to layering). Calcitic down to 156.4 ft. The 
entire package is cut by wispy carb and carb-qtz veining; normally S/ to 
foliation, boudinaged and poorly mineralized; some veins within the more 
fuchsite-rich areas are a weak salmon colour. Locally very hard ?silicified; 
not strongly mineralized; scattered fine cubic py in matrix; non-magnetic.

158.5 162.4 CHERTY SEDIMENTS

LITH- a pale grey, weakly banded, fine to medium grained interval, with a 
fine gritty texture; resembles a felsite, however the banded aspect suggests 
that 'cherty sediment' might be more consistent with other McBean/Anoki 
logging. Very hard; contains patches of pale pink felsite-like material, 
xenos of recognizable u/mafic wallrock and wispy mafic-rich bands. 
ALTER- siliceous, weakly calcitic and strongly magnetic; contains fine 
disseminated magnetite throughout.
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VEINING- xcut by 1/8-1/4 in qtz-carb veins at 50 to 70 DTCA which post-date 
the weak foliation; some irregular patchy veining with salmon coloured 
carb(ank) inclusions/selvages intrudes an area of what looks like felsite at 
161.2-162.0; contains cse plates of py locally; otherwise most veining is 
poorly mineralized.
STRUCT- weakly foliated throughout at 40 DTCA; defined by fine mafics 
(chlorite/amphibole?) and bands of the same. Narrow (1/8 in) 'cataclastic 
bands' occur throughout; these parallel the foliation and contain 
rotated/brecciated qtz metacrysts and lines of metacrysts?(deformed veins?); 
sharp bottom cnt at 35 DTCA.
MINERALISATION- disseminated and slightly cser xtalline py (crystals from 
2-8 mm) occurs sporadically throughout the interval; higher concentrations 
occur near top contact and in the 'felsite' inclusion at 161.2; some 
scattered diss chalcopyrite occurs on a fine joint/qtz vein surface at 160.7 
ft.

162.4 249.8 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
LITH- a pale grey green to pale blue green coloured sequence of komatiitic
/ultra-mafic rocks; moderately to well foliated with a few heavily veined
sections. Other areas are fairly massive to weakly speckled. Soft, well
carbonated with good RQD values; few primary textures visible.
ALTER- pervasively carbonated, alternates between calcite and ankerite
throughout; locally weakly talcose and slightly soapy; essentially
non-magnetic except for a few very narrow zones.
VEINING- variably developed 1/4 to 3/4 in thick carb and carb-qtz veining;
often oriented parallel to foliation; typically boudinaged and locally
tightly folded on a cm scale(axial planes are generally II to foliation);
sparsely mineralized; a few veins are slightly pink (Fe?).
MINERALISATION- traces of spotty py throughout the interval; fine cubic
crystals to 2-3 mm across are typical.
STRUCT- moderately to well foliated throughout at 30-40 DTCA; a few shears
and faults (usually 11 to foliation) are developed. Details in comments below

Comments on this Interval:.

162.4 204.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
A weakly veined dk grey sequence with a weak blue cast; scrappy and fine 
patchy veining throughout; subtle speckling is apparent in most areas; most 
veining is developed at the beginning of the section; mafic dyke? 8 194.2 to 
195.6 with sharp cnts at 35/50; elevated py cone; broken core and talcy 
gouge at 163 ft suggests a fault; possibly   35 DTCA; 3.3 ft of core is 
lost/ground at this point; talcy shears @ 167.5   25 DTCA; some local 
shearing/crushing s 179.0 ft @ 40 DTCA; a mostly calcitic section; possibly 
a sequence of thin flows.

164.0 167.3 Lost Core.

204.0 209.8 Ultramafic Komatiite.
A more green to very dk green-black interval (more chloritic?) cut by irreg 
wispy carb veining some of which is slightly pinkish and has slightly 
elevated py cone nearby; possibly an interflow area?; a mostly calcitic
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section.

209.8 237.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
An interval with only minor veining, and a more pronounced speckling; fairly 
massive and uniformly medium to medium-fine grained. Contains several 
siliceous 'patches'? @ 224.5-224.8 (v dk brown, irreg sharp cnts at high 
angles, poorly mineralised);   227.0 ft- a very dk grey splotch of 'silica 
flooding' type materialttr sulphide); S 236.3- another silica pocket as 
above and   237.0 ft a l in thick siliceous/carbonate sheared? zone with a 
few specks of py. Locally magnetic.

237.0 249.8 Ultramafic Komatiite.
A pale blue-grey more intensely veined section; soft with very strongly 
deformed 1/2- 3/4 in thick veins; some local dk grey, gritty/granulated 
bands with local silicification (altered dykes? or interflow material?) and 
slightly elevated sulphide contents,- fairly sharp lower contact at 30 DTCA 
(slightly wavy with an etched texture on a ram scale-suggests some reaction 
with the underlying unit; shear @ 238.4 @ 25 DTCA with a trace of gouge; 
strong shear at 244.2   25 DTCA with minor gouge/fine fault gouge; shear at 
246.2 @ 40 DTCA with a. trace of gouge.

249.8 260.2 FELSITE
LITH- pale grey to grey-brown coloured massive felsic rock of unknown 
derivation; medium grained with a distinctive granular texture; contains dk 
grey ghostly inclusions? of possibly wallrock throughout except for the top 
12 inches of the unit. Sharp cnts top and bottom (30/757-broken core). Quite 
hard and massive with 0.5 mm qtz metacrysts? (both dk grey and pale white 
varieties) throughout matrix. Contains a few acicular slivers of chloritic 
wallrock material, tiny rounded mafic? inclusions?.
ALTER- silicified, well carbonated (strongly calcitic down to 251.0, 
becoming ankeritic for the remainder of the unit);(both pervasive in matrix 
and vein controlled); locally weakly hematized about fine veins, in matrix 
and at bottom cnt(slightly elevated cone); moderately to strongly magnetic 
throughout(v fine magnetite in matrix).
VEINING- entire section is xcut by fine qtz and qtz-carb veining ranging 
from 1/16 to 1/2 in thick. Vein orientations are variable from 45 to 65 DTCA 
for an older vein set; a hairline set xcuts the thicker veins at 10-15 DTCA; 
veins are typically surrounded by pale brownish coloured mm scale alteration 
halos (silica/hem) ,- the thicker veins may contain crystalline carbonate 
selvages along inside margins; most veins are poorly mineralised; a few 
contain traces of fine py.
STRUCT- a massive interval, with locally brecciated areas where veining is 
most intensely developed; some vein related breakage/jointing; high RQD. 
MINERALISATION- a moderately mineralised unit with diss and fine cubic py 
distributed throughout matrix and along some healed fractures; bright brassy 
pyrite.

260.2 449.7 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
LITH- a sequence of ultramafic komatiites very similar to the interval 
described from 162 to 249 ft above. This system has a more ultra-mafic 
character and is xcut by at least two suites of very highly altered dyke
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rocks of unknown protolith. The host komatiites are generally a pale
blue-grey colour, soft and slightly talcose with a variably developed
speckled appearance. Wispy irregular carbonate and carb-qtz veins are
ubiquitous; they often micraic the foliation orientation or lie slightly
flatter than same.
ALTER- a heavily carbonated interval with variable developed weak to
moderate talcose alteration in the matrix. Variably calcitic with ankeritic
sections. Local silicification about small dykelets; larger dykes are
generally variably silicified internally but spill little silica into the
surrounding wallrocks. Fine matrix amphibole and chlorite is developed
locally within some larger dykes. This system is variably magnetic; most
dykes are moderately to strongly magnetic; the host rocks are quite variable
from place to place.
VEINING- the host komatiites are variably veined throughout with wispy and
irregular patchy carbonate and carb-qtz veins typically lying sub-parallel
to the local foliation; veins are sparsely mineralized and normally not more
than l in thick.
STRUCT- weakly to moderately foliated throughout; ranging from 30-60 DTCA
with the majority of angles in the 40-50 degree range. Minor jointing along
planes II to local foliations. Good RQD values throughout.
MINERALISATION- weakly mineralized host ultra-mafics; slightly elevated
sulphide cone within the altered dykes; scattered fine subhedral py is the
sulphide present.
Comments on Sub-units in this Interval:.

260.2 282.3 Ultramafic Komatiite.
A pale blue-grey speckled interval with very irreg patchy veining at low 
angles to CA. Veins are folded and boudinaged on a cm scale. Non-calcitic 
and non-magnetic. Poorly mineralized. Contains several 2 in thick hard 
carbonate-rich bands at around 263.5 to 264.4 (oriented @ 50 DTCA)-altered 
interflow material??; weakly foliated @ 50 DTCA.

282.3 287.0 Altered Gabbro.
A dk grey unit with a pale brown cast and a distinctly spotted/speckled 
appearance. Well foliated at 40-50 DTCA; variably magnetic; non-calcitic; 
Consists of about l mm subhedral altered mafic plates(now chlor/amphibole?) 
surrounded by slightly hematitic rounded carbonate grains. Contains a few 
angular wallrock fragments, and scattered subhedral py grains to 3 mm 
across. Sharp cnts   40/60 DTCA. Xcut by a few 1/8 in pale pink qtz veins 
with very fine carb selvages along inside margins (8 40-60 DTCA) and rare 
patchy qtz material. Quite similar to carbonated gabbros logged in other 
McBean holes.

287.0 371.8 Ultramafic Komatiite.
An interval of pale blueish to very dark green coloured(from about 344 to 
371 ft) komatiites; weakly talcose to more strongly chloritic; essentially a 
calcitic sectionfboth incipient and in veins); non-magnetic down to 357 ft 
then becoming moderately so to the bottom cnt. Slightly more veining than 
the above described subunit; more patchy deformed material and slightly 
coarser spotted alteration developed towards 371 ft. Well foliated at 40-60 
DTCA with some local flatter orientations down to 25 degrees. Possible fault
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@ 359.4 (crushed zone with tr gouge). Xcut by a group of narrow, pale 
brownish coloured aphanitic dykelets with well developed 1/8 in thick salmon 
coloured chilled margins. Contacts are sharp, generally at high angles and 
locally irregular to colliform. These rocks are strongly calcitic and 
magnetic. They contain cse cubic py (2 to 4 mm) as both discreet crystals 
and slightly larger groups of the same. One example is xcut by a 1/2 in 
granulated qtz-carb low angle vein with a 2 mm hematitic alteration halo 
developed in the wallrock. These dykes range from l to 10 inches thick(core) 
and are strongly deformed (boudinaged, folded). They are thought to be mafic 
in composition, but are probably not lamprophyres. The group is located 
between 295.5 and 311.6 ft, with the largest unit being broken out as a 
plotted interval.

299.3 300.5 Mafic intrusive.

371.8 398.2 Mafic intrusive.
Sharp contact into a sequence of highly altered dykes of probably dioritic 
and/or gabbroic composition. The system consists of probably three phases, 
two of which post-date the u/mafic wallrocks and a third which might post 
date at least one of other intrusive bodies. The exact age relations are 
unclear however. The initial dyke starting at 371.8 proceeds downhole to 
390.6. This phase xcuts the wallrock and is clearly bracketed by it. A short 
interval of komatiite occurs at 390.6 to 391.4. Below this is another dyke 
with well developed chilled margins which terminates at 394.6 ft. A short 
interval of brecciated, chaotic dyke, alteration and vein material stops at 
396.0 ft against another black phase which proceeds down to 398.2. This 
latter dyke is broken up into 2-4 in diameter angular blocks and sits in a 
dk grey siliceous phase which contacts the komatiitic wallrock. 
The dykes will be described in order of their occurence downhole, and will 
be referred to as Dyke l, 2 and 3 in descending order.

371.8 to 390.6- Mafic Intrusive-Dyke l System.
A dk grey to pale grey to weakly greenish coloured interval consisting of a 
heavily altered feldspar porphyry? which has been invaded/brecciated by 
either a very siliceous fluid or a 'felsite 1 type phase.(This porphyry has 
some characteristics of fresher phases farther downhole-see below). The 
rocks are very hard, calcitic and magnetic. They consist of a few ghostly 
feldspar (plag?, pale white, euhedral, up to 1/4 in across) phenos set in an 
almost totally recrystalized medium to medium-coarse grained matrix of 
silica, amphibole needles, chlorite and carbonate. The altered porphyry 
varies from a very mafic-rich state to a more 'dioritic 1 looking rock 
depending upon the specific mineral replacement. Areas where the invading 
phase is more clearly visible are pale grey to slightly greenish to almost 
flesh coloured and have a subtle mottled appearance. These intervals look 
much like some felsites logged in other McBean holes. Top and bottom cnts 
are sharp @ 55/80 DTCA. Contacts between the two sub-units are muddy but 
generally distinct. All parts of the first dyke system are xcut by wispy and 
patchy qtz veining normally with carbonate inclusions and selvages in the 
thicker examples. Veins are generally at high angles and are poorly 
mineralized. Some very weak hematitic alteration surrounds a few of the 
veins and patchy qtz infillings.
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The entire interval is well mineralised with diss and slightly coarser(to 2 
mm) subhedral py and traces of chalcopyrite(chalco occurs in some very fine 
high angle veins). This phase clearly post dates the enclosing komatiites, 
and may post date Dyke 3 which is locally invaded by material similar in 
composition to the Dyke l system The Dyke l system may, in turn, be cut by 
the Dyke 2 system.

390.6 to 391.4- Ultramafic Komatiite.

391.4 to 394.6- Mafic Intrusive-Dyke 2 System.
A very dark grey, fine grained interval with a patchy(brecciated) 
appearance. The system is very hard, calcitic and magnetic. Contacts top and 
bottom are sharp and have good chilled margins over about l in. The bottom 
cnt is s 60 DTCA and stepped off along a small carb-qtz vein. This dyke 
appears to be a fine grained mafic intrusive which has been invaded by 
patchy pale grey siliceous material. Relic intrusive textures are well 
preserved. The unit is now predominantly carbonate and qtz with fine 
chlorite and amphibole after the primary mafics. Wispy qtz-carb veining to 
1/4 in across sits parallel to the core axis; a few thicker qtz patches sit 
perp to the GA. Both vein sets are sparsely mineralised. The entire dyke is 
peppered with coarse diss py which overprints both the primary phase and the 
siliceous alteration.
This dyke is thought to post date both the Dyke l and Dyke 3 systems. It 
does not directly xcut Dyke 3, but it does appear to post date the material 
below 394. 6 ft (which might be related to Dyke 1) and this, in turn, 
appears to invade Dyke 3, hence the inferred age relationship.

394.6 to 396.0- Mafic Intrusive Breccia- Dyke l System.
A light and dark grey, patchy/mottled zone of what may be material similar 
to that in the Dyke l interval. Contains fragments of Dyke 3 material, set 
in a siliceous, granular and magnetic matrix. Calcitic, and xcut by irreg 
patchy qtz and carbonate. Well mineralised with diss and fine spotty py; the 
sulphide appears to overprint all phases in the interval. Sharp, slightly 
stepped bottom cnt @ about 40 DTCA.

396.0 to 398.2- Mafic Intrusive- Dyke 3 System.
A dk grey, almost black gritty interval, possibly a fine gabbroic? dyke, now 
heavily carbonated and invaded/brecciated into 2 to 4 in angular fragments. 
Strongly calcitic, magnetic and locally quite hard. The invading phase is 
slightly lighter in colour, silicified and appears similar to portions of 
the Dyke l? interval. The altered primary unit appears to have been deformed 
in a brittle fashion and subsequently altered. It now consists of primarily 
chlorite, amphibole and lesser granulated qtz with incipient carbonate after 
feldspar, and very fine magnetite. This unit is has an intercalated, 
penetrating lower cnt at about 65 DTCA, and contains minor amounts of diss 
and slightly coarser spotty py in the matrix. One fine ptygmatically folded 
vein cuts the unit parallel to the CA; the coarser portions of the interval 
are very weakly foliated at about 80 DTCA.

398.2 417.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a pale blue-grey, slightly greasy ultra-mafic unit, similar to
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those rocks above the dyke system. Foliated at 40-50 DTCA, and weakly veined 
with scrappy carb veining at angles similar to local fabrics. Contains 
traces of diss py. Fault at bottom cnt @ 45 DTCA with 1/2 in of crushed rock 
and gouge.

401.8 403.4 Lost Core.

417.0 423.2 Mafic intrusive.
Another altered mafic dyke, similar to that described above as 'Dyke 3'. 
Very dark grey to almost black, with a medium-coarse gritty or granular 
texture; magnetic, strongly calcitic and well mineralised with diss py. Not 
foliated. Some primary texture still visible, however carb metacrysts have 
grown in the matrix and tend to emphasize the crystalline appearance. 
Consists of anhedral and fine lath-like chlorite/amphibole after mafics, 
intergrown with carbonate replacing feldspar and as slightly larger (1-2 mm) 
metacrysts. The interval is ?invaded by a few distinct qtz-carb veins 
(irreg/patchy, with carb selvages and wispy chlorite inclusions; oriented at 
high angles) and less distinct veins/bands? of granulated qtz and carbonate 
(l -3 in thick, at high core angles) with very gradational contacts. 
Sulphide overprints these fuzzy veins, suggesting they may be early 
features. Sharp bottom cnt 8 50 DTCA with a 2 in thick chloritic rind 
(altered chill margin?).

423.2 449.7 Ultramafic Komatiite.
A pale blue to chlorite green to almost black coloured interval, weakly 
veined and well foliated with little primary texture. Wispy carb veining 
tends to mimic local foliation. Fabric developed @ 60 DTCA; strongly 
chloritic to weakly talcose domains developed randomly. Weakly magnetic 
becoming slightly more so towards bottom cnt. A narrow ?mafic dyke @ 428.3 
to 429.0 ft cuts the unit; it appears to have been completely replaced by 
chlorite; non-magnetic with sharp cnts   about 60 DTCA; poorly mineralised. 
Overall a sparsely mineralised interval with traces of diss py in the 
matrix. Sharp bottom cnt S 70 DTCA; slightly gougy shear at 433.8 S 60 DTCA; 
rubbly zone at 445.3- poss fault?, minor talcy gouge.

449.7 463.6 FELDSPAR PORPHYRY
LITH- a dark grey interval, with a coarse spotted appearance. This porphyry 
differs slightly from other fp units logged in McBean holes, but retains the 
textbook porphyritic texture found in those phases. It consists of pale 
white to slightly green euhedral equidimensional feldspars (fresh, slightly 
carbonated rims, often smoothly zoned, with rare twinning). The phenos vary 
from 2 to 10 mm across, with many in the 8-10 mm range. Most are probably 
K-feldspar. These crystals are supported in a very dk grey, muddy aphanitic 
groundmass. It is quite hard and probably silicified. The interval contains 
a xenolith of dark green chloritic material similar to the overlying unit. 
Below the inclusion there is a marked reduction in the number of phenos 
developed. Continueing downward, the rocks become more and more siliceous 
towards the bottom contact- a local silica flooding phenomena?. A highly 
altered equivalent of this phase may exist above at 371 to 390. 
ALTER- calcitic, silicified and magnetic. Silica flooding developing toward 
both cnts, suggestion of weak hematite alteration about some veining and
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locally within the very siliceous area towards 460 ft.
VEINING- sparsely veined with qtz and carbonate; as irregular patches and a
few discreet 1/4 in high angle veinletsdow sulphide content); some 30 deg
hairline fractures carry chlorite; rare very low angle hairline cracks
contain chalcopyrite(located in the more pheno-rich areas of the unit).
MINERALISATION- moderately mineralised with diss and fine spotty/subhedral
py in matrix; rare larger blebs to 3 mm across; traces of chalcopyrite in
fine fractures.
STRUCT- a massive interval with the suggestion of breccia textures
developing in the more siliceous zones. Sharp bottom cnt at 75 DTCA.

Comments on this Interval:.

449.7 to 456.4- Feldspar Porphyry.
Abundant phenos in a dk matrix; top cnt zone from 449.7 to 450.5- a 
siliceous breccia with fragments of the underlying porphyry; sharp cnt into 
the dyke proper s 60 degrees. Dk purple silica flooding at 453.5 to 454.5 ft.

456.4 to 457.7- Komatiitic Inclusion.
Dk grey-green colour, soft, chloritic and invaded by a pale blue grey
splotch of carbonate(pale white core, little sulphide); poorly mineralised.

457.7 to 463.6- Feldspar Porphyry?/Silieified Zone.
A very dk grey to slightly purple interval with a few scattered phenos 
similar to those found above; invaded? by slightly lighter coloured 
siliceous material which is in turn cut by very irregular patchy qtz up to 
several inches across with scrappy chlorite and minor diss py. Subtle 
brecciation? about these very siliceous areas,- some wk hematite alter is 
also present. The entire interval is peppered with fine spotty py with 
slightly greater concentrations in the most silica-rich areas.

463.6 472.5 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
Sharp contact into a brecciated/transitional ultra-mafic komatiite similar 
to that described above 449 ft. Very dk grey to almost black in colour with 
light grey patchy carb-qtz and irregular medium grey siliceous tongues of 
the overlying FP. Predominantly komatiiite above 469.2, becoming chaotic and 
brecciated below. Angular pieces of vis in amongst the other phases are 
present down to a sharp bottom cnt against the underlying dyke material. The 
upper portion is foliated at 50 DTCA. Fine wispy carb veining is more highly 
deformed(tightly folded, boudinaged) than similar rocks higher in the hole. 
Fine spotty py in the komatiite; (slightly higher concentrations than 
similar units uphole) greater amounts of diss py lie in the invading dyke 
phases(locally 2-3%). A magnetic and calcitic unit.

472.5 484.3 FELSIC DYKE
LITH- a very dark grey, weakly foliated, microporphyritic dyke which may be 
related to the adjacent FP units. Consists of fine feldspar phenos(1-3 mm 
across, subhedral to euhredral, pale white to slightly green) supported in a 
dk grey aphanitic felsic matrix. There is a very minor amount of acicular 
mafic material(chlorite?)in the matrix. Contacts are fairly sharp @ 35/ 20 
DTCA and the interval contains angular xenoliths of komatiitic and more
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siliceous black altered material much like that seen in the overlying unit.
Most of these fragments are 1/4 to l in across except for some near the
bottom cnt which reach about 4 in. They include both fresh and more
assimilated examples.
ALTER- this interval is calcitic and weakly magnetic. Locally silicification
is developed.
VEINING- a minimally veined section; a few pale white, irregular to oblong
qtz veins? are scattered throughout the unit. These are poorly mineralised.
A set of fine, low angle fractures is also developed. Some of these are
tight with chlorite infillings while others are slightly more open and
contain qtz and carbonate.
STRUCT- a weak foliation is developing at 50-60 DTCA. The fabric appears to
be a deformation feature. It is defined by mineral alignment in the matrix
and slightly deformed phenocrysts. Overall the coring is excellent with high
RQD values.
MINERALISATION- fine disseminated and slightly coarser spotty/anhedral py is
found throughout the section. The sulphide is generally confined to the
matrix.

484.3 493.4 FELDSPAR PORPHYRY
A spotted dyke, very similar to that described above at 449 to 463 ft. It 
has included wallrock fragments of material flanking the unit downhole and 
is locally invaded by pale beige coloured silica. The Fe accompanying this 
alteration is slightly more pronounced than at 449. The intensity of veining 
is likewise greater(fine irregular gash veining both at high and low core 
angles, sometimes with weak hematite alteration). This section is more 
pyritic and contains traces of chalcopyrite, sericite and specular hematite 
in the more silica rich areas.

493.4 520.1 MAFIC INTRUSIVE
A very dark grey to almost black, fine grained unit which has some strong 
similarities to the Dyke 2 system described above at 391 to 394 feet. It 
contains numerous fine (< 1/2 in) komatiitic inclusions, and 2 larger 
intervals of the same. Variably sized angular blocks of what may be Dyke 3 
material are found towards the bottom of the unit; these xenos are in turn 
xcut/invaded by siliceous alteration material with very weak hematite 
staining.(also similar to what is present above). Contacts are sharp and 
have narrow chill zones locally. The entire interval is magnetic and 
calcitic.The dyke sections are sparsely veined with wispy/boudinaged 1/4 
fracture fillings at about 40-45 DTCA, and a few irregular 1-2 in diameter 
qtz-carb patches. These are generally poorly mineralised. A massive, hard 
interval, probably locally silicified with fine spotty and diss py 
throughout.

Comments on Sub-Units:.

493.4 to 494.4- Dyke 3 Inclusion.
Small angular blocks of black komatiite, and larger chunks of Dyke 3? 
material xcut by minor wispy/scrappy vein material, l in of dyke proper at 
top cnt (50 DTCA, sharp). Foliated? at about 40-50 DTCAfprimary or later??).
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494.4 to 495.8- Mafic Intrusive- Dyke 2.
Very dk grey, fine grained, well mineralised, xcut by patchy and irreg 
scrappy qtz veining at 30 to 60 DTCA; sharp bottom cnt @ 50 degrees with 1/4 
in chilled margin into dyke against small ultra-mafic xenolith.

495.8 to 496.2- Ultra-mafic Komatiite.
Pale blue-green section, foliated at 40 DTCA; chloritic; little sulphide.

496.2 to 512.4- Mafic Intrusive- Dyke 2.
Sharp cnt   45 DTCA with a suggestion of local chilling and a 1/8 in 
chloritic rind into dyke material proper. A dark grey massive section 
containing numerous fine ultramafic inclusions and several coarser grained 
pieces of inferred dyke 3 material. Xcut by a few fine 40 to 60 degree qtz 
veinlets and several 1-2 in qtz patches with very weak hematite alteration 
and pale blueish ?sericite selvages(quite soft). Well mineralised with diss 
PY-

512.4 to 514.8- Ultra-mafic Komatiite.
A larger inclusion of dark chlorite green material weakly foliated @ 30 
DTCA. Sharp top cnt S 40 degrees; very pale reddish siliceous? alteration 
spills into the komatiite about l in from the dyke above. A l in thick pale 
brownish dykelet? of alteration material sits about 6 in below the cnt also. 
Not well mineralised. Fairly sharp contact at 45 DTCA at bottom cnt.

514.8 to 520.1- Dyke 3 Inclusion.
A very dark grey to almost black, medium grained, granular section, quite 
similar to the Dyke 3 interval described above at 396-398 ft. Weakly 
foliated at 30-45 DTCA; contains some areas similar to the dyke rock proper, 
and a few altered komatiitic pieces. The interval is xcut by pale white 
patchy/wispy qtz-carb veins (generally at higher core angles) and later? low 
angle pale red siliceous fluids which locally replace/intrude the white 
veins. These more hematitic materials are also locally brecciated/boudinaged 
suggesting some of the deformation post-dates most veining. The entire 
section appears to be slightly brecciated; it is modestly mineralised with 
diss and fine spotty py. Sharp bottom cnt   30 DTCA.

520.1 568.3 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

LITH- a dark green coloured section with a blueish cast; fine grained and
moderately foliated. Soft and often slightly talcose. The rock has a subtle
mottled or banded appearance due to the veining/and or alteration, but is
fairly massive otherwise. Xcut by a dark brownish-grey ?dyke   542.7 to
543.4 with very weak hematite alteration. This rock is similar to the parts
of the interval @ 514 to 520 ft (Dyke 3) except with slightly more Fe.
Contacts are sharp @ 30/45 DTCA; well mineralised with diss py.
ALTER- well carbonated (calcitic) and weakly talcose. Weakly magnetic;
locally very chloritic.
VEINING- moderately veined with scrappy/wispy carb veining; locally
boudinaged and/or tightly folded with axial planes generally parallel to
foliation orientations. Most veining is poorly mineralised and does not
exceed about 1/2 inch in thickness.
STRUCT- slightly variable foliation at 25 to 45 DTCA. Local joints/shears
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follow local fabrics. Small fault at 540.8 @ 35 DTCA with 1/4 in talcy gouge 
and minor fine fault breccia; shearing @ about 526 ft @ 30 DTCA. 
MINERALISATION- traces of fine spotty py.

568.3 578.0 FELSIC DYKE
A beige to pale grey-green coloured microporphyritic dyke, similar to some 
dykes described in a few McBean holes. Consists of 2 to 4 mm feldspar 
phenocrysts supported in a pale grey to beige aphanitic groundmass. The 
phenos are pale white and subhedral. They occupy a large percentage of the 
matrix; are often finely fractured/brecciated and appear quite fresh. The 
unit is very hard. Included within the interval is a fine grained dyke-like 
phase very much like the Dyke 2 system above, and two small xenoliths of 
ultra-mafic material. The FD has xcut the Dyke 2 material which in turn 
appears to post date the u/mafic phase. As well, the FD directly xcuts one 
small u/mafic fragment and imparts a 1/4 in thick contact metamorphic effect 
into the u/mafic phase.
ALTER- a calcitic(vein and incipient) and silicified unit. There is locally 
very weak hematitic alteration along some vein cnts, in portions of the 
groundmass and within a few narrow carb-qtz veins at low angles. Pale 
grey-green sericite is developing within and along the cnts of some very 
fine hairline veinlets also. Magnetic in all phases.
VEINING- sparsely veined with irregular high angle pale white qtz veins and 
patches up to about l in across. Some finer hairline to 1/8 in thick veins 
xcut the unit at both very high and very low angles; sericite, carbonate, 
weak hematite and chlorite infillings are present. Generally only the very 
fine veining contains any sulphide.
STRUCT- a massive interval with some shearing in the u/mafic xenolith @ 
571.6 ft; sharp bottom contact @ about 75 DTCA.
MINERALISATION- a well mineralised interval sprinkled with dies and minor 
fine spotty py. Traces of chalcopyrite are also present. Most of the 
sulphide resides in the dyke matrix material; minor amounts are found in 
some of the hairline veining. The u/mafic components are poorly mineralised.

Comments on the Sub-units:.

568.3 to 570.0- Felsic Dyke.
Pale grey-green interval; massive with minimal veining. Sharp, high angle
lower contact; the dyke brecciates/penetrates the underlying dyke 2 phase.

570.0 to 572.3- Mafic Intrusive-Dyke 2.
Pale grey, fine grained interval; includes a narrow u/mafic inclusion at 
571.2-571.9;(slightly ragged upper cnt with 1/2 in thick pale pink 
alteration halo developed in the dyke. Sharp lower contact   45 DTCA). 
Slightly hematitic fine scrappy qtz-carb veining near lower cnt; well 
mineralised section.

572.3 to 578.0- Felsic Dyke.
A section very much as per 568-570 except with a more pinkish 
cast(increasing Fe content?) and more fine veining with sericite, chlorite 
and sulphide development. Contains 2 narrow u/mafic inclusions(angular, 
sharp cnts). Sharp, slightly irregular cnt at about 70 DTCA with 1/4 in
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chloritic rind developed between the dyke and underlying chert section. 
Contains a couple of 2 mm splotches of chalcopyrite. Nearby are several l mm 
magnetite grains.

578.0 579.5 CHERTY SEDIMENTS
Pale grey to pale reddish to dark grey in colour, finely laminated in part, 
with disseminated, patchy and fine anhedral pyrite distributed both in the 
matrix and along the fine layering. Brecciated/stepped internally with very 
minor displacements; xcut by very fine qtz-carb veinlets at about 25 DTCA 
(barren) and layered @ 50 DTCA. Moving downcore, the concentration of 
sulphide increases until coalescing diss, spotty and almost nodular py 
combine to form a psuedo-massive layer about l thick @ 579.3 ft. The unit is 
calcitic (mostly vein control) and non-magnetic. A few fine, irregular, 
slightly sericitic veinlets look very similar to those in the overlying dyke 
unit. Fairly sharp lower cnt at 70 degrees.

579.5 581.5 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
A narrow section of blue-black ultra-mafic material, heavily veined at high 
angles with pale white qtz and qtz-carb veining to 2 in thick. Foliated at 
50 DTCA; well mineralised with diss and 2 mm spotty subhedral py; calcitic 
and locally weakly magnetic. Sharp lower cnt 8 45 DTCA.

581.5 606.4 MAFIC INTRUSIVE
A wider interval of material much like the Dyke 2 phase described above at 
391 to 394 ft. This dyke continues to be calcitic and magnetic as per the 
above examples. It is a dk grey colour, very hard and uniformly fine 
grained, becoming slightly more muddy (patchy siliceous alteration) towards 
the bottom cnt. Small (^/2 in) angular mafic/u-mafic fragments are littered 
throughout. A few larger pieces to 3 in across occur in the lower part of 
the interval. The unit is xcut by a very narrow (up to 1/8 in) set of qtz 
veins at 40-60 DTCAfwith trace sulphide) which are in turn cut by slightly 
flatter, thicker and more irregular qtz- carbonate veins, often with carb 
(some ank) selvages. Pale beige to reddish siliceous halos permiate the 
wallrock for 1/2 to l inch away from many of these later structures. A few 
very thin low angle veins carry chlorite. The unit is only moderately 
mineralised with diss and spotty rounded py grains to 3 mm across. The 
bottom cnt is sharp at 45 DTCA; and is bounded by a pale reddish l in thick 
slightly boudinaged granular qtz vein?. A narrow band (606-606.4) of 
silicified FP as per 449-463 sits above the qtz vein.

606.4 618.4 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
A blue-black coloured, soft and moderately foliated interval; locally weakly 
veined/banded at 40 DTCA (II to foliation) to slightly mottled/spotted. Well 
carbonated(calcitic) and weakly magnetic. Slightly talcose locally, however 
chlorite is the dominant alteration product. Wispy veining, locally very 
tightly folded on a cm scale with some axial planes almost perp to CA. 
Weakly mineralised with 1-2 mm spotty matrix py. A narrow band of carbonated 
gabbro sits at 612.7 to 613.4-(sharp cnts @ 40/45, hard, pale brown with a 
weak speckled appearance).

618.4 625.0 MAFIC INTRUSIVE
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A pale beige to grey mottled/veined interval which is interpreted to be a 
very highly altered(silica with wk hematite and carb) equivilant of the 
'Dyke 2 1 phase described above at 581 to 606. Extensive metasomatism about 
the veiningf 1/8-1/4 in pale white, qtz-carb; xcuts core at 40-70 DTCA) has 
effectively obliterated most of primary texture except for small local 
patches. Much of the matrix has a pale white cloudy/speckled appearance 
where fine carbonate has developed. A weak foliation is developed locally at 
about 50 DTCA. Some diss and finely xtalline patchy py has overprinted the 
matrix material, but locally it follows the fabric also. Locally calcitic in 
what may be later vein material, otherwise ankeritic; magnetic also. 
There is some suggestion of minor internal brecciation; movements appear to 
very small. A small inclusion of chloritic ultra-mafic material is located 
at 624.4 to 625.0 (sharp cnts   75/30 DTCA).

625.0 653.0 FELSIC DYKE
LITH- an intrusive unit which shares some characteristics with the pale grey 
to pinkish felsite units logged in many McBean holes. This dyke contains a 
few scattered larger feldspar phenocrysts(pale white/cream/greenish, 
euhedral, 3 to 6 mm across) set in a very hard, aphanitic groundmass which 
contains numerous less distinct subhedral feldspar grains in the 1-2 mm size 
range. The size distribution and populations of the phenos distinguishes 
this phase from the FP described above. It appears (visually) that the two 
rocks are co-magmatic. Sharp bottom cnt at 50 DTCA: a 1/2 in black chloritic 
rind has developed along with the suggestion of a chilled margin. 
ALTER- The entire unit is carbonated, likely silicified and locally contains 
weak hematite alteration within and around some of the finer veining. The 
carbonate is now ankeritic,and occurs in veins as selvages and as a fine 
speckling throughout the matrix.
VEINING- a fine (1/16-1/8 in) set of high angle qtz-carb veins and a later 
thicker (1/2 to 2 in) more variably oriented (45-65 DTCA) set of qtz veins 
x/cuts the interval randomly. Neither vein set carries much sulphide; the 
larger veins commonly have crystaline carbonate growing along vein margins; 
weak spotty hematite is present within some of the carb inclusions. The 
larger veins have locally brecciated the wallrock quite forcefully, creating 
very angular fragments and slivers within qtz-carb patches. Some of these 
areas are several inches across.
STRUCT- a massive unit, locally brecciated and then re-cemented with silica. 
High RQD values.
MINERALISATION- a modestly mineralised unit with diss and spotty py 
distributed throughout the matrix; traces of chalcopyrite are found in a few 
of the larger veins and rarely in the matrix. A few 1-2 cm euhedral pyrite 
crystals have developed in larger veins also. Traces of specular hematite 
and some fine magnetite is also present.

653.0 663.2 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
A blue-black interval of foliated and heavily veined komatiite of ultramafic 
affinity. Soft, heavily chloritized, and crudely banded due to persistant, 
wispy carbonate veining. Most veins closely parallel the dominant fabric, in 
this case at about 50-60 DTCA. A calcitic, and weakly magnetic interval with 
traces of diss py and specular hematite both in the matrix and in a few 
veins. Highly deformed veins,- boudinaged, and tightly folded on a cm scale;
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local shearing at 45 to 65 DTCA; one example has slicks running perp to GA 
and shear strike direction; sharp bottom cnt S 30 DTCA.

663.2 676.8 FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

Sharp contact into a pale grey to brownish, prominently spotted dyke, very 
similar to that described above at 449 to 463. This example appears to be 
pervasively hematized; fine veinlets and phenos cut by microveinlets have 
weak brownish to pale reddish staining. Very hard and magnetic. Contains 
scattered 1/4 in diameter komatiitic xenoliths. Xcut by a few 1/2 in qtz 
veins at 40-60 degrees and numerous 2-3 mm higher angle veinlets; generally 
sulphide poor and occasionally slightly pitted. Some veins contain minor 
hematite. Locally the matrix become slightly cloudy with fine carb 
speckling. Sharp lower cnt @ 35 DTCA.

676.8 677.8 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

A dark green chloritic ultramafic interval with sharp cnts and a distinctive 
brecciated texture. The bottom half of the unit consists of 1/4 to l inch 
diameter very dark green sub-angular fragments set in a slightly lighter 
coloured coarse gritty matrix of chlorite, wispy broken carb veins and 
carbonate. Non-magnetic and weakly calcitic. This area may represent a 
narrow highly strained corridor between two much stiffer phases. Bottom cnt 
at 75 DTCA. Almost no sulphide present.

677.8 702.4 FELSIC DYKE
Sharp cnt into a pale grey, fine grained dyke very much like that at 625 to 
653 ft. This example has fewer fine feldspars in the matrix, but otherwise 
appears genetically related to the upper unit. Fine veinlets (1/8 to 1/4 in 
across) appear throughout the unit at about 40-60 DTCA; many have developed 
hematitic bleaching away from the margins. Locally splotches of stronger 
silica/hematite alteration have altered the rock to a pale beige to salmon 
colour. Sulphide contents are elevated around some of these areas. 
The unit is massive and contains some black, granular material similar to 
the Dyke 3 type mafic intrusive found above at 396 to 398 ft. Above the 
sharp bottom cnt (45 DTCA, slightly scalloped) lies a pale beige coloured 
zone of slightly granular silica enveloping a few partially assimilated 
xenos,- a breccia zone? or area of silica flooding?; sulphide levels are 
slightly greater in this area. At 696.7 to 697.4 a strongly carbonated 
interval with minimal sulphide grades into the above noted Dyke 3 interval. 
The entire unit becomes calcitic below about 692 ft and magnetic throughout.

702.4 718.8 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

A blue-black moderately veined interval of ultra-mafic derivation. Very dark 
green-grey with a blueish cast. Soft, weakly talcose throughout and 
moderately magnetic. Calcitic, and cut by wispy and patchy carb-qtz veins, 
generally @ 45 DTCA. The veining is poorly mineralised; traces of anhedral 
1-2 mm py occur randomly in the matrix. Weakly foliated at 40-50 DTCA; 
possible fault @ 709.8; oriented at a high angle. Sharp, slightly ragged, 
undulating lower cnt @ about 50 DTCA. This unit is very similar to others 
described above(ex-653 to 663).

718.8 780.4 FELDSPAR PORPHYRY
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Contact into a pale pink-grey well spotted interval. This feldspar porphyry, 
although distinctly different than the units described above, (ex 449-463), 
is still probably comagmatic with those FP dykes. It should be, however 
differentiated from the FP logged in McBean holes (drilled close to the pit 
area) on the basis of phenocryst density and (visual) groundmass 
composition. This unit is composed of two size ranges of very fresh feldpar 
phenos supported in a pale pink almost transluscent aphanitic matrix. Larger 
white to pale cream coloured phenos are generally euhedral and 
equidimensional (with some laths) and range from 4 to 7 mm across. These 
crystals are occasionally smoothly zoned and sometimes are twinned (simple). 
Most are probably K-feldspar, and they become less fresh looking towards the 
bottom of the unit. The smaller phenos are l to 2 mm across and form a 
tightly packed mosaic which is barely supported by the matrix. The smaller 
phenos are more of a dull grey colour(matching the groundmass closely) and 
are more likely to be lath-like than equidimensional. They locally have a 
weak trachytic texture with orientation directions at high angles to the 
core axis. Compositionally more of the smaller phenos are probably 
plagioclase. Mafics are essentially absent in the groundmass. There are 
locally fine scrappy/wispy sericitic knots and very fine fracture fillings 
on a mm scale, and a few sub-millimeter size grains of magnetite but these 
are uncommon. A few rounded 1-2 mm qtz grains are also visible in the matrix. 
The interval is very hard and probably silicified and possibly albitic. It 
is essentially non-magnetic and weakly calcitic (hairline fracture control). 
Very weak hematite alteration (pervasive/patchy in matrix and along some qtz 
vein margins) is developed locally; some very fine magnetite has also formed 
along vein margins. The unit is weakly veined with white irregular/patchy 
qtz ranging from 1/2 to 2 inches thick. These features are generally formed 
at high core angles and are not well mineralised.
The entire unit is moderately mineralised with diss and spotty py as 
discreet grains and small masses of the same varying from l to 3 mm across. 
RQD values are high in this interval; the rock is massive and randomly 
fractured at high angles. There is some suggestion of a chilling effect at 
the top cnt; a 2 inch zone of slightly more siliceous character (few 
phenocrysts) is developed. The bottom cnt shows no such character; it is 
sharp, at about 75 DTCA and phenos are crowded right up to the underlying 
unit.

780.4 882.8 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
A blue-black sequence of lightly speckled/banded ultra-mafic komatiite with 
some included ?dyke phases similar to those occuring above at 371 to 398 ft. 
The dominant unit is weakly veined with fine scrappy carb and minor carb-qtz 
veining. It is variably altered with talc and calcitic throughout(vein and 
pervasive). Most of the interval is magnetic except for some very strongly 
chloritic sections. A weak to moderately strong foliation is developed 
throughout, typically at 40-50 DTCA. Generally good RQD values with local 
weak shearing parallel to the foliation. 
Details on internal units are as follows:.

780.4 to 786.6 - Ultramafic Komatiite.
Blue-black; weak speckled appearance; talcose; sharp bottom cnt @ 60 with
chloritic alteration rind/chilled margin? against underlying unit; sparsely
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mineralised. Some core rings appear at top cnt for 2-3 inches.

786.6 787.2 Mafic intrusive.
Dark grey to almost black, gritty, fine grained, uniformly textured 
dykelet?. Magnetic, fairly sharp cnts(lower   50-55 DTCA); weakly hematitic 
(matrix carb); xcut by subtle dark brown, boudinaged qtz veinlets at 55/60 
DTCA with very fine carbonate ladders oriented 11 to GA. Weakly foliated at 
about 55 DTCA; minor fine diss py in matrix. Contains some textural 
similarities to the altered gabbro logged in other McBean holes as well as 
'Dyke 2' from higher in this hole. A highly altered unit consisting of 
carbonate, amphibole/chlorite, and qtz.

787.2 to 789.1- Ultramafic Komatiite.
Blue-black in colour, talcy, sparsely veined, trace sulphide content, sharp
bottom cnt ® 45 DTCA.

789.1 791.1 Mafic intrusive.
Another interval similar to 786-787, with an irregular, stepped/patchy 
appearance(related to intensity of carb alter?). Xcut by wispy pale pink, 
slightly vuggy carbonate veining at low core angles; these contain minor 
spotty py; the unit becomes more foliated at the bottom cnt S 60 DTCA. 
Moderately magnetic. Sharp bottom cnt at probably a high angle.

791.1 to 793.1- Ultramafic Komatiite. 
As per 787-789 above; magnetic.

793.1 799.8 Mafic intrusive.
A speckled, green-black interval, with a medium-coarse grain size. A highly 
altered ?mafic dyke which now consists primarily of fresh acicular 
amphibole, carbonate and some qtz. Some portions of the unit contain 
numerous carbonate metacrysts (rounded, pale white, 2-3 mm across); these 
give the rock a coarse speckled appearance. Scattered irregular dark grey to 
pale green to reddish patchy and sinuous qtz and carbonate veining xcuts the 
unit at variable angles. The rock is generally non-magnetic, quite calcitic 
and weakly foliated(irregular, high angle). Neither matrix or veining have 
much sulphide. A narrow ?dykelet of finer grained material much as at 
786-787 occurs at 798.2 to 798.9,- the upper cnt is sharp, but stepped and 
irregular, the lower cnt is sharp at about 50 DTCA. This example is weakly 
mineralised with minor fine diss py following a slender healed fracture(35 
DTCA). A similar phase grazes the core at a very low angle near the top cnt.

799.8 to 827.3- ultramafic Komatiite.
A blue-black sequence of fairly massive to weakly foliated ultra-mafic rocks 
with local carbonate speckling/wispy carb veining. Quite soft and weakly 
talcose throughout. Traces of fine spotty py with slightly elevated 
concentrations in some narrow strongly chloritic zones. Fabric at 40-50 
DTCA. Local jointing sub-parallel to foliation. Minor core ringing developed 
at top cnt and @ 824.4. Very weak hematite alteration developed in a few 
veins; a few are also slightly vuggy.

827.3 to 829.6- Chloritic Zone.
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A very dark green to black, massive and featureless interval; composed of 
mostly very fine chlorite (+X- fine amphibole?) with minor fine patchy 
carbonate; calcitic and non-magnetic. Sharp top cnt @ 25 DTCA, subtle lower 
cnt at about 45 DTCA, nil sulphide content.

829.6 834.6 Mafic intrusive.
A very dark grey to black coloured, medium-fine grained, slightly granular 
interval composed of chlorite, amphibole, carbonate and qtz. This ?dyke has 
some of the characteristics of the 'Dyke 3' mafic intrusive described at 
396-398 ft. The unit contains numerous small angular chloritic wallrock 
fragments, and has a subtle patchy/brecciated appearance. It is calcitic and 
magnetic and has a very pale reddish cast(hematite stain?). 1/8 in thick 
scrappy carb veinlets xcut the unit at high core angles. A dark reddish-grey 
qtz vein cuts the interval at about 65 DTCA- it is boudinaged and has been 
very finely fractured internally (carb). Minor amounts of fine spotty and 
cubic py is found throughout. The rock is locally fairly hard(weak 
silicification?). A chlorite rich ?chilled margin has developed against the 
bottom cnt for 2 in; the cnt is sharp at about 75 DTCA.

834.6 to 882.8- Ultramafic Komatiite.
A continuation of the blue-black, slightly talcose sequence which is 
described above. This interval is weakly veined(carb, with tr to nil 
sulphide), weakly foliated (40-50 DTCA) and calcitic down to the bottom cnt 
at 882. A few strongly chloritic zones typically 3-4 inches thick are 
present. The interval is magnetic and contains some subtle quench textures 
between 867 and 868- fine needles after mafics?. The section is poorly 
mineralised with traces of subhedral py to 2 mm across. Overall RQD values 
are good for this lithology,- some very minor ringing has developed locally, 
as well as a few shears. Some structural items:   835, 835.3- poss high 
angle shears(tr gouge, minor BBC); @ 842.9- shear with minor talcy gouge   
40 DTCA; @ 844.2- poss tight fault with 1/8 in gouge @ 60 DTCA; wk shear at 
853.3 @ 25 DTCA; sharp bottom cnt at 30 degrees.

882.8 882.9 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE
The assumed beginning of the Deformation Zone as per McBean holes. The first 
appearance of an aplite and an associated? fault is used as the criteria for 
entry into the DZ. It is worth noting that rocks both above and below this 
point are similarly deformed and altered, which is different than the strict 
sense McBean setting where hangingwall gabbro/basalt/diorite rocks are much 
fresher (albiet well carbonated and locally brecciated).

882.9 895.5 FELSIC DYKE
LITH- a pale pink-grey porphyritic phase, with a weak sprinkling of fine 
mafics(chlorite flakes?). Possibly of a diorite/granodiorite composition 
with very faint (altered?) feldspar phenocrysts set in a pale pink, 
aphanitic groundmass. The phenos are typically rounded to subhedral and 
range from l to 3 mm across. They are a very pale white to pale pink colour,- 
zoned and twinned examples are visble. There appears to be some plagioclase 
phenos present. The rock is very hard, slightly pitted along some fractures 
and weakly stained with hematite. This is not a good FP as noted in this 
hole, and not exactly the same as other FD units uphole. The interval
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contains an 18 inch long xenolith of ultra-mafic material which has been 
locally faulted?, and a few very small wispy xenos of the same throughout. 
ALTER- a calcitic, silicified and possibly albitized phase. Hematite has 
come into the unit along hairline fractures and locally invades the matrix. 
Some chlorite alteration occurs along both low and high angle fractures. 
Fine magnetite grains occur sporadically in the matrix and commonly in fine 
fractures or blebs which appear to post-date the hematitic fractures. The 
interval is weakly magnetite with local hot spots where magnetite 
concentrations are higher.
VEINING- a sparsely veined interval; instead there are at least 3 
generations of hairline fractures which commonly cut the core at both very 
low and higher(up to 50-60 degrees) angles. These are hematitic, magnetite 
and chlorite filled. A very fine set of carb, qtz and hematite-filled 
fractures are also developed.
MINERALISATION- a weakly mineralised section which contains only minor 
amounts of diss and fine cubic to subhedral py. The sulphide is arranged 
randomly in the matrix, and locally in the proximity of some of the fine 
fracture systems.
STRUCT- a massive unit, but finely fractured throughout. Locally small knots 
of chlorite have formed where the intensity of fracturing has increased 
forming very small intact breccia zones. Blocky, with breakage along the 
fine fractures(see veining above). A fault occurs at 887.1 with minor gouge 
and finely broken core; the break is nearly perp to the CA. The bottom cnt 
is at roughly 50 DTCA; it is distinctly irregular to colliform on a sub-cm 
scale and yet very sharp.

887.0 887.2 Fault Zone.

895.5 991.5 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
A sequence of blue-black ultra-mafic rocks of komatiitic affinity xcut by 
altered gabbroic rocks, feldspar porphyry dykes and altered mafic intrusives 
similar to some of the systems described above. The host komatiites are 
typically soft and weakly talcose with wispy and patchy carbonate veins 
throughout. This system is more intensely veined and faulted than other 
examples in this hole. All rocks in the sequence are calcitic and magnetic, 
with the included/intrusive phases being the most magnetic.

Comments on the Sub-Units and Dykes are as follows:.

895.5 to 909.9- Ultramafic Komatiite.
A blue-black interval, moderately to strongly talcose locally, with wispy
and spotty carbonate material, generally oriented at 45-60 DTCAfas per local
foliation). Very tight mm scale folding, kink bands and boudinage structures
are common. Some of the veins are slightly pink in colour; most carry
negligible sulphide. Traces of fine spotty and diss py are found in the
matrix.

909.9 918.4 Altered Gabbro.
A komatiite interval xcut by a series of very irregular, deformed dyke-like 
rocks which resemble the carbonated gabbros logged in McBean holes. About 
40% of the interval is actually 'gabbro 1 with the remainder being a
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chloritic breccia composed of what are probably ultra-mafic rocks similar to 
the surrounding phases. Blocky broken core is common in the host rocks of 
this section. The intrusives are grainy, pale brown to reddish (hematite), 
fairly hard and probably locally silicified. They are xcut by pale greenish 
patches of almost cherty-like material, fine wispy high angle carb-qtz veins 
and most prominently, by incipient reddish ?syeniticXsiliceous 
dykelets/veinlets. Strong alteration about these features has replaced much 
of the primary protolith with a hard reddish, carb-rich phase, often with 
elevated amounts of anhedral, fracture-filling and blebby py. The alteration 
leaves the rock with a mottled or spotted appearance. Thinner examples of 
these units are tightly folded and deformed on a cm scale.

918.4 to 922.8- Ultramafic Komatiite.
Dark green/black section with a blueish cast, soft and foliated at 40 DTCA. 
Weakly veined, and sparsely mineralised. Irregular twisted cnt into the 
deformed 'gabbro' below. Possible fault at 922.6; crushed zone with minor 
chloritic gouge at about 45 DTCA.

922.8 924.4 Altered Gabbro.
A pale red-brown section; grainy and highly altered by extensively developed 
incipient dykelet material. This has left the entire unit saturated with 
reddish carbonate, qtz and diss py. A subtle fabric at 65 DTCA is formed by 
the remnant veining/dykelets. Fine late? gash veins xcut the fabric at 90 
degrees. Sharp bottom cnt at 75 DTCA. A thin chill margin? appears to have 
been developed against the underlying ultramafics.

924.4 to 931.0- Ultramafic Komatiite.
A very dk blue-black section, with a more definitive fabric (  60 DTCA) and 
slightly lower rock quality(more short sections/ringing). Not excessively 
veined, and poorly mineralised. Contains a few reddish, rounded/irregular 
splotches of altered gabbro. A strong composite shear occurs at 927.4 @ 
60/40 DTCA. Sharp bottom contact at 30 DTCA.

931.0 940.0 Altered Gabbro.
An interval of dark grey, medium grained altered gabbro? which has been 
heavily carbonated and weakly hematized. This section is almost free of 
veining except for two narrow zones, where granulated and boudinaged 1/2 to 
l inch thick qtz-carb veins/bands xcut the core at about 75 DTCA. One zone 
has recognizable veins, whereas the other contains only the finely 
brecciated remnants of the same. The remainder of the unit is quite 
homogeneous and featureless except for a very weak fabric developing at 60 
DTCA. Not strongly mineralised; contains only a trace of py as 2 mm cubes. 
Sharp bottom cnt at 45 DTCA.

940.0 to 942.5- Ultramafic Komatiite.
Typical blue-black section; variable foliation from 35-55 DTCA; sharp lower
cnt at 25 degrees; trace sulphide only.

942.5 945.8 Felsic Dyke.
Sharp cnt into a multi-phase interval of xcutting, felsic and porphyritic
phases, some of which resemble felsic dykes described higher in the hole.
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The entire system is quite hard, magnetic and calcitic. There are increased 
concentrations of sulphide in some sub-units and inclusions of ultra-mafic 
wallrock within the sequence. Details are as follows:.

942.5 to 943.9- Felsic Dyke?.
Pale grey to mauve, very hardfsilicified?), aphanitic section xcut by 
wispy/scrappy high angle veinlets. Internally brecciated, granulated/crushed 
near contacts; weakly hematitic and slightly porphyritic near the upper 
contact and at an internal contact with a xcutting? porphyritic dykelet at 
943.4. From 943.4 to 943.6 sits a pale pink, felsic dyke with sharp cnts at 
15/60. The dyke is partially displacing an ultramafic xenolith and is 
strongly boudinaged. It consists of 1-2 mm pale white feldspar 
phenocrysts(lath-like to rounded) barely supported in a cloudy,(carbonate) 
slightly hematitic felsic matrix. Well mineralised within the internal 
dykelet, less so in the host FD. The host dyke has a sharp bottom contact at 
45 DTCA.

943.9 to 945.8- Felsic Dyke?.
Contact into a dark grey to slightly mauve coloured unit with a mottled 
appearance and rare feldspar phenos?. Xcut by irregular, scrappy gash 
veinlets; includes several fine angular ultra-mafic xenos and appears to 
have formed slightly porphyritic contact zones (chilling effect?) against 
the enclosing phases. The matrix is a muddy, granular fairly hard collection 
of carbonate plates and matted chlorite/amphibole?. The unit is weakly 
hematitic with slightly greater concentrations towards the cnts. Minor 
spotty py is scattered throughout the interval. This unit appears to post 
date the above dyke; its age relationship with the narrow pink porphyry is 
unknown.

945.8 to 948.9- Ultramafic Komatiite.
Typical blue-black host for this major interval; wispy veining with variable 
orientations(15 degrees increasing to 45 after 947). Fairly sharp lower cnt 
at 40 DTCA, trace py only.

948.9 954.4 Feldspar Porphyry.
Another variation on the FP theme. A more highly altered porphyry with 
smaller phenocrysts as compared to the brownish spotty phases logged above. 
This dyke consists of 2-4 mm subhedral to rounded feldspar phenocrysts(pale 
white to slightly greenish, zoned, and often fractured) set in a crimson to 
pink-red, slightly cloudy (heavily calcitic) matrix. The groundmass is very 
hard and strongly hematitic throughout. The unit is magnetic, and is xcut by 
several generations of very fine carb-qtz, hematitic and chloritic fractures 
which are oriented at either very low or very high core angles. Colouration 
(ie intensity of hematization) is often related to the amount and extent of 
veining and the metasomatism emminating from the same. The unit is well 
mineralised with diss and fine subhedral py; a few larger crystals and 
masses of grains up to 4 mm across are visible. Sulphide normally does not 
occur within veining, but does locally appear to be enhanced near the 
lighter red areasdatest hematitic fluid?). Overall the unit is massive, but 
it is internally brecciated and /or coarsely granulated. Chloritic material 
has filled some of the fractures related to the brecciation. Sharp bottom
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cnt at about 60 DTCA with a fine colliform/scalloped texture.

954.4 to 991.5- Ultramafic Komatiite.
The final section of blue-black ultra-mafic rocks in this major interval. 
Moderately veined with feathery and fine patchy carbonate(calcitic), 
generally sub-parallel to the local fabric(some veins are slightly flatter). 
The foliation is orientated at 45-55 DTCA and is a little more consistent 
than in a few of the uphole areas. Poorly mineralisd with traces of spotty 
py to 2 mm across(in matrix). Magnetic throughout. RQD values are low to 
moderate, and a slight increase in the frequency of faulting and strong 
shearing is noted. Some structural details are as follows: @ 970.8-possible 
strong shear at 80 DTCA; s 977.0- tight fault with minor gouge/crushed rock 
  65 DTCA; @ 978.5-fault @ about 50 DTCA with gouge and fine rubbly fault 
breccia; S 979.3- possibly 2 fault planes @ 60 DTCA with gritty gouge; shear 
at 979.6 @ 40 DTCA with a trace of talcy gouge,-   986.9 -fault at about 50 
DTCA with 1/2 in muddy gouge; @ 986.4-fault at about 40 DTCA with 1/2 in 
fine gouge,-   991.3-991.4- fault? with crushed rock, traces of gouge and 
associated strong shearing at 55-60 DTCA. Sharp bottom cnt at 50 DTCA.

962.7 964.3 Lost Core.

FELSIC DYKE

A grey to pale salmon coloured microporphyritic dyke rock, much like the 
unit at 882-895 ft. Numerous 1-2 mm subhedral feldspar phenos(pale white, 
often fractured, and zoned) are barely supported in a pale grey to pinkish 
aphanitic matrix. Small angular ultra-mafic inclusions are caught up in the 
unit. Fine fractures randomly xcut the entire interval; these contain 
silica, hematite, magnetite and traces of chlorite. The rocks become more 
brecciated, invaded by qtz and strongly altered with Fe towards a 
fault-bounded bottom cnt. Similarly, a crimson coloured alteration zone is 
developed for 4 inches against the upper cnt. The very hard, magnetic matrix 
(silicified?) is weakly calcitic(veinlets) and contains scattered fine 
magnetite grains. Finely disseminated and cubic py is scattered throughout, 
with some higher concentrations located along fractures (sometimes in 
association with magnetite).

ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

A narrow ultra-mafic unit, broken and faulted at the top cnt and almost 
black in colour with some narrow strongly chloritic zones. Poorly 
mineralized, weakly magnetic and calcitic(veins and matrix). Cut by a few 
scrappy carb veins lying at 40 DTCA. Several strong shears are developed at 
1003.6 @ 40 DTCA and at 1003.8 at 30 DTCA. Sharp bottom cnt at 30 DTCA.

1001.5 1001.7 Fault Zone.

1003.9 1010.9 FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

Sharp contact into a dark reddish brown spotty interval which is closely 
related to the FP units described at 449 to 463 ft. This example is more 
strongly hematized both pervasively and within veining and phenocrysts. The 
rock is magnetic and weakly calcitic(mostly fine veining). It is modestly 
veined towards the bottom cnt and xcut by very fine hematitic and calcitic
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fractures. Most are developed at either very low angles or at quite high 
angles. Some en-echelon patterns are visible also. The unit is only 
moderately mineralised with minor diss and fine cubic py; a few larger 
patches to 7 mm across are present. The interval contains a larger xenolith 
of ultra-mafic material at 1004.3-1004.5; dyke material above this feature 
contains very few phenocrysts. Overall, the rock is very hard and massive 
(probably silicified) and becomes more altered downhole judging by the state 
of the phenocrysts. The bottom cnt is sharp at 55 DTCA.

1010.9 1047.0 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

LITH- a pale greenish-blue sequence of highly altered and strained 
ultra-mafic rocks which are likely related to overlying units. This system 
has a mottled/ banded appearance and is the most highly deformed phase seen 
so far in this hole. Veins and patches of carbonate are quite variably 
oriented and are normally boudinaged, folded or pinched off/out. The rocks 
are well foliated and broken up and or faulted/sheared on a regular basis. 
ALTER- a highly carbonated, moderately talcose system. Calcite is gradually 
replaced by ankerite towards the bottom cnt. Down to about 1020 the unit has 
a more blue tone; below this the rocks become more chloritic and are more 
heavily veined. There are very local silicified areas about more qtz-rich 
veins. The unit is weakly magnetic throughout.
VEINING- pale white to occasionally pinkish carb-qtz and minor qtz veins are 
highly deformed and range from 1/8 in to 2 inches thick with the majority in 
the 1/4-1/2 inch range. A few of the thicker veins are xcut by slightly 
fresher, narrow gash type veins (almost ladder structures locally); some 
also contain reddish inclusions (hematitic carb?). Folded veins have 
variable axial plane orientations; the majority are flatter than 45 DTCA. 
MINERALISATION- a weakly mineralised unit; a few rounded/subhedral py grains 
to 5 mm across are floating about in the matrix.
STRUCT- a highly deformed interval with numerous faults and strong shears, 
especially below 1020. Well foliated at 30-50 DTCA, with most areas at 
steeper angles. The veining reflects the state of strain well(see above). 
Details on the faults and shears follow:.

Fault zone at top cnt- a 5 in long rubbly/gougy stretch has several discreet 
planes at 20/30 DTCA; lost core- 1011.8 to 1013.5; strong shear/bbc @ 1020.5 
  SO DTCA; faz at 1021.3-1021.7-bbc, gouge at a high? angle; lost core- 
1022.4-1023.4; strong shear @ 1025.9 with a trace of gouge,   30 DTCA; 
several high angle faults within a rubble zone   1027.7 to 1028.3; lost core 
  1028.5 to 1033.2; tight fault 8 1033.9   60 DTCA with 1/2 in gouge; fault 
  1036.9   60 DTCA; fault   1037.9 @ 70 DTCA with 1/4 in chloritic/talcy 
gouge; shear @ 1038.6 with minor gouge   25 DTCA; shear   1039.5   40 DTCA; 
strong shear S 1040.2   50 DTCA with bbc and minor gouge; fault a 1042.5 
with 1/2 in of gritty gouge   50 DTCA; lost core @ 1042.8 to 1043.0; fault S 
1043.5 with 1/2 in of gritty gouge   75 DTCA, secondary shear @ 25 DTCA off 
of main break; fault 1044.3 at 65 DTCA with l in of cse gritty gouge; 
faulted bottom cnt 8 45 DTCA.

1047.0 1051.1 CHERTY SEDIMENTS

A black to dark olive green section, locally finely laminated on a cm scale
and graphitic in part. Xcut by wispy carb, qtz and hematitic veinlets, some
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of which sit at low angles (hem, tensional) and others at 30-40 DTCA which 
are qtz and carb filled. Very fine ladder structures are developed perp to 
bedding(SO is at about 70 DTCA typically). Some minor stepping/offsetting at 
about 90 to CA has occured at late stage and offsets some higher angle 
veining in a left-lateral sense. All veining is silicified. Some silty bands 
are gently folded(see below). Subtle graded bedding suggests tops are 
uphole(south)(some conflicting evidence here). Sulphide(py) is developed in 
granular bands which generally follow bedding although divergence off along 
veining occurs locally. The sulphide bands range from 1/4 in up to l in 
thick and consist of agglomerated subhedral pyrite grains; py trails are 
evident in narrower veinlets. A non-magnetic, non- calcitic interval. 
Details on Sub-units are as follows:.

1047.0 1049.8 Graphitic.
Black, graphitic interval; finely laminated locally; contains several light 
grey silty horizons about l in thick with very thin (2-3 mm) broken and 
boudinaged internal beds; one such package at 1048.8 has been gently folded 
into an open symmetric antiform which has been subsequently truncated by the 
(sheared?) bottom of the packagetaxial plane at 15 DTCA). This section hosts 
90% of the sulphide present in the interval- Gradational bottom cnt (with 
patchy invasive qtz) into underlying graphite-free subunit.

1049.8 to 1050.4- Cherty Sediment/Tuff.
A narrow corridor of pale grey-green chert intercalated with a couple of 
fine grained olive green sericitic fragmental beds(lapilli tuff) which 
contain flattened lithic(mafic?) fragments and numerous 2-3 mm subhedral 
pyrite crystals. The tuff units are soft, lie essentially perp to the CA, 
and are not silicified. A non-calcitic unit; sharp bottom cnt at 60 DTCA.

1050.4 to 1051.1- Cherty Sediment.
A pale grey-green, homogenous chert bed with minimal sulphide and only very
subtle layering. Fairly sharp bottom cnt at about 60 DTCA.

1051.1 1077.0 LAPILLI TUFF
A pale olive to grass green, well foliated section which consists of 
stretched and flattened lapilli size and smaller lithic fragments lying in a 
dirty tuffaceous matrix. Portions of the interval are rich in ultramafic 
material, and appear almost monolithic while other portions have a fine 
fragmental texture and may be composed of both mafic and ultra-mafic 
components. Local very intense alteration zones have almost completely 
replaced the primary lithologies with carb, silica, hematite and 
occasionally fuchsite. Silicification and wispy/patchy sericite alteration 
is common throughout the interval. Calcite is absent. Some strongly pyritic 
sections have developed in or near the most intensely altered areas. A 
strongly magnetic rock with 0.5 mm magnetite grains developed in most of the 
unit. Patchy, irregular veining cuts the unit randomly; geometries across 
and along the core axis are visible.

Comments:.

1051.1 to 1053.3- Ultramafic Komatiite.
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Predominantly ultra-mafic in composition; heavily veined with patchy white 
qtz to 2 in thick (negligible sulphides); locally finely laminated; locally 
mineralised with spotty and diss py.

1053.3 to 1068.3- Lapilli Tuff.
Dark green, with a finely laminated to coarse gritty/fragmental appearance; 
well foliated at 55 DTCA and locally quite blocky/broken with numerous 
clots/patches of late sericite; abundant fine granulated qtz in matrix 
locally along with deformed, rounded magnetite grains. The matrix is weakly 
chloritic and silicified in part. Low angle, patchy, pitted white qtz veins 
cut the unit around 1062 ft; many carry 2-8 mm angular blebs of 
chalcopyrite. Some veining is laminated/banded with very fine chlorite. 
Gradational cnt into a highly altered zone.

1068.3 1070.3 Green Carbonate Zone.
A pale orange interval with a mottled/patchy appearance. Very hard, weakly 
hematitic and sericitic with a hint of pervasive fuchsite. Brecciated, 
heavily veined (grey, irregular, patchy) and xcut with very fine high and 
low angle hairline carb stringers(late). Contains abundant fine granular 
magnetite locally; well mineralised with diss, anhedral/spotty and blebby 
pyrite(quite brassy). Gradational bottom cnt into underlying sub-unit.

1070.3 to 1073.0- Tuff or Ultra-mafic? Section.
A pale grey green interval which is more altered than the first two 
sub-units. Cotnpositionally, this section resembles the tuff above, which in 
turn has been largely replaced with carbonate and silica. Texturally it also 
resembles a highly altered u/mafic. A very hardtsilicified), minutely 
granulated rock which is begining to look like a cataclasite. Fine magnetite 
grains are ubiquitous throughout the matrix. Foliated at about 50 DTCA. Well 
mineralised with diss and 2-4 mm cubic/subhedral py.

1073.0 1077.0 Green Carbonate Zone.
An increasingly altered almost cherty interval which has developed around? a 
pale pink felsic dyke? at 1074.9 to 1075.4. Very hard, pale greenish to bone 
beige with a faint fuchsite tint away from the core dyke. Finely laminated, 
invaded with irregular white to grey qtz and possibly a few incipient 
syenitic dykelets. Ankeritic, magnetic and still locally sericitic. 
Moderately mineralised with diss and fine fracture-filling py; more py has 
developed in the dyke. Fine pervasive fuchsite occurs in the areas apart 
from the dyke. Foliated at 60-65 DTCA. Riddled with hairline fractures 
(chloritic). The bottom cnt is quite broken up and includes a prominent 
fault zone at about 1076.5 (3 inches of gritty gouge at approx 45 
DTCA?-bottom cnt).

1077.0 1190.2 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

A sequence of intercalated ultra-mafic rocks and carbonated gabbro units, 
with some altered dyke material. The host is a very dark green to blueish 
black unit with abundant wispy and spotty carbonate veining/alteration. The 
rocks have a weakly laminated to mottled appearance and are moderately to 
well foliated at 40-55 DTCA. All units are magnetic; the gabbros and other 
included phases are generally more so. Most of the interval is calcitic;
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this is gradually being replaced by ankerite at the bottom cnt. 

Comments on the Sub-Units:.

1077.0 to 1109.3- Ultramafic Komatiite.
A black, speckled and mottled interval with fairly fine vein and spotty 
carbonate alteration. Blocky with several sections of lost core in the upper 
portions of the sub-unit. Poorly mineralised with traces of spotty py. Very 
highly deformed, broken and folded veins. Strong shears   1106.5 with minor 
gouge @ 20/30 DTCA; foliation at 45 DTCA typically.

1077.0 1082.4 Lost Core. 
1083.4 1095.6 Lost Core.

1109.3 1111.9 Altered Gabbro.
A banded interval, consisting of pale orange and dark reddish brown 'layers'
which correspond to sections of incipient carbonate/hematite alteration,
crosscutting the darker altered gabbro. Brecciated, with a grainy texture;
slightly pitted in the Fe-rich bands and hard. Well mineralised with diss
and spotty/subhedral py. About 50/50 gabbro/alteration. Sharp cnts @ 30/75
DTCA.

1111.9 to 1112.5- Ultramafic Komatiite.
Narrow blue-black interval, as above at 1077-1109.

1112.5 1114.7 Altered Gabbro.
A banded dark grey-brown hematized section with prominent carbonate spots. 
Very low angle alteration bands give way to more consistent layering at 45 
DTCA at about 1113 ft. Carb metacrysts are subhedral to rhomboid and range 
from 2 to 4 mm across. Hard, and moderately mineralised with diss and blebby 
py plates up to 6 mm across. The upper portions of the unit are xcut by 2-4 
mm qtz veinlets which lie at 60 DTCA and thereby cut the banding at 90 
degrees. These tiny veins contain anhedral chalcopyrite crystals. Irreg cnts 
9 60/55 DTCA.

1114.7 to 1115.9- Ultramafic Komatiite.
Black, speckled interval with foliation @ 30-35 DTCA. Sharp cnts @ 60/35
DTCA. Contains a few py cubes 3 mm across.

1115.9 1125.1 Altered Gabbro.
A highly deformed and altered interval, consisting of brownish grainy to 
banded altered and carbonated gabbro, similar to sub-units described just 
above. These are flanking a bright red zone of altered syenite? which is 
presumed to be the source of alteration fluids. The entire interval is hard 
and magnetic. Comments on the sub-units follow:.

1115.9 to 1117.2- Carbonated Gabbro.
A reddish brown, coarsely speckled unit with prominent carb metacrysts and 
subtle layering at about 40 DTCA; sharp bottom cnt @ 75 DTCA. A sinuous 
(folded) incipient syenite dykelet xcuts the upper part of the unit at a low 
angle. It is tightly folded into a small antiform with an axial plane at
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about 30 DTCA. The interlimb distance is about i inch. The feature is also 
boudinaged and contains slightly elevated amounts of py.

1117.2 1119.4 Altered Syenite.
A bright red zone of patchy altered syenite which appears to have invaded 
the gabbro and was subsequently broken up by patchy, high angle qtz-carb 
veins. A very hard, slightly magnetic section containing angular chloritic 
knots and diss/patchy masses of py up to 5 mm across. The lower portion of 
the interval retains some semblance of 'gabbro 1 texture; it is strongly 
silicified and heraatized and appears foliated. Traces of fine fracture 
filling specular hematite are visible. Sharp, very high angle cnts.

1119.4 to 1125.1- Carbonated Gabbro.
A dark grey, grainy interval with a pale red cast. Weakly banded/layered at 
variable orientations from 25 to 55 DTCA. Locally very coarse grained where 
carb metacrysts have grown to several mm in diameter. Contains two narrow 
inclusions of the host ultra-mafic with sharp low angle cnts and scattered 
subhedral py from 2 to 4 mm across. Sharp lower cnt at 30 DTCA.

1125.1 to 1152.5- Ultramafic Komatiite.
A pale blue-green section of soft, sparsely veined rocks foliated at 50-60 
DTCA with l short section of carbonated gabbro at 1143.7-1144.1. Calcitic 
and weakly talcose; contains scattered rounded py crystals. Good RQD values; 
strong shear S 1134.6 @ 45 DTCA; strong shear at 1146.3   about 50 DTCA. 
Sharp, slightly irregular bottom cnt.

1152.5 1153.3 Felsic Dyke.
A narrow salmon-pink dyke which resembles the FD unit described ® 882-895. 
This example contains only a few ghostly phenocrysts however. The similarity 
is more in the matrix composition and veining thus this phase might also be 
described as a felsite with greater than normal Fe content. The rock is xcut 
by hairline hematite filled fractures and has a slightly mottled appearance 
due to the growth of fine carb metacrysts. Non-magnetic, and weakly 
mineralised with diss py. Sharp cnts at high angles.

1153.3 to 1155.7- Ultramafic Komatiite.
A blue-black interval, with some blocky and broken areas and minor veining.

1155.7 1167.5 Altered Gabbro.
A dark grey, medium grained unit with a pale reddish tint. Only sparsely 
veined; several slightly sinuous to patchy qtz veins invade the section, 
along with a few 1/8 inch high angle (late?) pale white carb-qtz veinlets. 
Consists of an intergrown aggregate of reddish carb plates and acicular to 
patchy chlorite and amphibole. Pervasively hematized and weakly magnetic. 
Calcitic and very weakly foliated (50 DTCA) towards the bottom of the unit. 
Moderately hard, with locally silicified areas about some of the patchy 
veining. Pale white, subhedral carb ?metacrysts have developed locally, 
(these look much like feldspar phenos?). Moderately mineralised with 
scattered subhedral pyrite crystals; slightly greater concentrations occur 
in the more intensely altered zones.
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1167.5 to 1176.5- Ultramafic Komatiite.
Sharp contact into a soft blue-black interval; moderately veined with wispy 
and patchy carbonate (ankerite) at about 55 DTCA. Weakly foliated in part, 
at 50-60 DTCA. Poorly mineralised with traces of rounded py to 2 mm across.

1176.5 1181.6 Altered Gabbro.
A predominantly dark grey-brown interval with some minor intercalated ultra 
mafic material. The interval begins as a med grained fairly uniform rock 
with slightly pitted, scattered pink incipient veining. This grades into a 
coarsely speckled to banded zone with more intensely developed incipient 
veining. Ankerite is beginning to replace calcite; very fine late veinlets 
almost parallel to the CA are ankeritic. The banding/foliation in the lower 
portion of the interval is at 45-50 DTCA. Poorly mineralised. Hematized and 
locally silicified. Sharp cnts 18 75/45 DTCA.

1181.6 to 1190.2- Ultramafic Komatiite.
A black to very dark-green black coloured section with locally blueish 
zones. Soft, locally talcose, weakly speckled to veined and well foliated 
down to about 1187 ft. The fabric is oriented at 45-50 degrees to this spot. 
Below 1187 the rocks become more deformed (more variable foliation 
directions) and are cut by boudinaged siliceous/weakly hematitic veining. 
The core is almost entirely finely broken-up and sheared to the bottom cnt. 
A couple of recognizable slightly gougy shears at about 40-45 DTCA are 
visible in amongst the rubble. The entire interval is weakly calcitic and 
magnetic. A few spots of anhedral py occur in the matrix; traces of finer 
diss py lie in some of the siliceous veins. A gently folded, finely 
laminated sequence of carb bands near the bottom cnt has an axial plane at 
about 45 DTCA.

1190.2 1198.9 FELSITE
A sharp, relatively high angle cnt opens a pale pink to pinkish grey, 
mottled and 'psuedo-banded 1 phase. The host rock in the system is pale pink, 
very hard and distinctly granular (and likely granulated). Fine carbonate 
occurs as rims about the qtz grains and as cloudy interstitial matrix 
material. The carbonate is ankerite; other alteration phases include fine 
magnetite grains and weak pervasive hematite alteration in the groundmass. 
The gross texture in the system then arises from the numerous very dark grey 
to black inclusions of ultramafic and possibly gabbroic material. These 
xenos exist in various states of digestion/deformation from (as an example) 
very clean recognizable sections (see 1191.5-1191.9) to more fuzzy examples 
such as the interval from 1192 to 1195. Most inclusions are overprinted with 
silica. The interval is sparsely veined with patchy, irregular qtz-carb 
material (commonly 1/2 to 2 in thick, variably mineralised) and a few very 
fine late qtz-carb veinlets which cut the core at 45 degrees or lower 
angles. Carbonate and chlorite selvages, anhedral masses of specular 
hematite and spotty py are commonly found in larger veins. Diss and fine 
anhedral py are distributed throughout the unit. The sulphide overprints the 
inclusions, but pre-dates most of the veining. Sharp lower cnt @ about 60 
DTCA.

1198.9 1202.1 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
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A mottled, and or weakly banded interval of very highly altered material 
related to the blue-black units described above. This section has been 
veined with pale pink to reddish to purplish material somewhat like those 
incipient dykelets that often invade the altered gabbros. The rock is now a 
greyish colour, locally silicified, quite well foliated/sheared and granular 
in amongst the more mafic bands. The fabric is typically at 50 DTCA with 
some locally flatter fabric(later?) sitting at 30 degrees. Many of the 
layers are are boudinaged and weakly crenulated locally. A few pale white 
1/8 in thick qtz-carb veinlets xcut the dominant fabrics. The rock now 
consists of mostly qtz, carbonate and chlorite with a fine sprinkling of 
magnetite and very weak hematite staining. Traces amounts of diss py are 
visible. The bottom cnt is sharp at 70 DTCA. A pale reddish syenite? dykelet 
invades the unit at 1199.8; it is very hard, aphanitic and has sharp, 
irregular(tongue-like; deformed?) contacts. The unit contains slightly more 
sulphide than the host rocks and is magnetic.

1202.1 1204.2 FELSITE
A continuation of the unit described at 1190-1198. Pale pink to grey, very 
hard and becoming more mottled and greyish downhole, as the amount of 
included material increases. Magnetic and non-calcitic with wispy, almost 
digested mafic/u-mafic inclusions situated at about 45 degrees to the core 
axis. Invaded by pale pink dykelets of less altered felsite in the upper 
part of the interval. These features are also oriented at about 45-50 DTCA. 
Very fine chloritic? fractures snake across the core at a 45 degree 
orientation. Moderately mineralised with diss and blebby py; greater 
concentrations are present near the top cnt and in some chloritic fractures. 
Gradational lower cnt.

1204.2 1206.9 FELSIC DYKE
Sharp cnt into a highly altered dyke? of problematic origin. A pale grey, 
medium to medium-coarse grained section with a sharp bottom cnt   40-45 
DTCA. Weakly foliated with fine wispy/patchy mafics (amphibole/chlorite) at 
50 DTCA. Non-calcitic and magnetic. Consists of an aggregate of rounded 
slightly blueish qtz? metacrysts surrounded by carbonated plates of what may 
have been feldpars. The mafic components appear to be late growths,- little 
in the way of primary mafic constituents are visible. Very fine qtz-carb 
veinlets xcut the unit at high angles; these typically are surrounded by 2-3 
mm wide cloudy white alteration halos. Very small angular mafic and u-mafic 
xenoliths are scattered throughout the unit. Overall, not well mineralised; 
a few subhedral pyrite grains are visible in the matrix. Very weakly 
hematized throughout. A pale almost tourquoise chlorite? is growing in the 
matrix also.
The protolith of this unit is unknown,- it may have been some type of 
intermediate dyke or it may have been a fairly clean, relatively immature 
arenite lacking in mafics?.

1206.9 1212.1 FELSITE
Another example of a dirty, altered felsite with affinities to the units at 
1190-1198 and 1202-1204. This section has a slightly greater concentration 
of xenoliths than those above,- the crudely banded/mottled appearance is more 
pronounced and a stronger foliation is developing, especially towards the
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bottom cnt. The matrix is hard, granular and more of a beige colour, again 
becoming more pinkish downhole, as the Fe content increases. This unit is 
more strongly mineralised than the above felsites; diss, fine cubic and 
rounded grains of py to 3 mm across occur throughout. Some py is strongly 
deformed/rotated, while other grains are essentially undeformed. The 
sulphide overprints all features except for some late high angle qtz 
veinlets. Foliation/banding sits at about 35-45 DTCA. Very fine clots of 
yellowish sericite are beginning to develop; carbonate alteration continues 
to be ankeritic and the rocks are magnetic.

1212.1 1223.5 ALTERED GABBRO
A sequence of rocks that consist of a brownish-grey, medium to medium-fine 
grained host and a darker coloured slightly coarser grained inclusion?. The 
host phase has some of the characteristics of altered/carbonated gabbros, 
and the inclusion? may represent a xenolith of more mafic composition. All 
phases are magnetic and calcitic; weak pervasive hematite alteration has 
permiated the matrix carbonate and appears in and around much of the veining 
that cuts both units. The sequence bottoms out at a subtle, but sharp 45 
degree lower cnt against the darker phase. Beginning at the top cnt, the 
unit evolves through a gradational finely brecciated cnt zone from the 
mottled felsite above and into a vaguely banded section down to 1214.7 ft. 
This first sub-unit is quite coarse/granular at the top and becomes 
progressively finer grained towards 1214. It consists predominantly of 
reddish carbonate plates bounded by wispy/patchy chlorite. Rounded qtz 
metacrysts reside within and between the carbonated areas. Incipient 
dykelet/vein alteration (causing local increases in Fe) has produced the 
layering effect. Weak silicification envelopes surround the 
veining/alteration; commonly sulphide concentrations are elevated in these 
zones. The next sub-unit (starting at 1214) is thought to represent an 
inclusion in the first phase. It is a very dark grey colour (more mafics) 
and slightly coarser grained than the host. It consists of an aggregate of 
slightly reddish carbonate plates, intermixed with fine chlorite, amphibole 
and small amounts of fresher looking biotite.
The unit is weakly foliated at a very low core angle and is cut by a few 
irregular pale reddish siliceous veinlets with narrow chloritic margins. A 
narrow chloritic mafic dyke xcuts this phase at 30-40 DTCA at about 1215. 
The interval terminates at about 1210.9 at a sharp cnt @ 20 DTCA. Below 1210 
the host phase returns. The layered texture seen above is replaced by a more 
uniform/massive rock of similar composition and grain size. Fine angular 
mafic and u/mafic xenoliths are common; a few low angle reddish qtz veins 
cut lower parts of the interval. A few rounded py grains to 3 mm across are 
scattered about in the matrix. Grey-blue carb metacrysts are begining to 
develop locally also. This section continues down to 1223.5 where it 
contacts the underlying phase at 50 degrees along a slightly irregular sharp 
cnt. A fine grained, 2 in thick, brownish mafic dyke? has intruded the 
contact zone; it is soft and has a sinuous, tongue like geometry.

1223.5 1267.0 GREYWACKE
LITH- a very dark grey colour with a distinctive green cast; medium grained 
and gritty in appearance. Generally massive to very weakly bedded, with
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local variations in grain size. Contains a few larger lithic
(felspathic/mafic) and crystalline fragments up to 2 cm across set in a
heavily altered coarse sand-sized feldspathic matrix. Pale red patchy (Fe)
alteration locally contrasts with the dark green groundmass.
ALTER- a heavily carbonated unit,(strongly calcitic) and non-magnetic.
Weakly altered with pervasive hematite about veining and as irregular
patches. Abundant pale greenish to tourquoise coloured chlorite is
developing throughout the matrix; more intense growth has occured in the
finer grained areas of the unit.
VEINING- weakly veined with pale grey to reddish qtz-carb veins; generally
1/4 to l in thick; oriented @ 50-60 DTCA; internally granulated and locally
boudinaged. Small clusters or sets of veins produce a subtle banded
appearance in the rock locally.
MINERALISATION- spotty, slightly blebby and cubic py (1-3 mm across) is
found throughout the interval; more sulphide resides near to or within the
veining. Fine specular hematite crystals are found in a few very fine
carb-qtz veinlets. Overall the unit is weakly mineralised.
STRUCT- a locally bedded unit with rare grading, some suggestion that tops
are downhole(north). Bedding is oriented at about 55 DTCA. The larger clasts
are quite flattened/stretched parallel to bedding. A very weak foliation is
developing locally; it essentially mimics the bedding. The rocks have a high
RQD. Sharp lower cnt at 55 DTCA.

1267.0 1277.3 ALTERED GABBRO
Contact into a dark grey-brown system with a mottled and/or speckled 
appearance. The unit contains a number of phases, the majority of which 
resemble altered gabbros described above in this hole or in other McBean 
holes. Weakly banded locally where carb-qtz veining invades the unit. A 
strongly carbonated sequence; calcite gives way to ankerite about mid-way 
down the system. Variably magnetic, generally well foliated and weakly 
hematitic throughout.

Comments on the Sub-Units:.

1267.0 to 1272.0- Carbonated Gabbro/Altered Mafic Dyke?-
A medium to medium-coarse grained interval which contains a number of mafic 
and ultra-mafic xenoliths. These are angular to sinuous, and range from 1/4 
in to several inches in length. Some of these appear to be almost continuous 
bands that subdivide portions of the sub-unit. The matrix consists of a 
mosaic of tabular to almost bladed carb psuedomorphs/metacrysts?(pale 
grey-blue colour) intergrown with patchy and wispy chlorite and minor 
acicular amphibole, and dirty reddish carbonate as infilling material. The 
blue carb crystals may represent pre-existing feldspar phenocrysts; they 
have fairly clean margins and are oriented in a random fashion. Their 
slightly larger size (2-4 mm) helps to augment the overall grain size of the 
unit. A few very fine carb-filled fractures cut the unit at about 40-50 
DTCA. Calcite is replaced by ankerite at about 1271. Fine diss py is 
distributed randomly throughout. A magnetic and weakly foliated 
interval(about 60 DTCA).

1272.0 to 1273.7- Carbonated Gabbro.
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A more typical 3Ga; brownish with a pale orange cast, well speckled and 
mottled/banded locally, and cut by poorly developed incipient 
veining/dykelets? at high core angles. Heavily carbonated and quite hard, 
especially towards the bottom cnt. Becoming more siliceous and granulated 
towards the bottom; slightly pitted locally and more extensively mineralised 
than the overlying unit(diss py)- Weakly foliated at 60 DTCA. Sharp cnts   
45/65. A thin chloritic rind forms the top cnt.

1273.7 to 1273.9- Ultramafic Komatiite.
A narrow sliver of blue-black material; the bottom l in is occupied by a
reddish granular incipient vein with diss py. Sharp bottom cnt at 60 DTCA.

1273.9 to 1275.0- Carbonated Gabbro.
A slightly more sheared version along the altered gabbro theme. A well 
foliated(60 DTCA) reddish-brown section cut by an increasing number of 
incipient veinlets. These follow the fabric and locally add to the already 
present Fe alteration. Much of the section is weakly silicified. A few 
spotty py crystals are visible in the matrix. The lower cnt is disrupted by 
an irregular, quite deformed pale white qtz vein with scrappy chlorite and 
carbonate inclusions; it lies at a high angle.

1275.0 to 1277.3- Carbonated Gabbro.
Another variation of altered gabbro; a medium grained, quite grainy-looking 
section with a fine cataclastic/sheared appearance. Moderately foliated at 
55-60 DTCA,- magnetic and non-calcitic. Contains scattered spotty py and a 
few fine, pale grey, sinuous to irregular qtz stringers. Not particularly 
affected by incipient alteration features. In contrast to the other 
sub-units this section appears more dyke-like; contact alteration/chilling? 
features are developed both top and bottom. The top cnt zone has an 
increasing mafic content towards the actual contact. The bottom cnt is sharp 
and somewhat irregular at 30 degrees. A strong alteration zone has formed 
starting 4 inches above the cnt; the brownish, granular texture grades into 
a slightly more reddish, aphanitic and siliceous halo which in turn grades 
into a pale yellowish zone which abuts the contact. The alteration appears 
to be controlled by the underlying unit. Minor amounts of diss and fine 
cubic py are found throughout the unit,- a slightly greater concentration is 
visible in the more reddish portion of the lower cnt alteration zone.

1277.3 1308.8 ULTRAMAFIC
A pale green, very strongly carbonated and veined interval of ultramafic 
derivation with short sections of included altered gabbro, tuffaceous 
material and possibly sedimentary/tuffaceous material similar to that found 
in the underlying Timiskaming System. This sequence has the 
variegated/wrinkled/mottled texture often seen in Green Carb Zones but 
without the fuchsite component. It is composed of carbonate, chlorite and 
minor pale green sericite with qtz as vein and fine granular matrix 
material. A strong fabric is developed at 55-70 DTCA. This system is 
non-calcitic and non-magnetic except as noted below.

Details on Sub-Units Follow:.
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1277.3 to 1282.3- Ultramafic.
Pale green; foliated at 60/65; moderately veined with pale grey, irregular 
patchy 1/2 in veins. Most veins sit at high core angles and are sparsely 
mineralised. Strongly deformed; high angle kink bands are developing; some 
of the smaller veins have been broken up and the parts rotated by 45 degrees 
or more. Traces of anhedral py are found in the matrix.

1282.3 1282.9 Tuff.
A pale pink to greenish grey finely laminated section. Layering 
(alteration?) is developed on a sub-cm scale with some bands pinching and 
swelling. The layers sit at 55-60 DTCA and are variably hematized and 
sericitised. Very fine reddish syenitic dyke material is visible at several 
locations; these zones contain fine diss py and spill silica a few mm into 
the hosting material. 3 to 5 mm slightly discordant grey qtz 
veinlets(boudinaged, carb selvages) cut the interval. This section may be 
the first appearance of Timiskaming style sedimentary material as opposed to 
the other 'tuff layers in this sequence. A non-magnetic, non-calcitic 
section.

1282.9 to 1285.5- Ultramafic.
A section much as at 1277-1282. Foliated at 60 DTCA; poorly mineralised. Cut 
by a dark grey, 2 in thick qtz vein with pale white carb selvages and 
minimal sulphide. The vein cuts the core at 40 degrees. Sharp cnts @ 75/60.

1285.5 to 1286.4- Tuff?.
A beige coloured, fine grained, slightly gritty interval which breaks up 
into several sinuous/blobby vein-like structures towards 1286 (ultra-mafic 
host). The rock is sericitic, locally highly deformed and contains minor 
very fine granular qtz. The top 2 inches is weakly hematitic, very hard and 
magnetic (fine magnetite?). The tuffaceous portions of the section are 
mineralised with diss and 2-3 mm blebby py.

1286.4 to 1291.8- Ultramafic.
A continuation of the pale green ultra-mafic host,- non-magnetic and weakly 
veined with a swarm developing at around 1289.5;(pale grey, boudinaged, with 
crystalline carb growing along the vein margins, negligible sulphide). High 
angle kink bands are common in the matrix.

1291.8 to 1292.4- Carbonated Gabbro.
Sharp cnt into a reddish-brown, weakly banded/mottled/spotted interval which 
is hard and magnetic. Foliated/banded at 60 DTCA. Minute incipient dykelets 
intrude the rocks near both contacts creating very small hematitic halos. 
Flattened and slightly stretched mafic/u-mafic fragments (1/4-1/2 in long) 
have been caught up in the matrix. Sharp cnts S 70/70 DTCA.

1292.4 to 1293.4- Ultramafic. 
As noted above.

1293.4 to 1293.8- Carbonated Gabbro.
A coarse-grained/granulated, banded interval. Mafic and more qtz/carb rich
layers alternate (1/2-1 in thick) culminating in a slightly yellowish layer
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at the bottom cnt. Hard, slightly magnetic towards the lower cnt and 
mineralised with cubic py grading downward into diss py. Sharp cnts @ 70/50 
DTCA.

1293.8 to 1294.6- Ultramafic.
As noted above; more deformed with an irregular fabric and boudinaged carb
veining.

1294.6 to 1295.3- Carbonated Gabbro.
A pale brown, granular/sheared interval which grades into a more homogeneous 
orange coloured zone at 1295 where a fine irregular red-orange syenite? 
dykelet has been emplaced. A hard, weakly hematized rock which becomes 
magnetic and silicified within the orange zone. Foliated, but variably so; 
the normal high angle fabric swings into a flatter 45 degree attitude 
towards the bottom cnt; low angle kink bands xcut the foliation at about 35 
degrees near the top cnt. Moderately mineralised with diss py. Sharp, 
sawtooth bottom cnt   about 60 DTCA.

1295.3 to 1296.9- Ultramafic.
As noted above; strongly foliated at 60 DTCA.

1296.9 to 1297.0- Tuff.
A pale brown-biege coloured, slightly gritty interval; very hard and well
mineralised with diss py; magnetic; cnts @ 50/70 DTCA.

1297.0 to 1297.4- Ultramafic. 
As noted above.

1297.4 to 1297.8- Tuff.
A finely laminated, gritty unit; weakly hematised, sericitic and silicified. 
Quite similar to the section described at 1282 ft. Well mineralised with 
diss py. Sharp cnts   55/50; cut by very fine, boudinaged dark qtz veinlets 
which mimic the foliation (about 60 degrees); contains what might be 
flattened felsic fragments.

1297.8 to 1308.8- Ultramafic.
The conclusion of the pale green host; becoming more deformed and heavily 
veined below 1302.7; kink bands and disturbed, variably oriented fabrics are 
commonplace. The veining consists of irregular, patchy, pale white 
intrusions with carbonate selvages and inclusions(some are beige to 
brownish). These features are essentially barren of sulphide. Sinuous, 
folded and knotty ?veins of pale brown to beige coloured material(similar to 
'tuff logged above) invade the unit at several spots,- they are hard, 
mineralised and internally laminated. The unit terminates at a sharp, 
slightly cuspate contact @ 30-35 DTCA.

1308.8 1308.9 TIMISKAMING GROUP
Entering a system of lapilli tuffs, tuffs, fine conglomerates and 
ultra-mafic rocks considered to be part of the Timiskaming Group. The 
sequence is highly deformed and well carbonated throughout. No specific 
fault or strong break has been encountered so far in the hole which would
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indicate the Larder Lake Break location.

1308.9 1398.2 LAPILLI TUFF

A sequence of interlayered fine lithic to coarse ashy tuffs, lapilli tuffs 
and minor fine conglomerate beds, composed of ultra-mafic, mafic felsic, 
chert and qtz-rich fragments set in a fine grained, mafic to intermediate 
matrix. A few jasper fragments are also visible. Thin beds of more sericitic 
material occur randomly throughout the unit. The matrix and most of the 
fragments are well carbonated with either calcite or ankerite. Moderately to 
well foliated throughout; locally the SI is kinked by a xcutting S2 fabric.

veined; both by fine qtz-carb (1/8-1/4 in thick, 
to the foliation) veinlets and larger, more

qtz bodies. The latter typically have carbonate 
Most veining is not well mineralised. Most of the

Most of the rocks are 
generally sub-parallel 
intrusive, patchy/blobby 
inclusions and selvages.
rocks are very weakly magnetic. Comments on the subunits follow.

1308.9 to 1317.6- Lapilli Tuff.
Sharp contact into a pale red, gritty, and finely laminated interval, which 
is silicified, locally magnetic and highly deformed for the first two feet 
below the cnt. Scrappy qtz veining and the matrix are folded and boudinaged 
in a chaotic way with the resulting fabrics being variable from 40 to 10 
degrees to the GA. Conspicuous hematite alteration occurs in the top 2 feet; 
elevated sulphide concentrations and low angle gash veins are visible 
especially near the contact. Traces of fine blebby chalcopyrite occur in 
some fine qtz veinlets; this is in addition to the more normal diss and 
spotty/anhedral py both in the matrix and some veining. Below the cnt zone, 
a more consistent foliation is formed at about 60 DTCA. Some ultramafic 
material has been added to the pile, creating a dark green, mottled section 
down to about 1313.5 wherein another slightly hematitic bed begins. This 
lower subunit begins as a fine silt-sized accumulation and grades into a 
fine fragmental unit with a slightly more coarse matrix. 1/8-1/4 in diameter 
cobbles and fragments of reddish, granular vein material?, altered lithic 
fragments and other siliceous and very fine mafic debris make up the unit 
down to 1317.6. A gradational section with very minor sericitic material 
opens up into a medium green coloured tuffaceous interval. The entire 
sequence down to 1317 is non-calcitic and variably mineralised with diss py. 
Slight increases in mineralisation occur in the more sericitic and hematite 
rich areas, but essentially a pattern of decreasing sulphide moving downward 
is the norm.

1317.6 to 1358.5- Tuff..
A homogeneous, pale green to medium grass green coloured interval; fine 
grained, with a few quite round dark grey qtz pebbles(1/2 to l in in 
diameter). Several thin sericitic beds (sometimes silicified) are scattered 
throughout. Foliated at at 55-65 DTCA. Minor blebby/patchy white qtz veining 
at 25-45 DTCA; 1/2 to 2 in thick with carb inclusions and selvages; sparsely 
mineralised overall. Essentially non-calcitic down to about 1344. Some fine 
crenulation cleavage is developing at around 1348.

1358.5 to 1359.3- Sericitic Tuff.
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A narrow interval of calcitic, sericite rich ashy felsic? material. Rich in 
very tiny qtz eyes, homogeneous and featureless. A tiny oblong jasper 
fragment lies at the top cnt. Foliated at 65 DTCA. Poorly mineralised with 
traces of very fine py. Non-magnetic.

1359.3 to 1374.3- Lapilli Tuff.
A slightly more gritty interval with several thin fragmental beds. The 
fragmental areas contain flattened felsic, cherty and smaller ultramafic 
clasts, supported in a chloritic, carbonate-rich matrix. This section is 
weakly calcitic; (fine fracture controlled) and weakly mineralised with fine 
diss py. Locally well foliated at 65 DTCA. Fine carb speckling is developed 
locally; a few irregular blebby qtz veins invade the section near the bottom 
cnt. A l in thick finer tuff? band marks the bottom cnt.

1374.3 to 1398.2- Tuff.
A pale green, fairly homogeneous interval with a very few 1/2 in long very 
deformed(flattened) fragments. Weakly calcitic locally. Sparsely veined with 
1/8 in scrappy qtz-carb veinlets, generally at 40-50 DTCA. Weakly magnetic 
locally. Not particularly well mineralised(traces of diss py). Some highly 
deformed carb veinlets have been crenulated along 35 degree kink bands at 
around 1389.4.

1398.2 1589.7 CONGLOMERATE
A sequence of fine polymictic conglomerate beds with minor(1-2 foot) 
homogenous tuff interlayers. Most clasts are rounded to sub-angular and 
range from a 1/4 in to 2-3 inches across. Almost all except some of the 
cherty or qtz-rich varieties are strongly flattened and stretched parallel 
to the local fabric- Fragments are generally supported in the matrix 
material although in places very little groundmass is visible. This 
situation combined with some very highly strained/flattened clasts results 
in the rock having a laminated appearance. The clasts range in composition: 
mafic and intermediate varieties are most common, with lesser amounts of 
felsic, granitic and qtz/chert compositions. The matrix is a fine grained 
accumulation of mafic to intermediate ash and very fine lithic fragments. A 
strongly carbonated interval, with local wispy fracture-filling and diss 
pyrite. Weakly magnetic, and locally sericitic. Weakly mineralised with 
spotty and diss py. Patchy qtz veining is scattered throughout, but is not 
common. Comments on Sub-Units follow:.

1398.2 to 1413.4- Conglomerate.
A light green interval with several tuff horizons (homogeneous, slightly
sericitic) interspersed with fine 'laminated 1 fragmental sections. Calcitic
locally and weakly foliated at 65 DTCA. Sparsely veined, and locally weakly
silicified.

1413.4 to 1433.0- Conglomerate.
A slightly more chloritic interval, with a correspondingly darker green 
colour. Clasts in this section are larger and less deformed with more 
interstitial material supporting the pebbles. Locally weakly mineralised 
with 1-2 mm cubic and finer diss py. Minimal veining present. Pervasively 
calcitic; very weakly magnetic locally and weakly foliated (65 DTCA).
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Several tuff beds developed which are essentially featureless.

1433.0 to 1447.5- Conglomerate.
A much more deformed interval than the preceeding sub-units; irregular and 
patchy white qtz veining invades a laminated/crenulated section. Clasts are 
extremely flattened creating a thin layered appearance locally. Most SI 
fabric and veining is oriented at very high core angles,- 32 sits at 35-45 
DTCA locally. Locally weakly sericitic; both in areas around veining and in 
several several thin tuffaceous horizons. A weakly calcitic interval with 
minimal mineralisation(diss py).

1447.5 1450.3 Ultramafic.
A dark grey-green section of mottled/veined, heavily carbonated material. 
Strongly foliated at 45 DTCA. Irregular, patchy white qtz veining with 
carbonate selvages and inclusions. Non-calcitic, and non-magnetic with only 
traces of sulphide. Essentially carbonate and chlorite compositionally. 
Includes a 6 in section of weakly foliated, featureless tuff.

1450.3 to 1525.4- Conglomerate.
A cleaner clastic sequence; slightly larger, less deformed and altered 
pebbles and cobbles are well supported in a fine chloritic matrix. Granitic, 
felsic, jasper and granulated qtz clasts are common. Bedding is oriented at 
about 60 DTCA. Weakly mineralised and strongly calcitic. Weakly veined near 
the top of the interval. A few tuff horizons are included in the section; 
they are massive to weakly foliated and featureless.

1525.4 to 1589.7- Conglomerate.
A pale green section beginning with several intercalated tuff beds which 
grade into a more deformed clastic interval. The intensely flattened cobbles 
are smaller than in the preceeding section and give the rock a laminated 
appearance. Foliated/laminated at about 60 DTCA. Weakly mineralised and 
calcitic to the bottom of the hole. Sparsely veined with a few bleby to 
rounded qtz bodies (poorly mineralised). Traces of fine cubic py occur in a 
few of the more sericitic/siliceous clasts/bands.

End of Hole- 1589.7 feet.
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QUEENSTON MINING INC 
Drill Hole: MB97-16

DIAMOND DRILL HOLE RECORD
Property: MCBEAN Col loc from ttl post, L19262, 450'S, 700'W 
Northing: 18737.90 
Easting: 9899.20 
Elevation: 11012.70

Collar Azimuth (Grid) 4.7 
Collar Dip: -67.5 
(O Degrees Grid equals 017 degrees True)

2.18 9 47 Page: l of 48

From 
(ft)

Hole Length:

Date Printed:

To 
(ft)

2195.3

6 Jul, 1998

*** Dip Tests ***
Depth Azi .

138.0
308.0
600.0
900.0

ogy

Dip

-68.0
-67.0
-66.5
-67.0

*** Dip Tests
Depth Azi.

1208.0
1508.0
1808.0
2108.0

***

Dip

65.5
66.0
67.0
61.0

sample
NO.

Date Started:
Date Completed:

Drilled by:
Core Size:
Material left in hole
Core Location:
Logged by:

aXZ
From To *^en PY
(ft) (ft) (ft) %

Feb 04, 1997
Feb 18, 1997

BENOIT
NQ
NW CASING
Upper Can site
JDS
/o s s 4

~rt^f7
AU AU1
OZ/T OZ/T

#1

S

AU2
PPB

SUMMARY LOG

.0 130.0 OVERBURDEN

130.0 339.3 GABBRO

339.3 341.0 FAULT ZONE

341.0 593.0 GABBRO

593.0 610.4 DIORITE APLITE

610.4 1247.1 ALTERED GABBRO

1247.1 1292.9 ULTRAMAFIC ALTERED GABBRO FAULT ZONE

1292.9 1329.0 GABBRO

1329.0 1339.2 BASALT

1339.2 1366.7 CARBONATED GABBRO ULTRAMAFIC

1366.7 1366.8 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

1366.8 1399.8 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1399.8 1429.9 CARBONATED GABBRO FELSITE

1429.9 1453.9 ALTERED GABBRO

1453.9 1564.6 FAULT ZONE ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE CARBONATED GABBRO

1564.6 1591.0 PORPHYRITIC SYENITE ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE FAULT ZONE

1591.0 1594.0 FAULT ZONE

32D04NW2013 2.18947 GAUTHIER 110



From To Geology 
(ft) (ft)

1594.0 1621.5 CARBONATED GABBRO

1621.5 1713.1 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE FAULT ZONE

1713.1 1740.2 TUFF ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1740.2 1761.2 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

1761.2 1785.0 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1785.0 1850.0 FELSITE

1850.0 1878.7 CARBONATED ZONE

1878.7 1910.3 CARBONATED ZONE ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE

1910.3 1939.0 FAULT ZONE

1939.0 1957.2 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE TUFF FELSITE

1957.2 1957.3 TIMISKAMING GROUP

1957.3 2195.3 TUFF
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.0 130.0 OVERBURDEN

130.0 339.3 GABBRO
Collar in a broad sequence of gabbro, similar to the collar of holes 13 and 
8b. This large gabbroic sequence is characterized by gabbro of both the 
hornblende rich and feldspathic rich varieties, along w/ various mafic 
intrusives, dykes of diorite and other patchy inclusions. Feldspathic gabbro 
phases in this sequence are typified by grey green to lime colour from the 
presence of feldspar alt by epidote. They are generally med grained, quite 
hard, weakly mag, overprinted w/ calcite and appear to be the dominant 
member in this sequence. Hornblende rich gabbro members are generally darker 
in colour(dark grey w/ slight green tints), quite hard, weakly mag, 
overprinted w/ calcite, and fine to med grained. Both gabbroic members 
contain some slight red orange hematite staining and are effectively 
unmineralz. Phase changes between gabbroic members can be either sharp or 
gradational and may or may not contain hybrid gabbro between phases. 
Intrusions/inclusions within this unit will be further discussed in the 
system breakdown following.

130.0 133.6 Gabbro.
Collar in a feldspathic rich gabbro, green to lime green, hard, weakly mag, 
calcitic, some slight red orange hematite staining w/in alt healed 
fractures. Unmineralz. Basal contact w/ MI in zone of broken core.

133.6 137.6 Mafic intrusive.
Mafic intrusive, black, mod mag, calcitic, and slightly harder than adjacent 
gabbro. This unit is fine grained, unmineralz, and contains some slight red 
orange hematite staining w/in fine fractures. Basal contact for this dyke S 
80 dtca and well defined. This unit contains a fair amount of biotite.

137.6 148.0 Gabbro.
Feldspathic rich gabbro: as above, but w/ the odd
inclusion(chlorite). Basal contact w/ diorite @ 70 dtca.

small soft mafic

148.0 148.2 Diorite.
The first of many dioritic dykes, orange red, fine grained, non mag calcitic
and unmineralz. Basal contact along 2 inch chlorite band e 60 dtca and
irregular.

148.4 151.9 Gabbro. 
Feldspathic rich gabbro, 
well defined.

as above, basal contact w/ diorite @ 60 dtca and

151.9 157.3 Diorite.
Contact into a fairly large diorite dyke, pinkish orange to red, med 
grained, non mag, calcitic w/ some accessory py. This unit contains mod well 
dev phenos of feld as well as being speckled w/ 20% mafic minerals. There is 
some orange hematite staining w/in fine fractures which are also calcitic. 
Py mineralz appears associated w/ this fracturing. Basal contact for this 
unit @ 55 dtca and a bit irregular. This dyke contains 2 inclusions of
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gabbro   154.1 to 154.4 @ 50/60 dtca, and @ 156.7 to 156.9   50/60 dtca.

157.3 189.0 Gabbro.
Feldspathic rich gabbro member: as above, unit is quite fractured here with 
calcite and hematite filling fractures. This zone contains the odd grain 
size change, and between 170.0 and 171.0 there appears to be some flow 
evidence w/ a gabbro w/in a gabbro.   177.2 to 178.0 unit is pitted vuggy 
and very calcitic, w/ some orange red hematite staining. This unit also 
contains the odd small chlorite inclusion.

189.0 189.9 Gabbro.
Gabbroic member here gradationally changes to a more hornblende rich phase
w/ inclusions of feldspathic rich member.

189.9 206.0 Gabbro.
Feldspathic rich gabbro member: as above, w/ core from 190.3 to 191.0 being 
vuggy pitted and strongly calcitic. @ 192.5 to 193.0 there is a zone of 
almost entirely chlorite, followed by l foot of hornblende rich gabbro w/ 
gradational contacts. Following this core features numerous phase changes 
unit 80 dtca basal contact w/ diorite @ 206.0.

206.0 206.2 Diorite.
Diorite, an inclusion, pinkish white and speckled w/ approx 15% mafic 
minerals. This inclusion is med grained, quite hard, non mag, calcite, 
unmineralz, and looks rather aplitic. Basal contact for this diorite @ 70 
dtca, and very diffuse.

206.2 229.2 Gabbro.
Gabbro, both the feldspathic rich and hornblende rich varieties, w/ the 
feldspathic member being dominat. Between 208.0 to 209.0 core is extremely 
vuggy and pitted, dominantly filled w/ calcite, some hematite and tr 
epidote. Between 215.4 and 216.0 core is very vuggy pitted, and extremely 
calcitic, as it is between 218.0 to 219.0 w/ a large calcite filled fracture 
and tr accessory py here. Below 222.0 core is dominantly feld member and is 
slightly finer grained than what is the norm earlier in the hole. This unit 
remains calcitic, weakly to moderately mag, quite hard, and unmineralz. 
Basal contact   45 dtca.

229.2 229.5 Mafic Intrusive.
A grey green, fine grained mafic intrusive. This dyke is slightly harder 
than adjacent gabbro, weakly mag, slightly calcitic, and contains biotite 
xtals which are aligned to give this unit a quasi foliated appearance. This 
unit is unmineralz, and has sharp but shallow contacts @ 35/40 dtca.

229.5 246.0 Gabbro.
Gabbro here is dominantly the feldspathic member. It is fine to med grained, 
quite hard, mod mag, calcitic, and contains the odd fragment of chlorite. 
This zone is variably stained by hematite most notably w/in alt healed 
fractures. There is some accessory py here associated w/ calcite and 
hematite filled fractures. This unit also contains a couple of very small 
dioritic inclusions. Basal contact along a dyke of diorite s 50 dtca.
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246.0 246.8 Diorite.
Diorite, reddish grey w/ poorly dev phenos of feld and speckled w/ approx 
lOt mafic minerals. This dyke is med grained, quite hard, weakly mag, 
calcitic, and unmineralz. Basal contact 9 55 dtca, and a bit irregular.

246.8 261.0 Gabbro.
Gabbro, dominantly of the feldspathic member, fine to med grained, quite 
hard, weakly to mod mag, calcitic, and unmineralz. This unit contains the 
odd chlorite fragment, and is effectively unmineralz. This unit features 
numerous phase changes, and is somewhat vuggy and pitted in some areas. 
There is some orange red hematite staining here most notably w/in alt healed 
fractures. The basal contact for this unit is @ 70 dtca w/ the contact 
margin being slightly chilled.

261.0 263.4 Basalt.
Contact into a basalt dyke, fine grained, grey, quite hard,massive, weakly 
mag, and strongly calcitic. This unit contains some orange red hematite 
staining as well as tr accessory py. Basal contact for this dyke @ 50 dtca, 
and well defined.

263.4 271.0 Gabbro.
Gabbro dominantly feldspathic rich phase, but w/ numerous phase changes. 
This unit contains a zone of extremely vuggy and pitted core between 269.0 
and 270.0. Unit is unmineralz. Basal contact   60 dtca.

271.0 271.8 Mafic Intrusive.
A fine grained, green grey mafic intrusive. This dyke is harder than
surrounding gabbro, is weakly to mod mag, calcitic and contains tr accessory
py associated w/ calcite filled fractures. Basal contact for this dyke   55
dtca.

271.8 282.7 Gabbro.
Gabbroic unit comprized of about 50% feldspathic rich member and 50% 
hornblende rich member. Both members are typical although they do contain a 
number of v small patchy inclusions of diorite, and l larger dyke of diorite 
  281.3 to 281.8 @ 60/50 dtca. This dyke is grey orange fine grained and 
unmineralz. Basal contact for gabbroic unit ® 45 dtca and very irregular.

282.7 285.2 Diorite.
Contact into a fairly large dyke of diorite. This unit is dark greyish 
orange   contacts and bright red orange in the centre, magnetism in this 
unit appears to correspond to darker orange areas as they are weakly mag 
while bright orange centre is non mag. This unit is quite granular, pitted 
finely fractured, quite hard, calcitic and speckled w/ approx S-10% mafic 
minerals. This unit is effectively unmineralz and has a very diffuse basal 
contact   80 dtca, followed by l foot of feldspathic gabbro which contains a 
number of small very similar dioritic inclusions.

286.2 289.1 Gabbro.
Gabbro, feldspathic rich variety, w/ core becoming quite granular from 287.0
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to 288.0, followed by a 4 inch red hematite filled fracture. @ 288.9 to 
290.1 there is an orange red fine grained untnineralz dyke of diorite   70/80 
w/ very diffuse contacts.

289.1 339.3 Gabbro.
Gabbro, dominantly of the hornblende rich member. This unit is quite hard, 
mod mag, strongly calcitic for the most part, fine to med grained and 
unmineralz. This unit is vuggy, pitted, and contains a number of large 
calcite filled fractures. Hematite staining and epidote alt are also 
prominant within alt healed fractures. This unit also contaiins a number of 
small dioritic itrusions/inclusions, notable ones   307.7 to 307.8 @ 50/40 
dtca, and S 317.5 splitting core axis for 3 inches. Also within this unit is 
a small MI   323.9 to 324.0   50/80 dtca. This gabbroic zone also contains a 
number of spotted gabbro areas which probably represent a hybrid phase of 
gabbro between phase changes. Basal contact for this unit along a fault zone 
  53 dtca and quite sharp.

339.3 341.0 FAULT ZONE
Abrupt contact into a zone of brecciated and granulated core w/ breccia 
containing cm sized fragments of both gabbro phases contained w/in a gritty 
red med grained calcitic, hematitic matrix. Below 339.9 breccia becomes 
dominanly lime green from epidote alt and is not as granulated as initial 
contact into fault zone. Basal contact for this unit w/in broken core making 
contact angle impossible to distinguish.

341.0 593.0 GABBRO
Return to sequence of gabbroic rx, dominantly represented by hornblende rich 
member. This unit remains quite hard, calcitic, mod mag, fine to med 
grained, amphibolitic and effectively unmineralz. This zone contains a 
number of phase changes w/ hybrid gabbro phases often occurring between 
phase changes. This unit is quite fractured in some areas and is generally 
overprinted w/ epidote. At 355.0 there is a small dioritic inclusion, w/ 
irregular contacts, e 355.5 to 356.0 there is a band of almost entirely 
pinkish white calcite. This unit is cut by dykes of diorite, as well as the 
odd mafic intrusive. System breakdown follows.

362.6 362.7 Diorite.
A small half moon shaped dioritic inclusion, off white, and speckled w/
ID-15% mafic minerals. Irregular contacts.

368.7 369.5 Gabbro Diorite.
Gabbro of the feldspathic rich variety, w/ sharp upper contact 8 70 dtca and 
a gradational basal contact. This unit contains an inclusion of diorite, 6 
inches running along the core axis. This inclusion is off white to lime 
green from epidote, and is speckled w/ approx l5% mafic minerals. Both of 
these units are unmineralz.

379.6 379.7 Diorite.
Small lime green to off white, unmineralz, and speckled w/ S-10% mafic
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minerals dyke of diorite @ 60/60 dtca and well defined.

384.5 386.0 Gabbro.
Gabbro of the feldspathic variety, lime green, fine grained, calcitic, mod 
mag, and quite hard. This unit is essentially unmineralz. Upper contact for 
this gabbroic phase sharp ® 60 dtca, basal contact grad.

392.4 392.6 Gabbro.
Phase change to the feldspathic rich gabbroic member here. This unit is fine 
grained, mod mag, calcitic, quite hard and unmineralz. Contacts for this 
unit are sharp @ 80/80 dtca.

392.6 423.8 Gabbro.
Sequence of gabbroic rx dominantly of the hornblende rich variety. This unit 
remains strongly overprinted w/ calcite, is med to fine grained, quite hard, 
and mod mag. This zone contains a couple of diorite dykes @ 402.2 to 402.3 @ 
80 dtca, 8 408.4 to 408.5 a patchy inclusion, @ 419.8 to 419.9 ® 70/60 and 
irregular. There are also a few very small dioritic inclusions within this 
unit. Basal contact 8 40 dtca and sharp.

423.8 429.3 Diorite.
Contact into a greyish orange diorite dyke. This unit is med grained, quite 
hard, non to variably mag, non calcitic except for the odd calcite stringer, 
and speckled w/ IB-20% mafic minerals. This dyke has been penetrated by a 
later brighter orange and finer grained diorite unit S 424.9 to 425.0 S 
60/60 dtca. This later dyke contains some accessory py, while the rest of 
the unit does not. Basal contact for this main unit @ 80 dtca and a bit 
irregular.

429.3 451.9 Gabbro.
Gabbro, hornblende rich variety dominant. Grey green, calcitic.

451.9 455.9 Feldspar Porphyry.
Feldspar porphyry dyke, grey w/ slight red orange tints which appear 
concentrated near small fractures. This unit is quite hard, slightly 
overprinted w/ calcite, and mod mag. Dyke contains fairly well dev phenos of 
albite*-plag feld contained w/in a fine grained matrix. Unit is effectively 
unmineralz. Basal contact for this unit is quite sharp s 70 dtca.

455.9 467.5 Gabbro.
Gabbro, feldspathic rich variety, green to lime, med to fine grained, 
calcitic, mod mag, and quite hard. This unit looks like a textbook sample. 
Gabbro here cut by small diorite dykes e 457.5 lcm @ TO/10 dtca, @ 461.3 
1.5cm @ 50/50 dtca, 8 461.5 lcm   70/70 dtca, and   465.8 to 465.9 @ 50/50 
dtca. This unit is unmineralz. Basal contact s 60 dtca.

467.5 468.9 Basalt ?.
Contact into a fine grained, very calcitic, mod mag, and quite hard unit 
which has been highly alt and contains no original textures. This unit could 
be a gabbro or a basalt, basalt designation from lack of identifiably 
textures. Some accessory py here. Basal contact unclear.
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468.9 475.4 Gabbro.
Gabbro, feldspathic rich phase, contains a number of brick red to orange 
small(cm size), quite hard, slightly mag, irregular inclusions, which look 
somewhat like syenite.

475.4 476.9 Diorite.
Contact into a grey to bright orange red diorite dyke. This unit is quite 
vuggy and pitted, as well as being finely fractured, weakly mag, and 
strongly calcitic. There is some accessory py here. Contacts for this dyke 
70/55 dtca w/ opposing angles.

476.9 487.5 Gabbro.
Gabbro, both the feldspathic rich and hornblende rich varieties. This unit
is cut by a small orange diorite dyke @ 480.3 to 480.5 @ 60/60 dtca, as well
as a number of very small diorite intrusions/inclusions. Basal contact
gradational.

487.5 490.6 Altered Gabbro.
Gradational contact into a highly chewed up and alt unit which contains few 
primary textures. This unit is slightly softer than adjacent gabbro, fine 
grained, mod mag, amphibolitic and strongly calcitic. This unit is cut by 
small finely fractured, red orange, hard, non calcitic, non mag dykes which 
appear to be syenite. This unit does contain some accessory py. Basal 
contact into a large diorite dyke   75 dtca.

490.6 494.0 Diorite.
Diorite dyke: greyish orange, pitted, vuggy, finely fractured, calcitic, 
weakly to variably mag, quite hard, med grained and extremely well veined w/ 
qtz. This unit is quite well mineralz w/ py most notably associated w/ vuggy 
calcite fractures. Basal contact w/ large qtz vein @ 80 dtca.

494.0 496.8 Quartz.
A large milky white unminerlaz qtz vein w/ basal contact w/ diorite w/in a
zone of broken blocky core.

496.8 497.6 Diorite.
Diorite similar to above. W/ a cm sized irregular inclusion of chlorite near
basal contact. Basal contact @ 70 dtca.

497.6 518.9 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a highly chewed up and alt gabbroic unit which contains few 
primary textures. This unit is fine grained, softer than gabbros seen 
earlier in the hole, mod mag, chloritic and strongly calcitic. Mineralz w/ 
this unit is mod well dev and concentrated adjacent to upper contact w/ 
diorite. This unit is slightly pitted in areas and essentially unmineralz. 
Basal contact for this unit well defined @ 65 dtca.

518.9 519.6 Gabbro.
Gabbro of the feldspathic rich variety. Pitted, and slightly foliated. This
unit is unmineralz. Basal contact w/ diorite   70 dtca, and irregular.
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519.6 520.3 Diorite.
A dyke to inclusion of greyish pink diorite which runs parallel to core 
axis, is calcitic, and contains well dev py mineralz. Basal contact shallow 
and irregular.

520.3 532.0 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a highly alt gabbroic unit which contains dykes of diorite as 
well as l feld prph dyke. This gabbro is fine grained, mod mag, strongly 
calcitic,amphibolitic and not well mineralz. Dykes ® 523.0 to 523.1 diorite 
an inclusion w/ irregular contacts, @ 524.6 to 525.0 FP dyke @ 50/40 dtca,   
525.9 to 526.0 a diorite inclusion w/ irregular contacts,   526.7 to 526.9 
dyke of diorite @ 60/60 dtca, @ 527.6 to 527.8 a dyke of diorite containing 
a qtz inclusion. Dyke @ 60/60 dtca, and 9 from 528.0 to 529.5 there is a 
zone of broken blocky core w/ a diorite host. This dyke contains some 
accessory py. Both contacts unknown. From 529.5 to 532.0 gabbro does contain 
some accessory py. Basal contact for this unit is gradational.

532.0 541.7 Gabbro.
Gabbro, dominantly feldspathic rich, green to lime, calcitic, quite hard, 
mod mag, med grained, and unmineralz. Looks very similar to gabbro seen 
earlier in the hole. Cut by a dyke of basalt? 8 538.0 to 538.3 @ 60/80 dtca. 
This dyke is grey green, fine grained, hard, slightly foliated, weakly mag, 
and strongly calcitic. Basal contact for gabbro S 55 dtca.

541.7 546.4 Basalt ?.
Contact into a grey green, fine grained, hard, weakly mag, slightly 
foliated, and strongly calcitic dyke of possible basalt. This unit contains 
irregular shaped inclusions of gabbro w/in it. Unit is slightly pitted and 
contains some orange red hematite staining w/in alt healed fractures. Unit 
is unmineralz. Basal contact along zone of broken core.

546.4 558.0 Altered Gabbro.
Contact along a zone of broken core w/ the host being a spotted gabbro 
probably a hybrid of two gabbro phases which grades into a fine grained 
green, calcitic, mag unit which is highly alt but w/ enough relict textures 
to be fairly confident in identification. This alt gabbro unit is quite 
vuggy, pitted, and core is quite blocky in this area. There is an intrusion 
S 558.0 to 559.2(approx) which apprars to be fine grained, grey green, and 
slightly foliated, broken blocky core here makes contact distinctions 
impossible. This intrusion is followed by l foot of very granular core w/ 
mud gouge between 556.6 to 556.9. Below this point core is more intact. 
Basal contact for this unit is gradational. There is also some accessory py 
here most notably w/in calcite filled fractures.

558.0 584.0 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a sequence of gabbro which is fairly clean until 561.0 where 
unit gradationally becomes highly alt. Core is quite blocky and pitted here 
and contains a number of calcite filled vugs as well as a couple of qtz 
veins S 568.0 to 568.3 @ 60/60 dtca opposing angles, and @ 568.7 to 568.9 S 
60/60 dtca. This unit also contains a number of very small diorite dykes.
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This unit also contains a number of cm sized inclusions which are black, and
very soft(probably chlorite). There is some accessory py mineralz w/in this
zone. Basal contact @ 70 dtca.

584.0 584.6 Band of almost entirely chlorite.

584.6 588.0 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbro, highly alt, med to fine grained, green, mod mag, calcitic, and not 
as hard as unaltered gabbro seen earlier in the hole. This unit contains a 
band of chlorite 8 586.2 to 586.5 which surrounds a milky unmineralz qtz 
vein. Gabbro unit here remains quite vuggy and pitted, w/ tr accessory py 
associated w/ calcite filled fractures. Basal contact sharp @ 80 dtca.

588.0 588.8 Ultramafic.
Contact into what appears to be an ultramafic unit. It is black, fine
grained, calcitic, weakly mag, foliated @ approx 65 dtca, and is soft. This
unit contains mud gouge   588.7 @ 65 dtca. Basal contact for this unit @ 50
dtca.

588.8 593.0 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a unit of what appears to be carb gabbro. This unit is very 
chewed up and the primary textures have been totally obliterated. Unit grey 
green black, foliated, softer than gabbros seen earlier in the hole, 
calcitic, mod mag, and med grained. This unit contains some accessory py, as 
well as a dyke of diorite or possibly aplite from 591.5 to 592.0 S 70/60 
dtca opposing angles. Basal contact for this gabbroic unit is sharp but 
shallow @ 45 dtca.

593.0 610.4 DIORITE APLITE
Contact into a rather large dyke of aplite to diorite. This unit is grey 
white to orangish grey white, contains mod well dev feld phenos and is 
speckled w/ approx 20% mafic minerals. This unit is quite hard, med to 
coarse grained, non mag, and essentially non calcitic except for the odd 
calcite stringer. This unit contains modest qtz veining, and tr accessory 
py. There is some orange red hematite staining w/in alt healed fractures as 
well as the odd stringer to bleb of chlorite. Between 595.0 and 597.0 unit 
has a finely fractured appearance. ® 609.3 to 609.5 unit contains a chlorite 
band. Basal contact for this unit is well defined   80 dtca.

610.4 1247.1 ALTERED GABBRO
Contact into a highly alt chewed up and blasted gabbroic unit which contains
the odd zone which retains some primary textures, making identification
possible. This unit remains calcitic, fine to med grained, mod mag,
amphibolitic and hard. There is modest qtz veining w/in this unit as well as
some accessory py foccused around calcite stringers and vugs. This sequnece
is cut by dykes of possible syenite, and 2D as well as containing a zone of
broken blocky core w/ mud gouge. Details of unit as follows:.
612.2 612.5 Syenite.
Sequence cut by a small finely fractured, pinkish, variably mag, non
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calcitic, and quite hard dyke of possible syenite. This dyke is not well 
mineralz but there is a concentration of py w/in contact margins of gabbro. 
This dyke also contains a few small yellow wisps of possible sericite. 
Contacts for this unit   50/60 dtca and quite irregular. @ 612.9 there is a 
lcm dyke which looks very similar, contacts for this dyke ® 80/80 and sharp.

614.0 615.2 Altered Gabbro.
Alt gabbro unit becomes foliated   approx 45 dtca, and is quite chloritic.

624.0 627.5 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbro becomes foliated   40 dtca, and is followed by 1.5cm of mud gouge  
50 dtca.

632.3 632.5 Diorite.
An off white to slightly orange stained(hematite) irregular inclusion of
unmineralz diorite.

633.5 634.1 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbro here becomes extremely vuggy and pitted w/ pink calcite banding and
elevated levels of coarse euhedral py.

643.3 643.6 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbro here contains a brownish red quite hard, non mag, calcitic unit w/ a 
finely fractured texture which contains S-5% py locally. Contacts and 
lithology of this unit uncertain.

646.1 647.2 Fault Zone.
Fault zone w/in a gabbro host. Core in this area is broken blocky, and 
granulated w/ mud gouge @ 646.1 0.5cm 8 60 dtca, ® 646.2 lcm @ 65 dtca, and 
S 646.3 lcm   60 dtca. There is some accessory py here, basal contact 
uncertain due to BBC.

654.5 654.6 Diorite.
Diorite, pinkish white dyke, using downhole direction offset to the right 2
inches. Unmineralz. Contacts o 50/50 dtca.

658.8 658.9 Diorite.
Small dyke of orangish diorite, unmineralz, contacts S 70/70 dtca.

659.9 660.0 Diorite.
AS above, contacts S 50/50 dtca, w/ some accessory py.

660.9 661.0 Diorite.
A half moon shaped inclusion of orangish diorite, some accessory py.
Irregular contacts.

661.8 661.9 Diorite.
A small orangish coloured dyke of diorite, unmineralz. Contacts for this
dyke @ 70/80 and a bit diffuse.

665.8 665.9 Diorite.
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A small pinkish orange dyke of unmineralz diorite. Contacts @ 75/80 dtca and 
quite sharp.

666.0 669.9 Basalt.
Contact into a highly chewed up, blasted, and alt unit which contains few 
primary textures. This unit is grey green fine grained, non mag and strongly 
calcitic. There is tr accessory py here. Basalt designation from lack of 
textures as opposed to identifiable textures? Contacts for this zone are not 
sharp but appear to be S 80/80 dtca.

669.9 697.6 Gabbro.
Gabbro, dominantly of the feldspathic variety, fairly clean, hard, calcitic, 
mod mag, and med to fine grained. This unit contains some orange red 
hematite staining w/in alt healed fractures. Sequence is cut by dykes of 2D 
@ 678.8 lcm @ 70/70 dtca, 683.6 a 2.5cm irregular inclusion, and @ 690.6 and 
irregular 3cm inclusion runnung along core axis. Basal contact for this 
sequence is gradational.

697.6 733.7 Altered Gabbro.
Gradational contact into a highly alt, chewed up, and blasted gabbroic unit 
in which primary textures have been totally obliterated. This unit is fine 
grained, softer than other gabbros seen earlier in the hole, mod mag, 
strongly calcitic, amphibolitized, and contains high levels of chlorite. 
This zone is cut by dykes of diorite 9 699.9 2cm of pinkish diorite dyke S 
50/60 and irregular, @ 703.4 lcm diorite inclusion, @ 706.3 to 706.4 a dyke 
of pinkish diorite   50/50 dtca and a bit diffuse. This unit also contains a 
zone of qtz veining (S 699.6 to 700.0 which is moderately well mineralz w/ 
coarse euhedral py. This zone also contains the odd pink calcite band. Unit 
contains tr accessory py. Basal contact is 70 dtca.

733.7 735.0 Diorite.
Pinkish grey dyke of diorite. This unit is fine to med grained, quite hard, 
variably mag, calcitic and speckled w/ approx 5% mafic minerals. Some 
accessory py, basal contact @ 45 dtca.

735.0 751.9 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into a highly chewed up blasted, and alt gabbroic unit, which is 
extremely calcitic, mod mag, fine grained, amphibolitic and contains an 
unmineralz qtz vein @ 736.4 to 736.6 @ 40/40 w/ basal contact being 
irregular. This unit is quite vuggy and pitted in areas, and contains a 
couple of very small diorite dykes @ shallow angles tea. There is some 
accessory py here. Basal contact w/ diorite S 50 dtca.

751.9 752.0 Diorite.
Pinkish grey med grained, non mag, calcitic dyke of diorite. This dyke is 
speckled w/ 5* mafics and is quite vuggy. This dyke has a sharp upper 
contact @ 50 dtca, and an irregular basal contact @ 40 dtca.

753.1 755.9 Diorite.
A very irregular diorite dyke as above which runs along the core axis and is
unmineralz. Upper contact along core axis, basal contact S 40 dtca and
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irregular.

756.8 756.9 Aplite.
Small dyke of unmineralz aplite   50/50 dtca.

766.0 766.5 Diorite.
Diorite, pinkish grey, med grained, calcitic, variably mag, unmineralz, and
speckled w/ S-10% mafics. Contacts for this dyke @ 50/50 dtca.

767.8 768.4 Diorite.
Diorite, as above, contacts   25/40 dtca.

768.4 770.4 Altered Gabbro.
Alt gabbro here is quite well mineralz{2-3% py), and features a large vuggy,
pitted calcite vein which has a turquoise halo surrounding it.

773.0 783.0 Broken Blocky Core.
Zone of broken blocky core w/ an apparent gabbro host, although between 
779.0 780.0 rx fragment are of a possible basaltic affinity w/ uncertain 
contacts. From 780.5 to 781.0 rx chips appear to be a spotted gabbro 
generally associated w/ a hybrid phase of gabbro between phase changes. This 
unit contains tr accessory py. Contacts uncertain.

783.0 818.0 Gabbro.
Gabbro unit here is quite clean and contains a number of phase changes unit 
is essentially unmineralz, calcitic, quite hard, mod mag, and fine to med 
grained. This sequence contains a number of pink vuggy calcite bands. 
Gradational basal contact into alt gabbro.

818.0 821.3 Altered Gabbro.
Gradational contact into a highly alt gabbro unit which contains a dyke of 
diorite @ 821.2 to 821.3 ® 70/70 dtca w/ the basal contact being irregular. 
There are rosetts of calcite here also.

824.8 824.9 Diorite.
Small pinkish, vuggy, pitted diorite dyke 9 80/80 dtca.

826.8 826.9 Diorite.
There are a couple of small patchy pinkish diorite inclusions here.

827.0 830.0 Gabbro.
Gabbro here is extremely vuggy, pitted, and reacts strongly to Hcl. There is 
some red orange hematite staining here most notably w/in alt healed 
fractures, and calcite vugs, there is also some accessory py is the same 
areas.

833.8 833.9 Diorite.
Small vuggy, pinkish, dyke of diorite @ 40/60 dtca.

843.5 843.6 Calcite band stained green from epidote.
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852.4 852.5 Diorite.
Pinkish, dyke of diorite   50/55 dtca w/ both contacts being a bit diffuse.

861.0 922.0 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbro here is highly alt, amphibolitized, calcitic, mod mag, and contains 
few primary textures. This unit is cut by a number of diorite dykes   869.4 
lcm   80/80 dtca, 8 869.7 0.5cm @ 75/80 dtca, 9 869.9 lcm   70/70 dtca, S 
874.9 a 3cm patchy inclusion w/ irregular contacts, S 875.0 another small 
patchy inclusion w/ irregular contacts, and   877.6 to 877.7, dyke   TO/60 
dtca. This unit also contains a number of other very small dioritic 
inclusions/intrusions,   various core angles. This sequence also contains 3 
zones of BBC @ 862.7 to 863.2,   867.0 to 868.0 and   878.0 879.7. These BBC 
zones contains rx chips approx l inch in size. There are also a number of 
pink calcite bands w/in this unit, as well as some accessory py, generally 
associated w/ calcite filled fractures Betweem 909.0 to 914.0 gabbroic unit 
becomes foliated   approx 50 dtca. @ 917.0 there is a 2cm irregular 
inclusion of diorite.

922.0 949.3 Gabbro.
Gabbro, med to fine grained, mod mag, calcitic, slightly vuggy and pitted. 
This unit contains zones of broken core from 926.0 to 929.0, and   933.6 to 
938.0. There is some accessory py w/in this unit, which is generally 
associated w/ vuggy calcite stringers and calcite filled fractures. This 
unit features numerous phase changes between feldspathic rich and hornblende 
rich gabbros. Basal contact for this sequence   50 dtca. This units also 
holds a couple of very small dioritic intrusions/inclusions.

949.3 949.7 Mafic Intrusive.
Contact into a black, fine grained, foliated   approx 45 dtca, hard, and 
weakly to mod mag mafic intrusive. This dyke contains tabular shaped 
amphibole -(--biotite xtals which are aligned to mimic the fol. This dyke is 
unmineralz. Basal contact sharp   40 dtca.

952.2 952.3 Diorite.
Small grey, mineralztl.5% py) dyke of diorite 8 45/50 dtca.

961.4 961.6 Diorite.
Diorite dyke, grey, hard, non calcitic, variably mag, med grained, and
speckled w/ S-10% mafics. This dyke is unmineralz. Contacts   50/60 dtca.

961.8 961.9 Diorite.
Diorite dyke: as above. Contacts   65/65 dtca.

963.9 964.1 Diorite.
Diorite dyke: off white w/ approx 5* mafics. This unit is quite hard, weakly 
mag, non calcitic except for the odd calcite filled fracture, med grained, 
and unmineralz. This dyke contains well dev feld phenos. Contacts @ 60/40 
dtca, w/ upper contact being a bit irregular and basal contact being sharp.

964.9 965.0 Diorite.
Diorite dyke: as above. Upper contact quite sharp 8 70 dtca, basal contact  
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50 dtca and very irregular.

966.0 966.4 Diorite.
Diorite dyke: as above. Upper contact sharp @ 30 dtca, basal contact
irregular @ 70 dtca. There is tr accessory py here.

967.6 967.9 Diorite.
Diorite dyke: as above. Contacts @ 80/70 dtca. This dyke is slightly pitted, 
and essentially unmineralz. There is also some orange red hematite staining 
w/in alt healed fractures.

967.7 968.0 Diorite.
Diorite dyke very similar to above, except that this unit contains two cm 
sized inclusions of gabbroic material w/in it. Contacts for this dyke   
50/80 dtca. There is also some accessory py here.

974.9 975.0 Diorite.
Diorite dyke w/in zone of BBC. Contacts uncertain.

976.3 977.2 Gabbro.
Gabbro here appears to be a gabbro w/in a gabbro.

977.7 977.9 Diorite.
Diorite dyke, off white, speckled w/ 5% mafics, hard, slightly mag, weakly 
calcitic, and much finer grained than diorite seen earlier in the hole. 
Contacts @ 80/75 dtca, and diffuse.

978.3 978.5 Diorite.
Dyke of diorite, med grained, lime green, weakly mag, calcitic, and 
unmineralz. Contacts for this dyke @ 50/40 dtca, and sharp. There is tr 
accessory py here.

981.0 988.0 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbro becomes, chewed up, blasted, and highly alt here. This zone is cut by 
a number of diorite dykes @ 981.9 lcm   70//70 dtca, @ 987.0 to 987.3 an 
irregular inclusion. This unit also contains zones of BBC ffi 982.9 to 985.7 
w/ mud gouge 8 985.2 lcm @ 50 dtca, and 985.4 1.5cm 60 dtca, and BBC from 
987.0 to 988.0. There is some orange red hematite staining here generally 
w/in calcite vugs and broken core faces. There is also some accessory py 
here which is generally located w/in calcite vugs. This unit is amphibolitic 
and contains some epidote staining.

988.0 1000.0 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbroic unit here has been totally alt and contains no primary textures. 
This unit is black, fine grained, amphibolitic, chloritic, calcitic. Softer 
than un alt gabbro, and mod mag. @ 990.0 there is a 2cm patchy dioritic 
inclusion w/ irregular contacts. @ 992.3 an irregular dioritic 2cm 
inclusion. This unit also contains some mud gouge e 992.5 lcm   50 dtca, and 
(8 992.9 lcm   55 dtca. Between 994.7 to 995.9 core is broken and blocky. 
There is some accessory py here, generally in coarse euhedral form and 
associated w/ calcite stringers, bands, and vugs. Gradational basal contact
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into an un altered feldspathic gabbro phase.

1004.0 1004.6 Diorite.
Contact into a med grained, pinkish grey, dyke of diorite. This unit is 
quite hard, slightly calcitic and variably mag. Unit contains fairly well 
dev phenos of feld w/in it. There is tr accessory py here. Contacts @ 70/30 
dtca. This dyke also contains a couple of small cm sized gabbro inclusions.

1008.7 1009.6 Mafic Intrusive.
Contact into a dyke which is fine grained, grey green, mod mag, calcitic 
quite hard, and unmineralz. This unit could be either a alt gabbro or an Ml, 
although it has sharp contacts ® 60/80 dtca, w/ the basal contact being 
along a small lcm dyke of diorite.

1009.7 1009.8 Diorite.
Small grey, med grained, unmineralz dyke of diorite S 60/60 dtca.

1011.9 1013.0 Diorite.
Diorite as above, contacts   50/50 dtca.

1013.0 1013.3 V7?.
A questionable dyke of basalt. Fine grained, hard, calcitic, non mag, and
unmineralz. Contacts e 80/40 w/ basal contact being irregular.

1032.7 1051.5 Altered Gabbro.
Sharp contact   60 dtca from 3G to a highly alt fine grained, chloritic 
amphibolitic, calcitic, mod mag gabbro unit. This unit contains a zone of 
fairly clean feldspathic gabbro @ 1037.0 1037.6 S 60/70 dtca, w/ basal 
contact being a bit diffuse. There is some accessory py w/in alt gabbro 
unit, as well as a couple of white to pink calcite bands. Unit also contains 
a zone of BBC from 1049.0 to 1051.0. This sequence grades into a less alt 
felspathic rich gabbroic phase.

1051.5 1065.7 Gabbro.
Gabbro here features a mix of both feldspathic and hornblende rich phases w/ 
the feldspathic phase being the dominant member. @ 1053.9 to 1054.8 core is 
broken and blocky w/ tr mud. S 1057.0 to 1057.4 there is a large calcite vug 
which is stained red orange from hematite, and contains some accessory py of 
the coarse euhedral variety. IS 1063.5 to 1063.7 the core is rubbled(cm sized 
chips) w/ tr mud. Basal contact for this sequence is sharp @ 50 dtca, w/ 
some py contained w/in contact margin.

1065.7 1065.8 Syenite.
Contact into a red orange, fine grained, hard, non calcitic, finely 
fractured, and weakly mag dyke of syenite. This unit contains tr accessory 
py, although there is increased py concentrations in the adjacent gabbro.

1066.9 1067.1 Syenite.
Contact into a pinkish red, fine grained, finely fractured, hard, slightly 
calcitic unit of possible syenite. This dyke is weakly to non mag, and 
contains tr py. Contact margins w/ gabbro contain 2-3% py locally. Contacts
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for this dyke @ 30/30 dtca, and very irregular. This dyke also contains a 
small splash of chalcopy.

1071.4 1071.7 Diorite.
A grey pink, oval inclusion of diorite. This inclusion is med grained, quite
hard, non calcitic, and fairly well mineralz w/ 1-2* fine diss py.

1072.0 1076.1 Diorite.
Contact into a rather large diorite dyke. This unit is pinkish orange, fine 
to med grained, quite hard, non mag, and non calcitic except where invaded 
by small calcite stringers. This dyke has a finely fractured appearance w/ 
calcite and chlorite filling fractures. This unit is speckled w/ approx 1-2* 
mafics as well as containing a qtz vein S 1073.7 to 1073.9   80/80 dtca. 
Mineralz is modestly dev w/in this dyke w/ py   l* generally of the coarse 
euhedral variety. Contacts for this dyke @ 25/70 dtca, and sharp.

1083.9 1084.0 Fault Zone.
BBC w/ gouge @ 1083.9 lcm @ 40 dtca.

1084.2 1084.3 Diorite.
Small pinkish orange diorite dyke 9 60/70 dtca.

1085.2 1086.8 Basalt.
Contact into a grey, fine grained, quite hard, weakly mag, and strongly 
calcitic dyke of possible basalt? This unit is quite alt and contains no 
primary textures, making lithology difficult to determine. Contacts are well 
defined S 65/80 dtca. There is some accessory py here.

1087.1 1088.0 Basalt.
An inclusion of possible basalt running along core axis. As above.

1092.6 1094.9 Gabbro.
Gabbro here is quite broken and blocky.

1102.0 1102.4 Basalt.
A grey fine grained, quite hard, non calcitic, mod mag, foliated dyke of
unmineralz basalt. Contacts e 60/60 dtca.

1102.4 1105.0 Carbonated Gabbro.
Gabbro here appears carb, slightly foliated and contains some accessory py.

1105.2 1107.6 Diorite.
Zone of BBC w/ apparent diorite host. Diorite here is orangish grey w/ mod
well dev feld phenos and speckled w/ approx 10* mafics. This dyke contains
some hematite staining most notably on broken core faces. This unit is also
mod well mineralz w/ py   1.5*. Contacts uncertain Due to blocky nature of
core.

1110.1 1115.5 Diorite.
Zone of BBC w/ apparent diorite host. Same as above. Upper contact
uncertain, basal contact @ 40 dtca, and irregular.
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1122.5 1129.1 Diorite.
Contact into a zone of BBC w/ a diorite host. This unit is very similar to 
above described diorite but w/ less orange red hematite staining, and 
slightly more mafic content. This unit also contains a few inclusions of 
gabbroic wall rx s 1124.0 2 inches, ® 1124.7 to 1124.9   80/60 dtca, and S 
1126.5 to 1126.7   60/50 dtca, irregular w/ opposing angles. This unit is 
mod well mineralz w/ l-2% py, and is calcitic. Contacts s 75/70 dtca.

1129.7 1130.3 Syenite.
Contact into an orangish grey, fine grained, finely fractured, slightly mag, 
slightly calcitic, slightly vuggy, well mineralz, syenite dyke. This unit 
contains l-2% py as well as a splash of chalcopy. Mineralz is also fairly 
well dev in gabbroic contact margins. Contacts for this dyke @ 60/60 dtca, 
w/ upper contact being a bit irregular.

1132.0 1148.0 Fault Zone.
Contact into a fault zone w/ an apparent carb gabbro host. Core here is 
quite broken and blocky w/ fault gouge @ 1132.1 lcm e 60 dtca,   1132.6 
l.5cm 8 60 dtca,   1132.7 lcm   55 dtca,   1132.9 granulated core w/ lcm mud 
gouge S 60 dtca. 8 1133.1 lcm gouge @ 65 dtca, @ 1133.3 lcm gouge @ 60 dtca. 
  1135.7 to 1135.9 core is extremely rubbled w/ tr gouge. Between 1136.0 to 
1136.9 there is an apparent syenite unit, as rx chips are orange red, quite 
hard, and less mag than surrounding gabbro. This potential dyke is well 
mineralz w/ l-2% py, and has a sharp basal contact @ 60 dtca. Following this 
unit core is slightly more intact, but remains calcitic, vuggy, and pitted. 
Between 1138.0 to 1142.0 core is is slightly granulated and slightly alt 
from incipient syenite dykelets to small inclusions. @ 1142.7 2cm of mud 
gouge ® 70 dtca, followed by l 14 inches of extremely rubbled core. Below 
this point core becomes more intact till 1147.0 where core becomes rubbled 
w/ mud gouge @ 1147.8 lcm @ 65 dtca. This unit contains some accessory py, 
as well as tr specular hematite and some orange red hematite staining, most 
notably on broken core faces and w/in calcite vugs.

1148.0 1153.0 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbro here is quite chewed up, alt and shows little in the way of primary 
textures. This unit is amphibolititc, chloritic, calcitic, mod mag, and not 
well mineralz. o 1148.6 there is a 4cm inclusion of orangish pink syenite, 
w/ irregular contacts, and tr py mineralz.

1153.0 1168.0 Gabbro.
Gabbro here is dominantly of the hornblende rich variety. This unit is grey 
green, med grained, calcitic, and mod magnetic. Sequence cut by diorite @ 
1156.4 to 1156.9 an irregular inclusion,   1157.7 to 1157.8 a small dyke @ 
50/60 dtca.   1158.1 there is a 3cm irregular inclusion of syenite w/ 
irregular contacts.

1168.0 1205.0 Fault Zone.
Fault zone w/ an alt gabbro host. Core is broken and blocky to rubbled w/ 
zones of slightly granulated core and fault gouge S 1184.2 lcm S 70 dtca,   
1194.8 0.5cm   75 dtca,   1195.9 @ 65 dtca,   1196.4 tr mud @ 65 dtca,  
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1197.6 lcm   70 dtca, @ 1202.7 1.5cm   65 dtca. This unit is also cut by 
dykes of 2D   1168.4 to 1168.9 a patchy inclusion running along core axis, @ 
1169.0 to 1169.5 a possible continuation of first inclusion, as this one 
also runs along core axis, contacts uncertain due to rubbled core,   1177.7 
1177.8 there is a small syenite dyke which contains some accessory py. This 
zone also contains a number of other extremely small dykelets to inclusions 
of both diorite and syenite. There is some red orange hematite staining w/in 
this unit, as well as tr accessory py in gabbroic host rx. This unit remains 
calcitic, and mod mag.

1205.0 1226.9 Gabbro.
Contact into a fairly fresh easily recognizable unit of feldspathic rich 
gabbro, w/ some accessory py. This unit retains characteristics of this 
gabbro phase seen earlier in the hole. There is a zone of alt gabbro w/in 
this sequence @ 1214.0 to 1218.0, this unit is fine grained amphibolitic, 
calcitic, and mod mag. This sequence contains a number of small 
inclusions/intrusions S 1208.5 to 1208.9 a number of cm sized syenite 
dykelets cut this sequence @ variable core angles but generally averaging 
approx 70 dtca.   1210.9 to 1211.1 there is a zone which appears to contain 
incipient alt, and is fairly well mineralz w/ l.Bfr py. ® 1214.2 there is a 
1.5cm dykelet of syenite 9 80/70 dtca. @ 1220.4 there is a cm wide syenite 
dykelet which runs along the core axis.   1222.4 to 1223.7 core is extremely 
rubbled w/ tr gouge.

1226.9 1247.0 Altered Gabbro Fault Zone.
Gradational contact into a highly alt unit of presumably gabbro, although 
there are no original textures prensent, colour, and magnetic properties 
dictate a gabbro protolith. This unit is black green, fine grained, mod mag, 
calcitic, amphibolitic, and slightly chloritic. This unit is very broken and 
blocky w/ granulated core and gouge the later two being most prominant in 
last two feet before basal contact w/ more ductile UMs. This sequence 
contains a couple of small syenite dykelets as well as two zones most easily 
classified as incipient alt areas. Included in this sequence is a small UM 
inclusion @ 1246.0 4cm @ 60/50 dtca. Dykelets   1246.5 lcm   60/55 dtca, and 
1246.8 1.5cm s 65/60 dtca. Zones of incipient alt   1243.0 to 1244.0 w/ i.oit 
fine diss py, and 1245.0 1245.7 mineralz w/ l-2% py. Granulated and gouged 
core occurs s 1244.8 1245.0 granulated core w/ tr mud gouge, @ 1245.9 lcm 
gouge @ 70 dtca, @ 1246.0 lcm gouge   65 dtca,   1246.3 1.5cm gouge   60 
dtca,   1246.9 lcm   70 dtca. Basal contact for this sequence w/ UM S 70 
dtca.

1247.1 1292.9 ULTRAMAFIC ALTERED GABBRO FAULT ZONE
Contact into the first UM sequence seen in this hole. UMs here are typically 
green black to blue black, soft, foliated, quite contorted, slightly 
calcitic, and contain patchy magnetism probably a result of mag inclusions 
w/in unit. These UMs have a greasy unctuous feel to them and are not well 
veined or well mineralz. This UM unit is fine grained and appears to be 
composed almost totally of talc, chlorite and serpintine. Gabbros w/in this 
unit are highly alt, black green fine grained, mod mag, calcitic, and 
contain few if any primary textures. They are quite amphibolitic, and
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chloritic. Sequence also cut by a couple of mafic intrusive dykes late in 
the unit. This unit also contains numerous zones of fault gouge which will 
be discussed w/in unit breakdown.

1247.1 1248.9 Ultramafic.
Initial contact into a soft, foliated ® approx 50 dtca, granular, pitted UM 
unit, w/ gouge 8 1247.2 lcm ® 60 dtca, 1247.6 lcm @ 65 dtca, ® 1248.0 1.5cm 
@ 65 dtca, ® 1248.8 lcm S 45 dtca, and along basal contact w/ gabbro lcm ® 
50 dtca.

1248.9 1250.0 Altered Gabbro.
Alt gabbro, w/ tr accessory py. Basal contact @ 50 dtca w/ gouge.

1250.0 1250.3 Ultramafic.
UM w/ gouge ® both contacts which are ® 50/40 dtca.

1250.3 1251.1 Altered Gabbro.
Alt gabbro unit w/ some accessory py. Basal contact quite sharp w/ UM @ 50
dtca.

1251.1 1251.9 Ultramafic.
UM unit w/ mud gouge ® 1251.3 lcm ® 60 dtca, ® 1251.5 lcm ® 55 dtca, and 
along basal contact w/ gabbro 1.5cm ® 60 dtca. This unit is a darker blue 
black colour than above units. Core here is quite granulated.

1251.9 1258.0 Altered Gabbro.
Alt gabbro unit here is quite broken and blocky. Basal contact w/ gouge ® 80
dtca.

1258.0 1278.6 Ultramafic.
Contact into a UM unit, blue black to green black w/ zones of grey green, 
fine grained, soft, variably mag, calcitic, and foliated @ approx 55 dtca. 
This unit is quite blocky w/ zones of rubbled core, as well as granulated 
and gouged core. @ 1258.3 lcm gouge ® 60 dtca, ® 1258.5 0.5cm gouge ® 60 
dtca, ® 1259.3 lcm gouge ® 65 dtca, O 1259.5 1.5cm gouge Si 63 dtca, ® 1259.7 
lcm gouge ® 65 dtca, ® 1259.9 to 1260.0 granulated core w/ tr gouge. ® 
1260.3 to 1260.5 granulated core w/ tr gouge. ® 1260.7 to 1261.4 a zone of 
extremely rubbled core w/ tr gouge. ® 1262.0 lcm of gouge ® 60 dtca, ® 
1262.9 1.5cm gouge ® 65 dtca, S 1263.1 lcm gouge ® 45 dtca, @ 1263.9 to 
1264.0 rubbled core w/ tr gouge. ® 1265.6 to 1265.8 rubbled core w/ tr mud. 
At 1264.9 lcm gouge @ 60 dtca, ® 1266.0 to 1266.8 extremely rubbled core w/ 
tr mud. ® 1267.3 lcm mud gouge ® SSdtca, ® 1267.6 1.5cm gouge ® 60 dtca, ® 
1268.0 lcm gouge @ 60 dtca, ® 1268.2 1.5cm mud gouge @ 65 dtca, @ 1268.5 
0.5cm gouge O 64 dtca. From 1269.9 to 1270.0 core is very rubbled w/ tr mud. 
At 1270.5 lcm gouge ® 70 dtca, @ 1270.9 1.5cm gouge ® 50 dtca, ® 1271.1 lcm 
gouge ® 65 dtca, ® 1274.9 lcm gouge ® 65 dtca, ® 1275.0 1.5cm gouge ® 75 
dtca. ® 1277.9 there is tr mud gouge ® 60 dtca. Basal contact for this unit 
w/ diorite ® 40 dtca.

1278.6 1278.9 Diorite.
Shallow contact into an off white to slightly orange dyke of diorite, unit
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is non mag, slightly calcitic, and speckled w/ B-10% mafics. Basal contact 
for this dyke @ 70 dtca.

1278.9 1279.0 Broken Blocky Core w/ Gouge.
Core is extremely rubbled and composed of almost entirely mud.

1279.0 1287.7 Altered Gabbro.
Contact into an alt gabbro unit, which is black, fine grained, calcitic, 
amphibolitic, chloritic, and mod mag. This unit is slightly pitted and 
contains H coarse euhedral py. Basal contact @ 65 dtca.

1287.7 1292.9 Ultramafic.
Contact into a rather different UM unit which is grey green in colour, 
slightly harder than surrounding UM units, foliated, and non mag. This UM 
zone appears to have been alt by incipient dykelets, and contains numerous 
small calcite bands, as well as vugs and pitted sections. UMs here contain 
an inclusion of gabbroic material @ 1290.9 to 1291.0 w/ irregular contacts 
and l.slr accessory py. This UM unit contains tr accessory py. Basal contact 
w/ gabbro ® 70 dtca.

1292.9 1329.0 GABBRO
Contact into a fairly clean, easily recognizable gabbroic unit, dominantly 
feld rich phase. Gabbro here is fine to med grained, quite hard, mod mag, 
calcitic, and a lime green colour. This sequence is slightly blocky, and is 
cut by dykes of syenite, and diorite as well as containing the odd UM 
inclusion. Adjacent to initial contact there is some accessory py, but 
generally this zone is unmineralz, except adjacent to intrusions. Basal 
Contact w/ UM @ 40 dtca.

1298.4 1298.5 Diorite.
Diorite, grey w/ slight pink tint. Contacts for this dyke is 70/70 dtca.

1302.4 1302.8 Gabbro.
Gabbro here is well mineralz w/ l-2% fine diss py.

1303.9 1304.0 Syenite.
Syenite dyklet ® 40/40 dtca, this dyke is unmineralz, but there is an
increase in py in adjacent gabbro contact margins.

1314.2 1314.7 Diorite.
Contact into a orangish grey vuggy, pitted, calcitic, dyke of diorite.
Unmineralz. Contacts S 55/60 dtca.

1315.7 1315.8 Diorite.
Small orangish grey diorite: as above. Contacts S 60/70 dtca.

1319.0 1319.5 Mafic Intrusive.
Contact into a small mafic intrusive dyke. This unit is grey green to an 
almost dark teal colour, it is quite hard, non mag, and essentially non 
calcitic except for l small calcite stringer. This dyke contains tabular
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amphibole xtals, arranged to give this unit a pseudo spinifex appearance. 
Contacts for this dyke are quite well defined ® 60/70 dtca.

1329.0 1339.2 BASALT
Contact into a blasted and alt basaltic unit. This sequence is fine grained 
non to variably mag, calcitic, hard, and extremely alt by epidote plus or 
minus hematite. This unit is initially lime green in colour grading to a 
more typical grey green by 1331.0. This unit is quite vuggy and pitted and 
contains a few zones of wispy yellow sericite alt. Between 1334.9 to 1335.9 
core is rubbled. This unit contains numerous dykes to inclusions of syenite 
and contains some accessory py associated w/ intrusions/ inclusions and 
calcite vugs. Basal contact for this unit w/ carb gabbro @ 50 dtca. Unit 
breakdown as follows.

1329.2 1329.5 Mafic Intrusive.
Mafic intrusive, this dyke is very similar to dyke ® 1319.0. Contacts 50/60
dtca, and quite irregular.

1333.3 1334.7 Syenite.
Basalt here contains a number of small irregular syenite inclusions O
variable angles to core axis. There is tr py here.

1336.2 1336.8 Syenite.
An irregular inclusion/intrusion? of syenite ® shallow core angles.

1337.9 1338.1 Syenite.
Brick red to orangish syenite dyke, which contains tr fine diss py. Contacts
for this dyke S 50/70 dtca.

1338.4 1338.8 Porphyritic Syenite.
An oval inclusion of porph syenite, unmineralz. Contacts irregular.

1339.0 1339.1 Syenite.
A small brick red to orange syenite dyke S 50/70 dtca, opposing angles.

1339.2 1366.7 CARBONATED GABBRO ULTRAMAFIC
Contact into a carb gabbro unit, which is extremely alt and contains few 
primary textures. This unit is fine grained, strongly calcitic, mod mag, 
quite hard, amphibolitic, and grey black in colour. This unit contains 
numerous inclusions/intrusions of UM and syenite, as well as calcite vugs 
and a large zone of BBC. Py is fairly well developed w/in this unit, most 
notably adjacent and w/in syenite intrusions/inclusions, and associated 
calcite vugs. Basal contact w/ komatiite w/in zone of BBC making contact 
uncertain. This unit also contains tr specular hematite. Unit breakdown as 
follows.

1339.2 1339.9 Carbonated Gabbro.
Carb gabbro here is mineralz w/ 2-3Sr py, both the fine diss and coarse
euhedral varieties.
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1339.9 1340.1 Syenite.
A vuggy pitted, pinkish syenite dyke w/ tr accessory py @ 40/40 dtca.

1350.8 1350.9 Syenite.
A small irregular shaped orangish pink inclusion of unmineralz syenite.

1351.0 1352.0 Syenite.
Gabbro here contains numerous small intrusions/inclusions of syenite, ®
variable core angles.

1352.4 1352.6 Ultramafic.
A small dyke? of grey green UM material @ 40/40 dtca.

1353.3 1353.6 Syenite.
Brick red to orange syenite dyke w/ a 2cm inclusion of UM @ 1353.4. This
dyke is not well mineralz. Contacts S 70/70 dtca.

1353.9 1354.9 Syenite.
Syenite dyke w/ a 3.5cm inclusion of UM w/in it. Contacts for this dyke are
irregular S 60/40 dtca.

1354.9 1357.3 Ultramafic.
A dyke? of grey green UM which is cut by dykes of IS and IF. 9 1355.0 there 
is a 2cm syenite dyke S 70/70 dtca, @ 1356.5 to 1356.7 a fairly well 
mineralz felsite dyke @ 50/60 dtca, ® 1357.0 there is a 2cm irregular 
inclusion of mineralz felsite. Basal contact for this intrusions e 65 dtca.

1358.5 1365.0 Broken Blocky Core.
Contact into a zone of extremely rubbled core w/ an apparent gabbro host, 
although there are rx chips here which are UM in origin. Contacts for these 
inclusions/intrusions are uncertain. Zone of BBC also contains chips of 
felsite to syenite w/ uncertain contacts.

1365.5 1365.9 Felsite.
Contact into a brownish red, vuggy, pitted, finely felted, finely fractured, 
quite hard, calcitic dyke of felsite, w/ tr accessory py. Contacts for this 
unit quite irregular S 60/70 dtca.

1366.5 1366.7 Felsite.
Felsite: as above. Contacts @ TO/60 dtca.

1366.7 1366.8 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

1366.8 1399.8 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
Contact into a UM komatiite unit which typically marks the begining of the 
deformation zone. Komatiites here are green black to blue black, soft, 
schistose, talcose, variably mag, fine grained, foliated, and quite 
contorted, esp near fault gouge zones. This unit contains some accessory py
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locally but in general is quite dry. This sequence contains an ankerite 
component expressed as discontinous stringers and blebs. This sequence is 
intercalted w/ dykes of carb gabbro, and felsite to syenite as well as 
numerous zones of BBC, which will be further discussed in unit breakdown 
that follows.

1366.8 1380.8 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a green black grading to blue black ® approx 1374.0 komatiite 
unit. This sequence is foliated ® approx 55 dtca, and quite contorted. 
Komatiite here contains numerous intrusions: as follows. ® 1367.7 a 1.5cm 
dyke of syenite ® 60/60 dtca, 8 1368.3 to 1368.8 a mineralz dyke of carb 
gabbro Hi 50/80 dtca, opposing angles. @ 1368.9 a lcm mineralz dyke of 
felsite which is quite contorted, w/ irregular contacts. ® 1370.1 a fairly 
well mineralz dyke of carb gabbro ® 60/70 dtca. ® 1370.2 to 1370.4 a carb 
gabbro dyke as above, ® 70/70 dtca. ® 1370.6 to 1371.2 a dyke of carb gabbro 
a 40/50 dtca, this dyke contains 2 large py xtals as some diss py. 8 1372.7 
there is a lcm dyke of carb gabbro @ 70/70 dtca which contains 2-3% coarse 
euhedral py. ® 1373.3 to 1373.9 there is a zone of BBC w/ an apparent 
diorite host, contacts uncertain, e 1374.7 to 1375.1 there is a milky white 
unmineralz qtz vein S shallow core angles. 8 1379.7 to 1379.9 there is a 
grey diorite dyke ® 60/70 dtca, which contains tr fine diss py. ® 1380.9 
there is a 5cm dyke of grey diorite w/ tr py ® TO/60 dtca. Included w/in 
this unit are numerous other very small inclusions of 2D IS and IF. Basal 
contact for this unit w/ diorite ® 60 dtca.

1380.8 1381.3 Diorite.
Contact into a greyish purple dyke of diorite. This unit is med grained, 
calcitic, mod mag, quite hard, and contains mod well dev phenos of feld w/in 
its matrix, as well as approx l Ir coarse euhedral py. Contacts for this dyke 
are well defined ® 60/70 dtca w/ basal contact being a bit irregular.

1381.3 1388.5 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into blue black, grading to blue green and pale green komatiite 
unit. This sequence is foliated @ 55 dtca, and contains l small diorite dyke 
as well as a couple of felsite dykes, as follows. ® 1381.5 there is a lcm 
dyke of diorite 8 60/60 dtca w/ irregular contacts i l-2% py. At 1383.5 to 
1383.9 there is a well mineralz felsite dyke ® 70/70 dtca. Below basal 
contact w/ felsite till 1387.0 unit is pale green to yellow in colour and 
appears to have been effected by incipient alt, as it is considerably harder 
than surrounding UMs and contains increased py(up to 3%). Basal contact for 
this komatiite S 70 dtca, and sharp.

1388.5 1390.3 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a dyke of carb gabbro. This unit is extremely blasted, med
grained, quite hard, mod mag, strongly calcitic, and unmineralz. This unit
is grey black in colour, amphibolitized, and has a sharp basal contact @ 50
dtca.

1390.3 1399.8 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a blue black to green black komatiite unit which contains a
dyke of carb gabbro ® 1391.9 to 1392.7. This dyke contains tr py and has
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sharp contacts ® 70/50 opposing angles. This dyke is followed by l foot of 
incipient style of alt which contains some accessory py. 9 1394.7 to 1395.6 
there is a felsite dyke which is not well mineralz containing only tr 
accessory py, and has irregular contacts @ approx 40/60 dtca. From 1396.0 to 
1396.3 there is another zone best described as incipient alt which contains 
mod well dev py mineralz. ® 1398.9 to 1399.0 there is a slightly mineralz 
felsite dyke ® 70/70 dtca.

1399.8 1429.9 CARBONATED GABBRO FELSITE
A fairly large sequence of carb gabbro intercalated w/ dykes of felsite, and 
inclusions of komatiite. Carb gabbro here is generally not well mineralz, 
mod mag, and calcitic. Felsites are generally well mineralz, calcitic, mod 
mag, finely felted, and finely fractured. All units w/in this sequence 
contain some orange red hematite staining, and are calcitic. Basal contact 
for this sequence 8 60 dtca. Unit breakdown as follows.

1399.8 1404.0 Felsite.
A fine grained, finely felted, finely fractured brownish red dyke of 
felsite. This dyke contains ghost phenos of feld and is well mineralz w/ 
2-33: py. Contacts for this dyke ® 70/70 dtca.

1404.0 1409.0 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a carb gabbro unit which contains an inclusion of blue black UM 
® 1404.9 to 1405.0. Gabbro is not well mineralz w/ only tr py. Basal contact 
® 45 dtca, and quite irregular.

1409.0 1411.8 Felsite.
Contact into a brown red to slightly orange felsite dyke. This unit is
finely fractured, hard, non mag, calcitic, and well mineralz w/ l-2% py
mostly of the fine diss variety. This dyke contains a couple of small UM
inclusions w/in it. Basal contact for this dyke 9 45 dtca, and slightly
irregular.

1411.8 1412.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a small komatiite inclusion which is extremely well mineralz w/
S-7% py. Basal contact w/ carb gabbro @ 50 dtca, and diffuse.

1412.0 1429.9 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a carb gabbro unit intercalated w/ dykes of komatiite, and what 
can be best described as zones of incipient alt. @ 1412.9 to 1413.0 dyke? of 
komatiite, not well mineralz, contacts @ 70/70 dtca, ® 1416.7 to 1417.5 
there is an unmineralz komatiite dyke ® 80/80 dtca, @ 1417.3 to 1419.5 there 
is a dyke of komatiite which effectively cuts core in half by running along 
the core axis. Between 1422.0 and 1423.0 there is a zone of incipient alt 
which contains some accessory py. From 1426.6 to 1427.5 there is another 
zone of incipient alt which does contain a couple of small felsite dykes, tr 
specular hematite and l-2% py. From 1427.5 to 1427.8 there is a small 
unmineralz komatiite inclusion ® 50/ 60 dtca. @ 1429.0 to 1429.5 there is a 
brick red to orange syenite dyke, which is well mineralz llr very fine diss 
py. Basal contact for this sequence ® 70 dtca.
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1429.9 1453.9 ALTERED GABBRO
Contact into what appears to be a highly blasted and alt gabbroic unit which 
is thoroughly cut by dykes of bright orange syenite of varrying size and at 
varrying core angles. This gabbroic unit contains nothing in the way of 
primary textures, and labling it a gabbro is a function of colour and mag 
properties, gabbro being the only consistently mag unit in the system. This 
gabbro sequence is fine grained, grey to slightly green grey, mag, and 
calcitic until 1446.9, below this point ankertite becomes the dominat alt 
member. Syenites in this sequence are generally bright orange, quite hard, 
and variably mag, as well as containg modest py development, and modest qtz 
veining. Basal contact for this sequence @ 60 dtca. This unit also contains 
a fault zone w/ BBCG. Unit breakdown as follows.

1429.9 1431.2 Fault Zone.
Alt gabbro sequence begins w/in a zone of broken core w/ an apparent syenite 
host. Core here is quite granulated and contains fault gouge S 1430.2 lcm @ 
60 dtca, @ 1430.4 1.5cm @ 65 dtca, and @ 1430.5 lcm ® 60 dtca. This fault 
zone contains some accessory py.

1431.2 1432.6 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbro here is totally invaded by small syenite dykes, and contains tr
accessory py, generally of the fine diss variety.

1433.3 1433.6 Syenite.
Bright orange syenite dyke? or inclusion w/ irregular contacts. Not well
mineralz.

1434.8 1435.4 Syenite.
Bright orange red syenite dyke, w/ tr py and about S-10% mafic minerals.
Contacts for this dyke @ 60/60, both contacts being a bit irregular.

1435.6 1436.2 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbro here is thoroughly riddled w/ small to incipient syenite dykelets,
and contains tr accessory py.

1438.6 1439.1 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbro here is thoroughly riddled w/ small to incipient dykelets of bright
orange syenite, which contains tr accessory py.

1439.9 1440.2 Syenite.
Dyke of bright orange syenite, not well mineralz. Contacts quite irregular ®
50/80 dtca.

1441.5 1442.2 Altered Gabbro.
Gabbro here is thoroughly riddled w/ small to incipient dykelets of bright
orange syenite. Not particularly well mineralz.

1442.6 1443.4 Felsite.
Gabbro here contains a number of small brown red felsite dykes avg approx 65
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dtca. This unit contains X-2% py. Basal contact w/ syenite 55 dtca.

1443.4 1444.0 Syenite.
Contact into a orangish brown red dyke of syenite to felsite. This unit is 
mod mineralz w/ 1\ py and tr specular hematite. Basal contact along a small 
milky qtz vein ® 70 dtca.

1444.9 1445.0 Syenite.
A bright orange not well mineralz dyke of syenite @ 60/60 dtca.

1447.0 1448.0 Syenite.
Core here is thoroughly riddled w/ bright orange syenite dykelets.
1452.0 1452.4 Quartz.
Sequence cut by a milky white qtz vein which contains tr specular hematite
Contacts for this vein ® TO/70 dtca.

1453.6 1453.7 Syenite.
Small bright orange, unmineralz syenite dyke ® 70/60 dtca. This unit is cut
by a lcm milky white qtz vein ® 55 dtca, opposing angles.

1453.6 1453.9 Syenite.
Bright orange syenite dyke. Basal contact w/ komatiite ® 60 dtca.

1453.9 1564.6 FAULT ZONE ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE CARBONATED GABBRO
Contact into a fault zone w/ a komatiite host, and intercalated w/ dykes of 
syenite, felsite, and carb gabbro. As well as some ochre alt bands. This 
unit contains extremely granulated core w/ gouge and generally the whole 
sequence is quite broken and blocky. This unit contains an increased 
ankerite component. Unit breakdown as follows.

1453.9 1458.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a blue black, foliated, and quite granular komatiite unit w/ 
mud gouge ® 1456.5 lcm ® 55 dtca, @ 1456.6 lcm ® 60 dtca, 1457.8 lcm ® 55 
dtca. This unit also contains a dyke of syenite ® 1454.4 2cm @ SO/ 50 dtca. 
Between 1457.9 to 1458.0 there is a milky white qtz vein @ 60/60 dtca, w/ 
the upper contact being irregular. This zone is effectively unmineralz.

1458.0 1460.5 Fault Zone.
Contact into an extremely granulated zone of core w/ breccia between 1458.0 
1458.9. Mud gouge occurs ® 1458.3 l.Scm ® 65 dtca, ® 1458.9 lcm @ 60 dtca, ® 
1459.3 lcm S 60 dtca. ® 1459.7 1.5cm ® 65 dtca, ® 1459.7 lcm ® 55 dtca, 
1460.1 lcm ® 60 dtca, @ 1460.3 1.5cm ® 60 dtca, and ® 1460.5 lcm @ 60 dtca.

1460.7 1461.3 Syenite.
A greyish orange dyke of syenite which contains it very fine diss py.
Contacts for this dyke ® 60/70 dtca.

1462.0 1464.0 Broken Blocky Core.
Core here is very rubbled w/ an apparent komatiite host. There is tr mud
gouge here. Contacts uncertain.
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1464.0 1467.9 Broken Blocky Core.
Sequence of broken blocky core w/ an apparent bright orange syenite host. 
This zone also contains rx chips which are komatiitic, but size and contacts 
for these inclusions are uncertain. There is some accessory py here, mostly 
of the fine diss variety.

1468.7 1476.0 Broken Blocky Core.
Another sequence of broken blocky to rubbled core w/ an apparent syenite 
host, although there appears to be some komatiite units w/in broken core but 
contacts are uncertain, what intact core there is here is very granulated, 
to pitted. There is some accessory py here, mostly of the fine diss variety.

1476.0 1476.7 Carbonated Gabbro.
A small carb gabbro dyke, which is effectively unmineralz. Contacts for this
dyke S 70/65 dtca.

1476.7 1478.4 Fault Zone.
Another highly granulated, and gouged unit w/ an apparent komatiite host. 
This zone contains gouge ® 1477.2 lcm ® 60 dtca, 8 1477.5 1.5cm S 65 dtca. 
And @ 1477.9 1.5cm 8 55 dtca. Basal contact for this fault zone S 60 dtca.

1478.4 1479.9 Syenite.
Contact into a bright orange, finely fractured, quite hard, non mag, non 
calcitic dyke of syenite. This unit contains small stringers of chlorite, as 
well as being fairly well mineralz w/ l-2% fine diss py. This dyke is also 
quite well veined w/ qtz-ank. Basal contact for this dyke is quite sharp @ 
60 dtca.

1479.9 1483.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a quite blocky, blue black, foliated @ approx 65 dtca, 
komatiite unit which contains fault gouge S 1481.6 lcm 8 65 dtca. This unit 
also contains a 3cm syenite inclusion is 1482.3 w/ irregular contacts. This 
unit is unmineralz- Basal contact well defined @ 70 dtca.

1483.0 1483.5 Cherty Sediments.
Sharp contact into a greyish orange brown cherty unit which has been later 
invaded by an alt syenite. This chert is very fine grained, hard, 
silicified, non mag, and non calcitic. This unit exhibits very finely 
laminated bedding w/ no visible grading. This unit contains \* fine diss py. 
Contacts S 70/70 dtca. The relationship of this unit is uncertain.

1483.5 1483.9 Altered Syenite.
Alt syenite, orange brown, hard, fine grained, non mag, and non calcitic.
This unit contains tr accessory py. Contacts ® 70/65 dtca.

1483.9 1489.0 Ultramafic Komatiite Fault Zone.
Contact into a typical blue black komatiite unit, which is quite broken and 
blocky and contains mud gouge @ 1483.3 lcm S 70 dtca, @ 1483.4 1.5cm @ 65 
dtca, and between 1487.0 to 1488.0 the core is quite granulated and contains 
tr gouge as well as a being brecciated. Below 1488.0 core is very rubbled
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and contains breccia from 1488.5 to 1488.9. This unit also contains numerous 
bands of carb gabbro, as well as a couple of beige to tan alt bands. Carb 
gabbro ® 1483.4 to 1483.5 a small dyke o 80/80 dtca, and unmineralz. Between 
1485.0 to 1486.0 carb gabbro, not well mineralz. @ 1486.2 to 1486.3 a small 
syenite dyke @ 60/60 dtca. Between 1488.0 1488.4 core is broken w/ an 
apparent carb gabbro host.

1491.1 1494.0 Carbonated Gabbro.
UM here is thoroughly riddled w/ dykelets to stringers of carb gabbro as
well as a number of cm sized bands of ochre alt. This unit contains l-2% py.

1496.5 1497.8 Altered Syenite.
Dyke of alt syenite, greyish pink, fine grained, hard, non mag, and well 
mineralz w/ l-2% py. There is also increased accessory py w/in contact 
margins of adjacent UM. Contacts for this dyke @ 40/40 dtca w/ the upper 
contact being quite irregular.

1498.1 1499.9 Altered Syenite.
Contact into a brownish orange dyke of alt syenite. This unit is fine
grained, finely fractured, non mag, and quite hard. Dyke is well mineralz w/
l-2% py as well as being well veined w/ qtz-ank. @ 1499.5 there is a 5cm
inclusion of carb gabbro, @ 50/50 dtca. Basal contact for this dyke S 40
dtca.

1500.0 1500.5 Altered Syenite.
There are 3 small inclusions/intrusions of syenite w/in a zone of BBC,
contacts are uncertain. Tr py mineralz.

1500.8 1501.8 Altered Syenite.
Contact into a dyke of syenite which initially runs along the core axis then 
spreads to whole core ® 1501.0. This unit is similar to dyke @ 1498.1 
Mineralz w/ l-2% fine diss py. Basal contact S 50 dtca.

1502.9 1503.0 Fault Zone.
Core is granulated w/ mud gouge 2.5cm @ 65 dtca, w/in a UM host.

1503.3 1503.5 Altered Syenite.
Greyish pink, finely fractured, fine grained syenite to mafic syenite dyke
w/ tr accessory py. Contacts @ 70/70 dtca.

1503.6 1504.3 Ochre Alteration Zone.
Core contains numerous ochre alt bands w/in a komatiite host rx. These bands
are @ varying core angles w/ the avg being approx 55 dtca. Mineralz w/ l-2%
py-

1504.3 1504.4 Band of chlorite ® 60 dtca.

1504.4 1506.2 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Komatiite here contains a few splashes of very coarse euhedral py.

1506.2 1506.9 Carbonated Gabbro.
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Dyke of carb gabbro, med grained, foliated, hard, and mod mag. This unit 
contains a small felsite dyke a 1506.6 lcm S 60 dtca. Gabbro here contains 
tr accessory py- Contacts e 60/50 dtca.

1508.0 1508.5 Carbonated Gabbro.
Dyke of carb gabbro: as above. Contacts is 55/60 dtca.

1508.5 1509.2 Broken Blocky Core w/ Gouge.
Zone of broken blocky core w/ tr gouge, w/in an apparent UM host.

1509.2 1509.5 Ochre Alteration Zone.
Ochre alt bands w/in UM host, some coarse euhedral py.

1510.1 1510.4 Altered Syenite.
Small dyke of alt syenite w/ tr accessory py. Contacts ® 50/80 dtca.

1510.8 1511.3 Altered Syenite.
Orange brown dyke of syenite S 50/50 dtca, some accessory py here.

1512.3 1512.4 Carbonated Gabbro.
Carb gabbro w/ some accessory py, ® 40/40 dtca.

1512.8 1518.7 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a fairly large dyke what appears to be a dyke of carb gabbro. 
This unit is finely felted, quite hard, mod mag, and med grained. The matrix 
of this unit has been totally obliterated, and contains few primary 
textures. This unit is amphibolitic and contains a fairly large mafic 
content mostly amphibole and some biotite. This unit appears to also have 
been alt by what is best described as incipient alt. Mineralz w/ l\ py. 
Contacts for this unit @ 70/80 dtca.

1518.7 1521.6 Basalt.
Contact along a zone of BBC into what appears to be an extremely blasted 
basaltic unit, which is med grained, grey, variably mag, quite hard, and 
unmineralz. Both contacts for this unit w/in BBC making them uncertain.

1521.6 1522.8 Broken Blocky Core.
Zone of BBC w/ an apparent komatiite host. Contacts uncertain.

1522.8 1524.9 Carbonated Gabbro.
Carb gabbro dyke. This unit is quite blasted although there are ghost 
primary textures making ID more definitive. This unit has also been effected 
by incipient alt. There is some accessory py here. Basal contact 50 dtca.

1524.9 1525.3 Ultramafic Komatiite.
UM unit w/ some ochre alt, which contains tr accessory py. Contacts ® 50/40
dtca.

1525.3 1526.6 Felsite.
Contact into a highly alt felsite dyke. This unit is red brown to slightly
ochre in colour. It is fine grained, weakly mag, and contains H: fine diss
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py. Contacts for this dyke @ 40/40 dtca.

1526.6 1526.9 Carbonated Gabbro.
Carb gabbro, mineralz w/ 1.5* py. Contacts ® 40/50 dtca.

1526.9 1532.0 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a unit of probable carb gabbro, although it could have a 
felsite affinity. This unit is grey to ochre in colour, mod mag, and well 
mineralz w/ 1.5* py. This unit appears to have been effected by incipient 
alt. Basal contact w/ DM along zone of BBC making contacts uncertain.

1532.0 1532.1 Ultramafic Komatiite.
UM unit along zone of BBC, unmineralz. Contacts uncertain.

1532.1 1533.3 Carbonated Gabbro.
Carb gabbro unit which contains some incipient alt. Not particularly well
mineralz. Basal contact @ 70 dtca.

1533.3 1535.9 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a UM unit which is blue black and grades to a paler almost
ochre colour. This unit contains a number of small syenite dykes as well as
having been effected by incipient alt. @ 1533.7 to 1533.8 there is a small
pinkish grey syenite dyke @ 60/60 dtca. 8 1534.2 to 1534.3 another very
similar syenite dyke w/ l* py @ 60/70 dtca. Basal contact for this unit @ 45
dtca.

1535.9 1539.7 Carbonated Gabbro.
An ochre to grey, med grained, mod mag, unit of totally blasted gabbro this 
unit is amphibolitic and contains some accessory py, as well as an inclusion 
of UM @ 1536.9 to 1537.0 ® 40/40 dtca. Basal contact for gabbro @ 40 dtca.

1539.7 1540.2 ultramafic Komatiite. 
Komatiite, contacts @ 40/70 dtca.

1540.2 1540.9 Carbonated Gabbro. 
Carb gabbro e 70/50 dtca.

1540.9 1541.6 Felsite.
Contact into a tan to ochre unit which is foliated, fine grained, mod mag, 
and mineralz w/ tr accessory py. This unit may not be a felsite and could be 
an alt feature.

1542.9 1543.6 Felsite.
As above: possibly an alt feature.

1543.6 1555.7 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a UM unit which contains a dyke of carb gabbro S 1549.6 to 
1552.0 @ 50/50 w/ both contacts being a bit diffuse. UMs here are blue 
black, foliated, talcose, non mag, unmineralz, and mod veined w/ qtz-ank. 
This unit is not well mineralz although there is a zone of condensed py 
xtals adjacent to upper contact: up to 10* locally. This sequence also
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contains a zone of BBC w/ gouge fc granulated core S 1554.1 to 1554.5. Basal 
contact for this unit along zone of broken core making contact uncertain.

1555.7 1561.9 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a grey black to ochre coloured dyke of carb gabbro which has 
been effected by incipient alt. This unit is not well mineralz. Basal 
contact for this unit @ 55 dtca. This unit also contains a zone of mud gouge 
s 1556.1 lcm @ 65 dtca. This unit is calcitic.

1561.9 1564.6 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a blue green UM unit which is quite broken and blocky and 
contains mud gouge ® 1563.1 1.5cm @ 55 dtca, @ 1563.9 lcm @ 60 dtca, 1564.0 
lcm (S 60 dtca. e 1564.6 lcm @ 80 dtca. This unit is cut by 2 small dykes of 
carb gabbro S 1562.4 to 1562.6 S 60/60 dtca, and ® 1564.2 to 1564.6 S 60/60 
dtca, w/ some incipient alt. Basal contact for this unit @ 80 dtca, along 
gouged zone. This zone is calcitic.

1564.6 1591.0 PORPHYRITIC SYENITE ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE FAULT ZONE
Contact into a zone of extremely broken blocky, and rubbled core w/ 
granulated and gouge sections w/in a porph syenite host and intercalated w/ 
UMs and carb gabbro. Porph syenites here are brownish orange to slightly 
pinkish, hard, finely fractured and have a slightly felted texture in some 
areas. This unit is non mag, calcitic, and laced w/ small stringers to blebs 
of chlorite. There is some accessory py here associated w/ calcite vugs but 
in generall the unit is not well mineralz. Syenites here containe well dev 
mm to cm sized phenos of feld contained w/in a fine grained matrix. This 
unit is variably stained w/ hematite. Urns here are generally granulated and 
gouged as they are considerably more ductile than surrounding syenites. Carb 
gabbro here is totally blasted, and contains few if any primary textures, 
they are foliated amphibolitic, mod mag, and calcitic. Unit breakdown as 
follows.

1564.6 1564.9 Syenite.
Small syenite dyke, bright orange, not well mineralz. Basal contact @ 40
dtca.

1564.9 1565.3 Ultramafic Komatiite. 
An irregular inclusion of UM.

1565.3 1569.7 Porphyritic Syenite.
Contact into a rather broad dyke of porph syenite, not well mineralz. Basal
contact @ 50 dtca.

1569.7 1570.0 Fault Zone.
Contact into a zone of extremely granulated core w/ a komatiite host. Basal
contact @ 60 dtca.

1570.0 1583.9 Broken Blocky Core.
Contact into a zone of rubbled core w/ a porph syenite host. This sequence
contains intrusions/inclusions of UM w/in BBC S 1573.0 8 inches, and 1579.0
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5 inches. Contacts for these inclusions are uncertain. There is approx lit py 
in the basal 2 feet of this unit. Basal contact for this unit S 40 dtca.

1583.9 1584.6 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a dyke of carb gabbro, foliated, med grained, calcitic, mod
mag, not well mineralz. Basal contact @ 55 dtca, and irregular.

1584.6 1587.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a blue black UM unit which contains a fairly large syenite dyke 
S 1584.9 to 1585.2. This dyke is pinkish orange and fairly well mineralz w/ 
1.5% py- This dyke is along a zone of BBC making basal contact uncertain. 
Upper contact @ 60 dtca. This UM unit is not well mineralz in general but 
there is increased py w/in contact margins w/ syenite. Basal contact for 
this sequence w/ syenite 8 40 dtca, and slightly irregular.

1587.0 1591.0 Altered Syenite.
Contact into a bright orange to grey orange syenite dyke, which contains a 
zone of BBC from 1588.0 to 1589.6. This area is quite rubbled and some of 
the rx chips appear to be UM in nature. Core here appears to at one time to 
have been brecciated but has further been broken. Syenite here is finely 
fractured, fine grained, non mag, and calcitic. There is 1.5% py here which 
is concentrated adjacent to basal contact which is ® 65 dtca.

1591.0 1594.0 FAULT ZONE
Contact into a zone of BBC w/ granulated and gouged sections w/ a UM host. 
This unit initially contains a ochre to brown red inclusion of syenite to 
felsite w/ irregular contacts. Followed by a zone of granulated core w/ mud 
gouge ® 1592.5 lcm ® 60 dtca, e 1592.7 1.5cm 8 55 dtca, ® 1593.1 lcm 8 60 
dtca, and s 1593.7 lcm @ 60 dtca. Basal contact uncertain.

1594.0 1621.5 CARBONATED GABBRO
Contact into a rather broad sequence of carb gabbro. This unit is med 
grained, mod mag, foliated ® approx 50 dtca, quite hard, and contains tr 
accessory py. This unit is calcitic down to 1601.0 then ankeritic below this 
point. This sequence is amphibolitic, and appears to have been effected by 
what is best described by incipient alt. This sequence contains a couple of 
small UM inclusions as well as a small aplite dyke, dykes of felsite, and a 
large qtz vein. Basal contact for this unit along a zone of BBC making 
Contacts uncertain. Unit breakdown as follows.

1594.0 1601.3 Carbonated Gabbro.
Carb gabbro unit. Some incipient alt. Small UM inclusion @ 1600.4 to 1600.8
@ shallow core angles. Basal contact for 3Ga ® 75 dtca.

1601.0 1601.3 Ultramafic Komatiite. 
Small dyke of UM, O 30/35 dtca.

1601.3 1601.9 Felsite.
A tan to patchy light brown unit w/ a couple of small(cm size) qtz
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fragments, and a 1601.6 highly alt 2cm UM? incluson. This dyke is hard, mod 
to strongly mag, non calcitic, fine grained, and probably a felsite. Not 
particularly well mineralz w/ D.5% py. Contacts @ 40/60 dtca.

1601.9 1603.8 Carbonated Gabbro.
A brownish to ochre unit of carb gabbro, this zone has a patchy appearance, 
is hard, mod mag, non calcitic, and fairly well mineralz w/ l.5*1 py. Gabbro 
here is also highly alt by incipient alt as well as a couple of small 
dykelets of syenite. Contacts for this unit @ 60/80? basal contact w/ broken 
blocky UM unit.

1603.8 1604.5 Ultramafic Komatiite.
BBC w/in blue black UM host. Basal contact 40 dtca.

1604.5 1606.6 Felsite.
Contact into a patchy tan to brown felsite dyke. This unit is strongly mag, 
fine grained, non calcitic, quite hard, and not particularly well mineralz. 
Basal contact @ 60 dtca, and a bit irregular.

1606.6 1613.7 Altered Gabbro.
Contact @ a cm sized UM incluson into a sequence of carb gabbro cut by a 
large milky qtz vein. Carb gabbro here is dark brown to red brown and 
grading to a lighter tan to beige colour 2 feet before contact w/ qtz vein. 
Unit is med grained, hard, mod mag, ankeritic, variably foliated, and not 
well mineralz except adjacent to qtz intrusion, and near upper contact. This 
unit has been effected by what can best be described as incipient alt, such 
as seen earlier in the hole. Basal contact w/ qtz vein @ 40 dtca. This unit 
also contains specular hematite on some of the broken core faces.

1613.7 1616.5 Quartz.
Contact into a milky white qtz-ank vein w/ some small stringers of red 
orange hematite staining, and a small gabbroic inclusion @ 1614.3 2cm w/ 
l-2% mineralz. Basal contact S 45 dtca.

1616.5 1621.5 Carbonated Gabbro.
Gabbro here is grey beige to grey w/ a slight green hue, med grained, weakly 
to mod mag, hard, and has a finely felted texture. This unit has been 
effected by incipient alt but it is not as far gone as the last few gabbro 
units. This sequence is not well mineralz but does contain a few qtz veins. 
@ 1620.9 there is a 3cm dyke of orange brown syenite ® 85/70 w/ both 
contacts being irregular. Basal contact for this unit is along BBC making 
contact uncertain.

1621.5 1713.1 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE FAULT ZONE
Contact into a rather broad fault zone w/ an apparent UM host and 
intercalated w/ dykes of carb gabbro, felsite, and alt syenite, hanging wall 
to GCZ. UMs here are the most ductile rx in this sequence, and contain most 
of the granulated and gouged core. This unit is generally grey blue to blue 
black, soft, talcose, foliated ® approx 65 dtca, ankeritic, fine grained, 
variably mag, well veined w/ qtz-ank, and not particularly well mineralz.
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Carb gabbros here are grey black, foliated, mod mag, med grained, and 
contains some accessory py. Felsites here generally have a patchy tan to 
brown beige appearance, they are quite hard, ankeritic, mod to strongly mag, 
fine grained, variably stained w/ hematite, and well to very well mineralz 
w/ py of both the coarse euhedral and fine diss varieties. Syenites here are 
generally bright to dull orange, hard, non mag, ank, fine grained, and 
contain some accessory py. Basal contact for this sequence @ 70 dtca. 
Sequence breakdown as follows.

1621.5 1625.9 Fault Zone.
Contact into a gouged and granulated fault zone w/ green blue UM host. Mud
gouge @ 1622.9 lcm ® 65 dtca, @ 1623.3 1.5cm ® 60 dtca, S 1623.4 lcm @ 70
dtca, and 9 1623.6 tr mud. Followed by more intact core till end of zone,
which appears to have been effected by incipient alt. Basal contact @ 55
dtca.

1625.9 1629.1 Felsite.
Contact into a beige brown patchy felsite dyke. Unit is mod mag, variably
stained by hematite, fine grained, and quite hard. This dyke looks quite
juicy w/ S-7% py locally and generally speckled w/ l-2%. Basal contact @ 70
dtca.

1629.1 1633.7 Fault Zone.
Contact into a fault zone w/ a blue black UM host. Core here is almost 
totally mud to very small chips, till 1633.0 where core becomes more intact 
and is composed of about 75% qtz-ank till basal contact S 80 dtca. There is 
some accessory py here.

1633.7 1637.5 Altered Syenite.
Contact into a bright orange dyke of syenite. This unit is fine grained, 
quite hard, ankeritic, non mag, and cross cut by the odd qtz vein. This unit 
has a finely fractured appearance and is not well mineralz. Basal contact S 
60 dtca.

1637.5 1643.4 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a granulated, yet fairly intact UM unit w/ a brecciated zone 
from 1630.0 to 1631.0, fragments included are syenite, qtz, and alt gabbro. 
There are traces of mud throughout this unit, and the foliation is quite 
contorted. No accessory py. Basal contact ® 50 dtca.

1643.4 1646.3 Felsite.
Contact into a patchy brown beige, fine grained, mod mag, ank, dyke of 
felsite. This unit contains the odd small x-cutting qtz vein, and is not 
particularly well mineralz. Basal contact a 50 dtca.

1646.3 1654.5 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a blue black, soft, non mag, fine grained, ank, komatiite, 
which is foliated @ approx 55-65 dtca, and contains tr acessory py. Basal 
contact @ 40 dtca.

1654.5 1657.5 Felsite.
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Felsite dyke: slightly granular ® contact grading to a fine grained, patchy 
brown beige, and slightly grey unit, which is hard, ank, mod mag, and 
contains the odd small x-cutting qtz vein. Mineralz is not well dev w/in 
this unit. Basal contact ® 50 dtca.

1657.5 1674.5 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a fairly broad UM sequence, where the core is fairly intact.
This unit is blue black to slightly greyish, fine grained, ankeritic,
foliated ® approx 55 dtca, slightly contorted, and variably magnetic. This
unit contains a zone of ochre alt ® 1673.0 to 1673.6, which contains IL.5%
py. The remained of the unit contains tr accessory py. Basal contact ® 50
dtca.

1674.5 1679.2 Felsite.
A tan to patchy beige brown felsite unit. This dyke is fine grained, quite 
hard, mod mag, and slightly foliated for the first l foot, below upper 
contact. Felsite here contains l-2% py both of the fine diss and coarse 
euhedral varieties. Basal contact ® 50 dtca.

1679.2 1681.0 Carbonated Gabbro.
Dyke of carb gabbro, med grained, mod mag, foliated, and brownish grey to 
ochre in colour. This unit has been effected by incipient alt. Mineralz w/ 
l* py. Basal contact ® 60 dtca.

1681.0 1682.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Blue black, foliated @ 60 dtca, UM unit w/ tr accessory py. Basal contact S
60 dtca, w/ tr mud gouge.

1682.0 1688.0 Felsite.
Contact into a slightly felted, brownish grey, fine to med grained felsite 
dyke. This unit is quite hard, mod mag, and well mineralz w/ 2-3% py. This 
unit contains an UM inclusion @ 1686.6 to 1687.2 ® 50/60 dtca. Felsite here 
also contains the odd stringer to bleb of chlorite. Basal contact for this 
dyke @ 60 dtca.

1688.0 1713.1 Ultramafic Komatiite.
A blue black to slightly green black, soft, foliated UM unit which contains 
a number of ochre alt zones, as well as a dyke of carb gabbro? ® 1690.9 to 
1691.0 there is an ochre alt band w/ l-2% py. ® 1691.7 to 1692.0 there is an 
ochre alt band w/ 2-3% py. ® 1692.4 to 1694.9 there is a dyke of carb 
gabbro, which contains tr py. Basal contact 8 70 dtca. S 1700.0 to 1700.8 
there is a patchy grey beige to brown dyke of felsite? This unit is med to 
fine grained, mod to strongly mag, and not particularly well mineralz, 
contacts ® 70/70 dtca. ® 1704.9 to 1706.3 UM is alt to an ochre colour and 
contains 1.5* py. Below 1707.0 to 1708.0 core is quite granulated and 
contains mud gouge ® 1707.5 lcm ® 65 dtca, and 8 1797.9 2cm ® 60 dtca. Below 
this core is riddled w/ ochre alt and is mod well mineralz. Basal contact ® 
70 dtca.

1713.1 1740.2 TUFF ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
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Contact into what appears to be a carb tuff. Intercalated w/ blue black 
slightly green UM units. Tuffs in this sequence are beige to ochre and 
grading to lime green in colour towards basal contact. This unit is quite 
hard, med to fine grained, variably mag, and has a gritty feel to it. Tuffs 
here have a banded/foliated appearance,are silicified and are quite well 
mineralz locally as well as being cut by the odd milky qtz-ank vein. UMs 
here are foliated, slightly contorted, and slightly harder than UM seen 
earlier in the hole. This unit is variably mag, ankeritic, and fine grained. 
Mineralz is not well dev w/in this zone. Basal contact for this sequence w/ 
GCZ @ 70 dtca. Sequence breakdown as follows.

1713.1 1716.0 Tuff.
A unit of carb tuff, ochre to beige and slightly grey green in colour fine 
grained, gritty, banded/foliated, and fairly well mineralz w/ Hi fine diss 
py. This unit contains a 2 inch qtz vein (S 1714.9 ® 50/50 dtca. Basal 
contact @ 60 dtca.

1716.0 1718.7 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a carb komatiite unit, which is grey green, foliated, quite 
contorted, ankeritic, and considerably harder than UMs seen earlier in this 
hole. This unit is not well mineralz. Basal contact S 70 dtca.

1718.7 1720.7 Tuff.
Carb tuff unit, grey green w/ a slight ochre tint in some areas. Tuffs here 
as above, although banding becomes quite contorted here. Tr py which is 
concentrated near ochre hued areas. Basal contact ® 70 dtca.

1720.7 1726.5 Ultramafic Komatiite.
A more typical blue black to slightly green, soft, talcose, variably mag, 
fine grained, ank, UM unit. Between 1723.7 to 1724.3 core is slightly 
granulated, and contains mud gouge ® 1723.8 lcm @ 70 dtca, @ 1723.8 lcm @ 70 
dtca, and 8 1724.0 1.5cm e 65 dtca. There is little accessory py here. Basal 
contact @ 70 dtca.

1726.5 1740.2 Tuff.
Carb tuff unit tan to beige then grading to lime grey green. This unit is 
variably mag, fine to med grained, silicified, banded to foliated, 
ankeritic, and mineralz w/ tr-1% py. This unit contains the odd inclusion of 
alt syenite as well as a couple of milky grey white qtz-ank veins. Basal 
contact @ 70 dtca, and quite sharp.

1740.2 1761.2 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE
Contact into green carb zone dominantly of the emerald green variety. This 
unit is fine grained, quite hard, non mag, ankeritic, and very well veined 
w/ qtz-ank. This unit does contain some accessory py, and is cut by a very 
well mineralz dyke of felsite. There are a few lime green to tan coloured 
areas w/in this zone. Basal contact for green carb ® 80 dtca, and a bit 
diffuse. Sequence breakdown as follows.

1740.2 1751.0 Green Carbonate Zone.
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Green carb here is the emerald green variety. Some accessory py.

1751.0 1753.3 Green Carbonate Zone.
Green carb here is lime to tan in colour and contains tr accessory py. 
Concentrated in tan colour alt bands/zones. Basal contact w/ large qtz vein 
® 55 dtca.

1753.3 1755.2 Quartz.
Green carb contains a large milky white to slightly grey, qtz-ank vein, w/ a 
couple of small green carb stringers which are well mineralz. Basal contact 
for this vein ® 50 dtca.

1755.2 1757.5 Green Carbonate Zone.
Green carb here is dominantly of the emerald green variety, although there 
are a couple of tan alt sections which contain increased py mineralz. Basal 
contact e 80 dtca.

1757.5 1759.9 Felsite.
Contact into a patchy tan to brown felsite unit. This dyke is fine grained, 
mod mag, and well veined w/ qtz-ank. Felsite here is well minerlaz w/ 5% py. 
Basal contact @ 70 dtca.

1759.9 1761.2 Green Carbonate Zone.
Green carb here is emerald green and grading to a pale green at gradational 
contact w/ UM. This unit contains a tan alt band @ 1760.9 to 1761.3 which 
contains 2% py.

1761.2 1785.0 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
Gradational contact into a UM unit which is cut by dykes of felsite, 
syenite, and contains a number of ochre alt zones. This sequence begins as a 
pale green weak fuchsite alt komatiite and grades to a more typical blue 
black unit ® 1762.0. UMs here are fine grained, soft, foliated, variably 
mag, ankeritic, and not particularly well mineralz. UMs here also contain a 
couple of mud gouge zones. Felsites here are generally a patchy beige brown 
colour, quite hard, ankeritic, show patchy weak mag, and are well mineralz. 
Areas of ochre alt are generally well mineralz here also. Basal contact for 
this UM sequence ® 62 dtca. Unit breakdown as follows.

1761.2 1763.7 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Gradational contact into a UM unit which is initially pale green grading to
blue black ® 1762.0. There is some accessory py here. Basal contact ® 60
dtca.

1763.7 1764.2 Felsite.
Felsite dyke, patchy brown beige colour, hard, weakly mag, fine to med
grained, and well mineralz w/ 2-3% py. Basal contact @ 80 dtca.

1764.2 1767.0 Ochre Alteration Zone.
UMs here riddled w/ ochre alt which contains l-2% py.
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1769.5 1773.0 Ochre Alteration Zone.
Core here is alt to an ochre to slightly brown colour, is quite hard, shows
patchy magnetism, and is not particularly well mineralz.

1777.6 1777.7 Fault Zone.
Core here is granulated w/ gouge 1.5cm ® 70 dtca.

At 1780.0 there is a 2.5cm inclusion of pinkish syenite. Not particularly 
well mineralz. Irregular contacts.

1780.4 1780.9 Felsite.
Tan to slightly orangish felsite dyke. This unit is hard, weakly mag, fine
to med grained, and not well mineralz. Contacts @ 75/60 dtca.

1781.0 1781.4 Ochre Alteration Zone. 
Ochre alt zone which contains l-2t py.

1783-0 1785.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
UMs here have been effected by incipient alt, making them slightly harder 
than UMs seen earlier. This area contains some accessory py. Basal 7 inches 
of this unit is alt to an ochre colour and contains l-2t py.

1785.0 1850.0 FELSITE
Contact into a rather broad sequence dominated by felsite, and intercalated 
w/ units of carb UM, and carb gabbro dykes. Felsites here generally have a 
tan to beige and slightly red brown patchy appearance. They are quite hard, 
fine to med grained, weakly to mod mag, ankeritic, finely fractured, well 
veined w/ qtz-ank, and extremely well mineralz w/ S-5% py and up to lot 
locally. UM units w/in this sequence range from typically blue black and 
soft, to a quite hard, tan to ochre and slightly pale greenish coloured 
units. They are ankeritic, foliated, show patchy magnetism and are generally 
not well mineralz. Tan to ochre and slightly pale green alt zones appear to 
contain concentrations of mineralz as well as magnetism. Carb gabbros here 
are generally brown to sightly brown red, quite hard, mod mag, foliated, and 
contain some accessory py, mostly the coarse euhedral variety. Basal contact 
for this felsite sequence @ 58 dtca. Sequence breakdown as follows.

1785.0 1790.0 Felsite.
A large felsite unit which contains inclusions of carb UMs @ 1785.2 to 
1785.4 @ 70/70 dtca, w/ some accessory py. @ 1785.9 1786.0 S 70/60 w/ l-2*i 
py, and S 1786.3 to 1786.5 8 60/60 dtca, w/ n.% py. These UM units are tan to 
beige in colour, foliated, and quite hard. Felsites here are mineralz w/ 
S-5% py and up to 7% locally. Basal contact e 80 dtca.

1790.0 1790.9 Ultramafic Komatiite. 
Contact into a carb UM unit, tan to 
foliated, and mineralz w/ It fine diss py.

grey brown, hard, fine grained.

1790.9 1794.9 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a sequence of rx featuring carb gabbro dykes intercalated w/ a
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couple of small blue black UM units. Gabbros here are quite chewed up and 
contain little in the way of primary textures. These dykes are mod mag, 
fairly well mineralz, amphibolitic, and fine to med grained. UM units here 
are fine grained, soft, blue black in colour, and not particularly well 
mineralz.

1794.9 1795.4 Felsite.
Tan to brown red patchy, felsite dyke. Well mineralz w/ S-5% py. Contacts ®
70/60 dtca.

1795.4 1801.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a blue black UM unit which contains a couple of brown to ochre 
alt zones as well as being cut by l carb gabbro dyke. The basal 14 inches of 
UM unit has been slightly alt to a pale green colour. Mineralz w/in this 
sequence is not well dev, although there are concentrations of py w/in ochre 
alt zones, and w/in and adjacent to carb gabbro dyke ® 1799.0 to 1799.6 ® 
50/55 dtca. Basal contact for this sequence is shallow ® 25 dtca.

1801.0 1806.4 Felsite.
A large patchy tan to brown red felsite unit, which contains a couple of 
small UM inclusions. Felsites here are silicified, weakly mag, fine grained, 
well veined w/ qtz-ank and very well mineralz w/ S-5% py and up to 7% 
locally. Basal contact @ 70 dtca.

1806.4 1817.0 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into unit dominated by a large carb gabbro dyke, cutting a zone of 
alt UMs. UMs here are quite hard, ochre to slightly pale green in colour, 
foliated, ankeritic, and not well mineralz. Carb gabbro here is completely 
blasted, med grained, mod mag, and not well mineralz. This dyke has a 
somewhat spotted appearance, and contains a couple of small areas which have 
been effected by incipient alt. Sequence begins in UMs till 1806.9, where 
contact w/ 3Gc occurs till 1816.0 followed by l foot pale green UM. Basal 
contact for this sequence ® 50 dtca.

1817.0 1834.9 Felsite.
Contact into another fairly broad felsite sequence which contains an
inclusion of blue grey, hard, UMs ® 50/50 dtca, w/ both contacts being a bit
irregular. Felsites here are tan to grey brown and slightly red brown in
colour, silicified, finely fractured, weakly mag, well veined w/ qtz-ank,
and very well mineralz w/ S-5% py, and up to 10% locally. Basal contact ® 55
dtca.

1834.9 1837.8 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a dyke of carb gabbro? This unit is pale grey brown to black,
amphibolitized, hard, mod mag, and slightly mineralz ® contacts w/ felsite.
This unit is extremely blasted, and contains no primary textures.(gabbro
based on mag properties). Unit contains a small felsite 9 1837.2 to 1837.4 ®
60/60 dtca, w/ both contacts being diffuse. Basal contact ® 70 dtca, and
diffuse.

1837.8 1850.0 Felsite.
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Contact into another fairly broad felsite sequence which contains a number 
of carb gabbro dykes?. Felsites here are tan to brown red in colour, 
silicified, and well mineralz w/ S-5% py. Gabbros? here are extremely alt. 
They are carb, amphibolitlc, and contains no primary textures. As above, 
gabbro based on mag properties. These gabbro dykes contain some accessory 
py. 3Gc ® 1839.6 to 1840.8 O 60/60 dtca, and ® 1844.0 to 1845.0 ® 60/60 
dtca. Basal contact for felsite sequence @ 58 dtca.

1850.0 1878.7 CARBONATED ZONE
Contact into a carbonated sequence of UM rocks which contains a zone of pale 
green, weak fuchsite alt UMs between 1850.0 to 1858.0. This sequence is cut 
by dykes of felsite. Carb rx here are ochre to beige and grey green to pale 
green in colour, quite hard, variably mag, fine grained, foliated slightly 
hematized and mineralz w/ tr-1% py. Felsites here are generally tan to brown 
red, weakly mag, and fairly well mineralz w/ X-2% py, mostly of the fine 
diss variety. Carb rx here are well veined w/ qtz-ank, and foliation becomes 
increasingly contorted w/ proximity to basal contact, which is a 70 dtca. 
Carb sequence here also contains a number of blonde to tan and ochre alt 
zones which are generally well mineralz. Unit breakdown as follows.

1850.0 1858.2 Carbonated Zone.
UMs here have a pale green tint, probably as a result of weak fuchsite alt. 
This unit contains bands of tan alt @ 1850.1 to 1850.3 w/ some accessory py, 
@ 1850.8 to 1851.0 there is a red brown well mineralz felsite dyke S 70/70 
dtca. From 1851.1 to 1852.7 core is alt to a tan to ochre colour and 
contains l-2% py. @ 1853.7 to 1853.9 there is a tan alt zone containing l*! 
fine diss py. ® 1854.5 to 1854.6 there is a brown red felsite dyke @ 80/65 
dtca, followed by 3 inches of tan alt which contains Hr fine diss py. ® 
1855.1 there is a lcm felsite dyke 8 70/70 dtca. 1857.5 to 1857.7 there is a 
tan alt zone. @ 1857.8 to 1857.9 there is a felsite dyke 8 60/70 dtca, w/ 
X-2% py.

1858.2 1862.0 Carbonated Zone.
Carb rx here are tan to grey w/ slight grey green tints. They are quite 
hard, variably mag, and appear to be effected by what is best described as 
incipient alt. This zone contains l-2% fine diss py.

1862.4 1862.8 Blonde Alteration Zone.
An irregular patch of blonde to tan alt w/ tr accessory py.

1862.9 1863.0 Felsite.
Red brown well mineralz felsite dyke 9 50/60 dtca.

1863.0 1864.2 Blonde Alteration Zone.
A large zone of blonde to tan alt, which contains tr accessory py.

1864.2 1874.0 Carbonated Zone.
A zone of carb UMs dominated by bands to patches of tan to ochre alt, and 
cut by a number of small felsite dykes, as well as containing areas of 
incipient alt. Mineralz w/in this zone is concentrated in alt zones, and
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w/in and adjacent to felsite dyklets. This zone also contains a couple of 
qtz-ank veins. Basal contact ® 70 dtca.

1874.0 1878.7 Felsite.
Contact into a large orangish red brown felsite unit. Felsites here are 
variably mag, silicified, finely fractured, ankeritic, fine grained well 
veined w/ qtz-ank and very well mineralz w/ S-5% py, both the coarse 
euhedral and fine diss varieties. Basal contact S 70 dtca.

1878.7 1910.3 CARBONATED ZONE ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE
Contact into a quite blocky, blue black UM unit which is dominated by carb 
rx, both UMs and gabbros. Below 1885.9 unit has been highly alt by carb and 
contains numerous tan to ochre alt bands/zones as well as a couple of 
incipient alt areas. Above 1885.9 unit is a more typical blue black, soft, 
foliated UM unit. UMs in proximation to basal contact have a pale grey green 
colour. Unit breakdown as follows.

1878.7 1884.9 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a blue black, foliated, soft, talcose, variably mag, and not
well mineralz komatiite unit. This zone is quite rubbled. Basal contact 50
dtca.

1884.9 1891.4 Carbonated Gabbro.
Contact into a carb gabbro dyke. This unit is extremely blasted w/ carb, mod 
mag, amphibolitic, med grained, quite hard, ankeritic, and not particularly 
well mineralz, although it does contains a couple of very coarse euhedral py 
splashes. This unit is brownish red, and foliated. Basal contact for this 
unit ® 75 dtca.

1891.4 1893.3 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a carb UM unit, which is grey green in colour, quite hard, 
variably mag, and foliated e approx 80 dtca. There is tr accessory py here. 
Basal contact S 60 dtca.

1893.3 1893.9 Felsite.
Contact into a beige to brown felsite? dyke which contains X-2% py. Basal 
contact for this unit @ 80 dtca. This unit may be an alt feature and not a 
different rx type.

1893.3 1896.1 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a carb UM unit which is redish brown to pale grey green, hard, 
variably mag, foliated, ankeritic, and cut by a small felsite dyklet 8 
1895.7 1.5cm @ 70 dtca, this dyke is well mineralz the remainder of this 
sequence is not. This carb unit has been effected by incipient alt. Basal 
contact w/ felsite S 60 dtca.

1896.1 1898.0 Felsite.
Contact into a patchy brown beige, silicified, ank, weakly mag, fine grained 
and not well mineralz dyke of felsite. Basal contact for this dyke @ 60 
dtca, and quite sharp.
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1898.0 1904.8 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a unit of carb UM rx, which are redish brown, to slightly 
ochre, and tan to grey green. This unit has been totally blasted by carb, is 
foliated, quite hard, variably mag, ank, fine grained, and cut by numerous 
very small dykelets of possible felsite. This unit contains modest qtz-ank 
veining, and is mineralz w/ tr py, which is associated w/ incipient to tiny 
felsite dykelets. Basal contact for this sequence @ 70 dtca.

1904.8 1905.4 Felsite.
A bright orange red, felsite dyke w/ approx
mineralz. Basal contact for this dyke ® 58 dtca.

50% qtz-ank, and l-2% py

1905.4 1910.3 Carbonated Zone.
A carb UM unit, orangish brown to pale grey w/ a slight green tint, hard, 
foliated, variably mag, ank, and cut by numerous tiny to incipient felsite 
dykelets till 1908.0. Below this core is grey green, and more easily 
recognizable as a UM, till 1909.6. Following this core is again a more 
orangish brown colour till basal contact. Core here contains the odd qtz-ank 
vein and is mineralz w/ tr-1% py. Basal contact @ 75 dtca.

1910.3 1939.0 FAULT ZONE
Contact into a fairly broad fault zone, w/ an apparent UM host, which 
contains a large dyke of alt syenite. Core w/in this sequence is quite 
broken blocky, and rubbled, w/ numerous granulated and gouged areas. UMs 
here are very rubbled and contain the majority of gouged and granulated 
core. They are slightly green in colour near upper contact grading to a more 
typical blue black unit below 1911.0. This UM unit is quite soft, ankeritic, 
variably mag, fine grained, foliated ® approx 70 dtca, w/ the foliation 
being very contorted in some areas, most notably in proximaty to gouged and 
granulated core zones. UMs here do contain some accessory py. Syenites here 
are typically bright orange, to orange red, broken, blocky, hard, non mag, 
finely fractured, fine grained, mod well veined w/ qtz-ank, and well 
mineralz w/ 2% py. There is some chlorite in alt healed fractures here, as 
well as moderate hematite staining. Unit breakdown as follows.

1910.3 1911.6 Fault Zone.
Fault zone w/ a komatiite host. This unit contains highly contorted 
foliation, till 1910.6. Below this core is extremely granulated, w/ gouge @ 
1910.6 lcm @ 60 dtca, e 1910.7 1.5cm @ 60 dtca, ® 1910.8 lcm S 40 dtca. 
Basal contact w/ syenite along zone of BBC making contacts uncertain.

1911.6 1921.7 Altered Syenite.
Contact into a fairly broad bright orange to red syenite dyke w/in a zone of 
BBC. Core here is quite rubbled. This unit is fine grained, hard, non mag, 
and fairly well mineralz w/ 2% py and a couple of small chalcopy splashes. 
Basal contact for this dyke along zone of BBC making contacts uncertain.

1921.7 1939.0 Fault Zone.
A zone of extremely rubbled, granulated, and gouged core w/in an UM host.
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This unit is well veined w/ qtz-ank, and contains tr accessory py. Between 
1921.7 and 1929.0 core is totaly granulated, and almost entirely mud, except 
for the odd qtz fragment. Below this core is a bit more intact w/ mud gouge 
@ 1930.0 lcm of gouge ® 80 dtca, ® 1930.3 1.5cm of gouge @ 75 dtca, S 1931.0 
2cm of gouge @ 70 dtca, @ 1931.2 lcm @ 50 dtca, @ 1931.6 1.5cm ® 65 dtca. 
Between 1932.0 to 1933.0 core is very rubbled, composed of cm sized 
fragments w/ mud. Between 1933.0 to 1938.0 Core is slightly more intact and 
contains a large milky white qtz vein from 1936.0 to 1936.8 @ 60/70 dtca. @ 
1937.5 lcm mud gouge ® 70 dtca, @ 1937.7 l.5cm gouge ® 80 dtca. Between 
1927.0 and 1938.0 there is 2 feet of lost core. Below 1938.0 core is again 
very rubbly for 6 inches where it becomes more intact for 6 inches till 
basal contact, S 60 dtca.

1939.0 1957.2 ULTRAMAFIC KOMATIITE TUFF FELSITE
Contact into what appears to be a slightly carb alt UM unit which contains a 
zone of tuufaceous type material as well as a possible felsite dyke. UMs 
here are pale grey black, w/ a very slight green hue, considerably harder 
than other UMs seen in this hole, strongly ankeritic, foliated @ approx 70 
dtca, variably mag, and not well mineralz. Tuffs here are, brown red to 
green red, quite silicified, weakly to mod mag, banded to foliated, fine to 
med grained, w/ a gritty texture, and locally quite well mineralz. Possible 
felsite? is brown red to slightly light purple in colour, fine grained, w/ a 
slightly patchy appearance. This unit is fairly well mineralz w/ l-2% fine 
diss py, mod to strongly mag, hard, and foliated O approx 80 dtca. This 
sequence also contains the odd patch to band of ochre alt. Basal contact @ 
70 dtca, w/ tr gouge. Sequence breakdown as follows.

1939.0 1946.4 Tuff.
Contact into a tuffaceous unit. Brown red, silicified, banded, gritty 
texture, weak to mod mag, fine to med grained, ankeritic, and mineralz w/ l* 
py. Basal contact @ 75 dtca, along a l inch qtz vein.

1946.5 1952.9 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a slightly carb UM unit. Pale grey black w/ slight green hue, 
variably mag, strongly ank, fine grained, foliated, well veined w/ qtz-ank, 
and containing some accessory py. @ 1951.2 this unit contains a lcm tan 
coloured, well mineralz felsite dykelet ® 70/80 dtca. Basal contact for this 
sequence @ 80 dtca.

1952.9 1955.0 Felsite.
Contact into a possible felsite dyke? This unit is brown red to slightly 
light purple, quite hard, mod to strongly mag, ank, fine grained, slightly 
patchy in appearance, and well mineralz w/ l-2% py. This unit could be an 
alt feature rather than a separate rx unit, as it resembles what has earlier 
been labled as incipient alt. Basal contact for this unit s 80 dtca.

1955.0 1957.2 Ultramafic Komatiite.
UM unit, as above, which contains a zone of what is best described as 
incipient alt, @ 1955.4 to 1955.8. This alt zone is a light brown red to 
slightly light orange colour and is mineralz w/ 2\ py. Basal contact for UM
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sequence ® 70 dtca, w/ tr gouge.

1957.2 1957.3 TIMISKAMING GROUP

1957.3 2195.3 TUFF
Contact into a carb felsic tuff unit which probably represents the 
transition from Larder Lake volcanics into Timiskiming type rxs. Tuffs here 
are generally, light grey green, to slightly pink k grading to a darker grey 
green w/ depth, fine to med grained, silicified, variably mag, banded to 
foliated, w/ the foliation decreasing w/ depth, and the foliation/banding 
becoming quite contorted in areas. This sequence contains the odd larger 
fragments (cm size), which are generally quite smooth and often appear 
elongated or stretched. The matrix of this sequence generally has a. gritty 
texture, and is modestly veined w/ qtz-ank. This sequence contains a couple 
of conglomerate/agglomerate zones, w/ contacts between cong/tuffs being 
either sharp or gradational. This sequence contains an alt front 8 1982.0 
where dominant alt changes from ank above to calcite below this point. This 
unit contains some accessory py, up to 2% locally, both of the fine diss and 
coarse euhedral varieties. This sequence also contains some wispy sericite 
alt, as well as a couple of UM inclusions. Unit breakdown as follows.

1957.2 1957.7 Tuff.
Tuff unit here is slightly pinkish red in colour, fine grained, silicified, 
weakly mag, banded, w/ a gritty texture. This unit contains 1.5t py which 
appears concentrated w/in upper contact margin.

1962.9 1965.8 Tuff.
Foliation here is quite contorted.

1977.1 1978.1 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Carb UM inclusion here is slightly softer than surrounding tuffs, non mag, 
and quite contorted. There is n.,5% py here, most notably adjacent to upper 
contact. Contacts ® 65/80 dtca, and quite irregular.

1978.3 1978.5 Quartz.
Milky qtz-ank vein, unmineralz, @ 80/80 dtca.

1982.0 1984.8 Tuff.
Alt here changes from ank to calcite.

1986.0 1996.0 Tuff.
Tuff unit here becomes slightly coarser grained here. Some accessory py, and
contains mud gouge 9 1991.9 lcm o 80 dtca.

2012.2 2014.0 Tuff.
Tuffs here become greyish yellow green in colour and contain numerous yellow
sericite wisps, and some accessory py.

2024.9 2029.7 Ultramafic Komatiite.
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Contact into what appears to be a carb UM unit. This zone is slightly softer 
than surrounding tuffs, variably mag, weakly calcitic, foliated, slightly 
granular textured, and not particularly well mineralz. Contacts for this 
inclusion @ 70/80 dtca.

2043.4 2045.0 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a carb UM unit, as above. There is approx j.% py adjacent to 
upper contact, the rest of this unit is unmineralz. Contacts for this 
inclusion @ 60/70 dtca.

2045.0 2048.0 Tuff.
Tuff unit here contains a number of cm sized, well rounded and elongated
fragments.

2054.9 2058.0 Tuff.
Tuffs here become very fine grained, and contain a couple of cm sized
syenite fragments. This unit is fairly well mineralz w/ n.% py.

2059.0 2059.4 Tuff.
Tuffs here contain a 4 inch well rounded, fragment of pinkish syenite. This 
inclusion is oval in shape, not well mineralz, and contains a couple of 
small chlorite stringers w/in alt healed fractures. Adjacent to this 
inclusion tuff unit contains i\ coarse euhedral py.

2062.0 2063.5 Tuff.
Tuffs here contain a number of grey qtz veins to stringers, which are not
well mineralz. This zone is also slightly contorted.

2066.6 2068.0 Tuff.
Tuff here is moderately well veined w/ qtz, both the blue grey and milky 
white varieties. Core here also seems to be more alt by sericite, as there 
are numerous wisps of sericite w/in this zone. Mineralz is not well 
developed w/in this unit.

2069.6 2070.0 Tuff.
Tuff unit here contains approx 25% qtz of both the milky white, and blue
grey varieties. There is l\ py here.

2096.0 2096.5 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into an inclusion of what appears to be a UM unit. Blue green, 
foliated, and considerably softer than surrounding tuffs. This inclusion is 
not well mineralz, but there is an increase in py in tuff adjacent to 
contacts w/ UM. Contacts @ 65/65 dtca, w/ the upper contact containing tr 
gouge.

2096.5 2101.0 Tuff.
Tuffs here grade to a red brown to slightly ochre colour, are foliated, 
variably mag, fine to med grained, and contain a couple of elongated 
inclusions of what appears to be syenite(cm sized). This zone is not 
particularly well mineralz. This unit also contains the odd stringer of 
chlorite, as well as some wispy sericite alt. Below this core returns to a
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grey green to dark grey green colour.

2109.0 2109.9 Quartz.
Tuff sequence cut by a smokey grey qtz-ank vein w/ very irregular contacts. 
This vein is effectively unmineralz, and appears to have a blue grey halo 
around contact margins. There is some accessory py here in tuff unit 
adjacent to qtz vein.

2014.5 2015.2 Quartz Vein Zone.
Tuff unit here is cut by a few small(cm size) smokey grey qtz veins 
generally @ approx 80 dtca. These veins are not well mineralz, but there is 
some accessory py in tuff unit adjacent to veining.

2121.0 2127.0 Tuff.
Tuff unit here appears to be bleached to a pale light grey green colour. 
This unit remains variably mag, fine to med grained, foliated @ approx 70 
dtca, and has a gritty texture. There is tr accessory py here, mostly of the 
very fine diss variety. There are also a couple of small milky white qtz 
veins as well as a few very small smokey grey qtz stringers which appear to 
be a later stage, filling alt healed fractures.

2142.0 2148.8 Tuff.
Tuff unit here becomes quite contorted, and contains numerous small, 
elongated to stretched fragments of grey black chert. Not particularly well 
mineralz.

2156.9 2158.0 Quartz Vein Zone.
Tuff unit here is cut by numerous milky white to slightly grey qtz veins @
70 dtca. Qtz here is effectively unmineralz.

2158.0 2163.0 Tuff.
Tuff unit here grades to a dark grey to black colour, remains foliated, 
calcitic, and fine to med grained. Core here is fairly well mineralz w/ l-2% 
py. Both the coarse euhedral variety and the fine diss variety the later 
appearing as small stringers which mimic the foliation.

2173.6 2176.4 Tuff.
Tuff unit here becomes bleached to a pale yellow grey colour. This unit 
remains foliated, calcitic, variably mag, and fine to med grained. Unit cut 
by a qtz vein ® 2174.4 to 2174.5 @ 60/63 dtca, and unmineralz. This unit 
also contains a few stretched to elongated cm sized fragments of syenite 
chert, and qtz. This unit does contains some accessory fine diss py. There 
is also some wispy sericite here.

2186.0 2187.0 Tuff.
Tuff unit here contains a number of grey black chert fragments, cm sized, as
well as cm sized frags of qtz, and syenite? Mineralz is not well dev here.

2187.0 2195.3 Tuff.
Tuff unit is grey green, foliated, fine to med grained, variably mag,
calcitic, and contains a couple of small cm sized fragments as above. This
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unit is cut by a milky white to slightly grey qtz vein 8 2184.6 to 2194.8 ® 
80/80 dtca. Mineralz is not well developed here.

2195.3 EOH.
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QUEENSTON MINING INC 
Drill Hole: MB97-21

DIAMOND DRILL HOLE RECORD
Property: MCBEAN Col loc from #4 post, L19262, 755'S, 420'E 
Northing: 18522.90 
Easting: 9900.30 
Elevation: 10986.60

Collar Azimuth (Grid) 4.6 
Collar Dip: -70.0 
(O Degrees Grid equals 017 degrees True)
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	SUMMARY LOG

.0 93.8 OVERBURDEN

93.8 1479.1 GABBRO

1479.1 1479.2 CONTACT ZONE

1479.2 1578.9 GABBRO

1578.9 1579.0 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

1579.0 2134.1 ULTRAMAFIC

2134.1 2179.9 CARBONATED ZONE

2179.9 2225.4 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

2225.4 2350.8 CARBONATED ZONE

2350.8 2352.4 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

2352.4 2352.5 TIMISKAMING GROUP

2352.5 2370.4 TUFF

2370.4 2383.9 ULTRAMAFIC CARBONATED ZONE

2383.9 2449.9 TUFF

2449.9 2502.0 BASALT

2502.0 2548.6 TUFF BASALT
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93.8 OVERBURDEN

The casing was driven to 98.4 feet, with 2.3 feet of lost core related to 
driving the casing between 88.6 and 98.4 - several sections of core have 
ground margins here such that the true bedrock surface is interpreted to be 
at 93.8 feet. The section from 88.6 to 93.8 looks like a potential boulder 
area with altered gabbro, amphibolitized gabbro and siliceous diorite up to 
93.8 where the gabbro package appears to start.
A first attempt at this hole was abandoned at 36 m (118.1 feet) since the 
first test at the bedrock surface was at 66 degrees - confirmed by a second 
dip test at 36 m. Subsequently a second hole was recollared four feet south 
at 70 degrees. The source of the problem related to the quality of the 
overburden - sand, clay and many boulders. 25 m (82 feet) of HW casing were 
lost in the first attempt.

93.8 1479.1 GABBRO

Collar into gabbro and altered gabbro of the broad zone that is hanging wall 
to the Deformation Zone package. This system of rocks is characterized by 
feldspathic and hornblende-rich gabbro with a number of dykes of diorite and 
mafic to felsic intrusives. The dominant rock types are gabbro and diorite. 
The host to the system is suggested to be basaltic to komatiitic rocks of 
the Larder Lake Group - these flows are rare in the system with only very 
scattered windows of these volcanic rocks.
As noted above the gabbro is divisible into feldspathic and hornblende- rich 
types. The two phases appear to represent pulses of the same magma since 
contacts between the two phases are often gradational, and contacts between 
coarse and fine grained phases are similarly diffuse to gradational. The 
feldspathic variety tends to be the dominant phase. It typically exhibits a 
salt and pepper texture from a network of plagioclase that is thoroughly 
speckled with chlorite and hornblende. The feldspathic gabbro ranges from 
medium to dark grey green and green in colour with some common lime coloured 
tones related to epidote alteration. The hornblende-rich gabbro is typically 
darker green in colour with notable blocky to tabular hornblende t/- 
amphibole in a chloritic, dark green, mafic matrix. Both units are moderate 
to strongly magnetic and are commonly noncalcitic except in the presence of 
accessory calcitic fractures. The gabbros often show a weak reaction to the 
presence of ankerite but calcite is the most common carbonate. In general 
the rocks are poorly veined and sparsely mineralized with pyrite - the 
better pyrite tending to be associated with a set of pitted to vuggy open 
calcitic fractures and stringers that are at shallow angles to the core axis 
which promotes sections of blocky core. The gabbros are also 'dirty' dykes 
with variable amounts of angular mafic fragments caught up in the system. 
The system can also be variably amphibolitized.
The dioritic members are usually medium to coarse grained dykes that are 
lighter in colour and more siliceous than the gabbros. The diorites range 
from pinkish to various shades of grey t/- orange staining from hematite and 
calcite. Normally the wider dykes are weakly to nonmagnetic but the smaller 
dykes are invariably moderately magnetic. The diorites are composed of 
albitic and more tabular plagioclase with minor to no quartz and up to 25 to
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3C^ mafic material in the form of hornblende, amphibole, biotite and 
chlorite. Where a number of dykes exist, the adjacent gabbro can be contact 
metamorphosed with accessory calcite and chlorite with a reddish staining 
from hematite common. Diorites are similarly poorly veined and mineralized 
for the most part, although elevated sulphides are more common in the 
diorite than in the gabbro. The diorite dykes are also 'dirty 1 with variable 
amounts of mafic to gabbroic and amphibolitized fragments in the system. 
The other dyke material in the package is described in detail within the 
system breakdown. The presence of host rock volcanic flows are rare in the 
package. These rocks tend to be designated on the basis of lack of features 
as opposed to a positive identification of flow structures. They are 
similarly described in more detail in the system breakdown. Items of 
interest in the sequence breakdown include:. 
100.8 101.9 Basalt - a very dark green, chloritic, finely amphibolitic +/-

biotitic rock that is anonymous in appearance without veining or
mineralization. The basalt is featureless but it is similar to
some nearby coarse mafic fragments in the gabbro - ergo the
suggestion of basalt due to lack of other features and the fact
that the fragment means that it is older than the gabbro. The
very darkness of the rock also suggests that the composition is
approaching that of a basaltic komatiite. The rock is
nonmagnetic, contacts are sharp but broken at 48/53 degrees - no
contact effects are noted.

107.4 107.8 Diorite - medium grained, dull pinkish grey with some orange 
staining. Contacts are very irregular. The adjacent gabbro is 
dull reddish stained in this general area.

115.4 115.5 Diorite- dull pinkish grey, medium grained - 1.9 cms at 52 
degrees.

116.2 118.5 Diorite - pinkish grey with variable orange stain, 'dirty' with 
fragments to 11 cms. Contacts are a little iregular at 14/28 
degrees.

119.3 119.8 Diorite - pinkish grey to orangish, medium grained just running 
along the core axis.

120.2 122.6 Diorite - dull pinkish grey, fractured, dirty and calcitic with 
irregular contacts at 32/26 degrees.

124.4 124.6 Diorite - paler pinkish to grey, 3.7 cms at 47 degrees.

128.6 128.8 Basalt (?) - another of the very fine grained to amorphous dark 
units of potential basalt to komatiitic basalt. The contacts of 
this unit are partly amphibolitized with the adjacent gabbro 
being marginally finer grained. The unit is 7.2 cms at 42/47 
degrees. The matrix component is almost a very fine mush, which 
when combined with the inconclusive contact effects may suggest 
a mafic intrusive.
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138.1 138.7 Mafic intrusive (?) - a very fine grained, magnetic unit that is 
finely streaked with epidote and has sharp, fracture-controlled 
contacts at 37/50 degrees. The matrix has a fine granular 
texture.

146.3 148.0 Diorite - dull pinkish to orange and brownish, medium grained, 
at 48 degrees. There are also a couple of very narrow dioritic 
dykes in this area at 145.0 - 2.8 cms at 43 degrees; 145.8 - 2.5 
cms at 72 degrees; 152.9 - 2.3 cms at 75 degrees; 157.3 - 7 cms 
at 90 degrees; and 159.9 - 1.7 cms at 82 degrees. The gabbro 
across this area continues to be dull in colour, is essentially 
the feldspathic variety that is variably chloritized and reddish 
stained next to calcitic fractures. The gabbro is also dirty 
with some coarse angular fragments in excess of 6 cms in size.

160.8 161.0 Another of the questionable, dark green, chloritic, featureless 
units that could be a basaltic komatiite or a form of a mafic 
intrusive. Contacts are broken and converging at 49/44 degrees. 
Unlike the two prior units this one is weakly magnetic.

162.7 181.5 Diorite - medium to coarse grained, dirty, variably fractured 
and reddish stained. This dyke is quite dark in colour but 
becomes very strongly reddened below 179 approaching the contact 
with a vuggy, quartz-veined section. There is a trace of 
accessory pyrite at the base of the dyke. The upper contact is 
at 40 degrees, the lower contact is broken. Some of the core at 
the lower part of this dyke is blocky to broken.

181.5 186.0 Quartz Vein Zone - a section of pitted to vuggy milky quartz 
veining with some irregular patches of mineralized diorite at 
the top of the veining and scattered, dark alteration fractures 
throughout. There is some accessory pyrite around the vuggy 
parts of the vein near the lower contact. Both contacts are 
broken. Below the quartz vein zone the gabbro becomes less 
altered and is more typical of the feldspathic variety with 
epidote alteration.

194.5 194.9 Diorite - fine to medium grained and orangish in colour with 
irregular contacts at 33 degrees. There are a couple of other 
narrow dykelets in this area as well at 195.3 - 2.3 cms at 42 
degrees; 199.2 - 4.3 cms with very irregular contacts; 199.6 - 
2.8 cms at 66 degrees; 200.3 - 2.5 cms averaging 36 degrees, 
and; 202.8 -3.4 cms at 57 degrees.

241.8 257.4 Diorite - dull to dark grey in colour with variable orange to 
pinkish staining related to fine fracturing. The dyke is medium 
to coarse grained and dirty, weakly to moderately magnetic, 
essentially unveined and very sparsely to unmineralized. 
Contacts are at 72/52 degrees.

259.9 260.2 Diorite, dull grey, medium grained, contacts at 42/30 degrees.
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265.6 266.2 Mafic intrusive - a dull grey to grey green and putty coloured 
very fine grained dyke. This unit is moderately magnetic, 
noncalcitic and is finely flecked with amphibole. The upper 
contact is broken and partly reddened at roughly 45 degrees, the 
lower contact is sharp at 30 degrees.

266.9 275.5 Diorite - grey to pinkish grey, medium grained with variable 
orange staining related to fracturing. This dyke appears to cut 
and contain inclusions of mafic intrusive at the upper contact 
over 6 cms, the lower contact over 27 cms and in a more central 
section from 272.7 to 273.3 - contact relationships are a bit 
obscure and very irregular but the diorite component is 
definitely the younger rock type of the two dykes. There are, 
however, a variety of mafic intrusives in the package. This 
particular mafic intrusive is identical to the previous unit ie 
dull grey green to putty coloured, very fine grained, 
noncalcitic, magnetic and flecked with amphibole. The mafic 
intrusive is also partly mottled in appearance probably from 
contact metamorphism. Outside contacts of this package are very 
irregular - the upper contact with a 2.5 cm pinkish diorite 
dykelet at 70 degrees, the lower contact rusted and broken with 
mafic intrusive but appearing to be at roughly 50 degrees.

289.4 289.9 Diorite- dull grey with pinkish stain, coarse grained, contacts 
at 46/47 degrees.

299.7 300.0 Mafic intrusive- dull reddish green in colour, finely granular 
textured to spotted in appearance from hornblende +/- a few, 
poorly developed flecks of amphibole. The dyke is noncalcitic 
and nonmagnetic. It contains one hornblende-rich fragment to 
porphyroblast at 7mm. Contacts are sharp, albeit irregular 
averaging 57/78 degrees.

300.6 302.5 Diorite - dull grey green to grey with variable reddish stain, 
contacts are at 32/40 degrees. There are also a couple of narrow 
orange red stained dioritic dykelets in this area at 305.6 - 2.8 
cms at 71 degrees; and at 314.9 -4 cms at 75 degrees. The 
gabbro in this part of the package is partly chloritized but is 
fairly typical of the feldspathic variety. Some of the core in 
this area is also blocky from a few of the pitted to vuggy 
calcitic fractures - this leads to local pervasive calcite and 
accessory reddish staining along with a slightly elevated pyrite 
content.

332.3 333.0 Diorite- dull grey green, medium grained, dirty, with minor dull 
reddish staining. Contacts are at 40/34 degrees.

336.3 339.7 Mafic intrusive - a dull, dark reddish green dyke that has a
coarsely granular textured central zone with dull brownish to
dark grey green, very fine grained, streaky foliated, contacts
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over 7 and 13 cms respectively at 28/43 degrees. The dyke is 
pervasively calcitic, magnetic and is thoroughly flecked with 
amphibole up to a couple of mms in size. There are traces of 
pyrite in this unit. The contacts are streaked with calcite, 
while most of the central zone is more coarsely granular 
textured and unveined.

346.5 346.6 Diorite - a very narrow, 1.8 cm dykelet at 50 degrees with a 
couple of other narrow units also in this area as at 359.0 - 2.6 
cms at 67 degrees, and 363.1 - 4.6 cms, more dull grey to 
mottled in appearance at 65 degrees.

369.5 369.8 Feldspar porphyry - a dull to dark grey dyke with a very fine 
grained matrix that is full of white to slightly pinkish stained 
feldspar - albite and apparently more tabular plagioclase. The 
dyke is of moderate hardness and is unveined and unmineralized 
aside from one calcite-epidote fracture. Contacts are sharp 
although a little irregular at 60/49 degrees.

371.0 372.1 Diorite - dull grey green to brownish, fine to medium grained 
with some orange staining along fractures and sharp contacts at 
32/27 degrees - the lower contact being quite irregular and may 
be part of the next dyke.

372.7 376.0 Diorite - dull grey red to dull grey green in colour, medium 
grained. The core here is blocky due to low angle chloritic 
fractures. There is some accessory reddish staining in this unit 
and the dyke is moderately magnetic. The upper contact is 
broken, the lower contact is at 60 degrees.

376.0 382.5 Altered gabbro - a section of very dark green to almost black 
altered rocks that appear to be gabbroic in texture and 
composition. This more strongly altered area is granular 
textured, calcitic, weakly to moderately magnetic and variably 
reddish stained from local fracturing. This section sits between 
two dykes of diorite that are blocky and have accessory reddish 
stain such that the alteration may simply be a contact effect 
combined with some accessory alteration related to some of the 
pitted to vuggy fractures. Both contacts of this section are 
very sharp at 60/52 degrees - the fine grained nature and lack 
of strong magnetic character are not thought to suggest a 
basaltic rock here.

382.5 387.5 Diorite - dull grey to slightly pinkish in colour with 
relatively strong red alteration and staining that heals most of 
the fine fractures - the reddish alteration is pervasively 
calcitic. The diorite is weakly to moderately magnetic and is 
not as altered or as blocky as the upper unit. Trace pyrite. 
Contacts are sharp at 52/69 degrees.

391.5 442.8 Broken Blocky Core - a zone of blocky to broken core with the
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strongest section of blocky core from 402 to 428. The blockiness 
is promoted by a whole series of chlorite, calcite, hematite 
fractures at variable angles to the core axis combined with 
scattered fractures of the pitted to vuggy type. With the 
accessory fracturing, the gabbro is darker and more chloritic 
than previous and is locally pervasively calcitic. The gabbro 
remains moderate to strongly magnetic. No gouge is noted - the 
source of the blockiness appearing to be directly related to 
fracturing. There are traces of pyrite in this package - a 
common association with the pitted to vuggy fractures. Within 
the zone there are a couple of dykes of dull pinkish orange 
diorite at 417.6 to 417.9 and 418.0 to 418.8, both of which have 
irregular contacts that are just cutting the core axis. Also in 
this area is a dyke of mafic intrusive from 429.2 to 437.2 at 
35/57 degrees with an irregular inclusion of gabbro at 432.9 - 
10 cms just cutting the core axis. The mafic intrusive is dull, 
dark grey green to dark brownish grey green with reddish tones. 
The dyke is fine grained, with a granular texture, is spotted 
with hornblende and is finely flecked with amphibole. The dyke 
is also moderate to strongly magnetic, weakly but pervasively 
calcitic and contains some streaky epidote alteration at the 
contacts. This dyke is sufficiently large to be coded as:.

429.2 437.2 Mafic intrusive.

449.7 452.0 Diorite - dull yellowish grey green in colour, fine to medium 
grained with blocky to broken contacts over 16 and 7 cms 
respectively. Contact portions remaining are very irregular at 
65/53 degrees.

452.0 475.2 A section of more strongly altered gabbro with a number of 
inclusions that, when considered with the rocks that follow, 
suggests some sort of intrusive hiatus. There are some 
inclusions of dull blue grey to greenish ultramafic (komatiite 
?); a spotted, partly amphibolitized, 10 cm patch of potential 
basalt, and; a foliated, amphibolitized section from 456.4 to 
458.3 with irregular, partly diffused contacts at 47/17 degrees 
that are at a discordant angle to the internal foliation of the 
section. There are also a number of irregular to ragged and 
subrounded fragments in this area up to 7 cms in size. The zone 
is cut by some irregular dioritic style stringers, is quite 
strongly chloritic and has a very scattered development of 
feldspar metacrysts. The gabbro is only weakly to moderately 
magnetic here.

475.2 477.4 Diorite - dull grey to dull yellowish grey green with reddish 
tones, fine to medium grained, magnetic, dirty, with irregular 
contacts at 44/30 degrees.

477.4 500.5 Continue in a package of strongly altered to metamorphosed 
gabbroic rocks - metamorphosed since this package is hanging
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wall to a broad zone that is riddled with strongly altered and 
fractured dykes of diorite. In this package the gabbro is more 
liberally sprinkled with raetacrysts of feldspar than the unit 
from 452 to 475.2, and, most of the feldspar metacrysts are 
zoned to twinned. The rock looks much like the dark felsic dykes 
seen elsewhere in the McBean suite, but the matrix component 
here is mafic with not enough silica or feldspar to signify a 
felsic composition. The package contains a whole host of 
variations with feldspathic gabbro patches that are diffuse to 
partly digested, along with portions that look marginal to some 
of the mafic intrusives - again contacts are diffuse to partly 
digested. The main part of this zone is dull grey green with 
variable reddish tones with irregular mafic fragments, some fine 
flecks of amphibole and a liberal sprinkling of feldspar 
metacrysts. The rocks are moderate to strongly magnetic, poorly 
veined and essentialy unmineralized. Near the base of this 
package there is a narrow section of diorite at 499.3 to 499.8 - 
upper contact broken, lower contact at 57 degrees.

500.5 517.3 Diorite - dull grey to grey brown in colour with variable 
reddish staining related to alteration healed fractures. The 
rock is fine to medium grained, weakly to moderately magnetic, 
siliceous, moderate to strongly fractured such that sections of 
core are blocky. There are scattered mafic fragments in the dyke 
to l cm in size.Contacts are at 24/12 degrees and undulating.

520.5 528.0 Diorite - dark orange red to brick colour, earthy appearance. 
Fine to medium grained with hairline fractures. Overall 
hematized with deeper colouring adjacent to fractures. 
Siliceous, moderately magnetic, dirty with scattered mafic 
fragments to 8 mm. Contact at 17/42 upper contact broken and 
lower contact irregular. Adjacent rocks are strongly orange- 
stained as well.

528.0 531.6 Basalt - dark green to grey green, very fine grained with strong 
rusty staining. The rock is fractured to brecciated, moderately 
to strongly magnetic. Lower contact is broken at 12.

538.5 546.7 Diorite - Colour is dull dark grey with reddish tones and brick- 
coloured around fractures. Contains brick red to orange fine 
grained ribs or dikelets to 6 or 7 cms. Diorite is medium 
grained and contains inclusions to 4 cm with irregular 
indistinct contacts at 66/46. Above this zone in the gabbro 
there are a series of similar red dikes to those above as at 
534.2- 4 cm at 32, at 534.9- 6cm 819, and at 536.9- 2.3 cm @25, 
somewhat medium grained and at the upper contact at 538.5- 2.3cm 
@40 (more medium grained) which is stepped along weak fractures 
@40 in an opposite direction.

546.7 548.1 Gabbro- feldspathic, highly fractured, blocky.
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548.1 550.5 Diorite - dark grey red, moderately stained, medium grained, 
finely fractured at contacts, weakly magnetic, scattered mafic 
fragments to 7 mm, contacts at 36/29. Below the dike the gabbro 
suite is more of the hornblende rich variety.

551.7 552.2 Diorite- dull grey green, medium grained, well fractured with 
calcite hematite, contacts irregular at 72/87.

553.2 553.8 Diorite- dull grey brown, reddish stained, fine to medium 
grained, fine calcitic hematitic fractures at low angles which 
slightly offset the contacts at 80/84. Fine brick red aleration 
on trailing contact.

554.8 559.3 Diorite - dull grey green with strong brick red coloured 
staining related to fine calcite, hematite, magnetite fractures 
at shallow (0-30) angles TGA, fine to medium grained, moderately 
magnetic, scattered fragments to 3.5 cm, best developed in 
contact zone, sections of orange/ brick red flooding to 19 cm, 
tr cp a 557.2, contacts are at 78/50, lower contact on veining 
(vuggy carbonate quartz) to 1.6 cm.

561.9 562.4 Diorite - dull grey brown with brick coloured fractures at 
shallow angles to the core axis. The dyke is fine to medium 
grained, and moderately magnetic with irregular contacts 
averaging 45/32 degrees.

565.2 566.3 Diorite - grey to grey brown, fine to medium grained with fine 
brick coloured fractures and fine calcitic fractures with 
hematite. Contacts are clean and sharp at 53/42 degrees.

572.3 579.8 Diorite - grey to red grey with strong brick coloured staining 
across the upper two thirds of the dyke. The lower part of the 
dyke is irregularly fractured with brick red alteration-healed 
fractures- The rock is fine to medium grained, moderately 
magnetic with irregular stepped contacts at 35/37 degrees.

580.6 582.9 Diorite - dull grey red with orangish to red alteration-healed 
fractures. The rock is fine to medium grained, moderately 
magnetic and is weakly mottled in appearance. The upper contact 
is within a section of broken core over 15 cms, the lower 
contact is a little irregular with veining at 57 degrees.

579.8 610.5 Gabbro breccia - fine to medium grained gabbro groundmass with 
dark green black fine grained mafic fragments. The host gabbro 
is somewhat lighter coloured than normal with feldspars to 2 mm 
in a fine chloritic matrix. Fragments form about 50% of the rock 
and average 4 cm but range up to 8 cm. Fragments are moderately 
magnetic whereas the host gabbro is only slightly magnetic. Many 
of the fragments are rimmed/ highlighted by by more 
feldspathic?/ carbonatized? zones. This section contains several 
diorite dikes that are described in more detail below. At 596.5
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the zone is cut by a 7 cm dirty pale grey to tan carbonate vein 
with a 2.5 cm chloritic core. The vein trends ® about 80 TGA. At 
598.1 the gabbro is fractured at various angles and infilled up 
to 2.3 cm with a pale beige quartz carbonate mixture containing 
angular host rock fragments to 4 mm. At 599.5 is a 6.5 cm wide 
pale beige dike/ vein? similar to above fract- fillings but with 
a more dioritic- looking texture although the mafics appear 
altered to pale green. It contains mafic frags to 2.5 cm and has 
contacts ® 20/40. From 602.2 to 603.5 is a mixture of mainly 
medium pink grey, medium grained diorite, chl'c gabbro and the 
beige coloured vein/ dike material. Contacts of the diorite are 
@ 58/31 and the vein ® 65/25. At 603.6 is a vuggy purple brown 
hematitic vein/ fracture @ 36 with some crushing of the walls. 
At 604.1 is a 7 cm wide medium orange pink fract'd coarse 
looking diorite dike ®25. The last 2' of the gabbro tend to be 
chl'c with wavey foliation ® about 30. The gabbroic texture is 
wiped out. At 609.8 is a 5 mm carb chl fracture 8 20 with a 2.4 
cm pale beige pink speckled carb vein.

589.3 592.4 Diorite - uniform medium orange pink alteration, medium grained, 
scattered mafic inclusions to l cm, contacts are ® 65/50, sharp 
but somewhat wavey.

594.9 595.4 Diorite- light pink grey, medium grained, typical, with contacts 
® 35/ 46. At 594.5 is a similar 3 cm dike with wavey contacts ® 
45.

610.5 620.6 Diorite - fine to medium grained, medium grey to pink grey, 
scatt'd angular mafic inclusions to 2.5 cm. Last half of unit is 
more pink altered and fract'd. The fract's contain trains of py 
xls which probably averages li over 5'. At 618.0 to 618.6 is a 
white qtz vein ® 21 with crushed chl qtz walls which also 
contain py.

620.6 625.4 Gabbro - dark green black, foliated(wavey) ® low angles (10)TCA 
fine grain size, veins and streaks of pink carbonate to 5mm 
along foliation. At 622.1 is a 6 cm wide pink diorite dikelet ® 
12.

626.4 631.9 Diorite - medium pink to grey pink, medium grained, more pinkish 
alt'n towards the end of the section adjacent to tract's, rare 
mafic incl'ns to l cm. Contacts are sharp S 46/27 with the 
leading contact on a vuggy carb slip.

637.9 635.8 Diorite - typical medium to pale pink grey, medium to fine 
grained with a 20 cm section of gabbro in the centre. Contacts 
are at 25/30. Also have 5 cm wide diorite dikelets at 639.2 6, 
641.0 @ 60/75.

647.8 664.1 Diorite - medium grey to pink orange adjacent to fract's, medium 
grained, scattered mafic inclusions to 2 cm, about 0.25 % fine
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disseminated py overall. Dark green black gabbroic zones 
somewhat foliated particularly at 653.2 4 653.8 where the host 
is cut by vuggy chl carb sulphide (py t cp) foliated fault 
structures to 5 cm @ 37 TGA. Approximately 5% sulph over l 1 in 
these structures. The gabbro following this dike is cut by a 
network of about 6% pale pink to white carb vnlts of random 
orientations.

683.1 684.6 Diorite- typical medium grey pink, medium grained, fractured 
with contacts @ 60/44. At 690.0 - a 5 mm mud gouge chl fit/ slip 
O 40.

690.6 703.1 Diorite - medium grained, ranges from brick orange adjacent to 
fract's to medium grey where fresh. Rare mafic inclusions to 2.5 
cm. Lead contact is on 2.5 cm wavey/ foliated chl py shear @ 57 
and trailing contact is sharp @ 45. Beyond this in the gabbro at 
711.3', there is a 1.5 cm vuggy white carb qtz vein @ 58, at 
711.8' an 8 cm orange diorite dikelet.

712.7 714.9 Diorite - typical, light pink grey with contacts O 37. 

716.8 720.0 Diorite - typical, light pink grey with contacts @ 65/25.

724.1 728.9 Diorite - typical, medium pink grey, leading contact consists of 
l' crushed, dirty orange grey altered dike material with l i 
sulphides O 45 and trailing contact on fine grained zone 858.

736.1 738.3 Diorite - orange grey to brick orange, well fract'd, cut by 
network of fine carb vnlts, most of the medium grained texture 
is wiped out. Contacts are @ 60/55.

738.3 740.0 Basalt ?- wavey to contorted texture, pale blue and dirty grey 
orange patches, blue areas are non magnetic and orange patches 
are weakly to moderately magnetic. Colour and fine grain size is 
similar to altered flow material with orange hematitic alt'n. 
Trailing contact is wavey @ 58.

742.6 744.2 Diorite- typical, orange grey, medium grained, Contacts @ 44/49.

747.6 755.3 Diorite - typical, medium grey to grey orange adjacent to 
fract's, with leading contact rolling @ 30 and trailing @ 65.

857.5 858.4 Diorite- typical, medium pink grey, contacts are angular like 
tuning forks along the CA.

763.0 766.1 Shear Zone - gabbro becomes progressively more fractured and
then foliated to sheared by 764.6'. Texture is lost and zone
becomes a carb chl shear with minor talc on slip faces. Shearing
begins ® 38 and ends @80 TGA.

768.8 770.0 Diorite- typical, light pink grey, contacts @ 55/35.
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770.6 772.6 Diorite - typical, medium pink grey, contacts @ 20/23.

778.6 782.4 Diorite - typical, medium orange grey, contacts @ 22/68 and 
somewhat rolling.

785.2 808.0 Diorite - typical, light to medium grey pink, contains 10% 
mafic/ gabbroic inclusions to 1.2', contacts @ 55/45.

814.0 818.1 Diorite - typical, first half of zone is brick orange and last 
half is grey pink. The following section of gabbro contains 
slivers of medium grey pink diorite with sharp angular contacts 
along and generally at low angles TGA. Overall they constitute 
about 8% of the rock and are fairly common between major diorite 
dikes.

836.5 847.2 Diorite - typical, medium pink grey with a 5' central core that 
is streaky brick red orange; contacts are ® 40/30.

854.8 863.6 Diorite - typical, light pink grey with brick orange rims 
adjacent to fract's. The centre section is finer grained with 
fewer mafic minerals and approaches a Felsic Dike (according to 
Murray) with contacts at 863.4' and 865.8' @ 15/45. The contacts 
of the diorite are S 37/20 and wavey.

865.3 867.7 Fault Zone well foliated to sheared @ 40 and centred on a l' 
wide gouge mud shear zone at 867.2. Sympathetic foliation and 
fracturing continue down hole to about 883.5. The main fault 
structure has obliterated the original texture of the host rock 
within the zone and beyond. In the zone it is foliated/ banded, 
dark purple grey/ black, moderately magnetic, streaky, minor 
very fine vnlts/ threads of carbonate and tr sulphides. Down 
hole the host is medium to dark grey to green grey and laced 
with 5% fine carbonate filled fractures and foliation planes, 
chloritized and amphib'd, with a gabbroic texture becoming more 
evident down hole by 884.0. Some of the wider carbonate veins 
are porous/ vuggy. NOTE: This is also the start of a series of 
more minor shears then the fault described above as at 897.7 @ 
45, at 904.5 '@40, at 908.2, @ 30, and at 914.3' ® 55. At 923.0 
is a 3.5 cm wide vuggy pink carb vein 8 45, at 933.0 to 933.6' 
is a vuggy carb zone ® 25.

936.5 940.2 Shear Zone - zone of foliation to moderate shearing, about 15% 
carb veining along foliation planes with about 2% py xls over 15 
cm in the core of the zone. The fabric trends ® about 45 TCA.

945.0 970.0 Gabbro- coarse grained to coarse pyroxinite phase, medium grey 
overall with local salt and pepper texture (v coarse), mildly to 
moderately magnetic, px grains are up to l cm. Zone ends on 
vuggy pale pink qtz carb vein with accompanying shearing @ 35 
from 967.3' to 968.0'.
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970.0 1054.5 Mixed zone of Gabbro and mafic volcanics?- gabbro is medium to 
coarse grained, salt and pepper textured, forms about 65% of 
the interval. The mafic rock is medium to dark green grey, 
generally fine textured with local coarse pyroxenitic sections 
as at 991.0'. This may be a hybrid partly digested basalt 
caught up in the gabbro intrusive. It is weakly to moderately 
magnetic whereas the gabbro is moderately magnetic throughout. 
Overall fairly fresh with only minor carb veinlets to l cm 
except as follows: at 975.2 a vuggy gash vein; at 980.1 a 4 cm 
vein in the centre of a 6 shear zone @ 46 TGA.

982.6 986.2 Feldspar Porphyry - medium grey overall with distinct white 
feldspar phenos to 4 mm but averaging about 1.5 mm in a fine 
grained fairly mafic groundmass. There are about 15% phenos in 
85^: groundmass. Contacts are @ 20 and 55 TGA.

1013.5 1016.7 Shear Zone - zone of foliation to moderate shearing @ 35/25 
near the contacts. Minor vuggy carbonate veining containing 
coarse py xls.

1020.3 1021.2 Feldspar Porphyry Dike- light to medium pink grey, about 30% 
white feldspar phenos averaging 1.5 mm in a fine grained 
fairly felsic groundmass, about a.% disseminated py. Contacts 
are S 40.

1024.7 1026.3 Shear Zone - strongly sheared ® 40 with a 25 cm pale grey pink 
qtz carb vein containing 3% py. The vein is fract'd with 
streaks and patches of chloritic wall rock.

1058.5 1059.4 Fault 
on a

Zone - well fract'd chloritic zone with 5 cm broken core 
crushed gouge zone at the start. The trailing section is 

fract'd with vuggy orange carb veining and li coarse py. NOTE: 
beyond this the gabbro becomes more amphibolitic with the 
texture being washed out. The host is well fract'd with white 
and pale pink carb filling the fract's and microfract's. 
Overall about 8% carb to about 1092.0'.

1092.2 1104.3 Gabbro breccia - dark grey green angular amphibolitic 
(gabbroic) frag's to 6 cm in a more feldspathic (leucocratic) 
fine grained gabbro phase. The contacts are indistinct and 
poorly defined. There is no evidence of faulting or intrusive 
contacts and the degree of alt'n and deformation is 
considerably less than the surrounding wall rock. This is 
followed by a well fract'd carb'd zone similar to that above 
1092.0 but with a more tectonic style brecciation.

1112.3 1113.0 Felsic Dike- aphanitic to fine grained, medium grey to pink 
grey, moderately magnetic with contacts at 52/65.

1116.4 1116.6 Fault Zone- carb chl shear zone @ 58 with l % py.
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1122.3 1122.7 Mafic Intrusive- medium grey, fine 
strongly magnetic, contacts S 70.

grained, moderately to

1127.1 1127.6 Quartz-Carbonate Vein Zone - fairly ragged/ fract'd qtz vein 
at the start of the zone followed by dirty foliated carb with 
veining and foliation @ 45. The interval comprises about 25% 
broken white to pale grey qtz vein material with 6(H dirty 
pale grey and pink carb and 101r chl-talc slips and streaks and 
5% coarse py.

1127.6 1148.5 Gabbro Carbonated Zone - dark green grey chl'c/ amphib'c phase 
with only hints of gabbroic texture. The host is well foliated 
to sheared and is inundated with 6C^ dull/ light grey to pink 
calcitic veins, stringers and threads along the fabric. 
Overall foliation ranges from about 25/45 TCA. The zone also 
averages about D.25% disseminated and coarse streaky py. From 
1143.6 to 1144.0' is a vuggy carb shear fault @34.

1150.0 1192.5 Broken Blocky Core - mostly chloritized moderatly feldspathic 
gabbro where the texture is still visible. The overall colour 
is medium grey to pink grey. The rock is cut by about 5% white 
to pale pink carb vnlts and stringers which have no prefered 
direction since the host is fairly massive (ie not foliated) 
although well fract'd. The extensive fract'g does not have a 
prefered orientation and does not appear to be related to the 
carb vnlts. The fract'g appears random with locally more 
intense sections and generally fract planes are not smooth but 
very irregular/ rough. Towards the end of the interval there 
is a gash type barbing pattern of fract'g developed that 
resembles a crenulation or washboard pattern. Within this zone 
there are feldspar porphyry dikes described below.

1171.0 1173.5 Feldspar Porphyry - overall medium pink grey colour, 
porphyrytic texture comprising about 20% white feldspar phenos 
averaging 2mm in a fine grained groundmass. The rock is weakly 
magnetic and contains J.% disseminated py. Contacts are at 
about 50 TCA on chl slips.

1172.2 1177.8 Feldspar Porphyry- colour and 
Contacts are @ 15/65 (natural) .

texture as interval above.

1184.0 1184.3 Feldspar porphyry dikelet varies in width from 3-10cm, dirty 
pink, crushed with carb filled tract's and coarse py, minor 
chl streaks. The dike trends about right angles TCA. Overall 
about 5% py in sample interval .

1185.8 1186.9 Feldspar porphyry- contains several large wallrock inclusions 
giving the impression that it is a narrow dikelet that follows 
the core axis. Dirty pink as above, well fract'd with carb 
infilling, about 2% fine disseminated sulphides (py 4 minor
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cp) in tract's and walls.

1189.8 1193.1 Diorite- light pink grey, similar to porphyry above but medium 
grained with no distinctive phenos, very few mafic minerals, 
non magnetic, scratches. Numerous mafic wall rock inclusions 
indicates that the dike trends along the core axis. The 
interval contains about Ut fine py.

1192.5 1257.2 Shear Zone - the entire section is not sheared but it is more 
like a zone of foliation with numerous shear and fault 
structures cutting through it. The host is the chl'c dark 
green grey amphib'c gabbro phase which is cut by about 5% 
pinkish carb vnlts and threads which follow the foliation. The 
overall fabric trends 840 to 50 TGA. Some of the vuggy veins 
run along the core axis and have caused blocky core 
conditions. Disseminations and clusters of py are associated 
with these carb veins. Strong faults are also included in this 
interval as follow: 1232.3 1233.1'- mud, gouge fault zone with 
almost no wall rock deformation ® 35 TGA; 1246.0 1247.4'- zone 
starts on 10cm of shearing followed by 10cm of broken core 
recovered as chips and then 7cm of solid host and finally by 
12cm of gouge material. The structure trends ® about 60 TCA.

1241.0 1243.8 Diorite - overall medium grey pink, medium grained, more 
feldspathic variety that is non to weakly magnetic, contains 
about J.% fine disseminated py. Leading contact is ®75 TCA 
following a 10cm carb'd shear zone 860 and trailing contact is 
@70 and is followed by a 24cm black py'c foliated zone. This 
trailing section contains about 3% fine py in a black fine 
grained foliated (8 55) host which is non magnetic. Further 
down hole from 1252.0 1252.2 is a carb vein ®58 nested in a 
weak shear. Beyond 1257.2 the gabbro becomes more massive and 
gradually changes to a feldspathic, salt i pepper textured 
phase.

1265-6 1304.7 Gabbro - feldspathic phase, comparatively fresh (unaltered) 
and undeformed. The colour is medium yellowish grey with a 
salt and pepper texture; the feldspars (about 30%) give it the 
yellowish tinge within the ferromagnesian groundmass. Contacts 
are fairly sharp and appear to be natural intrusive 840 4 25. 
This phase is weakly to moderately magnetic. At 1305.1 is a 
vuggy carb qtz vein to 3.5cm with contacts 8 72/50. At 1278.0' 
have up to 5cm wide white orange dike?/ vein @15 TCA. The 
contacts are gradational/ fuzzy with gabbro inundations into 
the qtz or vice versa. The vein contains an indistinct pinkish 
white rim with a more medium orange pink somewhat calcitic S 
feldspathic core. There is no alt'n of the walls.

1305.1 1351.0 Broken Blocky Core - 75% of this zone occurs as pieces c 10cm 
in length. The fract'g appears to be related to numerous weak 
carb and chl'c slips. The host is a mixture of medium to
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coarse gabbroic sections mixed with finer grained intervals 
that resemble altered mafic flows. The gabbroic- looking 
sections (75%) tend to be more massive and are weakly to 
moderately magnetic whereas the finer grained mafic material 
tends to be more foliated and non magnetic although there are 
occasional overlaps of these characteristics. The overall 
colour is medium to dark grey with local alteration adding an 
orange tinge to the grey. From 1305.1 to 1319.3' there are 
about 7% orange to white carb veins and the host is weakly 
alt'd to medium orange grey. The alt'n ends abruptly at a 4cm 
mud gouge fault @45 TGA at 1319.3'. Beyond this fault the carb 
veining drops to about 2% and overall there is about D.25% 
disseminated py which is localised in zones of up to 5% over 
10cm. The mafic material may be hybridized mafic flows which 
would account for the higher degree of deformation and 
alteration and perhaps the lower magnetic signature. These are 
mixed with fresher younger phases of gabbroic intrusive as 
well as amphibolitized earlier gabbroic and mafic intrusive 
units.

1351.0 1374.7 Gabbro - more massive salt and pepper textured phase, overall 
dark green grey, medium grained, mildly to non magnetic. The 
core is more competant (less fract'd) and fresher looking. It 
still has local patches where the groundmass appears finer 
with medium grained mafic grains.

1374.7 1403.2 Broken Blocky Core - this section is similar to the one at 
1305' above. About 75% of the core is as pieces < 10cm in 
length. The host is a mixture of fine grained and foliated 
mafic hybrid inclusions that are generally non- magnetic and 
are mixed with massive salt and pepper textured sections in a 
ratio of about 60/40. There is no preferred orientation to the 
fract's and the bounding contacts are indistinct.

1403.2 1426.0 Gabbro breccia - at this point the rock becomes more competant 
(less fract'd). The host is dominantly (60%) salt and pepper 
textured fine to medium grained gabbro with subanglar to 
subrounded mafic inclusions or fragments to 3' . In this 
instance there is no correlation of magnetics to any 
particular phase, they are both moderately to non magnetic in 
different sections. Overall colour is medium to dark grey. 
Some of the inclusions have sharp contacts and others are well 
defined but gradational. At 1721.7' is 7 to 16cm wide qtz carb 
vein with highly irregular contacts. The vein is pale grey to 
pink with whispy pink carb vnlts and patches in a grey cherty 
qtz. There is a 10cm section of 5% disseminated py uphole.

1426.0 1476.0 Gabbro - dirty, locally streaky to foliated ©25/45 TGA, fine 
to medium grained textures, amphibolitic with minor patches 
where gabbroic texture shows through. The core is fairly 
competant overall with only local sections of blocky core.
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There is still a mixture of magnetic and non magn units with 
no consistant relationship to grain size. At 1460.5 there is 
the first hint of a slight pink alteration beginning as local 
patches but becoming more pervasive downhole; the core in this 
altered section is well carb'd as it fizzes strongly.

1476.0 1477.3 Diorite- very feldspathic phase, porphyritic with white feld 
spar phenos to 5mm in a groundmass of finer feldspar and 10% 
mafic grains and inclusions. Leading contact is somewhat 
jagged along the core axis and the trailing contact sharp ® 
29. This is followed by a 2' fine grained medium pink grey 
alt'd non magnetic inclusion of mafic? flow material. This 
section contains pervasive carbonate alt'n imparting a medium 
pink grey colour and also contains about 5% fine disseminated
py-

1479.1 1479.2 CONTACT ZONE

-This is the start of a zone which is characterized by the predominance of 
dike material of varying textures, appearance and chemistry which cuts the 
host gabbro.

1479.2 1578.9 GABBRO

the gabbroic unit, as described at the start, continues down hole. 
Variations from the typical gabbro and the numerous intrusives in this 
section are described below:.

1479.2 1488.5 Diorite - feldspathic phase as above, overall light to medium 
pink grey with white to dull grey feldspar phenos to 5mm but 
averaging about 2cm in the groundmass, generally medium to 
coarse grained. The dike contains patches of qtz, carb and chl 
in alt'n zones. The contacts are well defined ® 15/58. There 
are also two fine grained/ aphanitic medium grey mafic dikes 
that are moderate to strongly magnetic at 1484.2 and 1484. T. 
They are 3/ 7cm wide and @ 35 TGA respectively, and have 
pyritic contacts. From 1487.0 to 1487.7 there is a foliated 
mafic inclusion at 35 and 60 TGA. From 1488.5 1490.2' there is 
another fine grained foliated mafic zone which may be a flow 
or well alt'd gabbro. This unit is strongly calcitic with 
streaky to pervasive pinkish carb alt'n. It is non magnetic 
and weakly pyritic. Foliation is @ about 50 TGA and contacts 
are ® 40/30 with the trailing contact somewhat irregular.

1490.2 1512.9 Diorite - very felsic phase. There are no remaining 
recognizable ferromagnesian minerals. The colour ranges from 
pale orange to orange grey with local light grey qtz veins to 
6cm. The texture is generally washed out and shows through the 
alteration (bleaching and albitization?/ sericit'n) locally as
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faint subedral white feldspar phenos to 5mm but averaging 
about 2mm in a groundmass of finer feldspar grains and white 
mica?. The leading contact is irregular @ 30 and is followed 
by 2' of streaky orange alt'd feldspathic diorite. Overall 
this unit contains about D.25% fine disseminated pyrite. From 
1492.2 1493.2' is an altered gabbro inclusion @ 55/65 with 
irregular contacts. It comprises 2(H feldspar grains (avg 1mm) 
in a dark brown grey fine grained groundmass which is weakly 
magnetic. This inclusion contains about 31; py concentrated 
along the contacts. At 1496.5' is a 3cm wide streaky chl carb 
qtz vein/ fault/ inclusion ® 45. Minor medium grained, medium 
grey, foliated (S about 50 TGA) gabbroic lenses occur from 
1501.2 1501.7, 1502.4 1502.8, and 1503.2 1505.5 with contacts 
8 50/30, 75/50, and 50/50 respectively, some being very 
irregular. At 1506.0 is a 4cm wide pale grey white qtz vein S 
30 which contains only one minor 7mm streak of py and no alt'n 
or enrichment of py in the rims. Overall there is about 3% 
patchy and vein qtz in the dioite.

1512.9 1528.5 Gabbro - hybrid/ well alt'd phase. This zone is characterizd 
by medium brownish grey, medium to fine grained gabbro that is 
weakly to non magnetic and generally contains 1mm pale grey 
feldspar? grains in a brown grey groundmass. The leading 
contact is almost gradational (very faint) @ 48 TGA and begins 
with a finer grained zone whereas the trailing contact is 
sharp @45 TGA.

1528.5 1564.7 Aplite - pale grey to creamy beige grey mottled texture. This 
unit is very siliceous and contains about 8% white qtz veins 
and patches with approximately D.25% fine disseminated py s cp 
throughout. There is also a trace amount of a dark grey 
metallic mineral, possibly galena, occuring in random nests or 
hairline fracture fillings with py k cp. Also noted were tiny 
black tourmaline needles. Locally there is a hint of 
porhpyritic texture caused by formation of ankerite 
metacrysts; ankerite also occurs as streaks and veinlets. 
There is no increase in py content in or adjacent to the qtz 
veining. At 1548.9, 1549.5, 1550.3, and 1553.7' are highly 
irregular bleached and sil'd angular mafic inclusions, some of 
which are partly alt'd to a form of apple green carbonate.

1564.7 1566.5 Green Carbonate Zone - weak chl carb core with apple green 
carb contact areas. Very coarse swirly to streaky pale green 
grey carb in an apple to dull green matrix with darker green 
grey and medium pink grey finer grained patches. There is a 
glassy pale grey 5cm wide qtz vein at 1566.3 @ 50 TGA. There 
is about J.% disseminated py concentrated mainly in the upper 
contact of the green carb zone and the wall of the qtz vein.

1566.5 1578.9 Porphyritic Syenite - overall medium pink orange, medium to 
coarse grained where the texture is not obliterated by alt'n.
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Faint light pinkish white feldspar phenos averaging about 
2.5cm in a fine to medium grained orange pink groundmass. The 
porhyritc texture is preserved only in the centre 1.5' of the 
dike. The remainder is medium pink/ orange pink, fine streaky 
to mottled texture which is highlighted by fract's. The dike 
is cut by about lot qtz veins and patches to 10cm and contains 
Hi disseminated py with minor cp and occasional scattered 
hematite vnlts. Contacts are sharp @ 45/ 55 TGA. From 1576.8 
to 1577.8' is a foliated fine grained mafic inclusion with 
contacts, foliation and a central 4cm qtz vein all o about 35 
TGA.

1578.9 1579.0 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

1579.0 2134.1 ULTRAMAFIC

in general this zone is dark green black with 10- 15% crenulated to 
streaky carb infillings along the planes of foliation. Some of the streaky 
texture, especially at the start of the interval is reminiscent of spinifex 
texture in the green carb zones at the Kerr Mine. The carbonate is white to 
pale green grey and mainly ankeritic according to the staining. The host is 
mainly talcose with local chl'c sections, particularly at the start of the 
zone. The foliation is crenulated at the start and ranges between 45 i 60 
TGA down hole. There is only trace sulphides and < It qtz veining in this 
host. Any exceptions to the general description given above, such as dikes, 
alt'n or mineralization are noted as follow:.

1579.7 1580.1 Syenite dike (porphyritic?)- medium pink, about 7% dissem'd 
py, fine textured with original texture obliterated. Contacts 
are ragged @ 50 and along TGA. A dike with similar features 
occurs from 1580.8 1581.8. It has contacts 8 58/36 TGA.

1585.5 1587.9 Porphyritic Syenite - medium pink to orange pink, local 
evidence of medium grained porph'c texture where it is not 
obliterated by microfract'g and alt'n. Overall about 2t 
disseminations and streaks of py S cp.

1589.6 1590.3 Syenite dike- medium orange, fine textured, with 60% of the 
dike replaced with a qtz ladder/ gash vein network which is 
roughly orthogonal to the contacts which trend S 57/40 TGA.

1593.8 1595.2 Diorite- medium grey pink, medium grained, moderately foliated 
a 65. The texture is best displayed on a surface broken across 
the foliation where the groundmass is a mixture of 1mm 
feldspar (20%) and 2mm alt'd ferromagnesian (2010 grains in a 
fine grained medium pink groundmass with about 5% disseminated 
py. Contacts are @ 65 TGA.

1595.2 1608.4 Porphyritic Syenite - medium orange pink to pink grey, texture
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is mostly wiped out by fract'g and alt'n but is coarse grained 
where it shows. It appears to be bimodal with larger white 
feldspar phenos to 5mm in a groundmass of finer grained white 
and pink feldspar. There is very little mafic material in the 
groundmass although there are scattered mafic inclusions to 
4.5cm. The unit contains about D.25% disseminated py overall. 
An 18cm length of white qtz occurs between 1597.8 fc 1598.4. It 
contains a few minor inclusions of wall rock and has its 
contact along TGA. The dike contacts run @ 45/55 and are 
irregular.

1609.3 1610.4 Syenite carb filled gash vein at low angles TCA begins at a 
3mm wide carb chl slip at the start of the interval @ 57.

1614.0 1620.0 Porphyritic Syenite - pale pink, medium grained, bimodal, 
relatively fresh but mildly to moderately fract'd. This is 
somewhat similar to the feldspathic diorite described at 
1479.2 but without the ferromagnesian component. The larger 
phenos range up to 5mm and occur in a groundmass of finer 
white feldspars and pink material with D.25% fine disseminated 
py. Contacts trend @ 45. There is a 5cm white qtz vein with 
ankeritic rims at 1614.6 @ 46 TCA.

1630.8 1636.6 Felsite - fine grained, hard, medium pinkish grey, somewhat 
mottled/ patchy texture, moderately fract'd. Overall contains 
<0.25% cp t py as small grains and fine disseminations, mainly 
at the end of the section. The leading contact runs at a low 
angle (10 degrees) TCA and contains about 751 carb (ankerite) 
with angular felsite inclusions while the trailing contact is 
® 70 TCA. This is followed by the host talc chl schist which 
is foliated/ sheared ® 50 TCA.

1660.5 1661.1 Syenite Dike- well crushed, dirty medium pink, fine textured/ 
grained, no relic texture preserved, dike contains about 10% 
qtz carb filled fract's and 5% disseminated py. Contacts are @ 
55/50 TCA and trailing contact leads into a strong fault zone.

1662.0 1663.0 Lost Core - associated with strong fault zone described below.

1663.0 1666.5 Fault 
lost 
piece

Zone - Fault begins on mud gouge zone that includes l 1 
core. Only a few chips, a 3.5cm plug of gouge and a 3cm
of qtz carb vein remain from the start of the fault 

which trends s about 50 TCA. This is followed by 3.5' of 
sheared talc chl schist which contains about 8% fragmented 
carb stringers and veinlets centered on a shear gouge fault 
structure at 1664.6' ® 27 TCA with the surrounding shearing 
trending ® about 35 TCA. The fault zone contains only tr 
sulph, mainly in the carb stringers.

1667.3 1668.1 Gabbro- 
similar

well altered and foliated @ 40 TCA with contacts at 
angles. The leading contact is on a mottled mixed
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fract'd 2 cm zone of carb qtz chl with 2 small splashes of cp. 
Overall the section is dirty, streaky olive pink grey with 4% 
PY-

1669.7 1670.1 Syenite dike- medium orange, fine textured and cut by 7(^ qtz 
carb veining parallel to the contacts @ about 55 TGA and along 
TGA. The dike contains about Q.5% fine py and cp.

1670.1 1673.5 Fault Zone - begins on a 1.4' wide brecciated/ crushed zone 
comprising f rag's of carb s qtz vein and dike material in a 
talc chl matrix. This is followed by 20cm of dirty syenite 
dike material including carb and qtz filled tract's. It ends 
with a series of mud gouge slip structures over the last foot 
centered on a 5cm gouge fault. Overall the fault zone trends ® 
50/55 TGA and contains tr sulph. This is followed by talc chl 
schist.

1694.3 1702.3 Gabbro - well altered and deformed. Overall medium to dark 
grey with local pinkish tinges where more incipiently altered. 
Textures vary considerably depending on the degree of 
deformation which ranges from mildy foliated S about 50 TGA at 
the start to swirly shearing along the core axis where the 
gabbro and chl schist are mixed; at the end of the zone is a 
25cm wide crenulated/ z-folded section. From 1699.0 to 1699.7 
is fine grained pink grey syenite cut by 15% qtz. Contacts of 
this dike are @ 70 and irregular. The overall sulphide content 
is tr in the gabbro and syenite.

1702.3 1704.0 Felsite- medium pink grey, fine grained, mildly to moderately 
magnetic. About 4% fine disseminated py and py S cp clots 
along microfract's and qtz carb vnlts which form approximately 
8% of the unit. Contacts are irregular ©55/35 TGA.

1704.0 1707.3 Gabbro - well altered and deformed, medium pinkish grey, 
medium grained with total obliteration of original texture, 
mixed with contorted chl talc schist over the last foot of the 
interval. Overall tr to D.25% sulphides concentrated mainly 
around qtz carb tract's near the contacts of the zone.

1707.3 1708.6 Felsite- as at 1702.3', pale to medium pink grey, fine grained 
with chl'c streaks near the contacts. Overall about 4% fine 
dissem'd py with py St cp clots along tract's. Contacts are 
855/22 TGA. This is followed by talc chl schist.

1713.0 1713.9 Cherty Sediments - well laminated/ bedded @ 40/20 TGA. 
Alternating dark maroon grey and light pink grey layers 
averaging 3 mm which pinch and swell but are continuous. The 
unit is very hard and is moderately magnetic. The darker bands 
are similar in colour and texture to felsite and the lighter 
ones may be alt'n features.
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1714.5 1716.4 Quartz-Carbonate Vein Zone - 2 bounding qtz carb felsite vein 
zones separated by a talc chl section, all are roughly of 
equal proportions. Overall tr to Q.25% sulphides with leading 
contacts of both vein zones ®45 TGA and the trailing contacts 
@ 25.

1719.7 1720.4 Fault Zone - strong gouge mud fault material over the entire 
interval O 40 TGA. The fault is rimmed by short discontinuous 
wedges of aplite to 4cm.

1727.5 1729.3 Aplite- medium greyish pink, fine grained, non magnetic, with
contacts @ 15/35 TGA. Overall about 3% fine py as
disseminations and along fract's.

1729.3 1735.6 Chl talc schist- with local patches of bleaching or incipient 
alt'd and strongly foliated gabbro at start to 1732.2. These 
zones are pale tan grey as compared to dark green black for 
the chl'c sections near the end of the zone. Cutting this 
section are medium pinkish grey, fine grained felsite dikelets 
at 1730.0 1730.7', 1732.5 1733.1', and 1734.4 1734.7', with 
all contacts being ® 20-30 TGA.

1735.6 1752.0 Felsite - overall light to medium greyish pink to orange pink, 
fine grained, non magnetic with very minor local mildly 
magnetic sections over a few inches, moderately foliated ® 
about 25 TGA. The foliation planes are highlighted by more 
greyish alt'd zones and slivers of included wall rock. With a 
hand lense one can see a very faint ghost porphyrite texture 
that has been totally masked by alteration associated with an 
intense network of microfract'g. Overprinting the alt'n and 
deformation is weak pattern of 2% late white qtz carb vnlts 
approximately orthogonal to the foliation. These vnlts contain 
tr amounts of a black metallic mineral, possibly tetrahedrite. 
Contacts are S 24/10 TGA. NOTE: There seems to be a 
gradational shallowing of the shearing/ foliation/ contact 
directions. The average py content of the zone is about 3%.

1759.0 1766.5 Felsite - as above, medium pink orange, fine grained but with 
15S; early pale grey glassy qtz patches and veins and 10% late 
white carb qtz stringers which cut everything. Overall there 
is about 5% sulphides as disseminations and as patches along 
tract's. Contacts are S 30/28 TGA. There is a nest of py, cp fc 
ga up to lcm thick along a fract at 1761.0 e 38 TGA. From 
1763.2 1764.2' is alt'd, folaited gabbro? This is followed by 
chl carb schisted u/m where the shearing becomes subparallel 
to the core axis. The shearing is highlighted by 50% ankeritic 
vnlts which follow the fabric. The schist contains patches and 
slivers of felsic dike material.

1784.0 1785.0 Quartz-Carbonate Vein Zone - pale grey to white qtz with 40% 
pale orange felsite/ carb inclusions. There is about 4% py
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overall but it is mainly concentrated in the inclusions. The 
chl schist leading up to the vein contains about 5% 
disseminated py over l 1 . The qtz vein contacts are @ 35/45 TCA.

1785.0 1788.6 Mix of felsite and chl carb schist- from 1785.0 1785.5' and 
1786.5 1788.3' is well microfract'd medium pink orange felsite 
with chl'c streaks at the end and, the rest is typical green 
black chl carb schist. The interval contains about 2% py, 
mainly in the felsite. Dike contacts and fabric ranges from 
35/45 TCA.

1788.6 1848.1 Felsite - 80% medium greyish pink felsite with 20% fine to 
medium grained foliated gabbro. The felsite is fine grained 
and locally foliated a about 30 TCA. The gabbroic sections 
occur from 1795.4 1797.0', 1799.5 1801.5', 1813.0 1815.8', and 
1832.8 1833.7' with contacts somewhat irregular ® 45/ along 
TCA, 32/30, 53/45, and 25/45 TCA, respectively. The gabbroic 
sections are pale pink grey, foliated, exhibit fine to medium 
grained textures, non to weakly magnetic and contain tr py. 
The felsite unit contains approximately 2% disseminated py. 
1793.0 1794.6- Chl Carb Schist with fabric and contacts 8 
about 25 TCA. Typical with wormy carb veining over the last 
few inches causing? the formation of weak pale dull green 
carb. 1789.9 1792.3 Quartz Vein- within the felsite dike. The 
section comprises 95% pale grey to white glassy qtz with 51: 
faint felsite inclusions and chl sericite carb fract zones. 
Overall there is only tr sulph confined mainly to the 
inclusions and tract's. Contacts are random at no particular 
angle TCA. At 1815.5' there is a 19 cm section of weak dull 
green carb. The section from 1832.8 1833.7' is more chl'c and 
fract'd then the other gabbroic sections and contains 2% 
sulph. This is followed at 1834.7 by a chl'c tract with 
associated gash type qtz veining ® about 10 TCA. The fract 
planes contain py and minor cp and hints of weak green carb.

1848.1 1870.8 Gabbro - medium grey throughout, medium to coarse grained, 
massive but foliated @ 20 to 30 TCA, tr sulph overall but with 
local py'c patches to 3% over a 5cm width. This unit includes 
narrow slivers of more chl'c u/m looking material particularly 
over the last foot of the interval.

1870.8 1884.3 Diorite Felsite - medium pink to orange pink, the unit appears 
to be fine textured/ grained but has a medium grain size when 
examined more closely. One can discern feldspar grains that 
are highlighted by a strong microfract'd texture. There are no 
recognizable ferromagnesian minerals preserved but the unit 
does contain about D.25% fine black hematite? grains and 7% py 
and minor cp disseminated throughout. Cutting the unit are 
Q.5% late white carb gashes and vnlts. The contacts are sharp 
@ 60/42 TCA. This dike is followed by typical talc chl rock 
that is not schisted to the same degree as before. About 10%
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fine carb vnlts define the foliation which trends @ 30 TGA.

1892.0 1892.7 Fault Zone - mostly mud and gouge with no alt'n or shearing in 
the walls. The fault trends @ 40 TGA.

1916.0 1917.2 Felsite Dike- meanders along TGA with trailing contact ® 45. 
Overall it is fine grained, dark purple grey,non magnetic and 
unmineralized.

1943.0 1944.0 Broken Core- no apparent structure.

1947.4 1948.4 Fault Zone - includes about 15cm of lost core and is 
characterized by gouge and rock chips 8 about 20 TGA.

1962.5 1966.4 Gabbro - medium to dark brown grey, salt and pepper textured/ 
medium grained, massive, moderately magnetic with <0.25% 
disseminated py. Contacts are ® 65/20 TGA. This unit is 
preceded by a more speckled section of u/m which begins at 
1956.0' .

1978.2 1987.8 Lost Core Broken Blocky Core w/ Gouge - there is no complete 
solid piece of core in this interval, it is all chips and 
gouge. There may be as much as 4.5' of lost core, apparently 
along a low angle contact between the talc chl rock and the 
following diorite dike.

1987.8 1993.4 Diorite - medium pink grey, medium grained, moderately 
magnetic, texture appears to be larger pink grains/ spots in a 
darker pink grey groundmass which vaguely resembles a dioritic 
texture with trace to Q.25% py. The leading contact is ground 
up at low angles TGA and the trailing contact is ® 23 TGA on a 
6cm wide Gouge Fault. This is followed by a chl talc carb unit 
which is cut by 10% late white qtz carb veins and stringers. 
The first 1.5' of the unit contains 40% white qtz carb in 
which angular frag's of orange alt'd dike material are 
included. This is followed by a white/pink/pale grey qtz carb 
vein which runs along TGA. There is no obvious significant 
mineralization associated with any of this veining.

1999.5 2012.7 Felsite - starts off light greyish pink and becomes more dark 
brown grey towards the end of the section where it is not as 
strongly alt'd as at the start. The unit is fine grained, 
moderately magnetic and contains about 2% py as disseminated 
clusters of grains. The leading 7' section is microfract'd and 
altered resulting in the light pink colour but towards the end 
of the unit the alt'n is confined to the margins of numerous 
individual tract's. Contacts are undulating ® 15/40 TGA. At 
2004.0 and 2007.4' are dull grey unmineralized qtz veins of 3 
i 2cm each @ 30/20 TCA. This dike is followed by talc chl 
schist where the foliation ranges from meandering along TCA to 
cutting it at right angles. From 2019.5 to 2025.0 the talcose
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unit contains lS-20% white carb qtz veins.

2025.0 2043.6 Felsite - overall medium pink grey, fine grained, mildly to 
moderately magnetic, well fract'd and cut by 8% fine qtz carb 
vnlts and gash veins. This intrusive contains only tr-0.25% 
disseminated py, none of which is in the veins. The contacts 
are somewhat ragged 8 17/35 TGA. From 2026.1 2027.0, 2030.5 
2031.3, and 2040.9 2042.0' are dark grey to black mafic 
inclusions of probable gabbroic origin inferred from a 
foliated salt and pepper texture. Contacts range from 33/ 
along TGA, 23/23, Se 40/35 TGA. The letter's contacts are 
rimmed with py.

2045.0 2048.7 Gabbro - medium brown grey to pink grey, medium grained, 
mildly to moderately magnetic, moderately foliated @ 25-35 
TGA. Overall there is only tr py. The unit is cut by by 5% 
white carb qtz veins which are concentrated near the start and 
centre. The leading contact is on a 4.5cm qtz breccia vein ® 
45 TGA which contains 49% angular frag's of the host. At 
2045.5 is a 3.5cm carb qtz vein which contains elongate nests 
of specular hematite. Streaks of specularite occur in the 
smaller veins as well. The trialing contact is sharp @34 TGA. 
The gabbro was preceded by carb chl talc schist trending 8 45 
TGA and beginning with a dirty 9cm wide qtz carb chl vein zone 
devoid of sulphides.

2048.7 2053.0 Carbonated Zone - this is very weak dull green chl carb giving 
a hint that we may be getting close to the real thing. It has 
a schistose texture @ 30-40 TCA which is highlighted by 20% 
white to dull grey carb veining along the shear planes. This 
is generally a dirty zone and a section around 2050.0 is 
ground to rounded core frag's of gouge and carb vein material. 
There is also a sprinkling of py crystals (<0.25% overall) 
throughout the unit. The leading contact is @34 TCA and the 
trailing contact is lost in another section of ground core.

2053-0 2055.6 Diorite - medium grey to pinkish grey, medium grained, 
foliated @ about 40 TCA. With a hand lense, one sees possible 
alt'd hornblende grains (dirty olive brown colour) elongated 
in the plane of foliation in a groundmass of pink grey alt'd 
feldspar. Mafic inclusions to 3cm are also aligned parallel to 
the fabric and the unit hosts about Q.5% py. It is difficult 
to distinguish this from an alt'd gabbro. The contact areas 
are in sections of blocky broken core, possibly @ 60/45 TCA, 
in which the pieces contain ankerite qtz veins and breccia 
zones in a chl'c host.

2056.6 2086.2 Felsite - overall mottled medium pink grey to orange grey, 
fine grained, massive with indications of weak foliation @ 65 
TCA in mafic inclusions in the unit. The py content appears 
higher, up to 5%, in the more highly alt'd, orange sections,
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ie from the start to 2062.5' and from 2069.5 to the end, and 
<0.25% in the less alt'd middle. This seems to correspond with 
more intense fract'g and microfract'g as well as alt'n. There 
is a distinct change in the qtz carb vein content at 2078.2'. 
Prior to this point, there was about 31; ankerite qtz chl 
mainly as stringers and vnlts at the start and veins running 
along the core axis in the centre of the section. Beyond this 
point which is in a zone of blocky broken core, there are 
approximately 60* dull white qtz veins with carb and chl along 
the rims. Despite the high qtz content, this zone contains 
only about D.5% py t cp, mainly in the host, and tr-0.25% 
specularite. From 2058.2-2059.7' is a foliated mafic inclusion 
(gabbro) and from 2071.0 2072.4', there is an inclusion of a 
pale grey breccia that has been tectonically brecciated and is 
partly hosted in a carb matrix. At 2058.2 is a 3cm wide gouge 
fault @53.

2071.0 2086.4 Broken Blocky Core - apart from a 1.5' section at 2072.4' the 
core is recovered as chips and short broken pieces. Although 
there is no apparent strong structure, the drillers report 2m 
of LOST CORE at 2076.2'. This does not coincide with the other 
blocks and it is more likely that there are 2m missing over 
the entire interval of broken core.

2086-2 2100.4 Ultramafic - this section is 40% incipiently alt'd in segments 
that resemble various types of alt'd dikes in a host of 
typical talc chl schist. These zones are located from 2086.2 
2086.7, 2087.5 2090.0, 2091.1 2091.4, 2093.3 2093.8, 2094.8 
2097.3, and 2099.5 2100.4. Typically, they are medium pinkish 
grey with foliation textures similar to the host schist (@45) 
with contacts that range from sharp to gradational. The 
leading and middle alt'n zones also contain narrow ribbons of 
pink felsite dikelets. The overall sulphide content is tr with 
the alt'd segments averaging perhaps D.5%. This is followed by 
typical talc chl schist.

2109.8 2130.6 Ultramafic - incipiently alt'd as section above. The fabric of 
the schist is overprinted by pervasive medium maroon coloured 
alt'n which has imparted a hardness to the host and introduced 
about D.5% py. The alt'd section is also mildly to moderately 
magnetic as compared with the schist which is non to mildly 
intermittently magnetic. This section also includes unalt'd 
lenses of host rock as at 2121.1 2121.9 and 2124.7 2127.4 as 
well as 2-4cm slivers throughout.

2133.1 2134.1 Fault Zone - is characterized by llcm of gouge at the start 
and 3cm at the trailing contact ®43. The rest comprise 
rounded/ ground pieces of rubble and a few short pieces of 
intact core in between. The host is medium grey, chl'c and cut 
by 20*!; white ankerite veining (c tr py in the fault zone.
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2134.1 2179.9 CARBONATED ZONE

- at this point the talc chl schist has been totally alt'd to carb chl with 
indications that it is trending towards green carb. The rock is medium grey 
with 5(^ white/ pale grey carb streaks and a fabric trending @ about 45 TGA. 
The host is non to intermittently weakly magnetic and contains tr py. 
Locally the foliation becomes wavey indicating a mild folding. A 16cm wide 
fractured white qtz carb chl vein @ 53/43 TGA cuts the host at 2143.5'. The 
chl carb schist is intruded by dikes as are described below.

2144.5 2168.0 Felsite - mainly medium pink grey with 1(H local orange alt'd 
patches which seem to be associated with more highly 
microfract'd and fract'd zones. There is also a corresponding 
increase in the py St cp content from a background of tr-0.25% 
to an average of about 3% in the alt'd zones with accessory 
specularite. The felsite is fine grained, hard, non to weekly 
magnetic with a curved leading contact and a trailing contact 
lost in a blocky fault zone.

2168.8 2169.7 Fault Zone - the core was recovered mainly as rounded pieces 
with a trailing 3.5cm mud gouge zone. The fault ends on a 
1.5cm wide qtz vein which trends 841 TGA. Carb chl schist 
forms the host for the fault. 2169.7 2175.6- Typical carb chl 
schist as described above. The leading 2 1 contains 6(^ mixed 
orange felsite dike and qtz carb vein material. Both the vein 
material and host rock contain tr sulphides. The foliation 
ranges from 70/47 TGA. Local wavey and boudinaged slivers of 
felsite dike also cut the schist parallel to the fabric but 
constitute <5%.

2175.6 2179.9 Felsite - medium pink orange to orange alt'd, fine grained, 
non magnetic with narrow schist sections at 2176.0 2176.4 and 
2177.8 2178.4'. Overall the felsite is finely microfract'd and 
contains about 8% streaky and disseminated sulphides. The last 
1.5' includes about St pale grey streaks and patches of qtz. 
The internal contacts of the dike and schist are ® 35-45 TGA. 
Beyond this the schist is altered to green carb.

2179.9 2225.4 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

- overall pale green grey (not the bright emerald green variety) with 
shearing throughout @ 50. Most of the unit is pale green grey carb'd host 
(75%) with the weakly fuchsitic shear planes imparting the green colour to 
the rock. From the start to 2186.6' contains 70% incipient pale to medium 
orange coloured alt'n which is overprinted on the host rock texture. The 
texture in this interval is generally consistent with the overall shearing 
but is locally wavey to ptygmatically folded to shreddy. The incipient 
overprinting continues downhole to 2202.5' but is not as intensely alt'd. 
The alt'n colour is pale creamy yellow-brown and follows simple consistent
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shear planes. Apart from a 5cm patch of ankerite qtz at the start of the 
green carb zone, there is no significant veining in this unit, only l-2% 
white qtz carb vnlts and dull grey qtz grains and streaks. Overall there is 
only tr sulphides confined mainly to the incipient alt'd sections. The 
leading contact was placed at the first interval of well formed green carb 
but the trailing contact was arbitrarily set since there was a very 
gradational change back to grey carb schist. From 2219.4 2219.9' and at 
2222.5' are 14cm t 3cm wide aplite veins with contacts ©55/40 and 60, 
respectively. These dikelets are fine textured, pale pinkish grey, hard and 
contain tr py.

2225.4 2350.8 CARBONATED ZONE

gradational change from weak green carb to carb chl alt'd u/rn with an 
arbitrary contact. Textures are the same as the green carb with a fairly 
consistent shearing ® about 45 TGA. The colour is pale to medium grey to 
green grey at the start and becoming medium to dark green grey towards the 
end. Compositionally, there is a change from about 70 % carb alt'n of the 
host u/m rock with the remainder being chl, talc and generally darker 
minerals on the shear planes to 30% carb with more abundant ferromagnesian 
minerals and their alt'n equivalents making up the rest.
Locally the texture becomes shreddy and irregular where the shear planes 
have been broken up either tectonically, by minor folding, or by the alt'n 
overprinting of primary textures. There is also about 40% incipient alt'n of 
varying intensities as described below: from 2229.3 2230.0' tan alt'n 
inundated with 30% white qtz carb veining and Q.5% py S 55/70; at 2232.8' 
5cm wide pale yellow tan alt'n with n.% py o 48 TGA; at 2233.9' a lcm wide 
wormy pale tan dikelet? or alt'n zone that is S folded into the foliation; 
at 2234.7', a 7cm wide pale tan pink alt'n zone with 3*k py @ 55 TGA that is 
folded back on an axis/ hinged @ 75 TGA; at 2235.5', a pale pink tan zone 
with a weakly alt'd centre that contains about 4% py @50 TGA; at 2236.0, a 
15cm wide zone of 50% pale tan pink alt'n as bands @ 50 TGA with 2% py;from 
2236.7 2237.3, a wealkly alt'd tan yellow section @ 50 TGA with 4% py and a 
Z fold stucture with an axis S 55; from 2238.7 2239.4, a banded medium pink 
grey zone with <0.25% sulphides and an open S type fold structure with an 
axis @ 55; from 2240.0 2244.3', about 40% alt'n zones parallel to the fabric 
which steepens to 70 TGA at the start and returns to about 55 TGA towards 
the end of the interval. The section also contains about n.5% white carb qtz 
and grey qtz veins and patches and tr sulphides overall. The centre of the 
zone from 2241.9 2242.3' appears to be a medium orange alt'd fine textured 
felsite dikelet containing 5% disseminated py.

2244.3 2279.7 Carbonate/Tuff- about 75% weak incipient alt'n, pale to medium 
grey to tan grey where alt'd and dark greenish grey where not. 
The texture ranges from well sheared to shreddy to patchy as 
defined by the carb alt'n. Overall there is only tr sulphides 
although locally it ranges up to l* over a few cm in the more 
highly alt'd sections. The fabric is fairly consistent @ about 
45 TGA but has local minor fold closures at 2257.5', 2262.1' 
and 2273.1' (small kink). From 2253.1 2254.0 1 , the texture
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seems to become more granular, fine grained sedimentary, when 
viewed with a hand lense. It appears to contain rounded grains 
of varying composition. Throughout this interval, the core is 
fairly well broken up with 75% as pieces clOcm in length from 
2257.0' to the end. At 2275.0' there is a 5cm wide carb qtz 
vein @ 45 TGA with a splash of cp. The sedimentary unit is non 
magnetic but the carb unit, both alt'd and unalt'd, is weakly 
magnetic.

2279.7 2284.7 Lost Core Fault Zone - about l' of chips, rubble, gouge and 
mud were recovered from this interval. It represents a strong 
break zone, probably o about 45 TGA although there is nothing 
within the zone to establish an accurate angle. Therefore this 
represents about 4' of LOST CORE.

2284.7 2299.3 Carbonated Zone - dirty incipient pink alt'd, sheared S 45-50 
with minor kinks locally, overall about n.% sulphides 
associated mainly with the more highly alt'd sections. The 
alt'n seems to overprint the deformation with local 
gradational contacts and also sharp contacts between alt'd and 
and unalt'd zones. From 2284.7 2285.3' is medium orange alt'd 
and fract'd adjacent to the fault zone. The fract's are filled 
with varying amounts of carb, qtz, hematite, chl and py with 
an average sulphide content of 2%. At 2292.4' is an 8cm wide 
pale blue qtz vein with minor carb s wall rock streaks @ 54 
TGA. This is followed by 0.5' of ground/ rounded core. From 
2293.6 2295.7 is a zone of 40% chl carb talc schist with 60** 
pale green brown alt'n. It again reverts back to pink alt'n 
with 2 orange felsite dikelets to lcm along the foliation. The 
entire incipient alt'd unit is mildly magnetic.

2299.3 2323.5 Ultramafic - carb talc chl alt'd with a dramatic increase in 
streaky carb alt'n to 75% along the foliation which ranges 
from 45-60 TCA. The overall colour is medium grey but consists 
of pale grey carb with green black talc chl in the shear 
planes. The unit is non magnetic and contains only tr py. At 
2315.0' is a 6cm wide pale blue qtz vein with white and orange 
carb inclusions and a few lcm similar vnlts down hole. The 
vein cuts the host S 58 TCA and contains 2% sulphides over its 
width.

2323.5 2332.7 Carbonated Zone - this interval represents an abrupt change in 
texture from sheared to more massive to moderately foliated. 
There is an overall pinkish tinge/ alt'n to the ankerite which 
comprises about 70% of the host with the remainder being black 
to pink black chl in the matrix. The texture varies from 
massive coarse grained to foliated ®45 TCA to coarsely shreddy 
to carb patches and streaks to 4cm wide. The unit becomes more 
foliated and lighter pinkish grey alt'd towards the end of the 
section. Overall there is only tr py and the host is 
moderately magnetic.
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2332.7 2350.8 Carbonated Zone - another abrupt change in the style of carb 
alt'n. The texture ranges from shreddy/ streaky to fractured 
looking to foliated @ 35/50. The host is variably alt'd 
depending on the texture and degree of incipient alt'n. 
Strongly alt'd sections are beige to light grey green such as 
from 2333.4 2333.8', 2337.3 2337.8', 2338.4 2339.6 1 , 2341.0 
2343.0', 2343.9 2346.3', fc 2347.0 2349.8' and contain about 
D.5% sulphides with the exception of 2338.4 2339.6 which 
contains 7% streaky sulphides and has a gradational downhole 
contact and very irregular sharp uphole contact. The entire 
unit is non magnetic. The host is generally streaky pale grey 
where the grey colour is contributed by the chl'c matrix 
however there are local minor sericitic patches that are 
approaching green carb in appearance.

2350.8 2352.4 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

this is gradational from the preceding section. The interval is 60% pale 
green streaky carb with 40% pale grey glassy qtz. The carb hosts 
approximately 2% sulphides along the fract's and foliation planes. Contacts 
are gradational and the qtz occurs more as patches then a distinct vein.

2352.4 2352.5 TIMISKAMING GROUP

this is the first indication of a major sedimentary or tuffaceous unit in 
the sequence and this hiatus has arbitrarily been designated as Timiskaming 
although there is no structural contact, no trachytic component and an 
interfingering with Larder Lake Group u/m's down hole.

2352.5 2370.4 TUFF

abrupt textural and colour change but the contact is lost in a ground butt 
end of core. The colour is a pale yellow-green tan and the unit is generally 
fine textured with a foliation S ^5 TGA. The rock contains numerous fine 
qtz grains and small pebbles elongated in the plane of the foliation. The 
matrix appears to be compositionally diverse and the rock could probably be 
called a sediment (greywacke). Although pebbles are scarce, there are 
several recognizable types such as chert, pale tan coloured felsic volcanic, 
dark green mafic and green carbonate. The unit is non magnetic although it 
does contain tiny black oxide? grains and D.25% disseminated py. Late dull 
grey qtz veins with white ankerite rims make up about 3% of the unit. At 
2362.6' there is a gradual change to a medium green grey and the rock 
becomes more obviously foliated @ low angles to 30 TGA. It is still fine 
grained and contains scattered qtz eyes. There appears to be a higher 
proportion of chl'c material towards the contact as well which may indicate 
a more tuffaceous component.
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2370.4 2383.9 ULTRAMAFIC CARBONATED ZONE

colour remains greenish grey overall and the rock is sheared @ about 55 
TCA. There is approximately 2(^ pale grey carb streaks along the planes of 
foliation similar to that in the sheared u/m and carb units. From 2381.0' to 
the end, the rock is folded with the axes 860. The rock remains non magnetic 
and contains D.25% py, mainly along the foliation planes. Many of the slips 
on the broken ends of the core contain talc. There is a possibility that 
portions of this interval are mafic tuff. The leading contact is somewhat 
wavey @ 50 and the trailing contact is on a 4.5cm wide pale pink and grey 
carb qtz vein e 67/50 TCA.

2383.9 2449.9 TUFF

medium greenish grey, sheared to foliated @ 45-50 TCA throughout. It is 
still difficult to distinguish parts of this unit from carb'd u/m although 
there are sections exhibiting a definite flattened tuff fabric. The dark 
colour indicates that the composition would be mafic and thereby probably 
related to the Larder Lake Group. Locally there are narrow sections of 
lapilli tuff (2415.4 2417.6') within the sequence. Overall there is tr-0.25% 
py associated with the weak to moderately alt'd areas which constitute about 
1(^ of the interval. It is characterized by pale pinkish grey incipient 
alt'n overprinting the host as well as pinkish qtz carb veins and streaks 
which parallel the fabric. The most significant of these which extends from 
2436.4 2438.4', contains about 10*r pink qtz and It coarse py. At 2397.0' is 
a 7cm wide mottled pale pink carb and pink grey qtz vein zone @45 TCA. From 
2403.0 2404.0' is 20% patchy pink qtz Se carb veining. From 2417.6 2425.5' 
the core contains l5% pink carb qtz streaks and vnlts which parallel the 
fabric and may represent alt'd frags.

2449.9 2502.0 BASALT

medium to dark green grey, fine grained, massive to mildly foliated ® 
55/60. The foliation is highlighted by weak pink carb development as streaks 
along the fabric particularly near the contacts. The appearance of the mafic 
flow is similar to the tuff, however, with a hand lense, the texture of the 
alt'd ferromagnesian minerals seems to be more random/ felted with little 
variation in composition of groundmass. In contrast, the matrix of the tuff 
appears to be more complex. There are also no obvious fragments which are 
characteristic of the tuff. The contacts of the unit are sharp @ 60/38 TCA 
for the leading flow which is separated from a second flow by an interflow 
tuff. Overall there is tr py.

2464.0 2470.5 Tuff - there is an abrupt textural and compositional change at 
a foliated flow top? contact in the underlying flow @ 30 TCA. 
The colour is the same as the upper tuff unit and the flow ie- 
medium to dark grey green. The texture is more streaky and 
foliated with obvious scattered clasts. These fragments are
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stretched along the plane of foliation and comprise a variety 
of compositions ranging from pale pink grey felsic to chl'c 
mafic which is reflected in the matrix. Texturally, the matrix 
is a matte of finer flattened grains. The foliation is 
moderate @ 40-50 TGA. The tuff unit ends in a 16cm wide zone 
of stronger foliation/ shearing ® about 50 TGA. There is only 
tr sulphides in the interval.

2470.5 2502.0 Mafic flow- this interval represents another mafic flow unit 
that exhibits a mixture of massive and foliated textures which 
may indicate either a series of flows or interbedded flows and 
tuffs. The colour is the same as above and textures range from 
fine to medium grained to mildly foliated @ about 59 TGA. From 
2486.4-2491.2' the flow is moderately to well foliated to 
contorted and contains about 5% patchy carb qtz streaks and 
vnlts along the foliation and in the contorted zone. The 
trailing contact is another possible contorted flow top @ 38 
TGA.

2502.0 2548.6 TUFF BASALT

- this interval is similar to those described above in that it has elements 
of both mafic tuff and flow. Therefore, it may represent a series of thin 
mafic flows interbedded with tuff of similar composition. The section is 
weakly foliated at the start and becomes sheared towards the end ® 50-55 
TGA. There is also a pinkish tinge to the basic greenish grey colour of 
these units from the start to 2538.7'. This is in part accented by a section 
of pink carb qtz vnlts and patches between 2523.1 and 2525.0'. Overall there 
is only tr sulphides and the interval ends in a slightly coarser grained 
tuff unit with some lapilli size fragments.

2548.6 EOH.
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andMneB
Declaration of Assessment Work 
Performed on Mining Land
Mining Act, Subsection 68(2) and 66(9), R.S.0.1MO

Transaction Number (office use)

Assessment Files Research Imaging

^ectexis 65(2) and 68(3) of the Mining Act. Under section 8 of the Mining Act. this 
t work and correspond with the mining land holder. Questions about this collection

32D04NW2013 2.18947 GAUTHIER 900

1. Recorded holder(s) (Attach a list if necessary)

it and Mines, 3rd Floor, 933 Ramsay Lake R

Mxling a claim, use form 0240.

2.189 47

vpaEeBS-^..,
;G

Name 
QUEENSTON MINING INC.
Address SUITE 1116, 

111 RICHMOND ST. W.
TORONTO, ONTARIO M5H 2G4

Name

Address

CKent Number 
185109
Telephone Number 
416 364-0001
Fax Number 
416 364-5098
Client Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

2. Type of work performed: Check (S) and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.

D Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys, 
assays and work under section 18 (regs)

Physical: drilling stripping, 
trenching and associated assays D Rehabilitation

Work Type 

DIAMOND DRILLING

f
Dotes Worfc From To J 

Perform* Day 30 | Month 10 | YM, 96 D.y 31 | Montt.08 | Ywr98

Global Portioning System Data (if available) ToMNhipMrea GAUTHIER TWP.

MorG-PtanNumber 
G-3211

Office Use
Commodity
Total S Value of 2*xJ d~V^ 
Work Claimed O Ot t fT b
NTS Reference

Mining Division L - j . 1 t " rvardiT kak^
Resident Geologist 
District riVfc/ttirt Lake^

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work;
- include two copies of your technical report.

3. Person or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)
Name 
DALE ALEXANDER, MURRAY MCGILL, DAVE SCHONFELDT ft FRANK PLOEGER- GEOLOGISTS
Address c/o QUEENSTON MINING INC, 
PO BOX 896, KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIO P2N 3L1
Name 
BENOIT DIAMOND DRILLING LTD.
Address 
1701, RUE L'HYDRO, C.P. 815, VAL D'OR, QUEBEC
Name

Address

Telephone Number 
(705) 567-4377
Fax Number 
(705) 567-4426
Tctephooc Nurnter 
(819)824-9107
Fax Number 
(819) 825-0784
Telephone Number

Fax Number

l, WAYNE BENHAM. do hereby certify that l have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in
(Print Name)

this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during or after its 
completion and, to the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true.
Signature of Recorded Holder or Agent

Agent's Address
C/o QUEENSTON MINING INC.. TORONTO, ONTARIO

Telephone Number 
(416) 364-0001

0241 (03/97)



6. ' Work to be recorded and distributed. Work can only be assigned to claims that are contiguous (adjoining) to the mining 
land where work was performed, at the time work was performed. A map showing the contiguous link must accompany this 
form v

Mining Claim Number. Or if
work ws* done on other eHgtote 
mining land, show in this 
column the location number 
indicated on the claim map.

•0

•0

1 8c

2 8r

3 *o

46c

5 9
**

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

TB7827

1234667

1234568

TOft|6L 3893 1/2

Dofi^fe L3894

.0*29 L4239

**3r, L 5732

ooo&x, L8366

L.19262
QOn^nTr

Column Totals

Number of Clakn
Unto. For other 
mining land, let
hA4*ta*MADeems.

16 ha

12

2

7.7 ha

7.9 ha

11.2 ha

8.1 ha

7.6 ha

6.1 ha

6

Value of work

claim or other 
mining land.

S26,825

0

S 8,892

343,685

K 152

38,189

359,146

$1 08.791

3163,515

3387.478

Value of work
appNedtothls

~2. 1
N/A

S24,000

S 4,000

^ 0

0

- 0

0

0

0

rfiECfcW
\ otf*^
\ roSr.iFHCE *Sji atu"" QVTIU

0

Value of work
m**trm*tt Wv iJL**•lllgnml IP OuMT

^wngQima^l fa^ 
O o/ ffc S

124,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

em
\

B33 xT"
tss^^J
^. " -J

0

Bank. Value of work 
to be distributed 
at a future date

12,825

0

K892

343,685

54,152

38,189

359,146

3108,791

3163,515

3387,478

l. WAYNE BENHAM. do hereby certify that the above work credits are eligible under
(Print Full Name)

subsection 7 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96 for assignment to contiguous claims or for application to the claim 
where the work was done.
Signature of Recorded Holder or AGENT Authorized in Writing

6. Instructions for cutting back credits that are not approved.

Some of the credits claimed in this declaration may be cut back. Please check (*0 in the boxes below to show how you wish to 
prioritize the deletion of credits:

ESI 1. Credits are to be cut back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 or 4 as indicated.
D 2. Credits are to be cut back starting with the claims listed last, working backwards; or
D 3. Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims listed in this declaration; or
D 4. Credits are to be cut back as prioritized on the attached appendix or as follows (describe):

Note: If you have not indicated how your credits are to be deleted, credits will be cut back from the Bank first, 
followed by option number 2 if necessary.

For Office Use Only __ ^^^-^^^—^^-—^—-—
Received Stamp

0241 (03/87)

Deemed Approved Date

Date Approved

Date Notification Sent

Total Value of Credit Approved

Approved for Recording by Mining Recorder (Signature)



untario a - — . no/oq-a,

f^ffTP^T^THShT^

Work Type

DIAMOND DWLUNG

CORE LOGONaORIULUOG S. SECTIONS

Unto of work 
Oipndkv w tt* W* o( MTKMIte mMbv ot
nOUWMJ^IMflCBQt AMVW W QNainQt MQfnCvfMIOl
grid In*, nun** at Mmphfc *.

20,629 feet
179 days

Associated Costs (e.g supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

Transportation Costs

Food and Lodging Costs

0 -i 0
iw * 1 C

CoetPirlMt 
of work

si6.som
S228.207day

RECEIVE
nf.T Op 'UL ^ o .

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSS

Total Value of Assessment Work

: X\ M tgu 
947
Total Cert

5346,628
540,850

D
—a-

r

^^ J

S387,478

Calculations of Filing Discounts:

1. Vtfbrtt filed within two years of perfwmancs is claimed at locm of the above Total Value of Assessmant Work.
2. If work is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at SO* of the Total 

Value of Assessment Work, rf this situation applies to your daims, use the calculation below:
TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50' Total S value of worked claimed.

Note:
- Work okter than 5 years is not eligible for credit
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed in this statement of costs wtthin 45 days of a 

request for verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clarification is not made, the 
Minister may reject all or pan of the assessment work submitted.

Certification verifying costs:

l. WAYNE BENHAM. do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may reasonably
(plMMplMWtlM.)

be determined and the costs were incurred white conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on the accompanying 

Declaration of Work form as AGENT l am authorized to make this certification.

OCT 26 '96 11=10 416 364 5098
TOTflL P.01

PftGE.01

NE BEi.HA.VS. uu hwW certify, that the amou.iis shown are as accu.aie as may reasonably 
be deterniine^ndlhe'Swere incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on the accompanying

Declaration of Work form as

0212 (03*7)

Signature Date



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Mlnlstere du 
Developpement du 
et des Mines

November 26, 1998

Wayne Benham
QUEENSTON MINING INC.
1116-111 RICHMOND STREET WEST
TORONTO, ONTARIO
M5H-2G4

Ontario
Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (888)415-9846 
Fax: (877)670-1555

Dear Sir or Madam:

Subject: Transaction Number(s):

Submission Number: 2.18947

Status
W9880.00673 Deemed Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice. Allowable changes to your credit distribution can be made by contacting the Geoscience Assessment 
Office within this 45 Day period, otherwise assessment credit will be cut back and distributed as outlined in 
Section #6 of the Declaration of Assessment work form.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Lucille Jerome by e-mail at 
jeromel2@epo.gov.on.ca or by telephone at (705) 670-5858.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 13124 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2.18947

Date Correspondence Sent: November 26,1998 Assessor: Lucille Jerome

Transaction First Claim 
Number Number
W9880.00673 8000815

Section:
16 Drilling PDRILL

Township(s) l Area(s)
GAUTHIER

Status
Deemed Approval

Approval Date
November 26, 1998

Correspondence to:
Resident Geologist 
Kirkland Lake, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):
Wayne Benham 
QUEENSTON MINING INC. 
TORONTO, ONTARIO

Page: 1
Correspondence ID: 13124
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Queenston Mining Inc.
FRANCO NEVADA

McBean—Anoki Area

SECTION 5400
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